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FOREWORD 

 

Immense growth of information streams determines the necessity of 

information competence formation in modern specialists. This issue is 

extremely important for future medical specialists on whose activity people’s 

life and state of health depends.  

The strategic direction of higher education of Ukraine is training 

international medical students in the educational environment of universities. 

Ensuring a high level of quality training of specialists for foreign countries in 

domestic universities is largely determined by the success of the organization of 

the educational process, sociocultural and informational adaptation of foreign 

students. The process of organizing the educational process of foreign students 

of medical specialties is complex and multi-levelled.  

The special nature of the doctor's professional activity determines the 

specifics of the pedagogical process of training specialists in medical 

specialties. The main specific feature of medical education is the need to 

interact with patients (real, simulated, virtual), which requires a sufficiently high 

level of certain professional competencies, knowledge and applied skills. The 

effectiveness of professional activity depends on the subject's level of cognitive 

activity when making decisions and requires prior training in the development 

of information competence. 

Therefore, it is important to ensure that specialists of the specified profile 

master the methods, techniques and technologies for receiving, collecting, 

processing, analyzing, understanding information, its interpretation and 

translation.   

In current conditions, the development of a didactic system for the 

formation of information competence of foreign students of higher education in 
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medical specialties in higher education institutions of Ukraine is of particular 

relevance. 

In light of this, the presented scientific work is a timely response to the 

urgent requests of modern Ukrainian society. 

The presented monograph does not solve all the scientific problems of 

information competence formation in international students of medical 

specialties, but it makes it possible to draw the attention of educators to the 

discussion of one of the most important problems for today and to determine 

new prospects for conducting further scientific investigations in the outlined 

direction. Theoretical and practical developments in the scientific work are 

presented in such a way as to ensure a structured understanding of them and the 

specification of content guidelines for their wide implementation in the 

educational process of higher education. 

In the first chapter “Theoretical foundations of information competence 

formation in international medical students” the genesis of the development of 

the idea of students’ information competence formation is presented; the 

phenomenon of information competence is analyzed within the scientific 

discourse; determined the component structure and content of students’ 

information competence. 

In the second chapter “Conceptual foundations of information 

competence formation in international students of medical specialties”  the 

methodological basis of the study of the problem presented at the general 

scientific, specific scientific and technological levels is defined. 

In the third chapter “Formation of information competence of 

international students of medical specialties in the educational environment of 

university as a pedagogical problem” the conceptual and categorical field of 

research is defined, the characteristic features of training international students 

in domestic higher education field are revealed, modern requirements to training 

international students of medical specialties are analyzed, the specifics of 
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information competence formation in international medical students in the 

educational environment of university is presented.  

In the fourth chapter “Theoretical substantiation of the didactic system of 

information competence formation in international medical students in the 

educational environment of university” the didactic system is characterized, its 

structural blocks are presented.  

The monograph is an up-to-date and independent study based on the deep 

theoretical work of various scientists and the author's scientific work, the results 

of the analysis of the collected empirical material and the generalization of 

domestic and foreign experience on the problem of the formation of an 

information competence of international medical students in the educational 

environment of university. 

The materials of the scientific work can be useful to scientists, lectures of 

higher schools and other groups of educators who are interested in the problems 

of training international medical students. 

Deep gratitude and appreciation to my scientific consultant professor 

Natalia Tkachova for guiding through the process of working on the 

monograph, professor Manu Kapur, professor Jörg Goldhahn for invaluable 

support and assistance in obtaining priceless experience. 

Many thanks to the reviewers of the monograph - professors Tetyana 

Zavhorodnya, Marianna Knyazyan, Denys Shyian for their valuable and 

constructive suggestions regarding the content of this monograph. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF INFORMATION 

COMPETENCE FORMATION IN INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL 

STUDENTS 

 

1.1 The genesis of the development of the idea of forming 

information competence in students 

 

For the possibility of a deeper study of the problem of the formation of 

information competence of students it is advisable to find outline the origins of 

the emergence and development of this idea. 

As stated in the scientific literature, the  study by scientists  of the 

question of  how the key concepts were used at different times and for a specific 

scientific exploration  is an effective tool for improving the quality of scientific 

research, and as a result – the successful achievement of the goal.  It is 

important to bear in mind that  people's understanding and actual use of  

different terms differ significantly from their more formal definitions. 

Therefore, to ensure the effectiveness of the study, scientists are advised to 

identify, analyze and compare different interpretations of the chosen terms [222;  

227; 257; 287]. 

In particular, the term “information” has been used by people since 

ancient times.  According to the results of scientific research controversial 

theoretical views of modern scientists on understanding the essence of this term 

may appear, for example because of  scientific interpretations of the definition 

of “informatics” and its  implicit interpretations during everyday use. Therefore, 

experts believe that when studying information as a definition, it is advisable to 

analyze  the history of its origin and development, and at the same time pay 
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considerable attention to the formulation of various interpretations of this 

concept [ibid.]. 

In particular, Ch. S. Pierce in his writings emphasized that the  meaning  

of any term is determined not only by its past, but even by the future [283].  

This idea is supported by a well-known expert  in the field of information policy 

C. Brahman, in whose opinion this policy “consists of laws, regulations and 

doctrinal positions, as well as other decisions and practices that have a 

constitutional impact on the whole society, including the creation, processing, 

flows, access and use of information” [221, p. 3].  

As the researcher states, the information policy turned into a separate 

branch of scientific knowledge only in the last decades of the twentieth century, 

when there was a transition from an industrial society to an informational one 

and, in particular, micro- and macroeconomics of information began to develop. 

And he also emphasizes that any phenomena in modern information policy (and 

especially the very concept of “information”) should be studied not in isolation, 

but through a historical “lens for ideas and realities that have a long history” 

[221, p. 1], including those that were previously considered unrelated. By 

S. Brahman, using such an integrated approach to the study of various 

phenomena and processes can significantly improve the quality of scientific 

knowledge, because “making grounded decisions without understanding the 

long history” [221, p. 5], development of a specific concept is impossible. In the 

frameworks of stated above the scientist sums up that in order  the study various 

processes related to information in general, it is necessary first of  all to 

correctly define the concept of “information”, and for this it is necessary to trace 

how the essence of information in  the understanding of researchers has changed 

in the history of mankind and its role in the lives of members of society. 

It is worth noting that  the primary ideas about information as a 

phenomenon arose in ancient Greece, although this term itself   was not yet used 

in those days. Ideas about the structure of the universe to its holistic 
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philosophical comprehension and, in particular, laid the foundation of the day in 

which various mischievous theories of information are later developed. It should 

also be clarified that with the emergence and development of natural philosophy 

in ancient Greece, it was possible to identify and look for ways to solve the 

problems of society and the Universe from the standpoint of a system of 

primary scientific knowledge and logical thinking [10; 11; 201]. We would like 

to note that the ancient Greeks intuitively were able to understand some 

important laws of human existence and the principles of harmony of the existing 

world, which operate “in the area of the trinity of science, art and religion” [201, 

p. 22]. 

Prominent Greek philosopher Socrates argued that human behavior 

should be based on strong and complete knowledge, because representations are 

variable in nature, and therefore they cannot become the basis for members of 

society to make the right life choices or choose optimal behaviors in different 

situations. According to the thinker, the dominant place among the knowledge 

of the individual should be occupied by his knowledge of himself, so that he 

clearly understands what is useful for him, what he can do and cannot do. After 

all, the knowledge of man forms the basis of his charity [10; 11; 111]. 

A huge contribution to the development of theory of information was 

made by the outstanding scientist Aristotle, who was not only an 

encyclopedically educated person, but also became the founder of many 

branches of scientific knowledge: physics, biology, logic, sociology, ethics, 

psychology, etc. It was Aristotle who transformed diverse philosophic 

knowledge into science as a system of knowledge about nature, society and 

thinking, and also identified the grounds for its separation from other spheres   

of  human life: art, craft and religion.   As Aristotle stated, the main ways of 

obtaining new knowledge by a person is accumulating life experience, and his 

ideas concerning inheritance of certain basic properties must be confirmed by 

relevant evidence [10; 11; 201]. 
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Appreciating the contribution of the ancient Greeks to the development of 

the concept of scientific information, it should be noted that the conclusions 

formulated by them were still not subject to strict experimental verification or 

clear scientific evidence, as is the case in the modern era. The basis for the 

rationality of their explorations mostly consisted of persuasion, reflection and 

observation [201, p. 18]. It should also be clarified that the phenomenon of 

information was determined by the ancient Greeks primarily through εἶδος 

(view, image) and morphé (form), which had both subjective and objective 

meaning [230; 309]. 

Taking into account the foregoing, Western scientists (R. Capurro, 

J. Edgar Hoover, Robredo, B. Hirland, et al.)  claim that the concept 

“information” is of ancient Greek origin and at the same time Latin roots.  Thus, 

the monumental dictionary of the Latin language (Thesaurus Linguae Latinae) 

contains references to the use of the Latin word informātiō (translated as 

“information, clarification, familiarization, representation, idea of something”) 

from the time of Virgil I (I century BC ) to the VIII century AD.  As it was 

found, in ancient literature there were two  main contexts of this concept, 

namely, material (corporaliter) and intangible (incorporaliter).  At the same 

time, the researchers assume that prefix in- could have the meaning of 

objections (for example, as in the words informis or informitas) [228; 232; 289; 

303]. 

Thus, references to the use of the word “informo” in a biological context 

can be found in the descriptions of the Roman thinker Varron about how the 

fetus receives information by the head and spine. Non-material or spiritual 

context of the concept “information” is concerned with the use of this term in  

the moral and pedagogical sense, and from the II century AD understanding of 

this concept  was largely influenced by Christian teachings. In addition, the 

views of many well-known Roman scholars were formed under the explicit 
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influence of ancient Greek philosophy in particular Plato and Aristotle [228; 

232; 237]. 

As it was found out in the research, the Latin authors translated many 

important old Greek definitions with  the term “information” or the same-root 

words with it, including the following: "ὑποτύπωσις/hupotúpôsis" – 

"project/model" in a moral context;  "πρόληψις" – "assumptions, forebodings, 

predictions", "εἶδος" – "appearance, image; what is visible"; "týpos" – "imprint, 

sample, type";  "morphé" – "form", etc.  For example, the establishment of a 

connection between these words is characteristic of Cicero [228]. 

Let us clarify that the latter three terms refer to the key concepts of old 

Greek ontology and epistemology, that is, these concepts are  of a higher 

(worldview) level. At the same time, it should be noted that Roman thinkers 

used these “high” concepts as a rule, in the applied sense, that is, as terms of a 

lower level, for example, in the primitive context of describing various 

phenomena, which were perceived  by people with the help of the senses [228; 

232]. 

Thus, Cicero, translating into Latin the words of Epicurus in his work “De 

natura deorum” (“On the nature of the gods”), the ancient Greek concept of 

prolepsis (Greek. prolēpsis – pre-embedded in consciousness) presented as 

informatio rei. As it is known, according to this concept, the representations of 

gods or things are imprinted in the soul of man before he acquires the 

corresponding experience, that is, a priori [232; 237]. 

In his writings “De oratore” and “Orator” (“On the Orator” and “The 

Orator”), Cicero used this concept in rhetorical context. So, referring to Plato’s 

ideas, the thinker noted that a phenomenon of prolepsis includes both active and 

aposterandornin (that is, one based on practical experience) the action of the 

mind of the person himself, which enables him to isolate and analyze an 

unknown object using “ars memoriae” (“art of memory”), and for better recall 

by the individual of a similar situation the author suggested that to attempt to 
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visualize the situation. According to Cicero, such a technique helps a person to 

reproduce or create new information about the successful solution of an existing 

problem situation, that is, to find sententiae informatio (“information about the 

solution”) [228; 238; 240]. 

Cicero's ideas about the possibilities and use of information in biological, 

as well as in pedagogical and moral contexts are also of interest. In particular, 

these ideas are presented by the author in the famous speech “Pro Archia” (“For 

the poet Archius”), aimed at his defense against the unjust accusation that he 

posed as a citizen of Rome, but in fact allegedly was not. Besides giving 

objective evidence about the falsity of such an accusation, Cicero in his speech 

also noted the fact that Archius received a decent education, and the possession 

of the right information contributes to the fact that a person becomes a highly 

moral person who is not able to deceive other people [232; 239]. 

As C. Geren points out, Cicero closely linked the content of the learned 

information with the level of morality of its carrier  itself. Therefore, revealing 

the  pedagogical meaning of information,  the  thinker categorically opposed the 

fact that a person of non-noble origin could master oratory by studying various 

books, that is, without the pedagogical support of a mentor, because it is causes 

the destruction of old, time-tested ethical values. According to the conclusions 

of Cicero, such a speaker may not learn these values and not clearly understand 

his mission as a member of society, but as a result – perceive his own eloquence 

as an intrinsic value, and not as a means of defending his point of view in public 

political debates devoted to the problem improvement of social life [254, c. 78, 

80, 81]. 

In the context of the problem raised, research should draw the attention of 

these one important thought of Cicero. Thus, he perceived rhetoric as a 

technique that allows the speaker to convince the audience of the rawness of the 

formulated conclusions and the practical value of his own theory. For this, the 

thinker used various means and techniques, and the main place among them was 
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occupied by means that helped to ensure the authority of the proposed concept, 

that is, to convince the listeners that it is understandable, convenient and 

effective for the general public [254, p. 62]. 

For this purpose, Cicero in his works widely used quotes and from the 

works of famous ancient Greek thinkers, because in those days it was believed 

that the more diverse and numerous the information sources used, the more 

authoritative the theory was created. Firstly, the text was created in accordance 

with stable traditions in the field of science and art, so the reliability of the 

information provided is time-tested, and, secondly, references to the works of 

world-famous ancient Greek thinkers (Aristotle, Isocrates, etc.), whose names 

were widely known to the Roman nobility, confirmed the coherence of their 

views and views of the author himself.  True, sometimes Cicero, like some other 

Roman thinkers, in order to increase his own authority could on the contrary, 

enter into an imaginary discussion with famous ancient Greek philosophers 

[254, p. 62, 67]. 

It should be noted that Cicero also paid considerable attention to the 

question of compliance with the existing tradition of the structure of speech or 

written text, which, as a rule, should include an introduction, the formulation of 

the main idea, the presentation of convincing arguments in its favor and the 

refutation of the correctness of opposing points of view, as well as general 

conclusions. At the same time, the well-known thinker emphasized that the 

speaker during his speech should think carefully not only about its content, in 

particular, to select the necessary reliable information, but also the style of 

presenting this information. In order to be able to achieve the goal of his speech, 

the speaker was asked to use various techniques: to provide rational evidence, to 

demonstrate his spiritual strength and to mentor young people, to evoke the 

expected emotions in the audience: anger, joy, pity, etc. As Cicero argued,only 

in this case the information presented will be perceived not only on a rational, 

but also on an emotional level and, and this, in turn, will ensure the possibility 
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of its better perception, understanding and acceptance by people [254, pp. 70-

72, 79]. 

In the process of scientific research, it is also stated that the concept of 

“information’ was used by Latin thinkers not only in the sense of the act of 

transmitting knowledge from one person to another, but also in the sense of an 

action aimed at giving a specific form to a certain material object. For example, 

Vergilius used this concept in his famous work “Eneida”. So, describing the 

process of forging lightnings by Vulcan and Cyclop for Zeus, the poet used the 

term informatum [230, p. 128]. 

Further development of the idea about information as a phenomenon was 

obtained in the Middle Ages. At the same time, it should be noted that in the 

conceptual use of information by some of the advanced thinkers of that era, the 

influence of Greek ontology and epistemology was also traced. Thus, among 

these thinkers, a special place is occupied by the Christian theologian and 

philosopher Augustine, whose views were mainly formed under the influence of 

Christian  traditions from one hand, and the ideas of Greek ontology and 

epistemology from the other. Emphasizing the high authority of this religious 

figure among the representatives of both Christian branches, it should be noted 

that Augustine was recognized as blessed within the Orthodox religion, and the 

Catholic – as a saint. 

It should be noted that in the work “De trinitate” (“On the Trinity”), 

Augustine described man's visual perception of the world as a process of “the 

formation of sensory perception” (informatio sensus), using for this purpose the 

well-known Platonic and Aristotelian epistemological metaphors about the 

imprint (imprimitur) of the ring seal on wax, that is, to remember. The 

theologian shared the idea that  the images and representations of perceived 

objects are originally stored in the memory of people. Such images do not 

provide information to the individual and do not affect his intelligentia rationalis 
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(rational intelligence), because they are associated only with reflection, that is, 

informatio cogitationis (internal representations) of the person [230, p. 127]. 

According to R. Capurro, the process described above is closely related to 

the concept of an information message, since a person's expression of his 

impression of the form and structure of a certain object can be perceived as a 

transmission of a certain message. It is worth mentioning the above-mentioned 

“seal” was noted in the Greek language as daktylios and in Latin digitus. It was 

in the latter word from which the modern term “digital” appeared much later 

[ibid.]. 

It should be noted that in some of his writings Augustine used the term 

“information” in the pedagogical sense. Thus, in his work “De civitate dei” 

(“On the city of God”) he emphasizes that Christ is the image of God (forma 

dei), and therefore his deeds teach and educate people (fad eruditionem 

informationem que nostram). In line with this, Augustine, in the hiis work cited 

information about the heavens communities (informatio civitatis sanctae) [228; 

230]. 

As noted in scientific thought, the concept of information is also key to 

the theologian concept of a prominent Italian philosopher and theologian 

canonized by the Catholic Church as a saint. Thus, being a scholastic theologian 

and a proponent of Aristotle's philosophy, on the basis of his ideas, Thomas 

Aquinas developed his own philosophical and theological theory, which is 

completely consistent with the Catholic faith, because it is the author's 

commentary on the Bible. As S. Pinkaers stated, “St. Thomas established a 

remarkable dialogue between Aristotle's philosophy and theology, and the basis 

of this dialogue was his faith in the crucified Christa” [285, p. 284]. 

Revealing the essence of Aristotle's hylomorphism, according to which 

the basic principles of being are form and matter, the Aquinas form translated 

this concept into Latin as informatio materiae (“design of matter”). Teologis 

Interpreted this process in line with the Christian metaphysics of creation, and 
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therefore clearly distinguished between per modum informationis (physical and 

biological information processes of  man, in particular his “information on the 

body by the soul”) and per modum creativeis (deitynn in creativity in activity). 

Comprehending the difference between the phenomena of informatio and 

creatio, Thomas Aquinas clarified that the platonic Demirurge (the so-called 

“pottery god”) is the creator of the material world (space), which is perceived 

by man for by means of the organs of huttia, that is, the activity of this god has 

the character per informationen, while the Christian god acts as a transcendent 

and cause, with the creation of things ex nihilo (“out of nothing”), and not all of 

these things are sensually perceived by the human being [230; 271]. 

The study also finds useful the findings of Thomas Aquinas that there is 

no contradiction between science and religion, because they study truths of 

different orders. Thus, science develops by the power of the human mind, so it 

enables researchers to comprehend the existing world only at the level of 

rational theology, while people can join theological wisdom only through belief. 

It is important to note that in some of his writings Aquinas also uses the concept 

of information in pedagogical (informatio virtutum as modeling of human 

virtues) and moral (informatio morum as a process of modeling moral customs ) 

meanings [230; 271]. 

So, as the analysis of scientific literature shows, in the Middle Ages, 

thinkers used the concept “information” in different contexts. Thus, according 

to the ontological tradition of Plato and Aristotle, it was common among 

thinkers to have a point of view according to which information reflects the 

forms of matter, and it implies the ontological use of this concept as in the sense 

of its lower level, that is, “formative matter”, and in the sense of the highest 

level – informatio materiae (“information material”), which was observed, for 

example, in the heirs  of scholasticism [226; 230; 289]. Let us clarify that the 

widespread interpretation of information as a form in those days was the reason 

that in many countries the terms “information” and “form” have a close sound. 
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In the process of scientific research, it was stated that under the 

information some medieval researchers also understood “action of informing”, 

instruction, supply, transmission of a message (knowledge) to other people. In 

addition, in the process of scientific research, another third context of the 

concept of “information” was singled out – pedagogical, the number of 

supporters of which began to increase from the XIV century. So in 1683 a book 

“Methodus Informandi in Pedagogiis tam countrylibus quam urbicis” 

(“Methods of informing in rural and urban pedagogy”) saw the world. It proves 

that the applied bias of information on that day became increasingly important 

[226; 229; 230; 231; 244; 289]. 

As it is found out in the study, the time of transition from the Middle 

Ages to the New Age initially all the contexts of the concept of “information” 

defined above were saving their meanings. J. Peters argues that during the XVII 

– XVIII centuries, a number of researchers defined the essence of information 

through the concept of “form”, but they no longer shared the conclusions that 

the Universe was ordered by forms, that is, the context the process of its 

formation was shifted “from the definition of matter to the mind”  [284, p. 13]. 

It should be recalled that it was at the time of the transition of mankind to 

the next milestone in history – the New Age – that the decline of scholastic 

philosophy was observed primarily as a result of its displacement by empirical 

science, which began to actively develop. This led to the refusal of researchers 

to understand information as giving a (material) form of matter, instead, after a 

certain time, the point of view about understanding this concept as a message to 

other people began to prevail among them [229; 231]. 

In particular, this point of view was held by René Descartes, the founder 

of the philosophy of rationalism as a universal method in knowledge. Key to his 

theory was the concept of an idea that he perceives as “forms in thought”, but 

not in the sense that ideas are “depicted” (exist) in a certain part of the brain, but 
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in the context that they transform the “mind itself into a transformative part of 

the brain [243, p. 161]. 

As J. Peters points out, the teaching of R. Descartes significantly 

influenced the further development of the rationalist and empirical philosophy 

of the New Age. Unlike the scholasticists who wrote about “direct 

contemplation”, that is, the possibility of direct interaction between the human 

mind and nature, R. Descartes inserted another link in the middle of this chain – 

an idea that was a certain image, copy, imprint of objects of the existing world 

[284, p. 13]. 

A certain contribution to the development of information theory was 

made by other well-known researchers (F. Bacon, J. Lock, D. Yumm, T. Reed 

etc.) For example, F. Bacon in the work The Great Recovery of Sciences 

concluded that no sensory information can be immediately perceived as correct, 

because this fact requires verification [215, 216]. As stated by R. Capurro, 

views of F. Bacon only partially correspond to the conclusions of modern 

scientists, but his main merit is that he moved the center of information “from 

the world as a whole to the human mind and feelings” [230, p. 130]. Based on 

the study of the scientific views of scientists of the New Age R. Capurro made 

the general conclusion that in that day there was a loss in everyday speech of the 

objective meaning of information, which was associated with the addition  of a 

substance form of matter, and the preservation of the subjective aspect of 

information that occurred by transmitting a message to other people [ibid.]. 

As noted by scientists (A. Vriken, J. Peters etc), certain changes in 

information theory occurred in the nineteenth century, which is associated with 

the expansion and  acceleration of the development of the socio-economic 

system and the change in the role of information in the management of it. It was 

at that time that  the “place of information” became not an individual person, 

but the state, and the information itself started to be correlated with the 

knowledge used to exercise state control [284; 307]. 
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Fundamental changes in the theory of information that occurred in the 

middle of the twentieth century are associated with the publication in 1948 of 

the article “Mathematical Theory of Communication” [294], in which the results 

of the study of C. E. Shannon on the disclosure of everyday semantic and 

pragmatic aspects of the definition of information were published. In particular, 

C. E. Shannon argued that the sender transmits to the recipient not the 

information, but the message; the author interpreted the information itself as a 

potential choice of different messages, as a removed uncertainty. It is thanks to 

this scientist that the world saw a fundamentally new concept of information, 

which still retains its value. 

As stated by B. Kusherets, K. E. Shannon was the first among scientists 

to determine that information is a characteristic of not just a certain abstract 

message, but its relationship with a specific recipient based on  taking into 

account even the source of the signal and the addressee [102, p. 43]. Due to this 

information “expands the observer's understanding of the goal and ways to 

achieve it “[295, p. 45]. 

As it is known, in recent decades, information has become the main 

strategic resource for the transformation of society. At the same time it is stated 

in the scientific literature that discussion on the modern concept of information, 

that started from the second half of XX century in connection with emerging 

and active development of innovative technologies, caused the growth of 

interest of specialists to objective assessment of studies in the field of 

information theory for the past stages of human history [230; 284; 307]. In this 

ackground, the above analysis of the history of information allowed us to better 

understand the essence of this phenomenon and its significance on the modern 

stage of development of society. 

Obviously, the rapid updating of information, including in the 

professional field, required the replacement of the traditional “knowledge” 

paradigm of education, which has already exhausted its capabilities, with a more 
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modern model, among which, in the conditions of the information society, 

information competence occupies a prominent place. Taking into account the 

complexity and multidimensionality of this personal phenomenon, in order to be 

able to adequately determine the essence of information competence, it was 

concluded that it is advisable to trace the history of the emergence and 

development of this concept. 

As it was found out, by the time of the emergence of the concept 

“competence” and, in particular, “information competence”, the entire previous 

period of the history of human society can be perceived as a preparatory stage, 

at which a number  of prerequisites arose that determined the possibilities for 

updating the problem of information competence in the future. So, some 

specialists state that in Ancient China the need of this competence formation 

was realized 3000 thousand years ago, because instead of taking into account 

the recommendations of the authorities during the selection of students for 

public positions, a written exam was introduced for them [259; 313]. 

The idea of the need for the formation of this competence in a veiled 

handicap was contained in the writings of many ancient Greek thinkers who 

emphasized that the practical activity of man is the foundation of his 

harmonious existence in society. So Democritus noted that personal wisdom is 

manifested in the following abilities: “to think well, to speak well, and to act 

well” [113, p. 163]. 

Democritus was the first scientist who, in his materialistic teaching of 

1531, expressed the idea that for a full life a person must think well, speak well 

and do good deeds. This idea can be correlated with the definition of 

competence that is presented in scientific literature [216, c. 672]. 

According to Socrates, knowledge is a person's idea of a certain subject. 

In turn, the comprehension of this knowledge is his action to achieve the set 

partial goal. The general result of all the actions of the individual is the 
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development of his mind, which ensures the formation of new concepts [16; 56; 

141]. 

The need to develop competence was also stated by Plato, whose 

philosophical views covered all spheres of human activity, in particular 

education. Thus, according to the conclusions of the philosopher, in order to 

master a certain activity, a person must master the corresponding qualities [141; 

142]. 

Some scientists believe that the conceptually competent paradigm of 

education originates from the ideas of Aristotle, who used the concept of “atere” 

(translated into Latin as “virtu”). Under this concept, the outstanding ancient 

Greek thinker understood the power that, in the process of its development and 

perfection, reached such a degree of formation that it turned into a characteristic 

feature (property) of the personality [275]. 

So, we can summarize the fact that in ancient times great importance was 

attached to the influence of the soul on the activity of the body. In light of this, 

the primary ideas about the formation of competence were based on thoughts 

about the need to improve personal qualities (soul), intellectual abilities (mind) 

of a person and the process of his practical activity (acts). 

In the Middle Ages, when apprenticeships in artisans spread, apprentices 

were required to master the necessary practical skills and abilities in a particular 

field, to achieve the expected level of professional skills in accordance with 

existing standards. This approach to vocational training is to some extent close 

to competence-oriented learning [260; 313]. 

Important prerequisites for the formulation in the future of the problem of 

the formation of information competence of young people arose in the times of 

industrial revolutions, when there were significant changes in all areas of 

society: production, agriculture, transport, etc. The complication of various 

types of professional activity required that applicants for different jobs master 
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the predetermined skills and abilities necessary to perform their professional 

duties [ibid.]. 

As it was found out, the epoch of the Enlightenment left behind many 

valuable scientific ideas that greatly influenced the formation of a future 

competence-oriented approach. Jean-Jeaque Rousseau presents the positive 

influence of the experience of human interaction with things on its development 

and upbringing, mastering vital skills [159; 199]. 

In the context of the problem raised, G. Pestalocci’s ideas aroused 

considerable interest. He in his works defended the idea of the need to combine 

the training of young people with the organization of their socially useful 

practical activity. According to the conclusions of a well-known teacher, work 

not only contributes to the formation of a person and as a person, but also 

encourages to evaluate other people by their actions, and not by empty words 

that are not supported by real actions [139, p. 132]. 

G. Spencer's conclusions about the role of social ties and the influence of 

social knowledge on the professional qualities of the individual were also useful 

for our study. Adaptability ensures that a member of society masters the norms 

of morality, as well as vital knowledge and skills. Noting the general inhumane 

orientation of the theory of the named scientist, which caused criticism of his 

ideas from many scientists, we consider it necessary to note that some of his 

views can be interpreted through the prism  of the need  to ensure 

competitiveness of each specialist in  a market economy, and this is an 

important point for justifying in the future the importance of the formation of 

vital competencies among members of society, among which information 

competence occupies a prominent place [255; 297; 298]. 

According to scientists (Y. Wilcox, V. Neumann, E. Taxworth, 

T. Hoffman, etc.) during the First World War, a new model of education arose 

in the field of teacher training, based on the concept of competence, although 

this term itself has not yet been used. This was due to the need to ensure that 
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teachers are ready to train qualified artisans and technicians so that they can 

become instructors for inexperienced military personnel [258; 278; 306]. 

We would like to note that at the beginning of the twentieth century the 

idea of competence and, in particular, information competence was further 

developed in connection  with the development of scientific management. 

In turn, C. Allen, adopting the ideas of the well-known specialist in the 

field of management F. W. Taylor about improving the efficiency of activities, 

introduced these ideas into the field of vocational education. So, he argued that 

first it is necessary to analyze a certain profession in the light of listing 

everything that a student must learn in order to become a professional in this 

matter, and only then, on the basis of this, to organize his professional 

education. For example, if we are talking about the profession of a carpenter, 

the instructor must first write out all the types of work that a carpenter must 

perform, and only then begin training a future specialist [214, p. 43]. 

As defined in the study, the development of the idea of competence in the 

30s of the XXth century (especially in the USA) was closely associated with 

changes in the organization of work of employees, namely, the foundations in 

its effective organization began to be sought in identifying the specifics of 

professional activity and introducing the concept of  qualifications in order to 

systematize the areas of employment. In particular, it was the emergence of the 

concept of qualification that gave impetus to the study of the concept of 

competence, intensified scientific research on improving the efficiency of 

professional activity and determining the criteria by which employees should be 

chosen [282; 310]. 

Based on the analysis of scientific literature, it was found out that from 

mid-twentieth century the question of the effectiveness of professional work of 

people has become the subject of study by many scientists [252; 253; 313]. 

However, as it is stated in the study, the very concept of “competence” was 

introduced into scientific circulation in 1959 by R. White in his work 
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“Motivation reconsidered: the concept of competence” the author used this 

concept to characterize the properties of a person that allow him to perform a 

quality work and show developed motivation in this work. According to the 

conclusions of R. White, the high efficiency and motivation of such an 

employee are ensured not only by his knowledge, but also by the formed self-

awareness, effective self-regulation and developed social skills [311]. 

In 1965 N. Chomsky, referring to the works of V. Humboldt, applied the 

concept of “competence” to the theory of language, denoting it as “the ability 

necessary to perform a certain, predominantly linguistic activity in his native 

language” [234, p. 103]. As you can see, this researcher used this concept in the 

context of psycholinguistic research. Later, the term “competence” began to be 

used in other scientific fields. 

In 1978, the U.S. government published uniform guidelines for the 

employee selection procedure, which stated that such selection should be based 

on taking into account the professional qualifications of employees, analyzing 

their business behavior, and desired performance. In 1994, the National Skill 

Standards Board (NSSB) was adopted in the United States. These standards 

stipulate what employees of a certain profile must know and be able to do in 

order to successfully perform work-related functions in the industry sector. In 

addition, the standards determined the work to be performed, the requirements 

for its quality, as well as the level of necessary professional knowledge and 

skills [251; 260; 277; 313]. It is important to note that the employee's 

compliance with the put forward standards provided for his information 

competence, the desire to constantly improve his level of professionalism 

through self-education. 

Note that the gradual introduction of the concept of competence in all 

spheres of society not only contributed to the modernization of various sectors 

of industry and business in terms of the effectiveness of professional activities 

of employees, but also led to the emergence of a new model of competence-
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oriented education, which was closely related to industrial and business models 

and met modern requirements for the training of its applicants [258; 306]. 

At the end of the 60s of the twentieth century awareness of the necessity 

of implementing a new model of pedagogical education and, based on the idea 

of competence, led to the implementation of curricula reforms. At the same time 

in 1968 the US Department of Education funded ten studies on the development 

of model curricula for the training of primary school teachers based on the 

implementation of a competency-based approach. Later, the teacher 

accreditation system was introduced into practice, where minimum standards of 

productivity and the minimum required level of competence of teachers were 

determined [258; 262; 306]. 

In turn, the successful reform of teachers and teacher education on the 

basis of a competency-based approach has intensified similar processes in other 

levels of vocational education, in particular, the modernization of the system of 

training doctors, nurses and assistants. It is worth noting that procedures of 

certification and licensing for many professions started to include complex tests 

that assess the knowledge of the applicants, directly related to his certain 

professional competencies [306; 313]. 

The study found that in the late 70s of the twentieth century in the U.S.A. 

the main reason for taking an employee to work was the results of his 

intelligence testing. As an alternative option D. A. McClelland proposed a 

competency-based approach, which was based on an analysis of the actual 

success of specialists. Subsequently, these researchers developed a test to 

determine the expected effectiveness of a specialist, where using a criterion 

sample determined the entire  internal state of a person (his motives, moods, 

value orientations) and specific actions that  can ensure the success of the 

activity. So, in this way, the researcher tried to show that the employee has 

exactly those qualities, properties that are necessary for the implementation of 
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professional activity and often  do not depend on the level of intelligence of the 

individual [272, p.117]. 

In 1973 D. A. McClelland published an article in which he expressed the 

following opinion: instead of using tests to diagnose the abilities to identify 

potentially successful employees, it is advisable to identify people in whom 

appropriate business qualities are formed: prudence, ability to see problems and 

in a timely manner took measures to eliminate them, the ability to set and 

achieve complex goals. 

Works of D. McClelland intensified the conduct of many studies, the 

authors of which tried to find out what behavior traits and characteristics of a 

person ensure the effectiveness of his activities, to find objective grounds for the 

appearance of potentially good, medium or bad workers, and this before the 

definition of specific differentiators that could help specialists evaluate and hire 

the best employees, as well as help them improve their productivity. Over time, 

stable traits and other characteristics of a person that ensure his effectiveness in 

the activities of a certain type began to be called “competencies”. 

An important step in the development of the idea of competence was the 

separation at the symposium in Bern in 1996 under the Council of Europe's 

program of so-called “key competencies” as the most universal in nature and 

degree of application. Information competence was identified as one of the key 

competencies, which contributed to the introduction of this definition into 

scientific circulation [261]. It is also important to note that in 1997, 

representatives of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) in the program “Definition and choice of competencies: 

theoretical and conceptual foundations” (DeSeCo) clearly identified three 

groups of key competencies “necessary for people to be successful and 

responsible life” [291, p. 18]: autonomous activity, interactive use of means, 

ability to function in socially heterogeneous groups [131, p. 11]. 
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According to experts, the main advantage of the competence-based 

paradigm of education is that it allows not only to single out the composition of 

the specialist's business behavior, but also to clearly indicate what key and 

professional competencies an employee must master to ensure the effectiveness 

of his professional activity [236; 299]. One of the competencies that specialists 

of any profile must master is information competence [161; 245; 261]. 

It is also important to note that in 2008 UNESCO presented the following 

document: “Modules of standards of competences” (standards of ICT 

competencies for teachers), which further actualized the problem of forming 

information competence of students [242]. 

So, it can be summed up that for many centuries advanced thinkers 

formulated valuable ideas that formed solid prerequisites for the development of 

a modern competence paradigm of education. The story of the development of 

the concept of information competence is closely connected with the shifts in 

the development of information, and information and computer systems and the 

formation of the above educational paradigm. 

 

1.2  Definition of “information competence” in scientific discourse 

 

For the correct definition of the concept of “information competence”, we 

consider it appropriate to first reveal the essence of such key research concepts 

as  “competence” and “information”. Based on the analysis of scientific 

literature, it was found that these concepts are widely used in modern scientific 

literature, but scientists interpret them ambiguously. It is important to note that 

some researchers in their various works have proposed different definitions of 

these concepts. 

Thus, in the process of study, several basic approaches of scientists 

regarding the interpretation of the category “competence” were identified.  In 

particular, supporters of the first isolated approach define this concept as the 
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ability of a person to carry out activities of a certain type in the information 

environment. For example, among the supporters of this approach can be named 

some foreign scientists (I. Baker, J. Britell, B. Chopin), who understand 

competence as the ability of a person to apply skills and knowledge obtained in 

practice, and later, on the contrary, to show this ability in the process of 

continuous learning [217; 223]. 

L. Semko argues that the competence of the individual is the ability of the 

individual to use the acquired knowledge and skills in everyday life or other 

activities [163, p. 437]. Similar opinions are expressed by M. Akbaeva, 

D. Demeshkant, O. Merzlikin, S. Seitenova and Sh. Mukhangaliyev, who define 

a certain category as the ability of a person to effectively perform a specific type 

of activity by an individual [58; 119; 166; 265]. 

G. Polyakova, O. Torichny argue that competence is the ability of an 

individual to take active actions related to the effective use of theoretical 

knowledge in practice, successful implementation of tasks, meeting social and 

personal needs [146; 188]. 

The above thoughts are consonant  with the conclusions of I. Rodygin, 

who interprets competence as the ability of the subject to perform a certain type 

of activity on the basis of knowledge, skills, values, abilities [157, p. 17]. 

According to I. Bondar, competence is manifested through the ability of the 

individual to perform actions due to the personal interest of the subject in a 

certain type of activity [25, p. 8]. 

According to I. Zyazyun, this concept should be interpreted as the ability 

of a person to successfully solve problems of a certain class on the basis of 

previously acquired knowledge and skills [76, p. 14]. T. Koknova interprets 

competence as an integrated ability of a person to effectively implement 

activities on the basis of acquired knowledge and skills and their operation in 

the process of its implementation [90, p. 173]. Such scientists as P. Borisov, 

S. Vitvitskaya, O. Dobrotvor, E. Seer, N. Nychkalo, M. Ryzhakov, S. Shishov, 
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L. Stefan and others also determine competence as the ability of an individual to 

appropriate activity. [27; 33; 62; 73; 160; 206; 208]. 

Close to the above-mentioned scientific approach by definition of the 

essence of competence is the second scientific approach, whose representatives 

understand this concept as a person's readiness to carry out activities in a certain 

area. So L. Kazarina, A. Lytvyn, O. Lytvyn consider that competence is a 

readiness of a person to fulfillment of a chosen kind of an activity [37; 80; 105]. 

Another point of view is expressed by N. Kobzar, arguing that 

competence and readiness are close  in  meaning concepts, but they cannot be 

considered equivalents, because they have not only similar, but also distinctive 

characteristics. motivation, and competence is based primarily on the 

accumulated experience of a person, that is, readiness serves as the basis for the 

formation of competence [86]. 

According to the third scientific approach, scientists understand by 

competence an integrated set of components (knowledge, skills, attitudes etc.) 

necessary for the successful implementation of a certain type of activity. 

M. Goncharenko defines competence as a combination of knowledge and skills 

that a person needs for the objective implementation of a certain type of activity 

and in general for successful life in society [153, p. 149]. 

O. Pometun considers competence as a set of structured knowledge, skills 

and attitudes acquired by a person during training, allowing to effectively 

implement activities [148, p. 18]. This category will necessarily cover the 

personal attitude of a person to them, as well as the practical experience 

accumulated by him, which makes it possible to correctly assess the existing 

situation. thus activating the development of a person's appropriate competence 

[129; 147]. 

As stated in the study, I. Kubenko interprets competence as a complex of 

knowledge and personality traits that allow one to carry out a certain type of 

activity effectively [99, p. 7-8]. According to the conclusions of S. Vitvitskaya, 
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competence is a set of knowledge and skills that form the basis for the 

implementation of activities [34, p. 221]. 

According to A. Khutorsky, competence is a system of knowledge, values 

and ideas that manifest themselves during activity [196, p. 62]. Close ideas are 

expressed by D. Luchaninov, who understands by competence the integration of 

knowledge, skills and experience that enable a person to implement relevant 

activities [269]. V. Balyuk interprets the competence as a complex system of 

specific knowledge, skills and abilities of a person, necessary for her to 

effectively implement the tasks at a high level of quality [12, p. 32]. 

Similar views are held by O. Antonov, I. Babin, Y. Bolubash, 

A. Harmash, T. Golovanov, L. Maslak, N. Murovana, who note that competence 

is a relationship of theoretical knowledge, practical skills, personal qualities that 

ensure a person's ability to effectively perform a certain type of activity [3; 6; 

41; 125]. 

Supporters of the fourth scientific position on understanding the essence 

of competence understand by this concept a high level of experience, education, 

and awareness of a person in a particular field. I. Zymnya notes that competence 

can be defined as the result of the assimilation of social and professional 

experience in an individual, based on acquired knowledge and absorbed through 

the prism of intellectual and personal development [74, 75]. 

In some of his studies R. Vdovychenko, V. Melnyk and P. Shcherban 

stated that the competence of a person is interpreted as a high awareness and 

education in a certain area [31; 118; 209]. V. Machusky and V. Moshtuk 

interpret competence as a perfect mastery of certain knowledge by a person and 

their creative use in problem situations; mastering a certain business; an 

indicator of the education of the individual as the expected result of the 

educational process [116; 123]. 

O. Beznosyuk and I. Bekh understand the competence of an individual's 

experience in a particular field of activity, which ensures his ability to mobilize 
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his own strengths and capabilities for the successful implementation of ideas in 

a particular area of activity based on his intellectual and moral self-regulation in 

the process of fulfilling the tasks. The authors emphasize that experience is not 

equival to awareness of man in a particular area [27; 160]. 

According to the conclusions of the representatives of the fifth approach, 

competence is a certain integrated formation, as a quality, traits in a person, 

ensuring the success of his activity. So, T. Golovanov understands this concept 

as a personal trait that integrates the acquired knowledge necessary for carrying 

out activities in an innovative mode, into the mindset, skills, personal 

inclinations, value orientations of the subject, which, in turn, ensure the 

deepening of his own experience [41, p. 39]. 

A. Tkachev defines competence as a personal education that integrates 

theoretical knowledge into the skills, habits, motives, qualities and personal 

values, ensuring the ability of a person to fulfill the planned activities [185, p. 

141]. According to A. Markov, the above-mentioned personal phenomenon 

manifests itself as a form of psychological, personal and quality in a person that 

enables him to act independently and effectively perform certain labor functions 

[110, p. 31]. 

O. Shestopalyuk understands by competence the integral quality of the 

individual, which is the result of his mastery of a set of theoretical knowledge, 

practical skills and abilities, qualities and provides a focus on expedient active 

actions in the process of performing the tasks [205, p. 5]. O. Chala defines 

competence as an integral personal characteristic of an interdisciplinary nature, 

which is the result of a person's mastery of knowledge and skills and ensures his 

readiness for productive activity [198, p. 11]. According to Y. Gnatenko, 

competence is a dynamic integrative neoplasm of the personality, which ensures 

its ability to work effectively in the conditions of modern society [40, p. 16]. 

As defined in the study, O. Plakhotnyk and O. Beznosyuk under 

competence understand the integrated characteristic of personality traits, which 
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ensures the successful implementation of activities in a particular area and is 

determined by the required level and amount of knowledge and experience in 

performing this activity [143, p. 205]. V. Svistun and V. Yagupov also perceive 

competence as a complex integral, intellectual, personal formation, manifested, 

developed and improved in the process of carrying out activities [212, p. 7]. In 

this approach, O. Baranovskaya, I. Grishina, O. Ovcharuk, O. Pometun, 

S. Sysoeva are also observed in some of their scientific works, as well as they 

define competence as an integrative personal quality based on the integration of 

knowledge, skills, motivation, personal qualities and predetermines the ability 

of the individual to exercise duality [13; 51; 131; 148; 171]. 

In accordance with the sixth approach, competence is the mastery of a 

person's relevant competencies. N. Bilyk also believes that competence is the 

result of the individual's mastery of the relevant competencies, which in 

particular implies the development of his personal properties and value attitude 

to the subject of activity [21, p. 52]. 

A similar definition of competence is proposed by A. Lavrov, 

understanding by this concept the mastery of a person's relevant competence, 

which in particular implies the manifestation by a person of a value attitude to 

him and the subject of activity [103]. M. Volikova also perceives competence as 

the acquisition of certain competencies by a person, representing an element of 

his readiness to perform the formulated tasks and including certain elements of 

the characteristics of his personality [35, p. 41]. I. Piankovskaya also shares 

these views. [136, p. 206]. V. Kalinin believes that competence characterizes 

the level of professionalism of the individual, which is acquired through 

mastering the necessary competencies in the form of knowledge, skills and 

abilities [81, p. 6-7]. 

The above points are consonant with the ideas of L. Primachok, who 

defines this concept as the possession of an individual of this competence, 

including his personal value attitude to himself as a subject of his own activity 
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and its subject [151, p. 41]. In his dissertation work, A. Tkachev argues that 

competence is the result of an individual's mastery of a certain competence, 

which in particular is manifested in the presence of a high level of formation of 

knowledge, skills, qualities and experience in the implementation of certain 

activities, the manifestation of the ability to perform tasks in new conditions 

[187, p. 18 ]. 

The definition of the category “competency” through the concept of 

competence requires clarification of the essence of this concept. As noted in the 

scientific literature, for some time the above two terms were often used by 

Ukrainian scientists as synonyms, which was largely explained by their 

correspondence to the only English equivalent of “competency(e)”, which 

translates as “skill, ability, legitimacy”, as well as inaccuracy of translation. 

Only at the beginning of the XXI century in the scientific literature of different 

countries concepts started to distinguish among them [20; 44; 81; 126; 276; 281; 

300]. 

According to the conclusions of modern Ukrainian scientists (S. Bondar, 

O. Y. Lazor, O. D. Lazor, O. Obolensky, O. Ovcharuk, O. Slipushko, 

I. Sokolova, V. Yaremenko, etc.), competency is: the range of powers of a 

person granted by law; formally describes the requirements for the formation of 

knowledge, personal (or professional) qualities of a person, the experience 

gained by him in a certain area of activity; the range of issues in which a person 

must be well aware; universal methods of activity, invariant for a certain 

number of professions and specialties aimed at solving certain professional and 

labor tasks; socially determine the level of knowledge, skills, abilities and 

values in a particular field of activity;  the projected identity or ability of an 

individual to perform a certain type of activity [26; 60; 92; 104; 130; 176]. 

A. Khutorsky defines competency as a set of personality traits that meet the 

requirements of society for high-quality and productive life [195, pp. 59-60]. 
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In the context of the study, the conclusions of scientists on comparing the 

meaning of the concepts of "competence" and "competency" were also useful. 

Thus, M. Golovan clarifies that the essence of a certain area of activity is 

reflected in the competence, and competency determines the ability of the 

individual to competently perform certain activities [44, p. 226]. 

According to the views of M. Glynska, competency is a predetermined 

requirement for knowledge, skills and abilities that are necessary for effective 

activity in a given field. 

S. Voronov believes that competency is manifested through the definition 

of techniques and means appropriate for solving a problem or achieving a goal 

by a person, and competence reflects his ability to solve problems and problems 

in a certain area in non-standard situations based on his own experience [36, p. 

166]. Y. Poskripko and O. Danchenko note that the formation of a competency 

occurs on the basis of existing competencies and as a result of practical 

experience in their use, however, this process is successful only under favorable 

circumstances and working conditions, the presence of a highly professional 

mentor, the presence of mutual support in the team [150, p. 119-120]. 

O. Kuchai clarifies that competency should be perceived as a 

predetermined sphere in which a person has a certain set of knowledge, skills, 

and abilities for carrying out competent activities. In turn, competence is a 

personal achievement of the individual, thanks to which it becomes possible to 

correctly use his knowledge and skills to solve the problem in a non-typical 

situation [100, p. 44-45]. 

According to the conclusions of A. Tkachev competency is a 

predetermined standard, formally described knowledge, skills, qualities of a 

person, ensuring the successful implementation of a certain activity by a person 

in typical and atypical situations. In this regard, competence determines the field 

of activity, as well as the normatively defined functions and responsibilities of 

the performer of this activity. The author understands the competence as a result 
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of obtaining the competency. So, a competence, being of a subjective character, 

is manifested in real life as the ability of a person to perform a certain activity 

effectively, that is, to successfully achieve the planned results [185, 187]. 

Based on the foregoing, it was concluded that competency is an 

objectively given category, reflecting a set of formally defined knowledge, 

skills, qualities of a person, the assimilation  of  which is a necessary 

prerequisite for the successful implementation of a certain activity; In contrast 

to the competency, competence has a subjective character, it reflects the result 

of a person's mastery of competency (competencies) that ensure his ability to 

successfully implement this activity in standard and non-standard situations. 

In the context of the study, we consider it appropriate to clearly define the 

main differences between competence and a set of relevant acquired knowledge 

and skills. Thus, S. Goncharenko explains that in the process of training the 

student acquires certain knowledge and skills necessary for effective activity in 

certain areas. So competence is the ability of an individual to use practically 

these knowledge and skills in non-standard situations. And for this it is 

necessary not only to master the relevant knowledge and skills, but also to gain 

experience in their practical use for solving problems in various situations. A 

person accumulates experience not only during the implementation of certain 

activities, but also during interaction with the environment and through non-

formal education [46, p. 176]. 

Similar ideas are expressed by S. Shishov and V. Kalney, who emphasize 

that knowledge and skills are acquired by the individual in  the learning process, 

and the result of mastering competence is the general ability of a person to 

apply the acquired  knowledge, skills and experience to solve problems arising 

during the implementation of certain activities [207, p. 134-135]. 

A. Khutorsky defines knowledge, skills and habits as different levels of 

mastery of information. In turn, the researcher perceives competence as the 

ability of a person to use a set of acquired knowledge, skills, habits, abilities, for 
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the competent implementation of certain activities and the solution of non-

standard tasks [194]. 

Similar views are held by M. Yavorivska, who notes that knowledge, 

skills and habits are the result of training, they form the basis for the formation 

of competence. In turn, competence is the result of the accumulation by a person 

of the relevant knowledge based on the use of this knowledge, skills, habits and 

abilities. [211, p.143]. 

To reveal the essence of the concept of “information competence”, it is 

also important to clarify the interpretation of the concept of “information”. In 

particular, this concept comes from the Latin word informatio, which means 

clarification, presentation, familiarization, explanation. In modern reference 

literature, information is defined as: data on the environment and the processes 

occurring in it; information about the state of something; a set of presen 

information and messages that are formed in society, distributed by its members 

and used in various spheres of life [78; 133; 190]. 

The Law of Ukraine “On Information” notes that information is “any 

information and / or data that can be stored on tangible media or displayed in 

electronic form” [152]. A similar definition of this concept is also given in the 

Civil Code of Ukraine [197].  For example, it can be information about certain 

social, state and natural phenomena, events and processes. 

It should be noted that in modern information society, information is one 

of the most valuable resources of mankind, the main factor in the active 

transformation of society, and therefore it is an important object for studying 

specialists in various scientific fields. The points of view of some scientists 

regarding the interpretation of the concept of “information” are presented in 

Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 

Examples of scientists' definition of the concept of “information” 

Definition of “information” Author, source 

1 2 

All objective facts or assumptions that affect a person's 

perception of the present and the degree of uncertainties 

associated with the chosen problem; everything (facts, 

forecasts, estimates, etc.), which potentially makes it 

possible to reduce the degree of uncertainty; result of getting 

rid of the uncertainty or the result of choosing from existing 

alternatives; communication, in the process of which the 

existing uncertainty is eliminated; quantity of uncertainty in 

the meaningful message received by the person 

R. D. Basel, 

R. W. Brown, 

D. F. Cox, 

A. Mol, 

C. Shannon 

[7; 121; 293] 

Intangible good, arising from the performance by the 

individual of intellectual and creative activity, the influence 

on him of other objects and subjects; documented 

information about various phenomena and processes 

occurring within society, the state, the environment, etc. 

O. Kokhanovska 

[96] 

Part of the knowledge of mankind used by members of 

society in the process of daily or professional activities 

V. Afanasiev 

[5] 

A message that contains information about the status of 

a particular process or object 

B. Grushin, 

L. Fedotova, 

E. Tarshis [112] 

Information and data transfer about any cases that were 

not known to the person in advance 

S. Anisimova 

[1] 

Mental abstraction; with a specific substance that does 

not belong either to the material category or energy; an 

intangible object created by the human mind;  designation of 

the content that the individual receives from the outside 

world 

N. Wiener [32; 

312] 

Data that have been received, organized and passed on 

to other people 

M. Porat, 

M. Rubin [286] 
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Continuation of table 1.1 

1 2 

The right environment, material to acquire or create 

new knowledge 

F. Mahloup 

[270] 

Form of knowledge in the form of symbols, signs and 

numbers 

A. Yettsioni 

[250] 

Knowledge, data, information obtained from the 

external environment and accumulated during the 

implementation of various activities that can be used by 

people for their own benefit 

V. Ponomarenko, 

I. Gontareva 

[149] 

New information that is disseminated from subject to 

subject during information relations and makes sense to 

people 

V. Rechytskyy 

[156] 

Characteristics of the surrounding world that arises 

during its cognition and reflects the objects, phenomena, 

facts and processes present in it 

I. Bachilo [15] 

Any message that allows people to reduce the amount 

of unknown knowledge about a particular  object, 

phenomenon or process 

E. Matminas 

[114, c. 67] 

Any Information that can be gleaned from the existing 

signal and added to the existing knowledge of people; all 

information that is the object of storage, analysis, 

broadcasting and  transformation by people 

A. Kozlovsyka, 

J. Sapir [89; 165] 

Knowledge that can be transmitted without losing 

integrity; form of knowledge 

B. Kohut, 

W. Zander [264] 

A specific product of human activity from which you 

can gain knowledge 

F. Drecke [244] 

The flow of messages from which new knowledge is 

created on the basis of the subjective opinions and beliefs of 

its owner existing in a person 

I. Nonaka, 

H. Takeuchi 

[280] 

Data, ideas, knowledge that are directly involved in the 

communicative process of people 

O. Shevchenko 

[203] 
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End of table 1.1 

1 2 

Accumulation of data of an informational nature, which 

is presented both in printed or electronic form in a certain 

period of time and which we need to create / obtain 

knowledge and use it in various types of activities 

M. Borovik 

[29] 

Specially processed and coded knowledge that does not 

provide certainty in achieving the goal; not just new 

knowledge, but the results  of changes and knowledge, the 

expansion of the subject's ideas about a certain problem and 

ways to solve it;  specific  vector  quantity, that in the 

process of achieving the goal is directed to changes in the 

existing representations of man 

V. Kusherets 

[102, p. 44] 

 

 

Based on the analysis of various definitions of the concept of 

“information”, it was found out that scientists, as a rule, associate it with the 

concept of “knowledge”, and some researchers do not see a fundamental 

difference between them. 

Thus, V. Kusherets notes that knowledge is the result of an adequate 

reflection in the human mind of various phenomena and processes. According 

to the author, information is only new knowledge, that is, knowledge that has a 

certain novelty, usefulness in the context of achieving the goal of the activity 

[102, p. 44]. 

According to the views of V. Kushertz, the essence of information can 

also be defined as “knowledge for other people”, because it is alienated from 

one person as its primary carrier (author, generator) and becomes a message to 

other members of society. In particular, knowledge is an example of information 

presented in various printed sources (books and documents etc.), oral radio or 

television reports, Internet news, etc. [102, pp. 28, 45-46]. 

Based on the analysis of various scientific sources, other differences were 

also identified between the above concepts. Thus, information is new or refined 
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data about a certain phenomenon, which is systematically presented in a certain 

context, can be understood and reproduced by other people, easily transmitted to 

other members of society. Any information reflects a combination of certain 

data and relevant content. 

In turn, knowledge is objective, useful information learned by a person, 

which was obtained as a result of accumulation by a person of a certain 

experience. The availability of the necessary reliable knowledge is not only 

mandatory, but also sufficient prerequisites for the implementation of the 

forecasting procedure in the relevant field of activity. 

Based on the study of scientific literature N. Kalyuzhna also found the 

main difference between knowledge and information: knowledge is constructive 

in nature, acting as the basis for successful human action, while information 

may not include knowledge. At the same time it is worth noting that it serves as 

a mandatory environment for creating new knowledge by a person [82, p. 110]. 

As F. Yermirzoeva and E. Panteleev emphasize, knowledge is always 

“personal, reasonable, systemic, objective, indisputable, reliable, 

intersubjective” [68, p. 112; 138, p. 53]. Unlike knowledge, any information 

belongs to a group of people at once, it is “chaotic, public, objectively 

subjective, devoid of the characteristic of truth, publicly available”. 

As V. Palitsyn emphasizes, information is data about the object under 

study, which enters the brain of an individual and in the process of thinking is 

compared and adapted to the knowledge he has learned earlier. In turn, human 

knowledge represents a set of concepts in the form of ideas, theories, methods, 

concepts that were learned in the educational process and are used by him in 

solving theoretical and practical problems [137, p. 47, 48]. 

At the same time, the author emphasizes that information and knowledge 

are not only closely related to each other, but can also pass from one to another 

under certain conditions. Thus, information in the process of thinking and due to 

memory and imagination of a person can be transformed into his knowledge. 
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In one of the scientific sources the following conclusions are formulated: 

1. Information is obtained from various sources and organized data 

about a particular object. Knowledge reflects awareness of a person in the result 

of obtaining education or accumulating experience; 

2. Information as a concretized form of data is important for a  person 

to understand its meaning. Knowledge is acquired objective information that 

gives an opportunity for a person to make correct conclusions; 

3. Information is created by data, collected in a certain significant 

context. Information together with a person’s experience and intuition becomes 

the basis for knowledge formation. 

4. Information processing helps to improve its presentation to people, 

and provides easy interpretation. Knowledge processing promotes a person’s 

consciousness and as a result improves knowledge on the chosen object. 

5. Information provides a person's understanding of the data and facts 

presented. In contrast, the assimilation of knowledge contributes to 

understanding by the person of a certain subject. 

6. The transfer of information is a simple procedure carried out through 

various means (verbal and non-verbal). “Transmitting” knowledge of the 

recipient is not a simple process, it requires the implementation of a learning 

process in which the person must be an active subject. 

7. Reproduction of information is low in price. However, similar 

reproduction of knowledge is impossible, because this process is based on a 

person's experience, the formation of his individual values, the organization of 

his perception of relevant educational material, etc. 

8. The presence and information is not enough for the possibility of 

carrying out procedures for generalizing or predicting something. Availability 

of the necessary knowledge is a sufficient prerequisite for the ability of a person 

to anticipate the further course of a certain process or to make conclusions. 
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9. Not every information becomes knowledge, but any knowledge is 

processed by information [274]. 

So, we can summarize that the information is certain data about a 

particular object. It is of a social nature and is accepted and transmitted from 

one member of society to another. Unlike information, it is impossible to 

transfer knowledge to another person in a ready-made form, because it is the 

subjective quality of a particular person and is formed in the process of active 

understanding of the perceived information. 

The research also studied the main characteristics of the information. In 

particular, V. Sitarov identified the following properties of information: 

1. can be used simultaneously by many consumers; 

2. its volume does not depend on the number of consumers, that is, it 

does not decrease in the process of consumption; 

3. can be quickly and easily broadcasted to considerable distances; 

4. created through the use of universal means; 

5. able to meet any of the needs of people; 

6. production and consumption of information is a single process [172, 

p. 37]. 

It is also worth noting that V. Boyer and A. Paveleva identified such 

important characteristics of information as the object of study: 1) the absence of 

substantial independence; 2) availability of characteristic as a set of properties 

of the information received, which must meet the existing needs of the user; 3) 

selectivity; 4) continuity in the process of development; 5) moral (but non-

physical) aging in time; 6) mass-orientation (information quickly becomes 

accessible to all and spreads to a large array of consumers); 7) inequivalence 

(inconsistency) of qualitative and quantitative assessment of the information 

provided; 8) the value of information, as a rule, practically does not depend on 

the spendings on its receipt and preservation; 9) ability for transformation, that 
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is, the independence of the content of information from the method of its 

transmittance and the form of fixation; 10) ability to be limit; 11) the 

universality of information, that is, its content can be presented in various 

forms; 12) inexhaustibility; 13) consistency of information; 14) the ideality of 

its nature [23, pp. 6–8]. 

As it was found out in the process of scientific research, scientists, based 

on taking into account their own positions on the interpretation of the essence of 

competence and information, proposed different definitions of the concept of 

“information competence”. So, some of them understand information 

competence as a certain appropriate ability, person.  This approach of scientists 

is reflected in Table 1.2.  

Table 1.2 

Information competence as the of a person to correctly use modern 

computer technologies 

Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

The ability of a person of effective use of 

computer technology  

R. Gurevich  [55] 

The ability of a person to use information 

technology to access information in order to meet 

social requirements and individual needs 

K. Sinenko [174] 

The ability of a competent use of information 

technology by an individual  in various types of his 

own activities 

J. Krumsvik [265] 

The ability of competent use by the subject of 

information technology, understanding and critical 

evaluation of information content 

S. Scott [292] 
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Continuation of table 1.2 

1 2 

The ability of a person to effectively use 

information and technology to ensure their own and 

social requirements for mastering the necessary  

knowledge, skills and habits 

O. Spirin [178] 

Competent use of information technology by a 

person in everyday life, study or professional 

activity 

O. Mironova [120] 

Ability of a person to use computer technology 

and related software to access and process 

information 

O. Semenikhina [167] 

Possession by the subject of computer 

equipment, the possibility of its effective use in 

professional activities and everyday life 

N. Balovsyak [9] 

Human ability to create electronic information, 

search, analysis and systematization of the received 

materials and data 

O. Semenikhina [167] 

 

Supporters of the second approach perceive information competence as a 

person's readiness for a certain type of activity. Examples of such interpretations 

of this concept are presented in Table. 1.3. 

Table 1.3 

Information competence as the readiness of an individual to carry out 

a certain type of activity 

Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

The readiness of a person to competently use 

information, in particular in digital format, based on 

the assimilation of relevant knowledge, skills, norms 

of behavior in the modern information environment,  

R. Gurevich [54] 
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Continuation of table 1.3 

1 2 

mastering information literacy, knowledge of 

information security 

 

The readiness of the individual to the realization 

of knowledge, in the skills and abilities of the search 

and transformation of information from various 

fields for the competent performance of social and 

professional functions 

L. Petukhova [140] 

The readiness of the individual for the competent 

use of modern information technologies in solving 

problems of professional and daily activities 

M. Golovan [42] 

Readiness of a person to perform professional 

activities in the conditions of information and 

educational environment. 

A. Lytvyn, 

O. Lytvyn [105] 

Willingness of a person to master skills and abilities 

from the field of information technology 

T. Lupinis [107] 

 

Representatives of the third approach interpret information competence as 

an integrated set of certain components.  

Table 1.4 

Information competence as an  integrated  set of components that 

ensures the ability of a person to effectively act in the conditions of the 

information society 

Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

The totality of knowledge, skills and attitudes of 

a person that he needs for the effective use of 

information and computer systems 

B. Youssef,  

M. Dugman [210] 
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Continuation of table 1.4 

1 2 

A set of knowledge and skills that allow an 

individual to navigate in the information space and 

operate with information according to their own 

needs, labor market requirements and professional 

efficiency 

J. Romani [241] 

Knowledge and skills of the individual, which 

allow him to quickly access the information 

necessary to study and solve a specific problem, the 

implementation in general and the formulation of 

reasoned conclusions. 

E. Polat [144] 

A set of knowledge about the basics of 

information technology, computer skills 

M. Golovan [42] 

A set of people’s skills needed to work with 

information technology, computer literacy 

L. Shevchuk [204] 

Skills and habits of a person in computer 

operation, the ability to competently operate 

information and information objects 

A. Semenov [168] 

Skills, habits and experience of a person, which 

allow him to realize the possibilities of information 

technology in everyday and professional activities in 

the information society 

D. Luchaninov [269] 

Interconnection of knowledge, skills and 

motivation of the person, expressing his readiness of 

the individual for a certain activity 

N. Murovana [125] 

Knowledge, skills, abilities, inclinations and 

orientations of a person he needs to enrich his own 

experience, activate personal development, 

competent implementation of innovative activities 

T. Golovanova [41] 

Knowledge and skills of the individual in the field 

of computer science and information technology 

I. Kisla [85] 

The system of knowledge of a person on 

information objects and the ability to use them in 

activities by means of information technology,  

attitudes to cognitive activity, to the processes of 

social environment, to oneself 

L. Didukh [61] 

The totality of knowledge and skills of a person to 

provide access and to extract the necessary 

information, to evaluate it critically 

P. Caravello, 

J. Hershman,  

E. Mitchell [233] 

The set of skills of the individual to work 

competently with information, to make decisions in  

N. Gendina, 

A. Semenov [37; 169] 
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Continuation of table 1.4 

1 2 

unpredictable situations  

A set of skills for the search and selection of 

necessary information, competently work with 

different types of material, classify and summarize 

the data obtained 

O. Bisova [19] 

The totality of human needs in obtaining  

knowledge, skills and abilities of possession of 

computer and technical information means, 

technical and natural knowledge of the modern 

information society, skills of the individual to carry 

out an independent search for information, analyze, 

store and transmit certain data and information 

about the real object by means of information 

technologies 

L. Semko [163] 

 

Supporters of the fourth approach understand information competence as 

awareness, awareness of a person in the information field. Examples of their 

interpretations of the concept are given in Table 1.5. 

Table 1.5 

 Information competence as the awareness of a person in the information 

sphere 

Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

Experience of a person in working with 

information 

L. Shevchuk [204] 

Understanding patterns and features of the 

implementation  of information processes in a 

particular activity, experience in the field of 

systematization of the data obtained, finding  

optimal solutions to the tasks with the help of 

information and communication technologies 

O. Goncharova [47] 
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Continuation of table 1.5 

1 2 

Information, authority, experience of a person in 

the field of working with information 

V. Shevchenko 

[202] 

High level of mastery and competent use of 

information by a person in the process of activity 

O. Ivanova [77] 

High awareness in the world of information K. Sinenko [173] 

 

According to the supporters of the fifth approach, information 

competence is a certain personal formation (integrated quality) of a person.  

Table 1.6 

Information competence as a complex personal formation,  

integrated quality 

 Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

Complex personal formation that characterizes 

the individual as a representative of the information 

society  

V. Bespalov [18] 

Personal formation based on the integration of 

theoretical knowledge and practical skills of a 

person 

O. Zaitseva [71] 

Personal formation that systematically combines a 

set of necessary knowledge and skills of a person in  

the  field of information technology and the 

experience of their competent use 

O. Ionova [79] 

 

According to the conclusions of the representatives of the sixth approach, 

information competence is the result of a person's mastery of the relevant 

competencies. 
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Table 1.7 

Information competence as a result of mastering a person's  

relevant competencies 

Definition of the essence of the concept of 

information competence 

Author, source 

1 2 

Human possession of a set of competencies that 

are associated with the search, analysis and 

processing of information 

O. Kucheruk [101] 

The result of a person's mastery of the totality of 

competencies (computer, communicative, media 

competence, competence of critical perception and 

analysis), which are associated with the search and 

analysis of information in printed form 

J. Karlinska [83] 

  

The result of mastering the relevant competencies 

(information search-oriented, information-analytical, 

information-technological, information-technical, 

information-editorial, information-thematic, 

information-legal competences) 

O. Matsyuk, 

R. Tarasenko 

[115; 182] 

Mastering personal and public competencies in 

the application of information technologies 

Y. Pashkevich [155] 

Mastering a set of competencies that ensures 

successful work with information in its various 

forms, various information technologies for the 

successful implementation of various activities 

N. Balovsyak, 

O. Kravtsov 

[8; 9; 97] 

  

The result of mastering general information and  

special competencies, determined by the profile and 

content of the professional activity of a specialist 

and ensuring the solution of professional problems 

by means of modern computer technology 

O. Boytsova [24] 

  

Personal formation based on the ability of a 

person to apply relevant knowledge, skills and 

abilities to solve problem situations using 

information technology 

A. Zavyalov [70] 
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Continuation of table 1.7 

1 2 

Personality quality in transformation of 

information into specific knowledge to make optimal 

decisions 

O. Baranovska [14] 

The quality of the individual associated with the 

search, analysis and processing of information 

J. Karlinska [84] 

Personality quality, which makes it possible to 

use information technology to access media 

resources 

V. Bykova, O. Ovcharuk 

[191] 

The integrated quality of the subject, who is 

aware of his role in society, has the ability to use 

information technologies, is  able to solve  tasks in 

activities and realize himself in work 

E. Sofinska [177] 

Certain psychological and personal qualities that 

allow a person to perform professional functions 

A. Markova [110] 

Physical and intellectual properties that allow a 

person to take make decisions independently and to 

be responsible for them, to solve life problem and 

situations effectively 

I. Grishina [51] 

Integrative formation of personality, which is 

manifested through the ability to search, analyze and 

store information by means of modern scientific and 

computer technologies 

O. Fentsik [189] 

Dynamic personal formation that combines 

knowledge, skills and abilities to use information 

technologies in educational or professional 

environment 

A. Bochevar [30] 

System personal trait which combines the 

theoretical and practical ability of a person to use 

ICT in the process of activity 

A. Drokina [65] 

 

It is also worth noting that N. Muranova and N. Fedorova in their 

scientific work compared knowledge, skills, abilities with the information 

competence of a person performed by the individual automatically. As the 
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authors noted, in contrast to the knowledge that exists in the form of 

information about activity, human information competence is manifested in the 

form of practical or mental activity. Unlike skill, this competence is improved 

as a result of conscious activity. Unlike the skills used automatically, 

information competence is a conscious form of activity [124, pp. 59-60]. 

So, we can summarize that scientists interpret the concept of “information 

competence” ambiguously. This is primarily due to the complexity and 

multidimensionality of the phenomenon under study. In the context of the 

problem raised, it is also necessary to determine the main functions of 

information competence as a personal phenomenon. 

The analysis of scientific literature (O. Borysyuk, M. Golovan, 

A. Tkachev) demonstrated that one of the main functions of information 

competence is a motivational function, which ensures the activation of the 

process of the development in a person of the motives for carrying out certain 

activities and encourages active actions, forms the desire of the individual for 

self-affirmation and self-realization in various activities. This function includes 

two aspects: goal setting (determines the motivating content of consciousness, 

reflecting the expected activity performed) and content formation (provides 

control over compliance with the general orientation of this activity). The 

gnoseological (cognitive) function of this phenomenon activates the intellectual 

activity of the individual, directs him to the knowledge of the surrounding world 

and self-knowledge based on the processing of new information, the 

assimilation of knowledge and its systematization, the growth of the level of 

education, the expansion of horizons [28; 42; 185].  The gnostic (research)  

function of this competence activates the individual's desire to carry out search 

activities based on the use of various types and forms of scientific information 

sources. 

According to the conclusions of scientists (O. Borysyuk, A. Drokina, 

A. Tkachev, etc.), the axiological and orientational function of information 
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competence ensures the orientation of a person in the existing world in general 

and in interaction with other people, formation of the value attitude of the 

individual to the objects of existing reality and to himself, his own knowledge 

and activities, and also contributes to the formation of personal values 

individual.  The evaluative (informative) function of this phenomenon ensures 

the formation and manifestation by a person of the ability to navigate in the 

flow of information, select the necessary information based on filtering the 

information received, focus on the selected data and assess its significance in 

the context of the tasks.  The developmental function of this competence 

involves the creation of favorable conditions for the development of individual 

abilities and properties of a person, the most complete disclosure of his personal 

potential. The communicative function of information competence 

predetermines the competent organization and implementation of the 

communicative process between people or a person with a computer system 

based on the use of traditional and electronic storage media, the manifestation 

by participants of openness to communication [28; 66; 185]. 

As the researchers emphasize (O. Borysyuk, V. Limar'yov, A. Tkachev, 

etc.), among the main functions of information competence, the main place is 

also occupied by the following: 

 emotional-volitional (contributes to the development of a person's 

ability to manifest volitional qualities, mobilize their efforts to overcome 

various obstacles in the process of implementing activities); 

 adaptive (ensures the successful adaptation of the individual to life in 

a rapidly changing information society, the adaptation of a person to the 

conditions of a particular activity); 

 normative (determines the set of legal requirements and moral norms 

of the life of the individual in society); 
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 organizational (allows a person to successfully regulate the behavior 

and activities of its other participants, influence their beliefs and attitudes, 

coordinate the actions of members of group interaction); 

 diagnostic and correctional (reflects the ability of a person to 

analyze the causal relationships between phenomena and processes in a certain 

field of activity, provides an in-depth understanding of its essence and criteria 

for evaluating the results obtained, making the necessary adjustments to actions; 

 prognostic (expressed in the ability of a person, based on the analysis 

of available information, to correctly predict the results of activities, the 

consequences of various phenomena and processes and determine the optimal 

methods of action in predicted situations); 

 operational and activity-oriented (reflects the ability of a person to 

successfully apply the acquired knowledge in practice, to effectively solve the 

tasks in standard and non-standard working conditions). 

The highlighted functions of information competence mainly determine 

the structure and content of this personal phenomenon. It is also worth noting, 

that in the scientific literature, along with the specified concept, scientists today 

actively use many other terms that are close to it in meaning. The definition of 

some of these terms is given in Table 1.8. 

Table 1.8 

 Examples of the definition of termines, which are closely correlated with 

the concept of “information competence” 

Terms Their interpretation Author, source 

1 2 3 

Information 

culture 

Specific social mechanism for 

transmitting meaningful 

information; a culture of handling 

knowledge, data and information 

that focuses on different media 

M. Antonchenko 

V. Rostov, 

A. Stepanenko 

[4; 158; 179] 
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Continuation of table 1.8 

1 2 3 

Information 

literacy 

A set of norms and rules of 

behavior in society that are 

associated with information 

exchange; knowledge systems that 

allow a person to freely navigate 

the information flow 

N. Demchenko  

L. Konoshevsky,  

Y. Stetska 

[59; 95] 

Computer literacy General knowledge related to 

information technology, work with 

computers, the  possibilities of their 

use to perform certain tasks; 

awareness of the basics of certain 

hardware and software 

N. Balovsyak [9] 

Information 

competence 

A set of knowledge, skills, abilities 

and beliefs that provide the 

individual with productive life-

activity in an information society; 

ability to work with a computer and 

apply information technology 

I. Smirnova, 

O. Goncharova, 

L. Shevchuk 

[47; 175; 204] 

Computer literacy Knowledge and skills of a person in 

the field of computer science, the 

ability to competently use computer   

technology; 

A. Drokina, 

N. Morse, 

Y. Mashbits, 

M. Smulson 

[65; 122; 135] 

Information and 

analytical 

competence 

The ability and willingness of a 

person to use the existing 

knowledge, skills, personal qualities 

in working with information of 

various types and forms of 

presentation (traditional or 

electronic), to carry out its 

analytical and synthetic processing 

to produce new knowledge in order 

to effectively perform various 

activities. 

L. Humenna, 

N. Lobach 

[52; 106] 

Search and 

information  

Ability to implement search and 

information activities based on the 

S. Kharitska 

[192] 
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Continuation of table 1.8 

 2 3 

competence use of the latest technologies by 

mastering the skills of working with 

vocabulary and reference literature, 

analyzing and using the information 

received, finding solutions in non-

standard situations 

 

Information and 

communicative 

competence 

Confirmed ability to confidently, 

critically use the means of 

information and communication 

technologies to meet their needs 

and perform socially significant 

tasks, the ability to develop 

computer presentations, use graphic 

editors, process information in on-

line libraries 

V. Balyuk, 

M. Dagmani, 

O. Spirin,  

O. Fentsik, 

Y. Ben 

[12; 189; 218] 

Digital 

competence 

A set of knowledge and skills in 

working with ICT and digital 

technologies (various types of 

electronic equipment and 

applications in which information is 

presented in the form of a 

numerical code)  

R. Krumswick, 

O. Ovcharuk 

[132; 265; 266] 

Digital literacy Ability to work on the basis of the 

use of resources and tools 

responsible for the selection and 

evaluation of information obtained 

through media resources 

E. Ademon [213] 

  

Information and 

digital 

competence 

Specific and critical use of ICT by a 

person for searching, creating, 

processing, exchanging information 

in private communication, in 

society, at work;information and 

media literacy; skills in compliance 

with internet safety standards; 

mastering the rules of ethics for 

working with information (copy- 

Y. Zaporozhtseva, 

[72] 
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End of table 1. 8 

1 2 3 

  right, intellectual property, etc.)  

Information and 

technological 

competence 

An integrative personal formation, 

which characterizes the mature 

personality of a person in the 

modern information society and 

provides the necessary level in 

obtaining, processing, transmitting, 

integrating and presenting certain 

information using the latest 

information technologies 

P. Bespalov [17] 

  

Technological 

literacy 

Awareness of a person in the basic 

concepts of technologies and their 

use in practice 

P. S. Carvello, 

E. G. Bora, 

J. Hershman, 

E. Mitchell [233] 

 

In the process of research it is stated that the range of definitions by 

different scientists of the above concepts is rather wide, which does not allow to 

unambiguously identify how they correlate with the concept of “information 

competence”. However, the above material has become a powerful theoretical 

foundation, on the basis of which the author's definition of this concept was 

formulated. 

Thus, in the study, information competence is understood as a personal 

formation that provides a person's ability to quickly navigate in a modern 

information flow and competently work with information provided in different 

languages and in various forms to solve tasks.  We believe that the definition of 

the chosen phenomenon is universal, that is, it applies to all members of society 

(including university students), without taking into account age, life experience, 

professional orientation and other individual qualities of people. However these 

characteristics of the members of society should be taken into account when 
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specifying the content of information competence for different segments of the 

population. 

 

1.3 Component structure and content of information competence of 

university students 

 

The study of the problem of the formation of information competence of 

applicants for higher education implies a clear clarification of the composition 

and content of this competence. 

Thus, back in 1999, the Society of Colleges, National and University 

Libraries of Great Britain (SCONUL) published its model of information 

competence called the “Seven Pillars of Information Competence”. This model 

has been widely used in the United Kingdom and around the world [263]. 

However, in 2011, the SCONUL Working Group on Information Literacy 

updated and expanded the model to more clearly reflect the range of different 

terms and concepts that are now understood as information literacy. According 

to SCONUL, information competent specialists demonstrate awareness on 

collecting, using, managing, synthesizing and creating information and data 

based on compliance with moral standards, and most importantly, have the 

appropriate information skills to perform all these operations effectively [220; 

235; 308]. 

In other words, this new model identifies key knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes that are the objectives of developing the information competence of 

higher education applicants, with each of these components being referred to as 

a “pillar” by SCONUL representatives. According to experts, within each 

“pillar” a researcher throughout his scientific life can develop from the level of 

“beginner” to “expert”, however, since the world of information itself is 

constantly changing and developing, a person as a specialist can not only 

progress, but also regress over time. Therefore, the totality of the above pillars 
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of the mind is as a circle, a spiral, and not as a sequence, because people in their 

activities can reach different levels of complexity of the tasks performed within 

each isolated pillar. According to SCONUL conclusions, seven above-

mentioned pillars prove that a specialist has such knowledge, skills, habits 

formed: 

 to determine their own actual needs for information; 

 to assess their current knowledge and identify gaps in it in the 

context of the tasks set; 

 to develop individual strategies to find information and the right 

data; 

 to determine the location of the information and access it and the 

data you need; 

 to study the course and results of the research process, compare and 

evaluate current information and data; 

 to competently work with information based on compliance with 

moral standards and academic integrity requirements; 

 to create new knowledge based on the synthesis of old and recently 

obtained information, 

 to apply the knowledge gained in practice, present the results of their 

research, disseminate them in various ways [ibid.]. 

It should be noted that a number of scientists (M. B. Eisenberg, 

N. P. Thomas, R. E. Berkovetal, L. King, C. A. Lowe, C. L. Spandtzer, etc.), 

determining their point of view on the outlined problem, recall that at the end of 

the last century, information and technological competence (literacy) was 

determined as the “key competence” (“basic skill”) of the twentieth century. At 

the same time, back in 1991, the SCANS report (“Secretary's Commission on 

Achieving Necessary Skills”) to the US Department of Labor determined that 

all employees should have information competence at least at the initial level, 
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and this, in turn, should provide for employees to have the following abilities: to 

receive information and use it in practice. However, the intensive development 

of computer technology has led to a situation where some experts began to 

perceive information competence as a synonym for computer literacy, although 

in fact it is not its content equivalent. As a result, there were a lot of people who 

have computer skills, but had significant problems in working with information 

(in particular, in identifying current problems in various sectors of society, 

searching, comparing, synthesizing information from various sources about this 

and problems, applying this information in practice, etc.). The need to rethink 

the content of the information competence of a member of modern society has 

emerged, it could ensure the implementation of a qualitative leap in education 

from computer to information skills of  its students. In this case organization of 

their computer work is to ensure their mastery not by isolated technological 

skills, but by a holistic integrated approach to working with information based 

on the use of various sources, a prominent place among which is occupied by 

information technology [247; 248; 249; 263; 304]. 

As a response to the actual needs of society, on the basis of taking into 

account the well-known taxonomy of B. Bloom [219] M. V. Eisenberg and 

R. E. Berkowitz, back in 1991, developed the author's model of information 

competence – the so-called “Big six skills model” (sometimes scientists 

designate this model as Big 6), which still retains considerable popularity not 

only in the United States, but also in other countries [247; 248]. In particular, 

K. Bruce believes that the structure of this model can be described as systematic 

human information behavior [224]. 

Let us clarify that this model is essentially a reflection of the six-stage 

strategy for the formation of information competence of applicants for 

education, which requires them to implement six mandatory stages (steps): 

1. A clear definition of the task in terms of information, that is, what 

needs to be done, what information to collect before embarking on an 
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information retrieval strategy. It is about finding out the essence of the task by 

the subject of training, as well as expectations about the type, volume and 

quality of information activity before choosing an individual strategy for finding 

information. Obviously, the more clearly students identify a problem and 

understand its essence, the more effectively they can move towards solving it. 

2. Selection for the identified information problem of a specific 

strategy for finding information and resources, which requires the applicant to 

decide which sources of information (human resources, information resources, 

etc.) are the most suitable (optimal) for solving this problem. At the same time, 

when determining their own strategy for finding information, students must take 

into account various criteria (accuracy, reliability, ease of use, accessibility, 

clarity, etc.) to choose from sources of information. 

3. Search (finding out the location) of relevant information resources 

and gaining access to them as an implementation of a specific strategy for 

finding information, which requires a person to show skills in using various 

means of access (bibliographic databases, printed indexes, etc.) to attach to 

information placed in libraries (printed books) or  searching for the necessary 

sources of information in the online catalog. As the authors of the model clarify, 

a person's ability to work with a library catalog is significantly different from 

the skills that he needs to search  for sources of information, for example, in 

OVID or SilverPlatter databases, because this involves the use of a different 

mechanism and  Search. Therefore, the teacher should focus on ensuring that 

students master not the specific skills necessary to work with relevant databases, 

but a general approach to solving information problems, knowledge of general 

characteristics of all databases, because in this case a person is able to easily 

transfer his skills to new information situations, because most of these databases   

allow you to search for the author and combine this operation with the 

recognition of the subject headings. 
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4. Processing information after finding it, which requires the student to 

show relevant skills and abilities, in particular the following: working on 

information by reading the text, viewing in its most important fragments, taking 

notes reflecting the main ideas and finding out their correlation with certain 

tasks; interacting (conducting a dialogue, listening to their communication 

partners, asking them questions and analyzing answers); understanding the 

information received, etc.  

5. Synthesis of various blocks of processed information for independent 

decision-making in the light of the implementation of the task. Thus, at this 

stage, the student is required to master the skills of restructuring and 

reformatting information into a new or another form, its use in various 

activities: creating a project, writing an article, holding a performance, 

organizing an exhibition, etc. information, etc. At the same time, it is the 

synthesis that transforms the information found by  a person into his knowledge. 

6. Evaluation of the effectiveness and effectiveness of their own 

information activities, that is, verification and evaluation of the process of 

solving information problems, on which the effectiveness of this activity largely 

depends. After all, it is this assessment by the applicant that determines to what 

extent the information found corresponds to the task; whether it was possible to 

solve the outlined information problem; whether there was an information need, 

etc., therefore, the implementation of the assessment procedure involves the 

reflection by students of the process of solving the information problem. In this 

case, it is assumed that if they receive negative answers to these questions, the 

specified process is reapproved. It should also be noted that the implementation 

by the subjects of training of the self-assessment procedure helps them to better 

understand their strengths and weaknesses, and as a result – to cover their own 

process of solving information problems in the future [247; 248; 263]. 

As M. V. Eisenberg clarifies in his other scientific work of a later period, 

Big6 is not just a set of information skills that reflects the essence of the 
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presented model of information competence and the proposed approach to 

solving information problems, but also an effective technology for organizing 

“metacognition” of the subject, which enables him to be aware of his mental 

states and processes, and this in turn helps students learn to solve the problems. 

This technology is constituted of six consequent stages: 

1. Definition of the problem (determination of information problems 

and the necessary information for its solution). 

2. Strategies for finding information (identifying possible sources of 

information, about the best of them). 

3. Allocation and access (search for the sources and the necessary 

information in them). 

4. Obtaining information (joining various activities (reading text, 

listening to messages, etc.) to obtain the necessary information). 

5. Synthesis (ordering information from several sources; creation of 

new information). 

6. Evaluation (evaluate the results in the activity, that is, its 

effectiveness; evaluate the very course of the process, that is, the effectiveness 

of the activity performed) [246]. 

As it turned out, the theoretical and practical value of the presented model 

of information competence Big6 is noted in many scientific works [224; 263; 

304; 315]. In particular, analyzing the model described above, N. Thomas 

believes that the proposed approach to information competence as a “big six  

skills” allows its authors to associate the cognitive levels of a person with 

different stages of its implementation into information process by determining: 

person’s needs (level of knowledge); correlation of resources with aspects of the 

problem (complex level); selection of channels and sources (applied level); 

definition of the main elements in information sources and links between them 

(level of analysis); implementation by the individual of restructuring and 

transmissions and information (level of synthesis); making value judgments by 
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the individual regarding the information received on the basis of the influence 

of his specific needs and tasks (level of assessment). So, the significance of the 

“model and the big six skills” developed by M. V. Eisenberg and 

R. E. Berkowitz, reflecting the composition of the information competence of a 

person, is primarily due to the attempts of these scientists to isolate and explain 

the processes through which the subject of training must pass, to achieve a high 

level of formation of the specified competence [247; 304]. 

According to T. Brush, S. E. Wolfs and J. W. Say, the most convincing 

conclusion of M. V. Eisenberg and R. E. Berkowitz, formulated by them on the 

basis of an analysis of the results of the study, is to identify a potential 

connection between Big6, chosen by the applicant specifically, the strategy for 

solving a certain information problem and its metacognitive skills necessary for 

a person to perform educational activities of a problem nature and the cognitive 

framework, which supports the participants of the educational process on their 

way to mastering the art of “monitoring their own thought processes during 

problem solving” [315]. 

Another point of view regarding the composition of the subject's 

information competence is held by J. Lau, who defined it as the integration of 

the following abilities: recognize their own information needs; find the 

necessary information and assess its quality; store and receive information; 

effectively and  ethically use information and apply information to create and  

transmit  new knowledge [268]. 

As it is stated, Ukrainian scientists also pay considerable attention to 

determining the structure and content of information competence of students. 

Thus, V. Bukov and Y. Zhuk to the composition of human information 

competence include his knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for the 

effective use of information technologies for the collection, analysis, evaluation, 

systematization and synthesis of the necessary information [225, p. 65-66]. 
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R. Tarasenko and S. Amelina are of the opinion that the information 

competence of the individual consists primarily of the following components: 

knowledge, skills and abilities to work with information, readiness for the 

effective implementation of professional activities in the conditions of the 

modern information society, motivation to increase their own level of use of 

information technologies in professional activities. the composition of human 

information competence researchers also included: the skills of using a 

computer, the ability to turn information into professional knowledge, the 

ability to set goals when searching for information and its subsequent 

transformation. These scientists also determined that a specialist with a high 

level of information competence is able to navigate well in the flow of 

information, work with various information sources, successfully meet his own 

information needs, competently use information technology hardware and use 

information technology in their own professional and daily activities [183]. 

According to the conclusions of A. Chmil and M. Zagorny, information 

competence of a specialist consists of his ability to use information and 

computer technologies to search, create, accumulate, store and disseminate 

information [200]. O. Anishchenko and O. Padalka believe that the main 

components of the structure of human information competence are the 

following abilities: use information technologies, effectively interact and use 

information both in electronic and printed forms, quickly find the necessary 

information and quickly process it [2]. 

A. Samko defines the information competence of the future specialist as a 

set of five components that accordingly ensure: his successful interaction with 

the information society; professional development of a person; demonstrating 

the skills to correctly analyze and use digital resources; the ability to learn 

subordinates; the ability to constantly increase the level of formation of 

information competence both at home and in other employees [162]. 
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A. Gritsenko argues that  a person's information competence consists of a 

set of skills that ensure his ability to successfully work with various sources of 

information, use reference literature and  the Internet to search for the necessary 

information, correctly interpret the content of information sources, in particular 

those indicated in them, events, phenomena and facts [49]. O. Drogaitsev 

considers the content of information competence as a system of skills of a 

specialist to effectively use new information technologies, methods and means 

on the one hand and the ability to carry out analytical and synthetic processing 

of information, use search engines, solve operational ones to search for the 

necessary information, to carry out information activities using traditional and 

the latest information technologies on the other hand [64]. 

As determined, some scientists in their writings described the structure 

and content of the future specialist's information competence in more detail. 

M. Golovan defines the structure of an information competence as the 

integration of motivational, cognitive, activity-oriented, value-reflexive and 

emotional-volitional components that are closely interrelated with each other 

[42]. 

The motivational component characterizes the attitude of a specialist to 

information activity in the form of creative information processing, interest in 

information activity and personal motives that affect goal-setting during this 

activity. Cognitive component includes theoretical knowledge (awareness of the 

content and process of a modern information society activity, knowledge on 

implementation of search cognitive activity, information about information 

technologies and their capabilities, etc.) and practical skills (ability to acquire 

the obtained data, formalization, generalization, comparison and combination of 

new information, development of options and forecasting the consequences of 

their use, organization with becoming new information) in the information 

industry. The digital component includes experience in practical activities in 

standard and non-standard situations that require a creative approach;  use in the 
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work of its hardware and software at a  level sufficient for the effective 

implementation of professional activities. The author also emphasizes that this 

component is based on general methods of intellectual activity in the form of 

analysis, synthesis, comparison and generalization, on specific knowledge of 

working with data [ibid.]. 

A similar position is held by A. Lytvyn and O. Lytvyn, who note that the 

structure of information competence of a specialist consists of the following five 

components: motivational, cognitive, activity-oriented, value-reflexive, 

emotional-volitional. The motivational component is realized in the aspiration 

of a personality for obtaining knowledge In the spheres of computer and 

information and communication technologies, increasing the level of computer 

proficiency for use in all its information capabilities and its own level of 

professional activity through the use of information technology [105]. 

According to the authors, the cognitive component consists of theoretical 

knowledge and practical skills. The practical skills of this component combine 

the ability to analyze and use information resources to solve professional tasks, 

in the ability to search, transform and use the necessary data. skills: to carry out 

their own activities in accordance with the established sample, to make effective 

creative decisions when solving problem situations, to use information 

technologies at the level of an experienced user, to build communications using 

information technology, to navigate in the information environment [ibid.]. 

The value-reflexive component ensures the specialist with socially 

significant personal aspirations and beliefs, value attitudes to the information 

sphere and its products, adequate self-esteem of his own knowledge and 

capabilities in the field of information technology, his own position on their use. 

This component is also manifested in the desire of the individual to constantly 

improve their own professional level and improve knowledge in the information 

sphere, the ability to use information and technology to search for relevant 

information, and finding strong and weak pages of their own information 
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experience. Emotional-volitional component provides the ability of a specialist 

to understand his own emotional state, to restrain negative emotions in the 

absence of a result or failures in professional activity, manifestation of 

perseverance in mastering new knowledge and skills in the information 

spheresand, principle and initiative during the implementation of professional 

activities [ibid.]. 

A similar scientific position on the structure of information competence is 

demonstrated in the writings by N. Balovsyak who presented information 

competence as a combination of motivational, value-reflexive, emotional-

volitional and heuristic components. Thus, the motivation component 

characterizes the personal attitude of a specialist to professional activity, the 

level of interest in improving the effectiveness of his own professional activity, 

a creative approach to the performance of professional activities and the 

presence of social activity. Value-reflexive component grants adequate 

assessment of their own level of information experience, opportunities for using 

information technologies for the effective implementation of professional 

activities [9]. 

The emotional-volitional component is manifested in the demonstration 

by a person of perseverance, the effectiveness of implementation and non-

formal activity by regulating their own emotions and emotional stress. In 

addition, the presence of this component implies that the professional is capable 

of maintaining its own activity and energy, organization in all mental functions 

during the occurrence of non-standard situations. Heuristic component is 

connected with successful fulfillment by a specialist of his own professional 

activity under the conditions of non-full information or not having a clear 

sample of the task [ibid.]. 

As it was found out in the study, the position of scientists is widespread in 

the scientific literature, according to which the information competence of 

future specialists includes three such components: informational, technological 
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and procedural-activity-oriented. Thus, the information component provides the 

ability of the individual to work with various information resources. This 

component consists of the following skills and abilities of the individual: to 

determine the purpose and information need of the problem, to correctly use 

information resources, to search for the necessary information, to critically 

evaluate the information obtained, etc. [296; 314]. 

The technical component reflects the ability of a person to use technical 

means correctly. This component is characterized by the presence of the 

individual's knowledge about the basics of the functioning of technical means, 

methods of data storage, the principles of operation of operating systems and 

office programs, the basics of work on the Internet [170; 296]. According to the 

conclusions of scientists, the scientific-activity component of a person's 

information competence ensures his ability to use various information and 

resources in his work. This component includes the following knowledge and 

skills: to use computer techniques for processing and storing information in 

electronic form, to use the Internet to solve tasks, to apply modern information 

and telecommunication technologies in the process of communication, navigate 

different software options, etc. [50; 170].  

Some researchers (e.g. N. Balovsyak) argue that the information 

competence of the future specialist can be represented as the integration of two 

components: personal and professional-informational activities. The second 

component, being a set of professional knowledge, in skills and qualities, 

provides effective implementation of the information aspect of professional 

activity [9]. 

As it was found out in the study, many scientists in the structure of 

information competence of a specialist determine the components related to his 

motivational sphere. So M. Golova, separating the motivational component of 

this component, notes that it reflects the need of students in creation of 
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information models using computer technology, manifestation of interest in 

information activities, etc. [42]. 

The scientific ideas of K. Hordu were useful for our research, in which it 

is noted that the motivation of students, in particular medical universities, are a 

problem that teachers of these universities often face, therefore. It is necessary 

to purposefully form the motivation (in particular of information activity) of 

students, which makes it possible to greatly facilitate the learning process and  

to form in them the desire to constructively interact with other participants in 

the educational process [134, p. 53-54]. 

In the dissertation work of A. Tkachev, the motivational-targetive 

component of information competence is singled out. According to the 

scientist’s views, the contents of this component is demonstrated in interest in 

information competence and motives for its mastery, the ability to formulate a 

number of diagnostic goals to ensure a sufficient level of its formation [184, p. 

341]. 

Similar opinions are expressed by N. Nasyrov and, who also singled out a 

similar component. He explains that it ensures students’ awareness of the need 

to develop motivation, form needs and interests for acquiring knowledge, skills 

and abilities in the field of technical, software tools of information [127, p.10]. 

O. Gryban clarifies that the motivation-targetive aspect of this 

competence reflects the realization by the subjects of training of the need to 

possess information technologies both in educational and future professional 

activities. That is why rather an important task, according to the scientist’s view, 

is formation of a motivation for effective usage of information technologies [48, 

p. 84]. 

As noted in the scientific literature, the formation of appropriate 

motivation is a necessary aspect of information competence and the process of 

its formation in the individual. After all, the positively colored motivation of 
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students for the implementation of educational and professional activities 

contributes to the development of the personality of each student, develops his 

emotional and volitional sphere, and also contributes to increasing the 

effectiveness of this activity [117; 184]. Consequently, the presence of 

motivation of mastering information competence in future specialists implies 

their internal motivation to assimilate knowledge, skills, qualities necessary for 

effective work with information. 

On the basis of studying and analyzing the scientific conclusions of 

scientists and their own teaching experience, it is determined that the first 

component of the information competence of future specialists is motivational-

targetive.  It reflects the formation of students' interest and need to work with 

information, motives for mastering information competence. 

As it turned out, experts assign a prominent place in the structure of 

information competence of the future specialist to the cognitive-activity 

component. At the same time, scientists see the content of this component in: 

 formation of the ideas of the subjects of training about modern 

information and communication technologies, knowledge about the essence and 

content of information competence, ways of mastering it, as well as the skills 

necessary for the successful application of information and communication 

technologies in practice, etc. [186, p. 347]; 

 the ability to use modern ICT to work with information and solve 

various tasks [69, p. 115-116]; 

 a set of knowledge that reflects the modern system of the 

information society and forms the informative basis of search cognitive activity; 

learned ways and activities, which determine the operational basis of search 

activities; experience and search activities in the field of software and technical 

resources; experience and construction of man-computer relations” [127, c.10]; 

 the totality of knowledge that makes up the system of the modern 

information society, information technology; skills of forecasting and 
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generating the use of new information; existing experience and skills in  the 

implementation of general techniques and methods of intellectual activity, 

general and specific skills of working with data [42]; 

 the ability to carry out real actions in the field of information; 

development and professional habits regarding the use of information and 

computer technologies in their activities; the presence of automatic skills 

effectively work with information technologies; ability to optimally use 

professional knowledge and consciously solve educational and professional 

tasks [48, p. 85]; 

 a set of skills in processing information through mental operations 

(analysis, synthesis, comparison, generalization), outlining the prospects for the 

use of information [193, p.160]; 

 system of knowledge, skills, principles of work with information 

flows [22; 71; 180]; 

 ability to search for information for the purpose of cognitive activity, 

comparison and analysis of information in order to combine or compare with 

existing knowledge bases; possession of basic IT skills; knowledge of 

information processes and technologies for solving practical problems; use the 

same type of functions in various programs, devices [94]. 

Emphasizing the important place of knowledge in the structure of 

information competence of students, it should be noted that the concept of 

“knowledge” is closely related to the key concept of the study “information”. 

Knowledge is a result of mastering by a person’s consciousness the outer world 

in general and at the same time the unity of ideas, thoughts, views in a certain 

field of activity (in our case - information activity). Not less important place 

while realizing the competence-oriented approach is taken by the issue of 

formation of the relevant skills of the subject of training, allowing him, on the 

basis of acquired knowledge with high quality, to perform certain actions or 

operations in the field of information. 
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Taking into account the above theoretical statements of scientists, it is 

determined that the second component of information competence is cognitive-

procedural. Based on the analysis of scientific and pedagogical literature and on 

the outlined problem [45; 48; 69; 107; 127] the content of this component was 

determined, which is manifested in  the formation of the students' knowledge 

necessary for working with information, as well as the corresponding groups of 

skills (information-analytical, constructive-projective, organizational-

communicative, reflexive-evaluative). 

The study determines that the scientists and in their writings pay 

considerable attention to the coverage of the close relationship between the 

motivational and axiological spheres of personality. In light of this, some 

researchers (O. Bismak, O. Zaitseva, I. Stetsenko, M. Tsareva, etc.) determine 

value-motivational component in the structure of information competence. 

According to O. Kryvonos, this component reflects the stable cognitive interest 

of students in information and computer technologies, as well as the desire for 

self-improvement and self-development in order to develop and improve the 

acquired information skills [98, p.119]. 

Of particular interest was the position of O. Kononyuk, who determined 

the content of the value-motivational component of the information competence 

of future students of medical specialties. So this component reflects the motives 

of the future medical worker as to mastering new knowledge, skills, habits in 

the information field and also desire of a person to get acquainted with modern 

innovations of the information world and to the use of information and 

computer technologies in educational and labor activities [94]. 

Noting the important role of values as a component of information 

competence of future specialists, it should be stated that personal values 

determine a person's professional and life priorities in general, and therefore 

largely affect the course and regulation of information activities. Also it is worth 

noting that the personal-value component of information competence of a 
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person is closely related to his value orientation, which, in turn, acts as an 

indicator of the formation of a person's value system. In particular, these value 

orientations are a “complex of spiritual determinants” of human activity, which 

“contains ideas, knowledge, motives, needs, ideals, attitudes, stereotypes, 

experiences, etc”. [193, p.193]. In particular, in psychology and pedagogy, 

value orientations are commonly understood as a selective, socially conditioned, 

stable system in the direction of the interests and needs of the individual, which 

determines its attitude to the totality of material and spiritual public goods and 

ideals [45; 88; 154]. 

According to P. Khomenko, it is the personal-value component that 

contributes to the entry of the future specialist into the value system of the 

information society. According to A. Tkachev, the content of the personal-value 

component should also reflect the corresponding qualities formed in the 

students (responsibility, organization, independence, perseverance, 

attentiveness, willpower, etc.) and learned socially significant values such as: 

information, information and communication technologies, nature, harmony, 

life, etc. [185, p. 347]. 

A slightly different opinion on the outlined problem is expressed by 

M. Golovan, who includes the following in the composition of the personal-

value component in information competence: 

 a set of personally significant ideals, aspirations, attitudes, beliefs, 

attitudes to information processes; 

 understanding of the need to master information competence for the 

effective implementation of professional activities; 

 adequacy of self-esteem of own capabilities in the use of information 

technologies and resources, confidence in their choice and implementation; 

 own position on the use of information technology in future 

professional activities; 
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 the desire for self-actualization, self-development, self-improvement 

based on information technology; 

 the ability to adequately navigate information innovations and take 

responsibility for the informatization of professional activities; 

 ability to reflect in the field of search and transformation of 

information, the use of information technology; 

 introspection and self-assessment of their own professional activities 

based on information technology [42]. 

It should also be noted that in order to successfully master information 

competence, the future specialist needs to master the relevant personal qualities. 

(N. Balovsyak, N. Kohut [9; 87] and others), the obviousness of certain business 

and personal qualities is largely influenced by the effectiveness of information 

activities, the quality and reliability of its results. 

In the light of the foregoing, it was concluded that the third component of 

the information competence of future specialists is the personal-value 

component. This component is connected with demonstration by students of 

such personal characteristics necessary for work with information (self-

criticism, responsibility, organization, independence, persistence, attentiveness, 

academic integrity etc) and also mastering such important values as information, 

information and communication technologies, justice, honesty, etc. 

So, the study concluded that the information competence of higher 

education applicants includes the following components: motivational-targetive, 

cognitive-procedural and personal-value. The above content of these 

components is universal, and therefore it may be related to future specialists of 

any specialty. At the same time it is worth noting that the process of information 

competence formation in students of a certain profile demands specification of 

the content of the components on the basis of taking into account their 

professional activity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS  

OF INFORMATION COMPETENCE FORMATION 

IN INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL STUDENTS  

  

2.1 Methodological approaches to the study of the problem of 

information competence formation in international medical students 

 

The study of the problem of the formation of information competence of 

foreign students of medical specialties involves grounding the methodological 

basis of the study, which is based on appropriate methodological approaches. 

Under the scientific methodology (from the Greek.  methodos and logos) 

the doctrine of the principles, forms and methods of scientific knowledge is 

understood [179; 25; 201; 65]. 

Scientific and pedagogical literature interprets the concept of 

“methodology” as: 

 systems of principles that determine the choice, features and 

sequence of application of certain methods, means, methods of research to 

ensure high objectivity of the data obtained regarding the nature, content, 

patterns of processes and phenomena studied; 

 a set of methods, research methods used in a particular scientific 

field; 

 defined algorithm of action, plan for the study of a certain problem, 

trajectory of scientific knowledge [34; 179; 25; 201; 65]. 

 In the context of  the research methodology, methodology is defined 

by the system of knowledge, a set of general principles of cognition, ways, 

methods, ways of implementing research and  transforming the processes, 

phenomena under study, etc. 

The essence of the methodology is revealed in its tasks, which include: 
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 defining the object and subject of study; 

 problem statement; 

 grounding or constructing, determination of the nomenclature of 

theoretical and practical methods of scientific research; 

 development of a special trajectory of research work aimed at the 

implementation of a specific research goal; 

 providing objective, comprehensive, complete information about the 

studied phenomena, processes, etc.; 

 formation of scientific and theoretical base and analytical research 

tools based on reliable, objective facts; 

 enrichment of terminological, scientific and theoretical research 

base; 

 analysis of the results obtained, their significance and reliability 

[179; 25; 201; 65]. 

In connection with the intensive development of pedagogical science, the 

need for theoretical development and practical implementation of topical issues 

in the field of education, pedagogical methodology has been singled out, from 

the standpoint of which certain phenomena, events of the educational  process 

are considered, their laws and features are determined.  The methodology of 

pedagogy is based on the following principles: 

 objectivity – involves taking into account a set of factors affecting 

the object of study, the conditions for the implementation and development of 

the processes under study, ensuring that the selection of approaches and 

research methods meets the requirements for obtaining objective, complete, 

detailed information; 

 evidence – involves the analysis of all alternative solutions to the 

problem and the choice of the most effective ways to solve it; 
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 comprehensiveness – requires to investigate a specific phenomenon, 

process in the context of connections and interaction with other phenomena, 

processes, conditions, factors that affect its nature, content, determine its 

features; 

 essential analysis – requires the selection in the process of research 

of a general and single, deep understanding of the essence of the studied 

phenomena and processes, features of the development of certain pedagogical 

processes, development prospects; 

 unity of logical and historical – requires taking into account the 

peculiarities of the formation and development of the object of study, designing 

the prospects for its development [185; 179]; 

Summarizing the conclusions of scientists regarding the essence, content 

of the scientific methodology, it was concluded that it  is implemented by the 

following main functions: 

 development of new and improvement of existing theories, 

provisions, hypotheses; 

 application of the acquired new knowledge in practice. 

The study found that the methodology, being complex in its content and 

category, includes the following four levels: 

1. Philosophical – the formation of the researcher's worldview takes 

place,  at this level the analysis and interpretation of the phenomena under study 

is carried out according to the laws, principles of knowledge in the context of 

understanding their general scientific significance, determining their place in the 

general system of philosophical knowledge. 

At this level, the methodology for studying the formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational 

environment of the university will provide a definition of a general strategy for 

studying the chosen problem, taking into account the basic laws of dialectics 

(the law of unity and struggle of opposites, the law of mutual transition of 
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quantitative and qualitative changes, the law of neglecting negation), connection 

with the main categories of dialectics (being, matter, development, 

contradiction, space, time, quality, quantity, general and  singular, form, content, 

cause, consequence, necessity, randomness, system, element, etc.) in accordance 

with their features (objectivity, mobility, universality, connection with practice) 

[185; 179; 182; 194; 5; 41]. 

2. General scientific – at this level, research is carried out on the basis 

of taking into account theories, concepts, provisions, substantiated and accepted 

by those most scientific fields [185; 179; 25; 201; 182]. 

3. Specifically scientific – at this level, methods, techniques, means of 

research inherent in a particular scientific field, specific science are used [25; 

182; 194; 5; 41]. 

4. Technical – at this level, the procedure for organizing and 

conducting a specific study (methods, standards, instructions, etc.) is drawn up 

and worked out directly [185; 5; 25, 201, 65]. 

An effective tool of scientific methodology is an approach that is 

interpreted as a certain methodological position, on the basis of which a certain 

object is studied and investigated. Today pedagogical science has a wide range 

of approaches, each of which has its own tasks, functions, and determines its 

logics and strategy of research. The choice of methodological approaches is 

determined by: priorities of science development, the purpose and objectives of 

the study, the features of the phenomenon under study. 

The scientific and methodological basis for the study of the formation of 

information competence of foreign students of medical universities at the 

philosophical level is made up by system-synergistic, culture-based and 

axiological approaches. General scientific level of the research is presented by 

competence-oriented, personality and activity-oriented, environment-based 

approaches. Specifically-scientific level of the research was realized by 
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hermeneutic and context-oriented approaches. Let us describe each of them in 

more detail. 

  

2.1.1 The role of the system-synergistic, culture-based, axiological 

approaches in the study of the problem of information competence 

formation in international medical students 

 

In the process of scientific research, it was found that the system-

synergistic approach is a kind of symbiosis of systemic and synergistic 

approaches and is implemented on the basis of a synthesized analysis of the 

main provisions of the theory of systems and synergetics. 

So, the basic approach of scientific and pedagogical research is systemic. 

The generalization of the works of scientists on the methodological significance 

of the application of this approach made it possible to single out its main 

characteristics: 

 neutralizes the manifestations of subjectivism, randomness, 

spontaneity of scientific knowledge; 

 creates conditions for consistent, structured, organized scientific 

research; 

 allows one to analyze the phenomenon under study as an integral 

system, to present a complete and objective scientific picture; 

 any complex phenomenon, the process becomes available for 

research due to the possibility of differentiating it into simpler components [30; 

139; 100; 219]. 

As the study of scientific and pedagogical literature on this problem has 

shown, a systematic approach involves consideration and comprehensive 

analysis of any object of study as a specific system, namely, its structure, 

methods of organization, internal and external hierarchy of construction of its 

elements, the nature of interconnections, system-forming factors, systemic and 
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qualitative characteristics of its components, etc. [100; 141; 62; 59]. 

As. S. Lisova, Y. Shabanov clarify, from the standpoint of a system approach, 

the object of study is defined in a holistic process and is studied as a certain 

system that combines a complex of separate, interrelated elements with its 

structure and a set of connections with the external environment [219; 108]. 

The system approach is a complex combination of analytical techniques, 

rules of scientific research. Thus, O. Kustovska notes that the system approach 

cannot be represented in the form of a clear, consistent algorithm of actions, 

since its essence lies in the implementation of heuristic functions and cannot be 

limited to certain standards and methods [100, p. 7]. 

In the scientific literature, some authors offer broader definitions. For 

example N. Samborska discloses the essence of a system approach through the 

complex of such characteristics of a system: 

 the system unites a certain number of individual elements that are 

inextricably linked and determine its integrity; 

 the number of these elements affects the characteristics of the entire 

system; 

 the system is a complex object in its organization, has a certain set of 

subsystems in its structure [174, p. 100]. 

Konversky considers the systematic approach as a set of methodological 

requirements for the analysis of the object of study as a system, namely: 

 the properties of each element of the system are determined by its 

place in its structure, the nature of the connections and the functions that it 

implements in the system; 

 the set of elements of the system does not determine the properties of 

the entire system; 

 the characteristics of the system are influenced by the features of the 

elements that it combines and the specifics of its structure; 
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 the system is in interaction with the environment; 

 each system has its own, unique hierarchy of components; 

 the study requires a thorough and comprehensive study of the 

system; 

 each system is dynamic in nature and is constantly evolving [141, p. 

33]. 

So, summarizing the conclusions of scientists, it can be stated that the 

basic concept of a systematic approach is a “system”. 

In the scientific and pedagogical literature system (from the Greek. 

systema – combination, union of individual parts, addition) is defined as an 

objective, integral set of interrelated elements (objects, facts, processes, 

phenomena, knowledge) and their properties [100; 141; 62; 82; 216; 217]. 

According to the conclusions of A. Konversky, the system can 

qualitatively change the properties of its components, adapt them to its essence, 

features, character and content. The consequence of this is either the 

strengthening of certain properties of the elements of the system, or the leveling 

of certain properties, or the acquisition of significantly new properties. At the 

same time, the new properties of the elements of the system in their totality 

correspond to higher rates compared to the sum of the properties of individual 

elements of the system [141, p. 10]. 

So, the application of a systematic approach in pedagogical research 

allows us to obtain objective information about a particular system, its structure 

and composition, the components that it combines, and the functions that the 

system implements. 

As it was stated in the process of research, the successful implementation 

of a systematic approach requires compliance with the principles defined by 

modern science: 
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 principles of the general goal – the functioning of both the entire 

system and its individual components is subordinated to the achievement of a 

certain goal; 

 principles of unity – the system is a whole, stable formation; 

 principles of connectedness – all components of the system are 

interconnected by certain relationships, interactions; 

 a principle of hierarchy – the definition in the system of relations and 

levels that determine their hierarchy; 

 principles of functionality – determination of the functions of the 

system and its components, study of the system in accordance with the 

implementation of these functions; 

 a principle of development – the ability to self-improve the system of 

positive dynamics of its properties; 

 a principle of decentralization – the system is able to adapt to 

external conditions, is flexible, mobile; 

 a principle of uncertainty – each system may have unknown, 

unexplored, unpredictable properties and random nature of the course of certain 

processes [100, p. 10-12]. 

In the course of scientific research, it was found that the use of a 

systematic approach in the study of pedagogical phenomena and processes has 

significant advantages, since it contributes to: 

1. Formation and development in the researcher of a “special systemic 

type of thinking” [181, p. 10]. 

2. Possibilities of system analysis of the studied pedagogical 

phenomenon, taking into account the potential and features of the influence of 

all structural elements and connections on the object of study, the results of the 

pedagogical process.  Thus, M. Samborskaya identified the basic requirements 

for the implementation of system analysis: the study of the system as an integral 
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phenomenon, a detailed analysis of each of its components, analysis of the 

connections and relationships between them, taking into account the features of 

its functioning in spatial and temporal dimensions [174, p.100]. 

3. Defining a complex of system-forming connections that determine 

the features of the functioning and development of the phenomenon under 

study. 

4. Formation of the hierarchy of phenomena, their characteristics 

(stability, durability) of the pedagogical system [151, p. 245]. 

5. Updating the content of education, improvement of the organization 

of the educational process as a whole in accordance with the tasks set, goal, 

expected result [181; 172]. 

6. Determining the role of specific components and their connections of 

the pedagogical system to achieve the goal [181; 172].  

These conclusions of scientists on the possibilities of a systematic 

approach to the study of certain aspects of the educational process of higher 

education institutions became these conclusions for the study. Considering 

education as a complex, dynamic system, scientists identify the following 

components that are part of its structure and determine its features: the goal of 

education, the content of education; practical ways of activity aimed at realizing 

the goal; organizational forms of the educational process; holistic educational 

process as integration of the educational,  educational and developmental 

components; subjects and objects of the education process; educational space; 

real results of the education process [219; 70; 111; 39; 128]. 

It is worth noting the works in which the application of a systematic 

approach to the formation of competencies of applicants for higher education is 

presented. Thus, O. Berezyuk, based on the scientific work of I. Zymnya, 

presents competence as a system that combines the following components: 

willingness to realize a certain competence, possession of a set of relevant 

knowledge, experience in the implementation of this competence, a positive 
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attitude to the content of competence and the field of its implementation, 

emotional and volitional opportunities for the realization of competence [9, p. 

200]. 

V. Zhuravskyi draws attention to such a component of the education 

system as the learning process and identifies specific stages of implementation 

of a systematic approach to its organization and implementation: determining 

the goals and objectives of training in accordance with current educational 

needs, developing a training course and educational and methodological 

complex for it; trial implementation of the course in practice; implementation of 

the course in the educational process; analysis of the results [69]. 

The ideas of O. Tortomina, which indicate the need to take into account 

the influence of the subjects of educational activity on functioning of the 

educational system, were useful. Skills of methodological, creative, scientific 

activity, are also considered as a certain autonomous system [215]. 

In the course of the scientific research, it was found that a separate, 

autonomous system with the corresponding characteristics is also the identity of 

the applicant as a subject of study. O. Bilous, O. Marushchak, Y. Vintyuk note 

that students are active participants in the educational process, independently set 

their own goals and rebuild the strategy of their achievement, in accordance 

with individual and personal characteristics, motivation, and professional 

interests [30; 19; 122]. 

The system approach is logically related to the synergistic approach. As it 

is known, synergetics (from grec. joint action, cooperation) is a science that 

studies the laws of processes and phenomena based on the laws of self-

organization [82, p. 68]. 

The founder of the theory of synergetics G. Haken noted that the result of 

the interaction of a large number of subsystems is the emergence at the macro 

level of a new structure and with the properties of self-organization [206, p. 7]. 
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In modern studies, attention is focused on such aspects of synergetics as 

the emergence of fundamentally new systems, the transition from disorder to 

orderliness, diagnosed in complex, open, nonlinear systems that are in a state of 

constant change and development and occurs due to their ability to self-

organize. For example, E. Karpova, based on the conclusions of O. Knyazeva 

and V. Gracheva, characterizes synergistics as a science that studies the 

processes of transition from an disordered to an ordered state in complex 

systems [84, p. 99]. N. Linnik, P. Zanadruk note that synergetics from the 

standpoint of self-organization as properties of a complex system and its 

components considers the processes of emergence and development of 

fundamentally new structures, both material and spiritual, which contributes to 

the foundations for building a new picture of the world [107, p. 84]. 

S. Kalambet, S. Ivanov, Y. Pivnyak also define synergistics as a scientific 

direction on the development of the system, changes in its qualities and 

structure. Researchers reasonably argue that synergetics studies and explains the 

transformation of the old properties of the system into new ones, the 

transformation of quantitative changes into fundamentally new parameters in 

accordance with the theory of bifurcations [82, p. 69]. 

The study of scientific and pedagogical literature made it possible to 

identify the main provisions of the methodology of synergetics: 

 synergistic system is capable of self-organization, self-development 

and evolution, due to interaction with the external environment and between the 

components of the system itself, modernization, renewal, transformation of the 

system can take place; 

 for complex systems it is impossible to determine the algorithm and 

direction of development, it is possible only through the organization of external 

influences to create conditions for self-development and self-organization of the 

system; 

 the condition for the development of the system is its instability; 
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 chaos entails the search for ways to stabilize, that is, it acts as a 

constructive and creative factor in the development of the system; 

 the development of complex systems can occur in several ways; 

 the development of the system is determined by the theory of 

bifurcation, according to which the system in its development moves from a 

state of stability to a state of chaos, the exit from which (being at a critical point, 

point of bifurcation) and acts as a powerful factor in self-development and 

determines the directions of its self-organization; 

 clarification of the laws of the processes of self-organization of a 

particular system makes it possible to influence its development, accelerate it; 

 system management is possible only at the stage of transition from 

stability to chaos (bifurcation point) [82; 107; 112; 118; 193; 212; 135; 84; 

116]. 

The application and widespread use of the synergistic approach in 

scientific research has stable advantages and expressed methodological value, 

namely: 

 contributes to the formation of a broad picture of the world among 

the researcher, the ability to interpret the phenomena under study, events in the 

context of complex dynamic processes; 

 allows one to determine the essence, content, features of self-

organization processes that determine the specifics of the functioning and 

transformations of open, nonlinear, unstable systems; 

 helps to analyze the studied phenomenon, process in the context of 

interdisciplinary connections and scales; 

 contributes to the formation of new ideological positions, a new 

understanding of the problem through the study and comprehension of patterns, 

principles, features of the processes of self-organization and evolution of 

complex systems [82; 107; 193; 212; 32]. 
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It is necessary to dwell separately on the scientific significance of using a 

synergistic approach precisely in the organization and conduct of pedagogical 

research. In modern scientific and pedagogical works, scientists unanimously 

emphasize the advantages of the methodology of the synergistic approach. For 

example, V. Lutai, emphasizing the special importance of implementing a 

synergistic approach, emphasized that from the standpoint of this approach it is 

possible to level the contradictions that are very acute for the educational 

community: between authoritarian and free style of building relationships in the 

educational space, etc. [116, p. 100]. Similar opinions are expressed by 

M. Ovchinnikova, she focuses on the fact that the synergistic approach allows: 

 to solve actual problems of education that have arisen as a result of 

the contradiction between authoritarian and democratic types of pedagogical 

leadership, personal-centrist and non-centrist directions of pedagogical activity; 

 harmonize and level inconsistencies between the theories of heredity, 

upbringing, personality formation [135, p. 263]. 

E. Karpova determines the following advantages of using a synergistic 

approach in scientific and pedagogical research: 

1. Allows from the standpoint of “new nonlinear” thinking, worldview 

to find fundamentally new aspects in pedagogical theory and practice, to give 

new content to traditional categories and ideas. 

2. Promotes an effective search for internal resources, potentials for the 

development of research objects (systems) [84, с. 99]. 

According to E. Karpova,  the implementation of a synergistic approach 

in pedagogical scientific research requires considering the phenomenon under 

study, the process as an open, nonlinear system, with stable manifestations of 

self-organization. personality will be effective only if it correlates with its 

internal attitudes, principles, beliefs, logic of behavior, etc. [84]. 

The scientist identified a number of basic provisions for the 

implementation of the synergistic approach: 
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 education is a complex system that combines interrelated 

heterogeneous components, their interaction determines the integrity of the 

system; 

 education as a system is a component of more complex systems that 

operate in society; 

 education is an open system, it interacts with the external 

environment, is influenced by its social factors and processes, as a result of 

which its information, human, material indicators change; 

 education is an unbalanced system, which is caused by a number of 

contradictions: between the requirements of classical, established, crystallized 

by the historical development of cultural traditions and the needs of modern 

challenges, dynamic processes of the sociocultural space; between the need to 

significantly modernize and update the educational process and the need to 

ensure uniform requirements for the content, results of the educational process, 

regulated by educational standards; between the needs of individual 

development of the individual, in accordance with its inclinations, interests, 

abilities and a unified system for evaluating learning outcomes; 

 education is a nonlinear system, changes and the vector of 

development can not always be clearly defined, and both the whole system and 

its components may have several variations [84, p. 101]. 

So, the ideas of synergetics significantly expand the possibilities of 

improving pedagogical theory and practice, bringing scientific research to a 

qualitatively new level. As V. Kremen notes, the application of the 

achievements of synergetics determines fundamentally new positions in the 

development of issues of building pedagogical systems and improving various 

aspects of the pedagogical process, focusing on self-development, self-

organization, co-creation [98, p. 4-9]. It is quite logical to reflect the 

requirements of the synergistic approach in the National Strategy for the 

Development of Education, which indicates the need to take into account the 
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influences and results of the interaction of such related environments: personal, 

informational, educational, ethnic, sociocultural ones, etc. [157, p. 28]. 

The conclusions  of I. Zyazyun are significant in the context of the 

problem raised. He identified the following priority areas for the application of 

the ideas of synergetics in pedagogy: 

 supplementing the content of education with pedagogically adapted 

ideas of the theory of synergetics; 

 modernization of educational and educational systems, forecasting 

their development taking into account the achievements of synergistic science; 

 organization of management and management at different stages of 

the pedagogical process in accordance with the laws of synergetics [74; 75, p. 

451]. 

Analysis and generalization of scientific and pedagogical literature 

allowed us to conclude that the study of the problem of forming the information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational space 

of the university requires the use of a system-synergistic approach, as it 

integrates basic ideas with the system and synergistic approaches and makes it 

possible to take them into account comprehensively in the implementation of 

the study. 

So, based on the conceptual provisions of the system-synergistic 

approach, in the process of conducting the study they relied on the following 

ideas: 

1. In the research and the process of formation of information 

competencies of foreign students of medical specialties, it is necessary to take 

into account the presence of a significant number of multilevel systems that 

affect this pedagogical phenomenon. Particular attention should be paid to the 

systems functioning within the educational environment of the university: 

system of education, system of learning of the educational establishment, 
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system of competencies, subjects and objects of the educational process as 

autonomous systems, medical training system, etc. 

2. The development of the process of formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties as a synergistic system is 

ensured by interaction with its components and connections, as well as with 

systems of different levels, in the plane of which the phenomenon under study is 

manifested. 

3. It is quite logical to study, improve and update the existing network 

of horizontal and vertical connections and ways of interacting with multi-level 

systems within the university space to ensure the success of the process of 

forming information competence. 

4. The priority tasks of the teacher are to ensure constructive interaction 

in all autonomous systems and the choice of the optimal combination of their 

influences as promising to ensure the result. 

The methodological base of the  study of the formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties also includes a cultural 

approach.  From the standpoint of the culture-based approach, education is 

closely connected with the phenomenon of culture, in which established 

knowledge about society, the universe, man, the system of attitudes to the world 

around us, emotional and moral ideas, etc. crystallized [1, p. 7]. 

In the reference literature, the concept of “culture” is defined as: 

 an industry that accumulates and reflects the spiritual heritage of 

mankind, the community as a whole [63, p. 439]; 

 a phenomenon that helps a person to adapt to social life, to take an 

active social position, to be realized in the professional and practical sphere 

[199, p. 19]; 

 a national spiritual phenomenon that took shape as a result of the 

historical development of mankind, and as a characteristic of a particular 

person, carrier of the value system, attitudes of beliefs [7; 5; 41]. 
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It should be noted that the scientific literature presents a fairly wide range 

of definitions of this concept: 

 a complex of values of a material or spiritual nature; 

 a special type of human activity; 

 the way, process and result of the creative realization of the 

individual, the manifestation of his abilities and interests [136, p.41]. 

Noteworthy is the study of O. Bovanenko, who, based on the works of 

A. Kröber and K. Clackho, presented the main groups of definitions of the 

concept of culture, structured them as follows: 

1. Definition of descriptive nature – culture is interpreted as a broad 

concept that unites a complex of norms, principles, attitudes, values that have 

developed in various activities and creativity of a person, are reflected in 

religion, art, folk art, culture, ethics, etc. this is the quintessence of the 

achievements of mankind, the results of its interaction with the social and 

natural environment, which was formed throughout its development. 

2. Definition of historical character – culture is interpreted as a set of 

spiritual achievements of mankind, which have been exposed and stylized 

throughout historical development and are represented by a wide arsenal of folk 

traditions, creativity, rituals, customs that reflect moral views and beliefs, 

beliefs of the people and are broadcasted to future generations. 

3. Definition of normative nature – culture is interpreted as a set of 

rules, norms of behavior, dogmas that regulate human life and in society. 

4. Definition of value character – culture is interpreted as a system of 

spiritual and material values of a person or a social group of people. 

5. Definition of psychological character – culture is interpreted as a 

mechanism that helps a person to successfully communicate and act in society, 

to solve problems of interpersonal interaction. 
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6. Definition of structural nature – culture is interpreted as a set of 

defined, interrelated spiritual and material characteristics that represent certain 

patterns of behavior. 

7. Definition of pedagogical character – culture is interpreted as a 

system of beliefs, attitudes, behavioral skills that were formed as a result of 

specially organized activities and communication with the individual [20; 97]. 

The appeal to the cultural approach is associated with the need to solve 

urgent problems in the field of education, which are currently determined as 

priority. Today, a crisis of humanization of all aspects of public life is being 

diagnosed. The development of information technologies, quarantine measures 

have determined the dominance of personified models of social behavior, social 

life, and professional human activity. That is, human activity proceeds 

according to the projection of socially active formats, interaction with other 

people, with objects of culture, nature, spiritual achievements of mankind, etc. 

This trend can be traced in the educational field. As it is known, education faces 

such  a  priority task – training of highly qualified professionals, which led to a 

shift in emphasis on narrow-profile training of future specialists. So all the 

aspects of social life lack general, mutually enriching and  complementary 

communication, system-making cultural co-operation. Attempts to level the 

consequences of education dehumanization conditioned the expediency of 

introducing  more disciplines  of the humanitarian cycle. The lack of logical, 

meaningful connections between them fundamentally did not change the 

situation. So the scientific and pedagogical community consider the culture-

based approach an effective means of humanizing both an educational sphere 

and the society in general [1; 2; 5; 41; 86; 124]. 

It should be noted that there is a certain inconsistency concerning the 

definition of the  concept of a  culture-based  approach among scientists, 

because in different sources the attention of scientists is focused on various 

aspects of its content, in particular the following: 
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 the culture-based approach is based on the principle of cultural 

conformity, which determines the filling of education with spiritual content that 

has been accumulated by mankind throughout the history of its development [7, 

p. 171]; 

 the focus is on a person, a sovereign and active person who 

manifests himself, his attitudes, values and position through interaction with 

cultural objects. The cultural approach involves the study of the individual as a 

carrier of a certain cultural model, its cultural meanings and programs 

implemented by it in sociocultural activities. A person is considered as a subject 

of culture, his cultural integrity is provided by a hierarchy of personal qualities, 

traits, characteristics (morality, spirituality, creativity, self-awareness, etc.). At 

the same time, each person carries out his own cultural personal development, 

assimilates the cultural experience of mankind, creates his own personal world 

of culture [7; 44]; 

 the object of study is considered as a certain cultural phenomenon, 

cultural phenomenon, process or part of it and is studied in the context of 

sociocultural processes, features of their development and formation [44, p. 12]; 

 a culture-based approach involves the implementation of systematic, 

consistent, organized pedagogical activity, which is aimed at forming in the 

individual a stable system of values, attitudes, beliefs, methods of activity and 

behavior that meet the norms of human culture [5, p.104]. 

The following conclusions of V. Gryniova regarding the semantic  

introduction of culture-based approach into the educational field had  a 

significant investment for the study: 

1. personal development (self-realization, self-improvement) occurs 

through the organization of cultural activities and communication, the creation 

of conditions for the formation of the experience of creativity in cultural 

activities, the expansion of the communication sphere of the individual; 
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2. the process of improvement of the pedagogical process, its tools 

involves the enrichment of its content with value meanings, cultural context; 

3. there is a need for an increase in the cultural level of education in 

general, for perfection of all its individual substantive and operational 

components [44, p. 10]. 

In the process of scientific research, it was found that the application of 

the culture-based approach in pedagogical activity significantly increases the 

arsenal of functions of the teacher. So, based on scientific research of various 

aspects of a culture-based approach and culture study in general, V. Gryniova 

and K. Gnatovska defined such functions of a teacher: 

1. Information – is realized through the use by the teacher of cultural 

analysis, the presentation of educational material in the context of its historical 

significance, the presentation of new ideas and facts in the perspective of their 

development and scientific evolution. This promotes the formation of a special 

culture-based thinking of students and enriches their intellectual sphere. For the 

teacher realization of information function requires deep encyclopedic 

knowledge, intellectual flexibility, mastering and confident usage of a wide 

range of information which goes beyond the projection of narrow specialization. 

2. Developmental – is realized through the actualization of the 

cognitive activity of students, their mental interests. 

3. Orientation – is realized through the formation of value systems, 

attitudes of students to the outside world and other people. 

4. Mobilization – is realized through the formation of the students' 

ability to accumulate the knowledge gained about sociocultural phenomena and 

processes for solving practical problems, to transfer the acquired skills to a 

fundamentally new sociocultural activity, the ability to independently carry out 

educational and research activities. 

5. Constructive – is realized through the formation in students the skills 

to convert cultural information into educational material, to select and 
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constructively use information about cultural phenomena and processes in the 

study of a particular topic, to form cultural connections between facts, events, 

phenomena in a certain scientific field, to systematize the knowledge gained in 

accordance with the requirements of cultural integrity. 

6. Communicative – implemented through the formation of 

communication skills, transcultural communication.  The teacher must 

demonstrate a high level of cultural communication, present, create conditions 

for the development of cultural communication skills among students. 

7. Organizational – is realized through the creation of conditions for the 

sociocultural adaptation of students, the formation of an active public position 

in them, the promotion of students' assimilation of cultural achievements 

through a wide arsenal of forms and methods of educational, educational, 

organizational work [41; 44]. 

The study and generalization of scientific and pedagogical literature made 

it possible to determine the main ways of implementing the culture-based 

approach, namely: 

1. Formation in students of the ability of realizing, semantic perception 

of the achievements of general and national culture [1; 41]. 

2. Creating conditions for the formation and development of the 

spiritual potential of students, a system of values, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors 

that meet the norms and standards generally accepted in the cultural dimension  

[41; 44]. 

3. Promotion of conscious determination and realization in the activity, 

communication of individual cultural needs [1, p.7]. 

4. Expansion of the content of education by cultural meanings, which 

takes it beyond the narrow boundaries of purely scientific and subject guidelines 

[5; 44]. 

In the light of the above, the application of the culture-based approach to 

the study of the problem of forming the information competence of foreign 
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students of medical specialties in the educational environment of the university 

implies: 

1. Taking into account the characteristics of the contingent of students 

who are subjects of a certain culture, carriers of their own and national cultural 

values. 

2. The educational environment of the university is considered an 

environment for the formation and development of intercultural communication 

skills, creates conditions for the assimilation of new cultural meanings, serves as 

an arena for national and cultural education, exchange and assimilation of 

historical and cultural experience of different nationalities and peoples. 

3. The organization of pedagogical activity and communication takes 

into account the requirements of human, national and personal culture. 

4. Declaring respect for the cultural heritage of representatives of other 

nationalities and promoting their own national cultural achievements (language, 

traditions, rituals, art, etc.). 

5. The formation of students’ positive attitude towards other cultures, 

the ability to take into account national and cultural differences in  

communication, interaction, and learning with other people. 

6. Education of students as representatives of the medical profession of 

a tolerant attitude towards other people, taking into account the requirements 

and characteristics of their cultural, national characteristics and differences. 

 An axiological approach also occupied a significant place in the 

methodological basis of  the study. 

In the context of the study, the point of view of N. Tkacheva is shared, 

who considers the axiological approach as a special philosophical and 

pedagogical strategy based on the ideas of recognizing the special significance 

of universal human values, proclaiming the individual the highest value and 

aimed at improving the education system, increasing its effectiveness in 

accordance with modern social and state challenges [194, p. 81]. 
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From the standpoint of the axiological approach, phenomena are 

considered in the context of their ability to meet human needs and at the same 

time ensure its development and increase the humanitarian level of society as a 

whole [95; 29; 22]. 

Based on the consideration of different views of scientists, the following 

main ideas of the axiological approach were identified: 

1. The highest value in the social, creative, cultural, activity dimension 

is man [95; 17; 101]. 

2. The meaning-forming, determining and motivational factor  of 

human life and activity is the system of values (moral, cultural, aesthetic, 

environmental). 

3. The mastery of traditional values and the creation of new values 

occurs only under the condition of manifestation of the active position of the 

individual in activity, communication with the sociocultural environment, other 

people, with himself [111; 95; 233]. 

The basic categories of the axiological approach are: values, a person as a 

carrier of a system of values, value attitudes and relationships, a complex of 

axiological concepts (value orientations, value orientations, motivation, 

meaning, etc.) [29; 204; 22; 106]. 

The concept of “values” refers to interdisciplinary categories and is 

investigated by different sciences: philosophy, psychology, sociology, etc. In 

accordance with the subject of scientific knowledge, the interpretation of this 

concept is also different. In the philosophical literature, values are considered in 

the context of contrasting the concepts  of the real, existing and desired; human 

life strategy, determining the model of behavior and the system of attitudes in 

the ethical plane.  Scientists believe that basic values (goodness, love, justice) 

form common goals and guidelines for a person, filling life with meaning [31; 

203; 144]. 
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Sociological science studies values in accordance with the type and 

direction of social activity of the individual and the nature of social 

relationships, because values regulate social communications in society.  Values 

are defined according to their significance for the individual as a subject of 

social activity, a group of people and society as a whole.  Basic values are 

represented by such concepts as personality, freedom, equality, social justice. In 

turn, there are individual, collective and universal human values [37; 186]. 

From the point of view of psychological science, the value of nature is  a 

special and individual reality of the individual, a component of the 

psychological structure of the individual and turns to this concept when 

studying the characteristics of its activities, behavior, communication, since 

they ensure the implementation of such functions as: orientational, regulatory, 

incentive. Values are defined as ideas formed by public consciousness about 

significant concepts of the social, cultural, spiritual, ethical sphere of society.  

Throughout life, a person on the basis of traditional values produces and forms 

his own set of values. This occurs as a result of activity, communication of the 

individual, comprehension and awareness of certain processes, phenomena, 

facts, etc. Values are presented in the form of certain objects, culture samples, 

behavior, ideals, general ideas, etc [94; 99; 202; 90]. 

In pedagogical science, the problem of values becomes of particular 

importance when substantiating the substantive and procedural components of 

the personality formation process. Attention is drawn to the fact that the central 

place in this process is occupied by the formation of a system of values of the 

individual, the creation of conditions for their assimilation of the achievements 

of socio-cultural experience, significant, meaning-forming ideas of which are 

converted into universal human, basic values (life, love, homeland, work, peace, 

life, beauty, health, love) [111; 29; 31; 22]. 

Values can also be defined as a complex of ideas, objects that are 

generally accepted in society, are of particular importance for a particular 
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person, group of people, society as a whole. It should also be noted that values 

are manifested and actualized only in the plane of the functioning of society, in 

various formats of social life [29; 31; 22; 101; 194; 50]. 

In the course of the study, it was found that values are associated with 

value orientations, because it is orientations that act as a factor directing a 

person to activity, activity, development of one's own position. Value 

orientation actualizes certain mechanisms of the individual aimed at achieving 

value ideals, carrying out activities, the result of which is the formation of 

values [1]. 

Value orientations determine the content and nature of the system of 

attitudes of the individual to himself, to others, to the world as a whole, to moral 

and ethical norms and rules of social behavior; determine the features of social, 

interpersonal communication of a person; influence the hierarchy of principles, 

beliefs, positions of the individual [125; 128]. 

According to S. Sysoeva and L. Bondareva value orientations in the 

personal dimension act as a certain socio-psychological regulator that 

differentiate the proposed meanings, patterns of behavior, allow one to choose 

from them optimal, which determine the principled, personal position of a 

person, his beliefs, basic ideological ideas and are implemented in 

communication, activities [178, p. 132]. The authors note that value orientations 

form the basis of the motivational sphere of the individual, contribute to the 

formation of a system of personality meanings (goals, interests, attitudes), 

determine the vector of its conscious development [178, p. 144].  A similar 

opinion is expressed by Yu. Boichuk, who notes that a person's behavior and 

activity is determined by the values that he consciously chooses and which 

correspond to his personal interests, needs, harmonic to his experience [22, p. 

125]. 

In the process of research, it was found that today there is no single, 

generally accepted classification of values.  Quite common in the scientific, 
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pedagogical, philosophical is the separation of the following basic groups of 

values: 

 spiritual, which regulate the creative, scientific activity of a person 

and are projected into the fields of art, education, science; 

 social, regulating human life in society (justice, freedom, equality); 

 material, which can perform the function of a stimulant of individual 

mental development only in conjunction with socio-political and spiritual 

values) [50; 196]. 

In the scientific-pedagogical sources, a classification of values is also 

proposed into the following groups: 

1. Absolute (fundamental, basic) – life, personality, goodness, faith, 

love, beauty, dignity of happiness. 

2. National – patriotism, national pride, national dignity, national 

cultures, traditions, history, state national symbols, national languages; national 

customs, holidays, folklore. 

3. General cultural – prowing, politeness, tolerance. 

4. Civil – social rights, freedoms, justice, public responsibility, civic 

activism. 

5. Family – love, devotion, loyalty, care for your family, all its 

members, responsibility. 

6. Personal – awareness of one's own interests and needs, autonomy, 

self-esteem, personal freedom [106; 205; 194]. 

As it was found out, the value system of each person has an individual 

character, is formed on the basis of values generally accepted by society, which 

are broadcast by educational institutions, are enshrined in national and cultural 

traditions and are corrected, produced by the individual himself as a result of his 

activity, communication, interaction with society, comprehension and 

awareness of moral, ethical, spiritual, cultural postulates. 
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The results of the study prove that the system of values is formed in 

accordance with the priority of the following characteristics: expediency, need, 

value and importance, utility. Values are structured in accordance with a certain 

hierarchy, have a nonlinear, dynamic organization [106; 205]. 

    Special attention in the mainstream of our research deserves to comprehend 

the provisions of pedagogical axiology, which was singled out and formed as an 

independent axiological direction. Thus G. Meshko, O. Meshko note that the 

recognition of the person as the highest value and end goal of social 

development is a unifying factor in axiology and pedagogy. After all, axiology 

lays the theoretical foundations for the development of a new philosophy of 

education and acts as a methodology for modern scientific and pedagogical 

research [125, p. 338]. As it was stated in the study, the nomenclature of basic 

values defined and adopted by pedagogical axiology is represented by 

educational,  pedagogical and educational values [1, p. 17]. 

So, according to the axiological approach, education is considered as a 

special sociocultural phenomenon, the dominant ideas of which are the 

proclamation and consistent, systematic implementation of humanistic ideas, the 

recognition of the applicant's personality, like any other person, as the highest 

value, and this, in turn, implies: 

 creating conditions for the most complete realization of the personal 

potential of the student, his comprehensive development as a person, the 

manifestation of his spiritual, creative, intellectual, moral forces, ensuring 

professional improvement of people, education in it moral and volitional sphere, 

qualities and character traits that ensure high social adaptation and mobility of 

the future specialist; 

 formation of a system of values among students that are generally 

recognized and prioritized in society; 
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 development of skills of effective, active value attitude to the 

surrounding reality, disclosure and perfection of the creative potential of 

students [29; 31; 22]. 

The study of scientific and pedagogical literature has made it possible to 

establish that the axiological approach is implemented through the following 

principles: 

 equality of philosophical views, united by a common system of 

values, taking into account their specificity and characteristics; 

 equivalence of achievements of the past and products of modern 

innovative, creative activity, application of creative heritage of cultural and 

spiritual heritage in modern conditions; 

 equality of people, interaction in the format of dialogue, ensuring an 

active, independent position of each [194; 50; 27]. 

The pedagogical significance of the application of the axiological 

approach is determined by the mechanism of its implementation itself: there is a 

projection of general, basic, socially significant values on the plane of  

personally significant priorities for a particular person. The value becomes the 

moral, spiritual property of a personality, obtains the status of individual 

significance and influences the structure of a person's relationship with the 

world, the hierarchy of his moral and spiritual priorities, determines the nature 

of activity and the model of human social behavior [29; 31; 22]. 

The introduction of the ideas and provisions of the axiological approach 

in practical activities contributed to the justification of the requirements for its 

application. For example, O. Sukhomlynska identified the following 

requirements: 

1. The dominance of life-affirming, personally-supporting, optimistic 

ideas in the educational space. 
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2. Harmonious combination of the components of training and 

education into a single, holistic process, which is based on general provisions 

and is determined by a single vector of development. 

3. The central figure of the educational process is the personality, its 

aspirations and interests, which determines the priorities of the choice of 

methods and means of work of the teacher: reducing the role of general 

scientific theoretical doctrines, giving preference to student-centered 

technologies. 

4. The expediency of pedagogical adaptation of the values of the youth 

subculture that are close to youth and widely introducing them in pedagogical 

interaction. 

5. The importance of taking into account the role and importance of the 

community, which acts as an arena for the formation of social values [189, p. 

26-27]. 

The importance of the axiological approach as a theoretical and 

methodological basis for the study of the problem of forming the information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational space 

of the university is due to the fact that it provides: 

1. Making it possible for students to form a system of common, socially 

significant and professional values that are important for the future specialist. 

Values act as certain guidelines for the development of the personality of the 

future medical worker, determining the direction of his interests and needs. That 

is why a particular importance is gained by the humanistic, moral component 

within the system of values, that justifies readiness of a future medical worker 

to be guided by general human values in their professional activity, work for 

people, focus on their needs, requests, problems. Of particular importance is the 

acceptance by students of the value of human life and health, the desire to act 

actively and professionally improve themselves in order to  preserve them. 
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2. At the same time, there is a need to focus on the actualization of 

values associated with activities in the modern information space, the network 

socio-cultural environment. A competitive specialist must confidently navigate 

the dynamic information flow, respond quickly to dynamic scientific, technical, 

technological processes and consciously understand the importance of 

information technology in the educational process and in further professional 

activities. 

3. Recognition of the student's personality as the highest value, 

providing conditions for his comprehensive development, maximum realization 

of the personal and professional potential of each applicant. 

4. Creating opportunities for reflection by future doctors, their self-

determination and self-development in accordance with their own professional 

and individual needs. 

5. The possibility of directing the learning process and the content of 

education to the actualization of the value attitude to the mastery of information 

competence. 

 

2.1.2 Application of competence-oriented, personality and activity-

based, environment-based approaches as the methodological basis of 

research 

 

In the conditions of modern integration transformations that have covered 

all spheres of social life, the competency-based approach is defined as a priority 

for education. The main provisions of this approach, which necessitate the 

introduction of significant changes to the specified system, are reflected in such 

regulatory documents as: Laws of Ukraine “On Education”, “On Higher 

Education”, “On Vocational (Vocational-Technical) Education”, National 

Development Doctrine of education in Ukraine (2002), National strategy for the 
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development of education in Ukraine for the period until 2021 (2013) [158; 153; 

159; 155; 157]. 

During the scientific search, it was stated that, despite the relevance of the 

problem of implementing the competence-oriented approach in modern 

education and the high interest of scientists in various aspects of this problem, 

there is no single, unanimously accepted definition of this category itself. Thus, 

in the scientific literature, the competence-oriented approach is considered as: 

 the focus of the educational process on the formation and 

development of the key and subject competencies of the individual, which he 

will use in his professional activities [88; 149]. As O. Pometun notes in this 

regard, the result of the development of key, general subject and subject 

competences is such an integrated category as general competence, which 

combines a system of knowledge, practical methods of activity, values, 

attitudes, certain practical experience and models of professional and social 

behavior [149, p. 38]; 

 reflection of an integral manifestation of professionalism, which 

combines elements of professional and general culture (a level of education 

sufficient for self-education and independent solving of cognitive problems), 

experience of professional activity and creativity of a specialist, which are 

specified in a certain system of knowledge, skills, readiness for professional 

activity [58, p. 34]; 

 gradual reorientation of the education strategy from the transfer of 

knowledge to the formation of a system of competences, which are determined 

by the individual characteristics of the individual and are aimed at his ability to 

adapt in dynamically changing social, political, economic and informational 

conditions [10, p. 53];  

 a methodological approach that enables the transformation of the 

learning process from the accumulation of knowledge by acquirers to the ability 
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to creatively use the acquired knowledge in practice to solve a wide range of 

issues in both the professional and social spheres [13; 48; 127; 134; 208]. 

In the context of the raised problem, I. Yermakov's conclusions, 

formulated on the basis of thorough research, also aroused considerable interest. 

Having grouped the views of representatives of the domestic educational 

community on the essence and meaning of the competence-oriented approach in 

education, this researcher singled out three main positions of scientists on this 

issue. 

Thus, supporters of the first of them believe that the application of the 

competence-oriented approach is a reflection of terms, concepts, theories, and 

trends popular in Europe in the educational environment. These specialists 

believe that the main ideas of the competence-oriented approach, the 

terminology on which it is based, do not have a clear scientific basis and are 

artificially transferred from foreign theory and practice to the domestic one. 

Representatives of another position claim that the issues of the 

competence-oriented approach have been the subject of special attention of 

domestic scientists for a long time, who created valuable theoretical 

developments in this regard and successfully used them in practice, but in a 

different terminological design. Therefore, the named scientists believe that the 

modern theory of the competence-oriented approach reflects the scientific 

achievements of the past in a modern format. 

I. Yermakov is close to the scientific position of those scientists who 

consider the competence-oriented approach as a basis for the development and 

improvement of the education system, which determines its professional 

direction and ensures a high level of social adaptation capabilities of students 

and their competitiveness. According to the author, it is this approach that meets 

today's expectations [68, p. 208-209]. 

The following conclusions of O. Gluzman regarding the main provisions 

of the competence-oriented approach are worthy of attention: 
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 this approach actualizes the orientation of education to the formation 

of generalized methods of activity in students; 

 competence is a more complex and broader category than 

knowledge, abilities and skills, it combines the defined concepts and 

implements them in practical and creative perspectives; 

 competence combines axiological, cognitive, operational-

technological, effective, motivational, ethical, social, behavioral components. 

 the formation and development of competences is carried out both in 

the process of learning and in the process of interaction with society, 

multifaceted activities and communication of the individual [40, p. 55-57]. 

Despite the ambiguity of the approaches to revealing the essence and 

meaning of the competence-oriented approach, it is obvious that its 

implementation requires the introduction of significant changes in the 

organization and content of the educational process. Thus, according to the 

conclusions of I. Rodygina, the transfer of the ideas of the competence-oriented 

approach to the practical plane will lead to a significant reorganization of all 

components of the educational process. After all, qualitative changes in the goal 

of education will determine a new strategy for its implementation and, as a 

result, adaptation of all components of the learning process to new requirements 

[166]. 

In particular, the specified approach involves: 

 shifting the emphasis on practical learning results, reorienting it to 

the professional and industrial plane, forming in students of education the 

ability to successfully perform the necessary practical actions, to successfully 

and creatively solve urgent practical tasks [18; 35; 53; 208; 115; 171; 15; 143]. 

L. Parashchenko especially emphasizes that there is a change of priorities from 

the accumulation of a system of normative knowledge, the formation of abilities 

and skills to the formation of the acquirers' ability for independent practical 

activity, the opportunity to implement their own professional techniques, to gain 
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personal experience in solving practical tasks [143, p. 57]. Similar opinions are 

expressed by V. Lugovy, who notes that priority attention is paid to the learning 

outcome, which is represented by a set of competencies. It is the competences 

that act as a system-forming factor in the organization and content of the 

learning process. The selection of the content of education, the use of methods 

and organizational forms of education is carried out not in accordance with the 

professional capabilities and professional experience of teachers, but in 

accordance with the educational needs of the students [115, p. 19]. N. Bibik 

specifies that the result of education must meet the requirements of society, 

enable the graduate's professional competitiveness in market conditions [15, p. 

45–50]; 

 directing the educational process to the formation of a worthy level 

of professionalism in future specialists, which is manifested in the combination 

of a high level of formation of professional and personal culture, accumulated 

experience and a mastered system of professionally important knowledge, 

abilities and skills, the ability to successfully and creatively solve any urgent 

tasks in practical activity [58; 214]. As O. Chasnikova notes, the competence-

oriented approach involves filling the learning result with a new meaning, it is 

not only a system of certain theoretical knowledge and practical methods of 

activity, but the ability of an individual to act successfully and creatively in a 

specific professional field, to solve complex professional tasks, to find an 

original solution for overcoming various problems and difficulties in one's 

activity [214]; 

 recognition of the priority of development in the acquirers of the 

skills of creative solution of various levels of problems in cognitive, 

professional, communicative, psychological, ethical, informational and other 

spheres of life [57; 129; 149; 15; 143]. According to O. Pometun, competence-

oriented education provides an individual with the opportunity to fully realize 

his own potential in various spheres of professional activity, to become 
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professionally and socially independent, to quickly adapt to changes and 

innovations in the profession, to solve complex and non-standard tasks at a high 

qualification level [149; p. 44];  

 directing the educational process to the formation of a certain set of 

competencies in future specialists, which will be in demand in the future [127]; 

 the actualization of the self-development of the individual, the 

direction of his activity towards self-improvement, self-education. Thus, 

O. Ovcharuk emphasizes that the competence of a higher education seeker, 

which is manifested in the ability to realize his personal potential in practice, is 

the result of his self-development, self-education, self-organization, 

generalization of acquired practical experience in the professional and social-

communicative spheres [133, p. 11-12]. L. Rusalkina also emphasizes the 

importance of the ability to study, self-development, independent activity in 

acquiring the skills of constructive interaction in the social and professional 

environment [171; p. 146]. In the course of scientific research, it was 

established that the implementation of the competence-oriented approach 

requires a significant modernization of the educational process in accordance 

with new requirements: 

 to the content of education, which involves going beyond the 

knowledge-oriented component and ensuring the formation of students of 

education experience in solving practical tasks in various spheres of activity and 

communication, successful mastering of various social roles and key 

competencies, implementation of the functions of the learning process [123; 

127; 129]. As N. Nagorna clarifies, the competence-oriented approach shifts the 

priorities of the educational process from forming the knowledge system of 

learners in a wide information field to arming them with the skills to implement 

the acquired knowledge in the practical sphere and the sphere of communication 

[129, p. 267]. N. Miloradova and V. Shevchenko also note that this approach 

translates education from the plane of systematic and consistent accumulation of 
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knowledge by subjects of education to the plane of their practical 

implementation and creative use [127]; 

 to the teacher, because the informational function of the teacher is 

leveled, and his main functions become the following: organizational, 

managerial and methodical. In this case, the teacher acts as an organizer of the 

educational process, which creates conditions for the development of practical 

skills in learners, and also successfully solves a wide range of tasks in the 

pedagogical field based on taking into account the individual interests, abilities, 

and inclinations of each person [88; 209; 127; 208; 223; 231]; 

 to the students of education, which involves coming to the forefront 

of their research, independent cognitive activity, i.e. the future specialist acts not 

only as an object of pedagogical influence, but also as an active subject of the 

learning process [88; 209; 211]. 

Therefore, the competence-oriented approach is defined today as a 

priority means of modernization of higher education, it makes it possible to 

level the discrepancy between the cognitive, personal, professional level of 

development of students. 

The ideas of the competence-oriented approach correspond to the modern 

strategy of education development, which requires a reorientation of the 

educational process to achieve the result of forming a competent, competitive, 

highly qualified specialist. It is quite logical to turn to the competency-based 

approach in the field of medical education, the priority task of which, according 

to the legal framework regulating the activities of higher medical education 

institutions (laws of Ukraine “On Higher Education”, “On Education”, the 

National Doctrine of the Development of Education of Ukraine in the XXI 

cent., Strategy for the Development of Medical Education, National Standards 

of Medical Education [73]), is the preparation of a generation of specialists 

capable of innovative professional activity, constant self-development and self-

improvement. 
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Thus, in the Strategy for the Development of Higher Medical Education 

in Ukraine (2019), it is emphasized that the urgent need today is to “ensure the 

health care of an employee with a high level of training” [160]. 

This document especially emphasizes that the system of higher medical 

education does not fully implement prognostic functions, the competences 

acquired by graduates of higher medical education institutions today are not 

always characterized by relevance, mobility and dynamism [160]. A certain 

discrepancy between the needs of medical practice, the development of medical 

science and the ability of higher education to meet them is diagnosed. 

The modern medical field is characterized by an intensive transformation 

of all its components in accordance with international standards and rapid 

development of medical science, an increase in the number of researches and 

discoveries of a theoretical, technological, and practical nature. 

As noted by O. Ilnytska and Z. Popovych, today there is an intensive 

development of the information field of medical science, systematic updating of 

data, in particular, replenishing it with new facts, research results, etc. The 

structured, stable part of information, which is transformed into the content of 

education, is today no more than 20% of its total volume. The rest (most) of the 

information is quite dynamic and variable. It should also be noted that not only 

the volume of information changes, but also its interpretation and interpretation 

[77, p. 93]. Therefore, the issue of training a new generation of specialists who 

are able to navigate in the modern informational professional space is of 

particular importance. As noted by scientists (N. Artyomova, L. Zyuzin, 

V. Pokhilko, G. Solovyova, S. Tsvirenko, etc.), the training of a specialist in a 

higher medical education institution should focus on the formation of the ability 

of a doctor to be mobile, ensuring his adaptation to new conditions and 

implementation of professional activity [26, p. 236–238]. 

According to the competence-oriented approach, when organizing the 

educational process, the emphasis is shifted from the priorities of acquiring 
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knowledge in the field of medicine, theoretical training of the medical student to 

the process of his practical activity in the medical, socio-professional, 

information and communication spheres. It should also be emphasized that 

considerable attention is paid to the training of a specialist capable of 

successfully and effectively solving a wide range of professional tasks, actively 

acting in the conditions of professional challenges, demonstrating a high level 

of mastery of practical methods of professional activity, academic mobility and 

confidently declare yourself as a competitive professional in demand on the 

international labor market. 

It is quite logical that the development of information competence of the 

future medical worker is a significant component of his professional training, as 

it allows him to navigate in the information space, carry out selection, analysis, 

systematization of relevant information in accordance with educational and 

professional needs, use information and communication, interactive 

technologies and tools within the limits of diagnostic, preventive and 

therapeutic work, create and implement own information product, confidently 

use the possibilities of modern information resources (platforms British 

Medical, Coursera, Journal, INgenius, Medscape, Medtube, NewsMedical, 

Prometheus, Sermo, etc.), 

During the scientific search it was it was found that the implementation of 

the competence-oriented approach in the field of medical education involves: 

1. Development of professional and personal qualities of students in 

accordance with the requirements of the medical profession, the professional 

duties of a doctor in possible future positions [45; 76; 202; 80]. 

2. Obtaining personal practical experience of independently solving 

professional tasks in practice [76; 24; 140]. 

3. Formation and improvement of competencies necessary for future 

successful professional activity in the medical field (according to the project 

“The Tuning Project Medicine” (2004), the results of an integration pan-
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European examination, which includes: professional and leadership qualities, 

the ability to make responsible decisions, work in a team, the ability to self-

educate, possess the skills of analysis, systematization of information, tolerant 

attitude towards representatives of different social, national, cultural strata of 

the population) [61; 76; 104; 202; 140]. 

Today, special attention is paid to the issue of the organization of 

effective pedagogical leadership, which should ensure the purposefulness, 

systematicity and gradualness of the process of forming the professional 

competence of future medical workers. At the same time, teachers must 

demonstrate professional readiness for successful activities, implementation of 

the competence-oriented approach, ensuring high quality of the educational 

process [80, p. 82–83]. 

For the successful implementation of this approach, the teacher of a 

higher medical education institution must update the motivational sphere of 

students, create conditions for creative search work, actively use the latest 

methods and non-traditional forms of organization of the educational process, 

strengthen the practical component within the scope of the taught discipline, 

give the opportunity to students to independently solve tasks of broad 

professional topics, to gain personal experience in solving complex, non-

standard professional issues [80; 45; 140]. 

Therefore, the application of the competence-oriented approach in 

institutions of higher medical education makes it possible to effectively update 

and improve the content and organization of the learning process, shifts the 

emphasis to the result of education, which involves the formation of a 

competent specialist capable of demonstrating a high level of readiness for 

effective and successful professional practical activity. 

The methodological basis of our research is also a personality-and 

activity-based approach, which integrates personal and activity approaches that 

complement and mutually condition each other. According to scientists, the 
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differences between personality-oriented and activity-oriented approaches are 

rather conditional and projected mainly in the theoretical field [146; 190]. This 

is explained by the fact that the educational process should be aimed at the 

acquirer's personality, its development, and this is possible only under the 

conditions of the organization of appropriate, multifaceted activities and human 

communication. As O. Pehota observes in this regard, the implementation of 

personality-oriented training is carried out through the organization of activities 

on the basis of cooperation, which determines the identification and 

development of personal qualities of students [146, p. 281]. 

Also valuable are the conclusions of O. Danilyan and V. Taranenko, who 

interpret the concept of “personality” as the identification of a high level of 

spiritual and moral development of an individual with a certain system of stable 

qualities and traits that can manifest and develop in conditions of independent, 

active multifaceted activity [49, p. 249]. Therefore, only in the conditions of 

activity, a person has the opportunity for self-realization and self-development, 

manifestation and improvement of his unique features, aptitudes and abilities. 

Let's dwell in more detail on the two components of the personality-and-

activity-based approach, that is, separately on the personality-oriented and 

activity-oriented approaches. Thus, in many psychological and pedagogical 

sources, the essence of the personality-oriented approach is considered in the 

context of recognizing the learner as a unique, distinctive, sovereign person, a 

central figure in the educational process, who is characterized by a complex of 

unique features, interests, abilities and aspirations, as well as individual social 

experience [8; 210; 232; 120; 164; 79; 192; 195]. 

According to I. Zaichenko, the personality-oriented approach proclaims 

the uniqueness of the acquirer's personality and stipulates her rights to 

respectful treatment, freedom of development, creation of conditions for the 

development of all natural forces and inclinations, full realization of her 

intellectual and spiritual potential [70, p. 32]. Similar opinions are expressed by 
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I. Beh, O. Dubaseniuk, and S. Sysoeva, who note that, according to the personal 

approach, not only the individual characteristics and intellectual and spiritual 

potential of the individual are taken into account, but also his opportunities for 

self-improvement and self-development [14; 177; 162]. 

The study of scientific and pedagogical literature made it possible to 

determine the following main features of the personal approach: 

1. Orientation to the individual as a key figure and the main goal of the 

educational process. 

2. Recognition of the subject role of students in the organization of the 

educational process. 

3. Development of individual properties and personal qualities of the 

acquirer. 

4. Formation of the system of values and attitudes of the individual. 

5. Stimulation of education seekers to creative activity. 

6. Personal motivation for self-development, self-improvement, self-

actualization.  

7. Development of activity, independence, skills of socially responsible 

and active behavior of education seekers [14; 162; 12]. 

Within the framework of our research conclusions of O. Dubaseniuk 

deserve attention, who considers the personality-oriented approach as a certain 

teaching tactic, which combines the consideration of constructive practical 

experience and the results of scientific and theoretical investigations, is 

implemented in the construction of an effective and effective educational 

process, and is also based on a respectful attitude towards each individual, 

aiming at the full disclosure of its potential [162]. 

Also of interest are the basic principles of the personality-oriented 

approach defined by N. Gomelya: 
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 humanism - protection of the rights and freedoms of the individual, 

promotion of the full realization and development of all his qualities, abilities, 

inclinations, promotion of self-development and self-improvement; 

 complexity - taking into account a complex system of factors that 

determine the specificity of a certain type of activity and communication of an 

individual, his success and effectiveness in these types of activity; 

 systemicity - individual, psychological features of a person, his 

abilities, interests, opportunities are components of a complex system, all of 

them are in certain relations of interaction and mutual influence; 

 of social determination - the individual is the subject of creative 

activity [42, p. 28-29]. 

Summarizing the scientific and theoretical investigations of scientists and 

the results of the practical experience of teachers, it is possible to determine the 

following ways of implementing a personality-oriented approach: 

1. Manifesting the attitude towards each student as a full-fledged 

participant and subject of the educational process [146, 210; 120; 164].  

2. Creation of conditions for the full disclosure of the potential of the 

acquirer, his interests, inclinations, abilities, personal individual capabilities, 

promotion of self-development and self-realization of the individual. During the 

organization of the educational process, attention is primarily focused not on the 

content of education and methodological tools for its implementation, but on the 

personality of the student, his individual characteristics and requests. The 

priority task of the learning process, the indicator of the level of academic 

success of a person is not the system of acquired knowledge and mastered 

abilities and skills, but the development of a complex of individual, personal 

characteristics: motivation, cognitive activity and independence, a positive 

attitude to intellectual activity, creative abilities, etc. [190, p. 10]. Under such 

conditions, the content of the educational process changes, methods and forms 

of search-research, dialogic learning come to the fore.  
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3. Deep study of the personality of the acquirer, his motivational, 

cognitive, emotional and volitional spheres. As O. Pehota notes, the personality-

orientational approach acts as a certain methodological toolkit, which unites a 

complex of provisions, methods, means of methodical-psychodiagnostic and 

psychological-technological direction, which allows to deeply and fully study 

the personality of the acquirer, to develop and implement a program of his 

harmonious development in a specific pedagogical situation in accordance with 

the formulated goals and objectives of the educational process [146, p. 280]. 

4. As specified by O. Pehota and V. Rybalka, the methodological 

toolkit of the personality-oriented approach enables a thorough study of the 

individual, conducting a systematic diagnosis of his personal traits, a 

comprehensive analysis of the obtained research results and the application of a 

system of methods and means aimed at the comprehensive development of the 

individual, creating conditions for improving it qualities during the performance 

of certain activities, social communication [146; 164]. At the same time, 

according to scientists, special attention is paid to the study of such individual 

characteristics of the acquirer's personality, such as: the nature of the course of 

mental processes, memory properties, the level of formation of motives, the 

degree of development of cognitive interests and activity, the presence of a 

spectrum of personal abilities, inclinations, needs, practical experience in a 

certain field, the formation of attitudes to educational activities, a certain field 

of knowledge, a specific type of intellectual or social activity [146; 210; 120; 

164]. 

5. The creation of appropriate conditions, a certain developmental 

environment, which will contribute to the comprehensive development of the 

intellectual, moral, spiritual, communication capabilities of an individual, his 

psychological and personal traits, the formation of the ability for self-

development, self-improvement, active responsible activity and constructive 

communication in society [1, p. 17]. 
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6. Ensuring the harmonious and comprehensive development of the 

individual, the realization of all his abilities and inclinations, the formation of 

his own unique individuality, his “I” [79, p. 98]. 

Therefore, from the standpoint of a personality-oriented approach, the 

peculiarities of the organization of the educational process are considered and 

studied through the needs, interests, and requests of the acquirer's personality. 

At the same time, the individual acts as a key figure that largely determines the 

content and methodical content of the educational process. 

For a better understanding of the essence of the second (activity) 

component of the personality-and-activity-based approach, it is advisable to 

dwell in more detail on the core concept of this category - activity. As it turned 

out, the theory of activity has been thoroughly developed in many 

psychological, pedagogical, philosophical studies, where the indicated 

phenomenon is considered as: 

 a high level of organized interaction of the individual with society, 

the world, the surrounding environment, the result of which is the 

transformation of a person's personal and social experience, which determines 

its development. At the same time, the driving factor of this interaction is 

human needs [168; 169; 170]; 

 a certain way of social existence of an individual, characterized by 

activity, independence, creativity, affects the surrounding environment and 

oneself, contributes to the improvement and development of all subjects of this 

interaction [121, p. 31-32]; 

 a special form of a person's attitude to the surrounding environment, 

the world, which is aimed at changing and improving objects, processes, 

phenomena in accordance with one's own needs and interests [152, p. 72]; 

 a special activity that manifests itself in a complex of conscious 

actions of an individual, subordinated to the implementation of defined tasks 

[117, p. 81]. 
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Therefore, it can be stated that the activity is characterized by an active 

conscious attitude to the surrounding world, has a diverse, creative character, 

accumulates the personal and social experience of a person, causes progressive 

and qualitative changes in all subjects of this interaction, is determined by the 

interests and needs of the individual, the goals defined by him and tasks. 

Scientists call one of the defining characteristics of an activity its subjectivity, 

that is, the activity is carried out by a specific person (subject) or a group of 

people who organize, plan, manage, step by step implement the activity in 

accordance with the defined goal. Also, most scientists note the creative nature 

of the activity, as it transforms objects and phenomena of the environment, 

giving them new meaning and content. Thus, S. Rubinstein defined the 

following essential signs of activity: subjectivity, meaningfulness, objectivity 

and creativity [168; 169; 170]. 

We are also impressed by the scientific position of T. Martyniuk, who, 

within the scope of studying the process of implementing the activity approach, 

established that the main characteristics of activity are the following: 

purposefulness, expediency, objectivity, optimality, universality, creativity, 

sociality [121, p. 31-32]. 

The complex nature of the mentioned phenomenon led to the need to 

reveal its structure and content. Thus, in some scientific sources, it is 

determined that the activity includes the following components: 

  motive, goal, means, situation or event, result, evaluation [168, p. 

15]; 

 motive, goal, methods of action, psychophysiological features of the 

individual [103, p. 80-81]; 

 content component (knowledge system), operational component 

(ability, skills, methods of activity), motivational component, goal [210].  

As noted in the scientific literature, activity is a powerful factor, a 

condition for personality development. In order to organize an effective and 
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efficient educational process, it is necessary to take into account the 

peculiarities of the psychological mechanism of educational activity, and this 

implies the need to update the motivation of students, to give their knowledge a 

systematic character, to ensure the assimilation of certain practical methods of 

activity, to promote awareness of the goals and tasks set by young people, to 

take into account the individual characteristics of each personality, involve her 

in various types of activities.  

Based on the logic of building an educational process, the characteristic 

feature of which is a two-sided nature, the activity approach involves taking into 

account the peculiarities of the activity of both the learner and the teacher. At 

the same time, it should be noted that the activity of all subjects of the 

educational process must be systematic, integral, interconnected, logically, 

meaningfully and organizationally united and aimed at achieving a common 

goal. Therefore, special attention is paid to the study of professional and 

individual-personal qualities of teachers, their ability to organize expedient, 

meaningful, constructive educational and cognitive activities of students, 

focused on their development, formation of necessary properties, personal 

values, attitudes, realization of abilities and inclinations of each individual [138; 

213].  

On the basis of the above, it can be noted that the personality-based and 

activity-based components mutually determine and complement each other in 

the integral process of personality development, actualize the focus on self-

development, self-improvement and self-education of a person. The unifying 

factor of personal and activity aspects is also the creative, professional self-

realization of an individual, which acts as the goal and result of a certain type of 

professional activity, determines its content, structure and features of the 

organization.  

When organizing the educational process, it is necessary to take into 

account the possibilities of activities that determine the independent cognitive 
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activity of an individual and create conditions for his comprehensive personal 

and professional self-development. At the same time, focusing attention on the 

needs and requests of the individual, recognizing him as the central figure of the 

entire learning process (with his motivation, goals, needs and educational and 

professional requests, psychological and age characteristics) requires the 

definition of certain requirements for the organization of diverse, meaningful 

activities and communication acquirers. 

Therefore, the personality-and-activity-based approach provides for the 

special organization of multifaceted, expedient activity of the individual, which 

has a subjective, creative, systemic character and in the conditions of which 

comprehensive development of the individual is carried out, his successful 

mastering of the systems of necessary theoretical knowledge and practical 

methods of activity, the creative potential of the individual is realized , ensure 

the formation of its socially significant qualities, traits, values. 

In the process of scientific research, it was established that the main 

requirements of the personality-and-activity-based approach to the educational 

process are as follows: 

1. Recognition of the student’s personality as the central figure of the 

educational process, focused on meeting the needs and requests of the future 

specialist, ensuring his personal development in accordance with individual and 

age characteristics. 

2. Building relationships between all participants in the educational 

process at the subject-subject level, introducing methods of dialogic 

communication, providing facilitation and pedagogical support at each stage of 

this process. 

3. Organization of purposeful multifaceted activities for the individual, 

creation of a positive emotional and motivational atmosphere, which will 

contribute to comprehensive development and self-development, self-

improvement of the individual [89; 197; 175]. 
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Summarizing the above, it can be noted that the implementation of the 

personality-and-activity-based approach in the study of the problem of the 

formation of information competence of foreign students of medical specialties 

involves the orientation of the educational process on the personality of the 

acquirer as a bearer of unique traits, abilities, inclinations and interests, ensuring 

his professional development taking into account individual characteristics and 

needs. In order to fully realize the personal potential of students, conditions 

(organizational, psychological, educational) are created that allow everyone to 

express himself as a subject of cognitive, professional, subject-related activities.  

In accordance with the individual and professional educational requests of 

the students, their individual educational trajectory is determined, which is 

implemented through individual programs, selectivity of tasks on certain topics 

and modules. Active and interactive learning methods, dialogic forms of 

organization of the initial process are used to organize the subject-subject 

format of communication and educational activities. The use of opportunities 

for research, research, project work ensures independent cognitive activity of 

students, encourages them to self-education and self-development. 

An important role in the research is played by the environment-based 

approach. According to this approach, the process of personality development, 

the peculiarities of the formation of its worldview, thinking, methods of activity, 

and the nature of communication are considered in the context of the influence 

of the surrounding environment [60; 130; 123]. 

In the process of scientific research, it was stated that the environment-

based approach involves a specially organized study of the environment, the 

study of the peculiarities of the functioning of all processes and phenomena that 

make it up and determine the nature of the impact on the individual. In the 

scientific and pedagogical literature, the environment is considered as a social 

space in which a person resides, natural, social, spiritual, material conditions 

and circumstances of his life and development. Therefore, the environment 
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unites everything that surrounds a person: the social structure of society, the 

vector of state development, mass media, aesthetics, the space of life, the nature 

of communication and building relationships in the family, team, society, etc. 

[60; 130; 173].  

A deep understanding of the logic of the interaction of all components of 

the environment and the development of a constructive toolkit of pedagogical 

influence allows you to manage and manage the processes of interaction of an 

individual with the environment, to design an efficient, effective organization of 

such interaction [54; 81; 123; 92]. It is also important to note that within the 

framework of pedagogical science, not only are the issues of interaction of the 

participants of the educational process with the environment studied, but also 

the possibilities of purposeful creation of a systematic educational environment, 

which ensures an increase in the effectiveness of the learning process for its 

subjects, are also explored. 

The conducted research made it possible to determine the following main 

conceptual ideas of the environment-based approach: 

 the environment affects the personality and determines the 

peculiarities of its development, regulates the activity, behavior and 

communication of the individual; 

 the environment creates conditions for active activity, 

communication of a person, building broad communication links with society; 

 the environment changes under the influence of the activity and 

communication of an individual, a group of people; 

 the environment acts as an arena for the realization of individual 

interests, needs, abilities of the individual;  

 personality development is determined by the need to overcome the 

contradiction between the requirements of the environment and the capabilities 

of the individual;  
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 a specific type of environment contributes to the formation of 

relevant qualities, traits, skills, personality models [92, 173; 72]. 

Valuable for our research are the conclusions of scientists regarding the 

educational environment, which is formed by the interaction and mutual 

influence of individual microenvironments (family, socio-cultural, pedagogical). 

The specified components can have both a specially organized and a 

spontaneous nature of emergence and functioning. At the same time, the 

educational environment acts as an arena for the interaction of various 

educational systems, their components and subjects of education. All 

components of the educational environment affect the personality, its 

development, create conditions for realizing the personal potential of all 

participants in the educational process [53; 56]. 

1. Undoubtedly, a special place in the mentioned nomenclature is 

occupied by the institution of higher education as an autonomous and integral 

institution. The special status of educational institutions in the implementation 

of the environment-based approach is explained by a number of reasons: 

2. Educational institutions act as progressive agents of change in the 

educational sphere. It is within the scope of the activity of this institution that all 

processes of modernization of all components of the system and the content of 

education are implemented. 

3. Organizational, educational, educational, and developmental 

activities of the educational institution are directly aimed at the personality of 

the student and are carried out constantly, systematically, and purposefully. At 

the same time, the realization of the intellectual, professional, and personal 

potential of the subjects of the educational process is determined by the 

conditions created by the educational institution and in accordance with the 

development strategies determined by it, the value system, the peculiarities of 

the organization of educational and educational processes, etc. [79; 53; 72; 176]. 
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In the light of the above, the conclusions of O. Yakymovych and 

Y. Ilchyshyn regarding the pedagogical expediency of applying the 

environment-based approach in the educational practice of universities deserve 

attention, namely the following:  

 the institution of higher education exerts an indirect influence on the 

individual, which is projected on the subconscious level and is characterized by 

stability and scale; 

 the student of education has the opportunity for independent activity, 

showing initiative; 

 the adaptive capabilities of the individual are improved in the 

conditions of interaction and mutual influence with the objects of the 

educational environment of the university; 

 enables a comprehensive analysis of all components of the 

educational process, determination of the characteristics of the acquirer's 

personality, which contributes to the development of constructive learning and 

upbringing technologies, the use of appropriate methods, forms, and means of 

education for a full-fledged, purposeful, pedagogically appropriate influence on 

the individual [224, p. 350-354]. 

It should be noted that scientists consider the construction and 

organization of an educational environment to be an important component of the 

implementation of the environment-based approach in the pedagogical practice 

of higher education institutions, which would create optimal conditions for the 

personal and professional development of the student of education, would 

function on the basis of humanism and democracy, and have an innovative, 

professionally oriented character. During the research, it was established that 

the environment will realize its developmental potential under the following 

conditions: 
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1. Activity of all subjects of the environment, which is aimed at 

mastering and personal assimilation of the subject, educational, activity content 

of the environment.  

2. Correspondence to the interests, requests and individual needs of the 

individual, his personal and professional meanings. 

3. Availability of opportunities for activity, creativity, communication 

of an individual, his personal and professional self-realization. 

4. Systematic interaction between all subjects of the educational 

environment, in the process of which a creative transformation of certain of its 

objects takes place, which determines the development of the environment as a 

whole and contributes to the professional improvement of the teacher. 

5. The nature of the interaction between the subjects of the environment 

should be creative, take place on a democratic basis, create an atmosphere of 

free, creative search, stimulate independent cognitive activity, activity and 

initiative of the individual [92; 119]. 

So, in the course of scientific research, it was stated that the application of 

the environment-based approach has certain advantages, which are determined 

by the very logic of its implementation: 

1. Attention is paid to the selection of the content of education, 

methodical tools taking into account modern trends in the development of 

education, achievements of science and technology, the possibilities of 

electronic and information technologies, tools, educational Internet networks 

and platforms.  

2. Effective development of professional, intellectual, communicative, 

personal capabilities and traits of the students is ensured by a special, purposeful 

organization of educational, professional, social, educational conditions.  

3. The professional orientation of education, which is projected on 

educational, educational, leisure, scientific research activities and 
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communication of all subjects of the educational process, enables high quality 

professional training of the acquirer [225; 221; 55]. 

In the scientific and pedagogical literature, it is also noted that conducting 

research based on the environment-based approach requires taking into account 

certain features that characterize it, namely: 

1. The result is ensured by the complex interaction of the teacher's 

pedagogical activity and the effects of the environment, which contributes to the 

actualization of the active, independent cognitive activity of students. 

2. The multi-vector and multi-significance of pedagogical influences on 

the personality is harmonized and agreed upon. 

3. A harmonious emotional, intellectual, psychological space is created 

for interaction, creativity and self-realization of education seekers.  

4. Active, multi-directional activity of foragers, systematic and multi-

level interaction with numerous objects of the environment is ensured [225; 

207]. 

Considering the above, it can be noted that the use of an environment-

based approach in the study of the problem of the formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties is of particular 

importance. Today, education is under conditions of active modernization in 

accordance with modern challenges, intensive development of digital 

technologies, acceleration of information processes in all spheres of social life. 

Qualitative changes in the organization and content of the educational process, 

filling it with the latest technologies, wide use of information and 

communication tools are diagnosed.  

Hence, the use of an environment-based approach in research the 

formation of informational competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties involves taking into account the possibilities of the educational space 

of the university to solve the assigned tasks, which acts as an educational, 

organizational, and communication basis for the activities and communication 
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of the students. Attention is focused on the peculiarities of the organization and 

development of the educational space of the university, its development in 

accordance with the requirements of innovation, creativity, improvement of 

interdisciplinary relations, the use of information technology tools to increase 

the effectiveness of the formation of information competence of medical 

students. For the formation of this competence in them, the organization of the 

appropriate educational environment is of priority importance. At the same 

time, almost all components of the educational process are subject to significant 

updating and improvement: the content of education (digitization of didactic 

material, development of educational and methodological complex, creation of a 

virtual library database), forms and methods of education (active and interactive 

methods prevail, non-traditional forms of educational organization aimed at 

effective communication, interaction between all subjects of the educational 

process), means (multimedia, mobile, educational services, platforms, blogs, 

etc.). 

 

2.1.3 The use of hermeneutic and contextual approaches in the study 

of the problem of information competence formation in international 

medical students 

 

It should be noted that the concept “hermeneutics” (from the Greek. 

ερμηνευω - to understand, interpret) has an interdisciplinary character, its 

conclusions and basic ideas are used mainly in scientific-theoretical and 

practical investigations of humanitarian fields (philology, linguistics, history, 

philosophy, religious studies, cultural studies, art history, etc.). Such a wide 

practical scientific-subject range determines the ambiguity of the definition of 

the term “hermeneutics”, as it reflects the aspects and tasks of a certain 

scientific field.  
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The study of scientific and reference literature made it possible to 

determine the main approaches to the interpretation of the concept of 

“hermeneutics”, which is considered as: 

 the art of understanding and making sense of the surrounding 

realities, social and natural phenomena, historical and modern events, values of 

culture and humanity, oneself and other people, aimed at on determining the 

meaning, understanding the essence and own interpretation of the received 

information [63; 85; 11; 96]; 

 the art of explaining certain events and facts based on the study and 

interpretation of historical sources, written monuments [46; 78; 187]; 

 the direction of scientific knowledge, which is based on the 

understanding and interpretation of scientific (philosophical, historical, etc.), 

religious and artistic literature, certain scientific texts [63; 46; 38; 47; 85]; 

 the theory of understanding and interpreting texts in their broadest 

sense [91; 110; 64]. 

It is worth noting that the theory of hermeneutics acquires special 

importance for scientific fields in which textual material is the basis and basis 

for their development. The importance of the hermeneutic interpretation of texts 

lies in the fact that they are created in a certain cultural and historical 

environment and context, therefore their study and interpretation from the 

perspective of relevant socio-cultural, philosophical, historical features and 

taking into account the author's position increases the level of objectivity of the 

obtained results [63; 85; 11]. 

For a more detailed clarification of the essence and meaning of the 

hermeneutic approach, it is advisable to analyze the features of the process of 

understanding, which is decisive in the hermeneutic theory. Thus, in the 

scientific literature, the concept of “understanding” is revealed as a conscious 

process of understanding the facts and phenomena of reality, their essence, logic 

and content. At the same time, the specified facts and phenomena are studied 
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not in the format of their immediate course and existence, but in the form of 

certain meaningful symbolic symbols, informational texts (literary, musical, 

historical, artistic, philosophical, etc.). Therefore, an important function of 

understanding is the correct interpretation of the semantic meaning of the text, 

adequate perception of the author's ideas and interpretations [105]. As E. Betti 

noted, studying a certain text does not guarantee its complete and absolute 

understanding, that is, one can expect the so-called probable understanding, 

when the text can be interpreted both correctly and incorrectly [11]. 

At the same time, the process of understanding, in addition to an 

objective, rational component, also contains a subjective, irrational one, which 

is realized through the emotional and sensory sphere of a person, his personal 

experience. In light of this, S. Kvit, analyzing the theory of hermeneutics and its 

use in science, notes that the process of cognition has rational (due to logic, the 

intellectual sphere of a person) and at the same time irrational (due to the 

emotional-sensual sphere, creativity) aspects [85, p. 33]. It is also worth noting 

that A. Lynenko, based on the study of the positions of scientists regarding the 

disclosure of the peculiarities of understanding the text, concludes that the 

results of its interpretation can be richer and more meaningful than the author's 

semantic images. Since the interpretation has an exclusively creative nature, the 

author's ideas and meanings are enriched by the personal emotional and 

intellectual experience of the reader, filled with his personal context, 

transformed in accordance with modern formats and values [105, p. 57].  

Based on the conclusions of F. Schleiermacher, L. Shpylova singles out 

the following main stages of the comprehension process:  

1. Comprehension of the integrity of the text at the level of anticipation 

of its meaning.  

2. Comprehension of individual parts of the text, taking into account 

the general semantic load. 
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3. Interpretation of the meaning of the text as a set of meanings of its 

individual parts [222, p. 234]. 

In the context of research, a special place is occupied by the works of 

scientists devoted to the study of the phenomenon of understanding as a special 

category of the cognitive process. Thus, in the scientific and psychological 

literature, the essence of the process of understanding is interpreted as a certain, 

generalized cognitive attitude of the individual to the phenomena of reality, the 

surrounding environment, as a basis for building constructive interaction and 

communication with other people [168; 169; 170]. In particular, A. Brudnyi 

considers understanding as a result of the cognitive activity of an individual, his 

own intellectual achievements and opportunities. According to the author, 

understanding, being the natural basis of an individual, embodies his conscious 

attitude to the surrounding world, himself and other people [23, p. 124]. 

As emphasized in the psychological and pedagogical literature, 

understanding goes beyond the projection of the process of obtaining certain 

information, acquiring a system of knowledge, that is, it covers a wider field of 

psychological mechanisms and functions. Thus, understanding includes 

perception, comprehension, transformation of knowledge, its conversion into 

one's own beliefs, values, readiness and the ability to implement in practice, that 

is, acquired knowledge becomes an intellectual achievement of an individual 

and affects his worldview, value system, activity and communication. 

Therefore, understanding is connected with the thinking of an individual and is 

its first stage [105, p. 57-58]. 

It is worth noting that in the scientific literature, the concepts of 

“understanding” and “explanation” are clearly distinguished. Thus, 

understanding is a holistic, creative and searching process, and explanation is 

built on logic and cause-and-effect relationships, that is, a structured process. 

Explanation involves the establishment of logical connections between new 

information for a person, which he studies and tries to master, and the 
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knowledge that was learned earlier. In turn, the process of understanding, in its 

essence, is the individual's acquisition of new meanings and meanings, 

enrichment of his own intellectual sphere [105; 93; 21]. 

Undoubtedly, the concept of understanding acquires special importance 

for pedagogical theory and practice, as it allows to establish the features of the 

process of assimilation of knowledge by learners, acquisition of their own 

experience, effective organization of cognitive activity. In light of this, the 

following main advantages of the hermeneutic approach are defined in the 

pedagogical paradigm, because: 

1. It helps the teacher to find out and clearly define the connections 

between individual facts, phenomena of the pedagogical process, to establish a 

logical and well-founded system of cause-and-effect relationships. 

2. It contributes to the formation of a responsible position of the teacher 

as a conscious, motivated organizer of the educational process, aimed at 

ensuring high cognitive achievements of students. 

3. It allows teachers to build effective interaction with students, to 

eliminate difficulties when solving fundamentally new tasks, to move away 

from templates and stereotypes in work, to show creativity, originality and non-

standard thinking when making decisions and performing practical professional 

actions. 

4. It determines the subject position of the learner in the educational 

and cognitive process, actualizes his abilities to manage his own cognitive 

process, promotes self-development and self-improvement of the individual. 

5. It is aimed at the formation of a conscious, meaningful attitude of 

each subject of education to the acquisition of knowledge, the formation of 

cognitive activity skills [105; 148]. 

It should be noted that modern pedagogical science has significant 

theoretical developments and substantiated results of the practical application of 

the hermeneutic approach. The concept of “pedagogical hermeneutics”, which is 
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interpreted in accordance with the subject and object of pedagogical science, its 

tasks, even entered the scientific circulation and is quite used. In light of this, 

the traditional definition of hermeneutics is projected into the plane of 

pedagogical theory and practice. As it turned out, pedagogical hermeneutics is 

the theory and practice of understanding pedagogical knowledge, which are 

presented in special literature, scientific texts and present various aspects of 

pedagogical reality: peculiarities of the organization and implementation of the 

educational process, content and tools, opportunities for its improvement, etc. 

The goal of pedagogical hermeneutics is a deep understanding of this 

knowledge and its interpretation, taking into account the social, emotional, and 

spiritual experience of humanity, the achievements of culture, art, folk art, and 

the individual experience of the researcher [71; 105; 85; 87]. 

On the basis of the above, the following main ways of implementing the 

hermeneutic approach in the field of education are defined: 

1. Introduction of dialogic forms and methods of learning (disputes, 

discussions, debates, etc.) with arguments and explanations of the point of view 

of each participant. 

2. Building special, trusting relationships between all participants of the 

educational process based on the manifestation of humanism, tolerance, respect, 

empathy, readiness to hear and accept the positions of one's opponents, to find 

valuable aspects in them. 

3. Creation of conditions for the actualization of abilities for self-

understanding, self-organization of the individual. 

4. Promoting the development of the motivational sphere of the 

achievers [105; 148; 114; 23]. 

The value of the hermeneutic approach during the study of the problem  

of the formation of information competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties in the educational space of the university is reinforced by the 

peculiarities of the contingent of students who are speakers of a different 
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language culture and experience certain difficulties in building communication, 

assimilating information, other types of activities and communication, which are 

implemented using the means of language. The hermeneutic approach ensures 

adequate perception and understanding of the received information, its correct 

interpretation and understanding. Taking into account the above, the specified 

approach to the study of the formation of information competence of students of 

medical specialties is implemented in the following aspects: 

 work with the texts of scientific, methodical, applied literature, 

which is offered for study in order to form a stable system of professional 

knowledge, relevant and necessary for future successful activities. Attention is 

focused on a deep and correct understanding of basic concepts, as well as ideas, 

theories, hypotheses, empirical data in medical theory and practice, information 

about the results of using traditional and innovative methods, their content and 

limits of application; 

 mastery and competent use of medical terminology, which is the 

basis of professional language and combines the nomenclature of anatomical, 

clinical, histological and other special concepts and definitions; 

 ensuring the correct translation of texts from one language to 

another, understanding the meaning of translated information, correlating it with 

terminological and conceptual samples of the native language; 

 implementation of objective interpretation of received information 

and the possibility of interpreting it, subjecting it with new meanings; 

 formation of professionally significant communication skills, 

readiness for constructive dialogue and polylogue in the conditions of 

intercultural interaction and communication. Attention is focused on the ability 

to build communication on the basis of mutual understanding, orientation to the 

patient's personality, taking into account his national-cultural, mental, and 

personal characteristics. 
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The implementation of the hermeneutic approach in researching the 

formation of information competence of students of medical specialties takes 

place in the following directions: 

 the use of interactive methods and non-traditional forms of 

organization of the educational process (discussions, debates, round tables, 

battles, debates), which encourage students to reasoned, stylistically and 

terminologically verified justification of their own positions and contribute to 

the improvement of their professional speech; 

 involvement of students in research work, elaboration and analysis of 

scientific literature, preparation of the results of own scientific research in the 

form of reports, theses, articles, messages, presentations, poster reports, 

projects, etc.; 

 the use of methods and forms of training organization (business and 

role-playing games, solving problem situations, trainings), which reproduce and 

project situations that are close to the format of future practical activities and 

require updating of acquired professional knowledge, confident command of 

special terms and deep understanding of basic concepts. 

An important methodological approach for researching the problem is the 

contextual approach. The application of the contextual approach makes it 

possible to eliminate the contradictions between the urgent needs of training 

highly professional specialists, who must be able to effectively carry out 

professional activities, and the possibilities of their training in the conditions of 

the modern education system, the dominant part of which is ensuring their 

assimilation of the system of knowledge and skills in the process of carrying out 

educational activities, assimilation of social human experience. The introduction 

of a contextual approach to the educational process involves its reorientation to 

the professional training of future specialists by means of the gradual saturation 

of the learning process with elements of professional activity, the introduction 

of an additional element into the “learning - professional activity” link - quasi-
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professional activity, which is educational in organization, but as close as 

possible in content to professional [6; 132; 109; 126; 113]. 

The educational process, in accordance with the requirements of 

contextual learning, is reoriented to the preparation of a specialist for future 

professional activity. 

The theory and practice of contextual learning was thoroughly developed 

in the works of A. Verbytskyi and other representatives of his scientific school 

[281]. Based on their conclusions, modern scientists consider the contextual 

approach as: 

 directing the content, methods, organization of the educational 

process to the maximum approximation of the students to the future professional 

activity in the theoretical, practical and social planes [6; 132]; 

 organization of the education process of education seekers in 

accordance with their individual needs and general tasks of future practical 

activities [67]; 

 subordinating the methods, forms of organization of educational 

activities of education seekers to the solution of practical tasks of a professional 

nature, to the solution of professional production problems of subject, 

communicative, organizational orientation [28; 102]; 

 modernization of the content of education in accordance with the 

current problems of the chosen professional field, integration of educational and 

professional activities, which causes the gradual change of educational goals, 

tasks, methods and forms of organization of activities to professional ones, 

contributes to the understanding and responsible acceptance by the student of 

the goals and tasks of education as personal [126, p. 96]; 

 specially organized integration of educational and professional 

activities aimed at forming the professional competence of the future specialist 

[109]. 
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The concept of “context” is widely used in linguistics and is considered 

as a complete, logically completed text fragment that has a certain semantic load 

[36]. It should be noted that the requirements of contextual education 

necessitate a new definition of the concept of “context”, filling it with 

psychological and pedagogical content. In modern scientific and pedagogical 

literature, “context” is defined as the basic category of contextual learning. 

In particular, V. Zhelanova, relying on the results of A. Verbytskyi's 

research, interprets the given definition as a certain set of conditions of activity, 

communication, life of each individual, which determine the meaning content, 

the meaning of each specific situation, event in a person's life, that is, it acts as a 

meaning-making factor [67]. It is the context that provides a person with full 

information about the specifics of the activity being performed, the 

consequences of certain actions, the presence of factors that will affect the 

outcome of the activity, ensuring the formation of a person's conscious attitude 

to a certain activity, the ability to predict its results and rationally choose the 

optimal algorithm of actions [28; 83]. 

As it turned out, in some scientific works devoted to the study of various 

aspects of contextual learning, two types of context are distinguished: subject 

and social, which collectively determine reproduction in educational activities, 

the content of education, specially organized methods of communication, 

various aspects of future professional activity, modeling of specific situations 

close to production conditions [67; 109]. As V. Zhelanova clarifies, the subject 

context is modeled with the help of creative tasks, problem situations, the 

subject field of which is projected into the plane of future professional activity. 

The social context is implemented through the wide application of interactive 

forms and methods of learning, the organization of rational interaction between 

students and the teacher, taking into account the individual and personal 

requests, needs, characteristics of each participant and in accordance with the 
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requirements of constructive social and professional communication of the 

future specialist, citizen, team member [67]. 

It should be noted that contextual learning today is determined by the 

optimal strategy for the implementation of this process, since it successfully 

implements the tasks set before modern education - the training of a highly 

professional, creative, independent and responsible, competitive specialist who 

is able not only to demonstrate knowledge in the theoretical field of the chosen 

specialty, but also possesses a wide arsenal of practical methods of professional 

activity. 

It should be noted that addressing the subject and social contexts in the 

organization of educational activities has certain traditions in educational 

practice. Thus, certain aspects of the theory of contextual learning were 

implemented when applying some technologies, namely: 

 problem-based learning – conditions are created in which learners 

feel and realize the need to find new, necessary information to solve the task. 

The problematic task appeals to the cognitive sphere of students, attracts their 

attention, which activates independent search work;  

 cooperative training – students carry out educational activities in 

specially organized groups, each of which performs a certain task, and group 

members are united by mutual responsibility for the successful performance of 

the work, its effectiveness;  

 project-based learning – students create and implement a certain 

project. This nature of interaction stimulates students to carry out independent 

search work, show initiative, independence, creativity; 

 non-formal education – optimal conditions are created for the 

implementation of a complex of practical methods of activity, students work on 

special projects, prepare and conduct events aimed at solving current 

community problems; 
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 on-the-job training – the training process is projected onto the 

professional field: its individual stages are implemented in production 

conditions, during the training process, situations close to professional activity 

are modeled, students solve tasks of a professional nature [126; 227; 228]]. 

The analysis of the scientific and pedagogical literature made it possible 

to highlight the advantages of the application and practical implementation of 

the contextual approach: 

1. The acquirer takes an active, active, subject position, which 

contributes to the development of independence, responsibility, the ability to 

analyze, make decisions, etc. 

2. The learning process takes place in conditions as close as possible to 

the future professional activity, using a wide arsenal of professional and 

practical training material. 

3. A fundamentally new attitude to the learning process. Acquiring 

knowledge, mastering new information occurs due to the awareness of the lack 

of necessary facts, ideas, theories for the successful performance of certain 

actions, solving tasks in the professional sphere, learning acquires personal 

meaning and significance, stimulates the development of cognitive interests and 

cognitive activity of the individual. 

4. Systematization of a wide range of knowledge offered for study, 

structuring it in accordance with the tasks, goals of professional activity. 

5. Orientation of pedagogical activity, educational process on the 

personality of the student, taking into account his individual characteristics, 

needs, interests. 

6. A constructive, balanced combination of educational, scientific, 

organizational, professional activities and communication of the winners. 

7. The combination of individual, group and collective forms of 

training of the students, which ensures the maximum development of their 

individual qualities and abilities, the full realization of personal potential. 
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8. Helping to increase the motivation of students to study and master 

the future profession, development of cognitive, social, professional motives. 

9. The zone of development of the future specialist is not limited 

exclusively to the improvement of the processes of perception, memory, and 

attention, as in the case of the traditional organization of training [28; 67; 83; 

66; 102]. 

In the study, the works of modern scientists were useful, in which certain 

aspects of the problem of the contextual approach were highlighted. Thus, 

R. Bakumenko, Nekhayenko, V. Yagupov singled out the following main 

principles of its implementation: 

 the active position of the acquirer in educational activities, the 

subjectivity of his position; 

 creation of favorable conditions for the formation of knowledge, 

abilities and skills in future specialists, necessary for the implementation of 

professional activities in the future; 

 focusing attention on actual problems of the future profession and 

preparing students for successful activity in the chosen profession; 

 organization of educational activities of students in accordance with 

the content, tasks, features of the chosen profession; 

 construction of pedagogical activity on the basis of subject-subject 

interaction between all participants of the educational process; 

 updating and enriching the organization of education with new and 

unconventional methods, forms, means; 

 promotion of comprehensive development of the recipient's 

personality in the scientific, practical, communication, and personal spheres [6; 

132]. 

The study established that the implementation of the contextual approach 

involves systematic, consistent and purposeful filling of educational activities 
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with the subject and social context of the professional direction in accordance 

with the chosen profession. 

The scientific and pedagogical literature also presents and substantiates 

the stages of implementing contextual learning, namely: 

 determining the relevance of tasks, problems that need to be solved; 

 simulation of educational situations that can be implemented within 

the educational process, in production, during communication; 

 stimulating students to self-education, self-control of their own 

educational activities, self-development in educational and professional spheres; 

 improvement and consolidation of practical ways of activity of the 

acquirers in subject and social contexts; 

 organization of interaction between students, implementation of 

mutual learning; 

 the implementation of authentic evaluation of the success of students 

[126; 230]. 

We would like to note that contextual learning significantly changes the 

sequence of actions of the acquirer in the process of mastering knowledge, and 

the learning process itself turns into an experimental process, a process of 

independent search for knowledge, self-education and self-development. The 

specified training model creates such external conditions that contribute to the 

student's independent determination of his own position on various professional 

issues and its active defense. The basis of contextual learning is the setting of 

certain professional tasks, the solution of which requires the student to fulfill a 

defined algorithm of actions: awareness of the goal, analysis of the actual 

material and the existing situation, selection and formulation of the problem, 

setting of a specific task, search for a solution, justification and implementation 

of the chosen solution, publication of the results [113, p. 99]. 
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In the course of the conducted research, the conclusions of scientists 

regarding the implementation of contextual learning have a certain value. Since 

its main goal is the preparation of a highly professional specialist, the 

organization of the educational process is reoriented to the implementation of 

the practical component, the creative approach of teachers to the involvement of 

students in future professional activities, providing them with the necessary 

information, forming in them the methods of carrying out practical activities, 

encouraging them to show independence and self-education, which will ensure 

their professional efficiency in the future. 

However, today it is diagnosed that there is no ready-made, well-founded 

pedagogical technology that could fully meet the needs of contextual learning, 

which can be implemented using individual educational technologies, methods, 

methods, forms of learning or creative combination of their individual 

components. 

 In particular, in the scientific literature, during the organization of 

contextual education, it is suggested to focus on the dominance of certain 

methods and forms of work, which, in turn, makes it possible to distinguish 

different types of the general nature of the direction of the educational process, 

namely the following: 

1. Project – the implementation of certain educational practical 

projects. 

2. Targeted – creation of conditions under which students realize and 

accept the learning goals as personally significant, independently and 

systematically carry out planned work on the realization of the set goals: select 

and study the necessary theoretical material, analyze and systematize the 

information received, perform practical tasks, etc. 

3. Research – performing creative, research and practical own research 

[126; 230]. 
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The basis for the implementation of the contextual approach is a specially 

organized activity (educational, quasi-professional and professional), in the 

conditions of which subject and social contexts are modeled, which complement 

each other and gradually change each other. 

The student's educational activity is subject to the formation of his system 

of knowledge, skills, and abilities. A feature of the implementation of 

contextual education is the emphasis on the professional aspect of the 

information provided, drawing the attention of the participants of the 

educational process to debatable issues, current and unsolved problems, 

appealing to the opinion of people as future specialists, stimulating each of them 

to develop their own, well-founded position on various topical issues. As a 

result, the learning process acquires a personal, subjective meaning, and 

knowledge goes beyond abstract theory. 

Quasi-professional activity is carried out through the wide use of 

simulation models in education, which reproduce certain professional tasks and 

situations. The successful solution of the proposed practical and professional 

tasks contributes to the actualization of the acquired knowledge by the 

acquirers, the formation in them of the skills of applying this knowledge in 

practice, the formation and development of skills for future professional 

activity. In conditions of simulated professional activity, students perform 

certain professional duties and functions in a real format [28; 102; 113]. 

The implementation of the contextual approach during the study of the 

problem of the formation of information competence of foreign students of 

medical specialties involves the reproduction in the educational process of the 

subject and social content of the future professional activity. This is done 

through the use of simulation teaching methods that reproduce the professional 

and practical realities of the future profession in a conventional format: 

simulation exercises, modeling of specific practical situations, situational tasks, 

game design, etc. Education, close to real conditions, allows a person to better 
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understand the features of future professional activity, forms a responsible 

attitude to acquiring knowledge, actualizes the orientation of the individual 

towards self-development, self-improvement, and self-realization. At the same 

time, this synthesis of educational and professional activities creates conditions 

for the effective development and improvement of practical skills necessary for 

a future medical worker, as well as ways of building constructive 

communication in accordance with professional norms and rules of 

communication. 

An important component of quasi-professional training is the 

familiarization of students with the resources of medical information systems (a 

complex of accumulation and preservation of systematized information 

necessary for the automation and information support of diagnostic and 

treatment processes), medical computer systems (perform long-term monitoring 

of a person's health according to certain indicators: temperature body, blood 

pressure, heart rate, etc. to detect the dynamics of the state of physiological 

systems), medical hardware systems (robots that perform certain actions at 

various stages of diagnosis and treatment of a person). This will contribute to a 

better adaptation of the future medical worker to the performance of 

professional activities in the conditions of intensive development of information 

and technological capabilities of modern medicine. 

 

2.2 The concept of information competence formation in 

international medical students in the educational environment of the 

university  

 

On the basis of scientific and reference literature analysis it is determined 

that the term “concept” refers to general scientific literature and is widely used 

by specialists in different scientific areas.  In accordance with the subject of 

scientific knowledge, the goals and objectives of the scientific process, the 
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essence and content of the given definition are determined, which determines 

the wide range of its interpretations, namely the definition of the concept as: 

 a basic idea, a general opinion that determines the character, content 

of something [145; 229; 18; 33]; 

 a set of factors that determine the content and nature of the 

functioning of certain structures, processes, systems [50]; 

 a system of views on certain phenomena, processes occurring in 

nature, society, a way of understanding and interpreting events, process 

phenomena [198; 43; 131; 137; 165]; 

 an approach to solving the current problem, which determines the 

nature and direction of search activity [200; 180]; 

 a theory that allows you to study the essence, content of a certain 

phenomenon, process, trace the regularities of its development, peculiarities of 

functioning [63; 226]; 

 a form of scientific knowledge [145; 165]; 

 a complex of theoretical and methodological knowledge about the 

object of research [51, p. 160]; 

 description of the investigated phenomenon, process, its content, 

structure, features of functioning [51; 33]. 

 In the study, we share the generalizing conclusions of 

M. Demyanchuk, who understands the term “concept” as a certain general, 

defining the idea of a specific study or a way of presenting the results of a study 

[51, p. 160]. 

 Based on the study of scientific literature, the characteristic features 

of the concept as a phenomenon were identified, which are manifested in: 

 systematization of scientific knowledge, in-depth study of the 

problem; 
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 highlighting controversial issues, not thoroughly developed, little-

studied aspects of the investigated problem; 

 building a complete scientific picture in the plane of specific 

research; 

 implementation of the researcher's personal knowledge, a certain 

form of subjectification of scientific knowledge; 

 explanation of a certain scientific theory, substantiated proof of its 

specific provisions; 

 interconnection and interdependence with other forms and methods 

of scientific knowledge: hypothesis, theory, idea, problem; 

 determination of the main research idea, strategy of research work; 

 supported by empirical data, results of experimental work; 

 focus on achieving results [39; 33; 161; 4; 3]. 

In the course of our research, the definition of the concept of 

“pedagogical concept” is of particular interest, which is considered as a system 

of views on a certain pedagogical phenomenon or process, the determination of 

ways of improvement, the prospects for the development of the specified 

phenomenon or process, the author's vision of solving the current problems of 

pedagogical reality [218; 39; 33]. 

The conclusions of scientists who identified the following main stages of 

developing a pedagogical concept were also useful: 

1. Theoretical – study of scientific theories, domestic and foreign 

experience, analysis, systematization of scientific and theoretical knowledge, 

substantiation of basic scientific ideas on the research problem. Justification of 

the content and structure of the concept. 

2. Methodological – the study of the problem at the level of 

philosophical, general scientific and specific scientific approaches to define and 

justify the main ideas and provisions, establish pedagogical regularities. 
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3. Empirical – the construction of a coherent, logical system of 

pedagogical facts that substantiate the content, essence, peculiarities of the 

functioning of the phenomenon under investigation, analysis of the 

effectiveness of the result of the pedagogical process in accordance with the 

implemented concept, determination of the conditions for its successful 

implementation [226; 218; 147]. 

As was established in the research, the pedagogical concept has its own 

structure. Thus, the author's concept of O. Chubrey unites the following 

components: 

 general provisions; 

 conceptual and categorical apparatus; 

 theoretical and methodological foundations; 

 core; 

 content and meaning filling; 

 pedagogical conditions for effective functioning and development of 

the studied phenomenon; 

 verification of formulated ideas [218, p. 130]. 

In his research, M. Demyanchuk substantiated the following structure of 

the concept of professional training of future junior nursing specialists in 

colleges: 

 general provisions; 

 theoretical and methodological foundations; 

 the core of the concept; 

 the content and meaning of the concept [218, p. 161-162]. 

Therefore, summarizing the theoretical conclusions of scientists regarding 

the development and structure of the pedagogical concept, we foresee the 

following structural components in the author's concept of the formation of 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the 
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educational space of the university: general provisions, conceptual and 

categorical apparatus, theoretical and methodological foundations, the core of 

the concept, content- meaningful content of the concept. 

Let's reveal the essence of each component in more detail. The general 

provisions concept presents the purpose and tasks of the concept, its legal basis, 

its place in pedagogical theory and its significance for pedagogical practice.   

The author's concept represents a complete body of knowledge about the 

studied phenomenon and is characterized by: 

 the complexity of theoretical knowledge about the process of 

formation of information competence, which are distinguished by the dualism of 

objective and subjective, relativity, selectivity, multifunctionality and 

variability; 

 the complex structure of the system of knowledge about the subject 

of research, the presence of a wide arsenal of connections, multi-vector 

interaction between them; 

 the logical integrity and independence of each structural component 

of the concept; 

 dynamism, the knowledge system is supplemented with new 

theories, provisions, facts and adjusted in accordance with the vector of 

society's development, global scientific and social standards and educational 

priorities; 

 focus on achieving results. 

We define the purpose of our concept as the substantiation of the 

theoretical, methodical and methodological foundations of the formation of 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the 

educational space of the university. 

The purpose of the concept is specified in the following tasks: 
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1. To analyze and substantiate the theoretical provisions of the process 

of formation of information competences of foreign students of medical 

specialties. 

2. To determine methodological approaches to the formation of 

informational competences of foreign students of medical specialties. 

3. Develop a methodology for the formation of information 

competences of foreign students of medical specialties 

When developing the author's concept of formation of information 

competences of foreign students of medical specialties, we took into account a 

number of factors that determine the content and directions of training of 

medical workers in higher education institutions of Ukraine: 

 intensive development of the processes of informatization, 

internetization of society, integration of information technologies with the 

scientific, industrial, and educational spheres of society, which determined a 

fundamentally new model of life and communication in all spheres of society; 

 modernization of the educational sector in accordance with modern 

challenges, filling the educational space of higher education institutions with an 

informational context, introducing information technologies, multimedia tools 

in the learning process; 

 a high level of informatization of the activities of health care 

institutions, the development of the medical services market in accordance with 

new opportunities provided by the use of information technologies: medical 

information systems, information databases, simulation medical models, etc. 

 the needs of an individual who, for successful activity in a society 

characterized by the intensive development of produced information, needs to 

possess at a high level the skills of choosing, processing the necessary 

information, and using a wide arsenal of information resources and means. 

Legal basis concepts the formation of informational competence of 

foreign students of medical specialties consisted of: 
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 basic normative legal documents in the field of education: Laws of 

Ukraine “On Education” and “On Higher Education”, Decree of the President of 

Ukraine “On Improvement of Higher Education in Ukraine”; 

 regulatory and legal documents regulating the training of foreign 

citizens in higher education institutions of Ukraine: Order of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine “Plan of measures to popularize opportunities for 

obtaining higher education in Ukraine for foreign students until 2025” , Order of 

the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine “Some issues of organization 

recruitment and training (internship) of foreigners and stateless persons”, 

Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “On training of foreign 

citizens in Ukraine”; 

 documents defining the strategic development of informatization of 

education: the Law of Ukraine “On the national program of informatization”, 

the Law of Ukraine “On the main principles of the development of the 

information society in Ukraine for 2007-2015”, Decree of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine “On the approval of the strategy for the development of 

the information society in Ukraine”, National Strategy development of the 

information society in Ukraine; 

 documents that regulate the activities of higher medical education 

institutions in Ukraine: Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “Strategy 

for the Development of Medical Education in Ukraine”, Resolution of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “Regulations on the Organization of the 

Educational Process in Health Care Institutions with the Participation of 

Scientific and Pedagogical Workers of Higher Education Institutions of 

education providing training of higher education seekers in the field of health 

care”, Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “On approval of the list 

of specialties for which training of higher education seekers is carried out 
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according to the degrees (educational qualification levels) of junior specialist, 

bachelor, specialist, master”. 

The conceptual and categorical apparatus of the concept presents the 

author's acceptance or interpretation of the concepts: “didactic system”, 

“formation”, “competence”. 

Thus, we consider the didactic system as a whole set of components that 

are connected by a wide network of regular connections with each other, with 

other subsystems and systems of different levels and hierarchies. 

By formation we understand the process and result of purposeful and 

spontaneous influences of social reality [111, p. 8]. 

Competence is defined as an integrated characteristic that unites a system 

of knowledge, abilities, skills, and attitudes that determine an individual's ability 

to carry out a certain type of activity at a high professional level, to successfully 

perform the necessary functions, which will ensure the effective solution of 

current problems in a specified professional field or other type activity [150, p. 

73]. 

The theoretical-methodological basis of the concept was made up of 

scientific-theoretical provisions, ideas, theories that reflected the content of 

basic concepts, made it possible to understand and understand the essence, 

characteristics, and peculiarities of the problem of forming information 

competence of foreign students of education in medical specialties and 

methodological approaches, on the basis of which the research was carried out.  

When substantiating the theoretical foundations of the researched 

problem, the trends in the development of medical education were taken into 

account, which are determined by: 

 the transition from an industrial to an information society determines 

the valuable status of information resources. According to the Law of Ukraine 

“On the National Informatization Program”, informatization is defined as a set 

of interconnected organizational, legal, political, socio-economic, scientific-
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technical, production processes aimed at creating conditions for meeting the 

information needs of citizens and society based on the creation, development 

and use of information systems, networks, resources and information 

technologies, which are built on the basis of the use of modern computing and 

communication technology [156]. Informatization processes cover all spheres of 

social life, define fundamentally new models of social behavior and 

communication, modernize the content, organization, and methods of various 

types of industrial, educational, cultural, and health protection activities. The 

needs of development and improvement of information technologies and 

information systems, raising the level of computer and information literacy of 

the population come to the fore; 

 informatization of the educational sphere, which involves the 

creation of new educational technologies, modernization of organizational 

forms and teaching methods, enrichment of the methodological base for the use 

of information, computer, communication, multimedia technologies and a 

network of information resources, improvement of material and technical 

support for educational activities of higher education institutions, integration of 

national scientific and educational information network into the world scientific 

and informational educational space. Priority tasks are defined as: formation and 

development of the informational educational space of higher education 

institutions; improvement of pedagogical technologies that use the means and 

possibilities of information resources (multimedia technologies, remote 

technologies, etc.); wide use of information, computer, multimedia teaching 

tools; improving the qualifications of the teaching staff in accordance with the 

modern requirements of confident mastery of the means and methods of work in 

the information and educational space; 

 intensive development of the national health care system, 

characterized by the improvement of medical technologies, innovative products 

and their wide implementation in practical activities, the development of an 
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information system for the management of medical institutions, the 

informatization of the professional activity of doctors: the creation and use of a 

medical information system, telemedicine, information and computer computer 

diagnostics, medical expert and hardware-computer systems, innovative 

treatment technologies. 

The creation of a complete system of knowledge about the researched 

phenomenon, the establishment of relationships between its individual 

components and the determination of the nature of these relationships led to the 

implementation of analysis, synthesis, systematization and generalization of 

individual facts, phenomena, processes that determined: 

 peculiarities of the organization of the educational process for 

foreign students in institutions of higher education of Ukraine, problems of 

adaptation and socialization of students, pedagogical support (O. Adamenko, 

O. Bilyk, O. Bilous, Yu, Boychuk, K. Burakova, O. Kalenyk, T. Kononova, 

I. Kotovska, I. Krytskyi , Ya. Lukatska, A. Osypenko, O. Palka, D. Plynokos, 

D. Poroh, Zh. Ragrina, O. Szegeda, I. Semenenko, V. Streltsova, L. Subota, 

T. Shmonina, I. Shteimiller); 

 problems of improving the quality of medical education 

(N. Voloshchuk, O. Denisyuk, V. Dvornyk, V. Zhdan, A. Melnyk, I. Melnikova, 

I. Melnychuk, M. Romantsov, O. Pashinska, A. Sayenko, O. Semenenko , 

I. Starchenko, M. Shumylo, O. Yatsyshina); 

 the question of the formation of competences among students of 

higher education (V. Artemenko, I. Voloshina, O. Eremenko, N. Eremenko, 

O. Ignashuk, I. Kogut, D. Kostenko, V. Litovka, N. Lobach, A. Myhal; 

 problems of using information technologies in the educational 

process, the organization of distance and mixed learning (V. Andrievska, 

N. Veselovska, M. Voloshyn, I. Hetmanyuk, R. Gurevich, M. Dovbysh, 

M. Kademiya, T. Klymenko, I. Koreneva, Shuturma, L. Shevchenko, 

M. Shcherbakov, L. Yushchenko); 
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 issues of organization and development of the educational space, 

educational environment, determination of its structural components and their 

content, clarification of the design features of this environment in a higher 

education institution (V. Bobirov, S. Bilash, O. Belyaeva, M. Bratko, I. Gaba, 

O. Dubasenyuk, V. Zhdan, V. Zhelanova, E. Zaredynova, O. Kabatska, 

A. Katashov, N. Kononets, M. Ovchinnikova, L. Ostapenko, G. Polyakova, 

N. Stuchynska, Yu. Tkachenko, I. Kharchenko, O. Tsyunyak, I. Shishenko, 

M. Shishkina, O. Yaroshynska). 

 Methodological foundations of the concept the formation of 

information competences of foreign students of medical specialties have 

become approaches: 

 system-synergistic, from the standpoint of which the didactic system 

of formation of information competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties is considered as a complex, open, non-linear integrity, which is in a 

state of self-development and is characterized by a wide network of regular 

connections between its individual components, subsystems and between 

systems of different levels and hierarchies. Its development is ensured by 

interaction between individual components, dynamic connections with the 

environment. The integrity of the system of formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties is ensured by the 

interaction of its components (purpose, task, content of education, methods and 

forms of organizational educational work, peculiarities of the contingent of 

students, teaching staff , set of normative documents regulating the content and 

structure of educational activities, content and directions of higher education 

activities, etc.), each of which has its own place, functions, role and a certain 

nature of relationships and determines the effectiveness of the system as a 

whole; 

 cultural, which requires taking into account the peculiarities of the 

contingent of recipients as subjects of a certain culture, bearers of their own 
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national cultural values. The educational environment of the university acts as 

an environment for the formation and development of intercultural 

communication skills, creates conditions for the assimilation of new cultural 

meanings, for national and cultural enlightenment, exchange and assimilation of 

the historical and cultural experience of different nationalities and peoples. 

Attention is focused on the formation of positive attitudes towards other 

cultures, the ability to level national and cultural differences in communication, 

interaction, and learning; 

 axiological, which is aimed at forming a system of general, socially 

significant and professional values, important for the future specialist, in the 

acquirers. Declaring a student's personality as the highest value requires 

ensuring conditions for his comprehensive development, maximum realization 

of his personal and professional potential, creation of opportunities for self-

reflection of students, their self-determination and self-development in 

accordance with their own professional and individual needs. The possibilities 

of directing the educational process, the content of education to the actualization 

of the value attitude to the acquisition of information competence are also 

determined; 

 competence-based, which involves a shift of emphasis from the 

priorities of acquiring knowledge in the field of information technologies, 

theoretical training of the acquirer to the process of his practical activity in the 

information, communication and medical spheres. The requirements for training 

a specialist capable of successfully and effectively solving a wide range of 

tasks, demonstrating a high level of mastery of practical methods of using 

information technologies, communication systems in educational and 

professional activities are put forward; 

 personality and activity-oriented, according to which the formation 

of information competence of students takes place on the basis of taking into 

account their personal qualities, individual characteristics. For the full 
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realization of students' personal potential, conditions (organizational, 

psychological, educational) were created that allowed everyone to realize and 

improve their own level of information competence; 

 environmental, the use of which involves taking into account the 

possibilities of the educational space of the university to solve the tasks, which 

acts as an educational, organizational, communication basis for the activities 

and communication of the students. Attention is focused on the peculiarities of 

the organization and development of the educational environment of the 

university, its creation in accordance with the requirements of innovation, 

creativity, improvement of interdisciplinary relations, the use of information 

technology tools to increase the effectiveness of the formation of information 

competences of medical students; 

 hermeneutic, which allows ensuring adequate perception and 

understanding of the received information by foreign students, its correct 

interpretation and understanding. Attention is focused both on making a correct 

translation from one language to another, and on understanding the meaning of 

the translated information and the possibility of interpreting it, subjecting it with 

new meanings; 

 contextual, which led to the reproduction in the educational process 

of the content of informational and communicative activities of the students in 

the educational, social and professional spheres. This was done by strengthening 

the information-contextual component of the content of education, digitization 

of educational materials, application of forms and methods of education that 

require actualization of skills for working in the information space, encouraging 

students to work independently, aimed at finding and analyzing information, 

using information tools and learning technologies. 

The core of the concept consists of regularities and principles of 

formation of informational competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties, determined as a result of theoretical and methodological analysis of 
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the problem, which reflect the nature of connections between the structural 

components of the studied phenomenon, its characteristic properties, features of 

functioning and development. 

As it is well known, regularities are objective, constant connections 

between separate phenomena, aspects of the pedagogical process, which 

manifest themselves constantly, systematically, and taking into account which 

ensures the effectiveness and efficiency of the specified process. There are 

objective (determined by the very essence, logic of the pedagogical process) and 

subjective (determined by the specifics of specific tasks, conditions of 

implementation of this process, manifested in its individual aspects) [188; 128]. 

On the basis of taking into account the regularities, we singled out two 

groups of principles: general didactic: systematicity and systematicity, visibility, 

awareness, scientificity, individualization and differentiation of education and 

specific ones: professional orientation, taking into account the mental 

characteristics of future specialists, activity and interactivity, integration and 

interdisciplinary coordination. 

The first group reflects integrity of the concept, objective laws of 

implementation of the process of formation of information competence of the 

acquirers, factors and connections with the social environment that determine its 

essence, content, character and logic of flow. 

The second group of principles is related to the specifics of the 

organization and implementation of the specified process, taking into account 

the individual and national-cultural characteristics of the students, their 

opportunities for full-fledged scientific and social communication, the influence 

of external conditions (pedagogical, methodological, organizational, technical) 

of the organization of the educational process and communication. 

The content and meaning of the concept of formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties reflects the basic 

conceptual ideas of the organization of the specified process, highlights the 
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author's position regarding the implementation of theoretical provisions, the 

possibilities of using the results of scientific-theoretical and methodological 

analysis in practice. 

So, on the basis of the conducted scientific and theoretical analysis, 

taking into account the prospects and trends of the development of medical 

education, we determined the following conceptual ideas of our research: 

1. Informatization of the medical field determines the significant 

modernization of all components of the activities of health care institutions.  

2. The system of higher medical education is aimed at training a highly 

qualified specialist who confidently possesses modern scientific knowledge in 

the field of medicine, has formed skills and improved methods of practical 

activity in the field of information technologies and medical resources, formed 

information competence. 

3. The educational environment of the institution of higher medical 

education creates opportunities for the formation and development of 

information competence of future specialists. 

The success of the formation of information competence of foreign 

students of medical specialties is ensured by the fulfillment of pedagogical 

conditions: 

1. Implementation of technological and methodical training of teachers 

for the formation of information competence of future foreign doctors. 

2. Enrichment of the educational environment of the medical education 

institution with innovative technical means of learning, educational resources 

and technologies, taking into account modern requirements for medical workers. 

3. Involvement of foreign students in the self-diagnosis of the achieved 

level of formation of information competence and the process of mastering it. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INFORMATION COMPETENCE FORMATION  

IN INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL STUDENTS  

IN THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 

AS A PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEM 

  

3.1 Specific traits of international students training in a national 

higher school 

 

In recent decades, one of the main trends in the development of national 

higher education systems has been its internationalization. By definition of 

J. Knight, this process reflects “the integration of an international, intercultural 

or global dimension into the purpose, function or provision of post-secondary 

education” [139, p. 2] and is implemented “at the national, sectoral and 

institutional levels” [as well]. Therefore, internationalization can take place at 

different levels and, in particular, at the level of individual higher education 

institutions seeking to take a worthy place among universities as within the 

country,  and the whole global world. 

As today the higher education market is becoming international, one of 

the important directions of internationalization of higher education in different 

countries is training foreigners in national higher education institutions. In turn, 

this requires management and other employees of educational institutions to 

make active efforts to ensure their competitiveness in the modern global world, 

taking a high place in international rankings [84; 207]. 

As explained in the scientific literature, to reflect the degree of authority 

and attractiveness of the university for students, special organizations calculate 

its rating, and its value is largely influenced by the indicator of international 

activity of the higher education institution, which is calculated by global rating 

systems. For example, indicators for determining the international activity of the 
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university are taken into account by the rating agency The Times Higher 

Education. One of such indicators is the ratio of the number of foreigners to the 

total number of local students (the weight of the indicator is 3%). In the QS 

World University Rankings system, the main indicators also include the relative 

number (share) of foreign students (weight of the indicator 5 %) [2; 37]. The 

choice of students of the country of study and a particular higher education 

institution is largely influenced by the general data on its rating, because the 

high rating of the university is a kind of guarantee that the applicant receives 

high quality higher education and significantly affects the possibility of 

employment of a graduate in the specialty after returning to his homeland. 

 We would like to note that recently higher education has become an 

important factor in the socio-economic development of many developed 

countries. This made it possible to perceive services in the educational sphere 

not only as a social and personal value, but also as a service (commodity), 

which, according to the classification of the World Trade Organization, is 

recognized as a source of non-commodity exports. The provision of 

educational services to foreign students is a much more complex and difficult 

process compared to the provision of educational services to domestic 

students. In the light of this, use of the definition of “export of educational 

services” in the domestic scientific space does not contradict world practice at 

all, but rather imitates it [132, p.15]. 

According to D. Plynokos, the export of educational services to foreign 

students is carried out according to the following stages: 

1. initiating (conducting advertising and information campaigns, 

interviews); 

2. initial (obtaining a visa, meeting a student, registration at the place 

of study); 

3. main (direct training of the student in a higher education institution, 

that is, the export of educational services); 
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4. final (completion of export of educational services, departure from 

the country) [132, p. 15]. 

Analyzing the above stages, it should be noted that in fact it is at the main 

stage that the export of educational services to foreign students is carried out. 

This stage is the longest and most important, but it is closely related to the 

previous and subsequent stages. Moreover, the more complex the structure of 

exporting educational services is, the more different actors are involved in it. 

According to D. Plynokos, in Ukraine the main subjects of this process are: 

 higher education institutions; 

 intermediary firms; 

 Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine; 

 consular offices; 

 Security Service of Ukraine; 

 State Border Guard Service. 

Noting the significant role of higher education in the social, economic, 

cultural development of society, it is important to recall that in all countries the 

situation with the admission of foreign students to higher education institutions 

has changed dramatically since 2020. The existing global crisis was caused by a 

global epidemic caused by the rapid spread of the COVID-19  virus worldwide. 

In this regard, scientists have identified global and local factors that have 

negatively affected the recruitment of foreign students in higher education 

institutions for the 2019-2020 (partially), 2020-2021, 2021-2022 academic 

years, namely: 

 restrictions on the provision of visas for foreign students to study; 

 unfavorable psycho-emotional state and negative mood of students, 

which reduces the attractiveness of studying abroad; 

 a significant decrease in the financing of individuals, which caused a 

limitation of the ability to spend funds; 
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 increasing the cost of air tickets due to social distancing in air 

passenger transport; 

 increase in proposals of international universities for the provision of 

distance education services (virtual); 

 deterioration of the epidemiological situation in the countries; 

 lack of a single effective mechanism for remote entry of foreign 

citizens [135, p. 9-10]. 

In the current epidemic situation, higher education institutions were 

initially forced to make a number of decisions (postponement, prolongation, 

postponement of academic admission periods, and later – a ban on the 

admission of students from the PRC) aimed at preventing the spread of 

coronavirus [172, p.11]. Subsequently, the “chaos” reached most countries and 

well-known international organizations, in particular the European Student 

Union and the Erasmus Student Network, because the situation that arose was 

not subject to prompt resolution. 

In particular, as evidenced by the survey data of 11000 people of one of 

the British consulting companies “The impact of coronavirus on global higher 

education”, 46% of respondents have lost the desire to study abroad due to the 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, 58% - are interested in obtaining higher 

education in a distance format, 42% - do not want to study online at all [236]. 

It is quite obvious that all higher education institutions are still 

experiencing a temporary crisis regarding the recruitment of foreign students for 

study, but even in such a situation, domestic universities must be competitive, 

attractive, mobile, flexible, able to quickly adapt to changes in the educational 

environment in order to preserve scientific and educational potential. 

Thus, current trends in the further development of domestic higher 

education are aimed at the implementation of intensive collaboration and the 

development of contacts between higher education institutions around the 
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world. The export of educational services and integration into the world 

educational space are in demand. 

For higher education in Ukraine, the expansion and popularization of the 

provision of educational services are quite profitable. First of all, this has a 

significantly positive effect on the economy, since the training of future 

specialists from other countries is a separate item of income. Also, the desire to 

attract foreign students encourages higher education institutions to form a 

system of training specialists in accordance with the requirements of the world 

labor market for the quality of education and areas of training [54; 191]. 

Recall that in connection with the new challenges faced by the domestic 

higher school at the beginning of the XXI century. in the process of its 

integration into the European and world educational space and through the 

deepening of the process of internationalization of education, in Ukraine in 

2002 was established the state enterprise “Ukrainian State Center for 

International Education “Study in Ukraine”), which belongs to the sphere of 

management of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine and is the 

official source of information on the education of foreign students in Ukraine 

[70]. The main mission of “Study in Ukraine” is to increase Ukraine's 

competitiveness in the international market of educational services, and the 

main task is to promote the popularization of Ukrainian education at the border 

[ibid.]. 

According to statistics, the number of foreign students in domestic higher 

education institutions has significantly increased in Ukraine over the past 

decades, which greatly contributes to increasing their competitiveness in the 

world market of educational services. In this context, on April 21, 2021, under 

No. 350-p, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine issued an order “On approval of 

the action plan to promote opportunities for higher education in Ukraine for 

foreign students until 2025” [142] in accordance with the Decree of the 
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President of Ukraine “On improving higher education in Ukraine” (June 2, 2020 

No. 210/2020) [140]. 

According to the information provided by the Ukrainian State Center for 

International Education in 2020, more than 76 thousand foreign students from 

155 countries studied at 394 domestic universities [70]. 

 It is also advisable to note from which countries the majority of foreign 

students come to Ukraine. In this regard, of considerable interest are the data 

provided by the Country State Center for International Education (“Study in 

Ukraine”) on the top 10 countries by origin of foreign students for 2020. 

As it turned out, among domestic higher education institutions, the most 

popular for foreigners are universities that train future doctors. In particular, 

these are the following: V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv 

National Medical University, Bogomolets National Medical University, Odessa 

National Medical University, Zaporizhia State Medical University, 

M. I. Pirogov Vinnitsa National Medical University, Dnipro State Medical 

University, etc. [70]. 

It is obvious that in Ukraine, as in other countries, since 2020, due to the 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, the situation with the admission of foreign 

students to higher education institutions has deteriorated sharply.  in the 

domestic high school. It should be noted that in this regard, Ukraine has already 

accumulated some valuable experience. 

In general, it can be summed up that Ukraine occupies a prominent place 

in the world among other countries where a large number of foreign students 

study in higher education institutions. Obtaining higher education in Ukraine is 

a prestigious and sought-after business for foreign students, because they 

receive high-quality fundamental education and prestigious specialties. In light 

of this, an important task for domestic higher education institutions was to 

ensure the training of highly qualified foreign specialists and ensure that they 

receive high-level education. 
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It should be noted that foreign students who consciously and voluntarily 

choose higher education institutions clearly understand the purpose of their stay 

in Ukraine, and this, in turn, significantly distinguishes them from migrants and 

refugees, who often accidentally find themselves in the country. After all, the 

temporary stay of foreign students in another country for the period of study is 

associated with their higher education and mastering the chosen profession. 

We emphasize that the choice of the applicant of the country for study 

and a particular institution of higher education in it is influenced by a number of 

different factors. So, according to L. Mazitova, the main ones are as follows: 

 the cost of education; 

 language of instruction; 

 comfort of the lingual sociocultural learning environment; 

 learning foreign languages; 

 the opportunity to find after graduation and return to home a job in 

the specialty received in it [102, p. 132]. 

In this regard, foreign applicants, when choosing Ukrainian universities, 

take into account the fact that, compared to Western European higher education 

institutions, Ukraine has much lower tuition fees and there are no strict exams in 

Ukrainian or English. At the same time, the quality of professional training is 

quite high. 

Another source of information notes that the choice of Ukraine by 

foreigners as a country for higher education is largely due to the following 

factors: 

 international recognition of scientific achievements of domestic 

higher education institutions; 

 use of effective teaching methods; 

 high quality of education; 

 prestige and financial profitability; 
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 the presence of equal rights, freedoms, obligations with citizens of 

Ukraine while living in this country [70]. 

It should be noted that when choosing a higher education institution for 

study, foreigners carefully study the positive and negative aspects of domestic 

higher education. In particular, A. Koroshchenko and A. Joshua in the process 

of interviewing this category of respondents revealed the following attractive 

advantages for them of the Ukrainian higher education system: 

 the lowest tuition fees in Europe against the background of high 

quality higher education; 

 after successful completion of the bachelor's degree (the second level 

of higher education), it is possible to complete the training in the magistracy 

(the third level of higher education) of one of the European universities; 

 high qualification and professional competence of the teaching staff; 

 respectful and tolerant attitude of all participants in the educational 

process and the absence of discrimination against foreign students, etc. [89]. 

 According to the authors, among the main typical shortcomings of 

Ukrainian higher education, foreign students note such as: 

 outdated material and technical base; 

 insufficient amount of English-language educational literature; 

 insufficient level of foreign language proficiency of teachers; 

 problems of organization of life and leisure; 

 lack of international clubs in Ukraine; 

 the existence of gaps in the involvement of foreign students in 

scientific research due to the gap between educational institutions and industry 

of different countries, etc. [89]. 

We’d like to note that a necessary prerequisite for admission of an 

applicant to the university is that he has an appropriate level of education, which 

is confirmed by the documents provided.  Foreign citizens can freely choose a 
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higher education institution licensed to provide educational services to 

foreigners and enter it, and such an applicant is enrolled based on the results of 

the interview. 

If the applicants are not fluent in the language of instruction (Ukrainian, 

English, etc.), their preparation for admission to the faculty in the chosen 

direction of education and specialty at the preparatory departments (faculties) 

according to special curricula is first organized [213, p. 22]. As a rule, in the 

structure of each domestic higher education institution that still works with 

foreigners, there is a unit (preparatory department or faculty) that carries out 

their language and primary professional training for admission to higher 

education institutions within ten months. 

Let us clarify that the preparatory departments in Ukrainian higher 

education institutions operate in accordance with the Law of Ukraine “On the 

Legal Status of Foreigners and Stateless Persons” No3929-XII of 04.02.1994 

[148], order of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine No1541 

“Some issues of organization of recruitment and training (internship) of 

foreigners and stateless persons” dated 01.11.2013. [50], Order of the Ministry 

of Education and Science of Ukraine No. 1272 “On Amendments to the Order 

of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine dated 01.11.2013 No. 

1541” of 11.12.2015, Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 136 

“On Training of Foreign Citizens in Ukraine” of 26.02.1993 [144], Resolution 

of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 684 “Some issues of recruitment for 

training foreign and stateless persons” of September 11, 2013, etc. 

It should be emphasized the importance of language training of foreign 

students at the preparatory department (faculty), as this ensures their 

communicative needs in various fields of communication – from everyday to 

scientific. In this regard, the opinion of V. Golovko that the majority of study 

time during the training of foreigners at the preparatory stage of education is 

devoted precisely to ensuring their study of the language of instruction [37, p. 
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93]. As determined, during the organization of the educational process in a 

higher education institution should be taken into account: the choice of the 

language of instruction by foreigners (this aspect is reflected in the terms of the 

contract),  their communicative needs and training profile, as well as the 

capabilities (material and technical, teaching staff etc.) of the educational 

institution itself. 

Studying foreigners at preparatory courses (department, faculty) allows 

them to really increase their language competence. Upon successful completion 

of training, applicants receive a certificate and enter a higher education 

institution. In particular, at the preparatory department (faculty) foreign students 

can achieve proficiency in this language at the level of A1, A2, B1. Education in 

the specified department can be considered the initial stage of training future 

foreign specialists [192, p.137]. 

At the same time, it is important to emphasize that preparatory centers 

(faculties) play an important role in ensuring not only the language awareness of 

future foreign specialists, but also their adaptation to the fundamentally new 

socio-cultural environment to which they fall after moving to Ukraine. In light 

of this, V. Golovko notes that the preparatory center creates appropriate living 

conditions in a new sociocultural environment for them, and such a specially 

organized approach to the education of foreign students (faculty) contributes to 

their successful adaptation [ibid.]. Similar ideas are expressed by A. Surigin, 

who, noting the significant importance of the preparatory stage in the 

educational process, states that this stage involves the training of foreign 

students,  which are focused on a specific professional industry, a language that 

is not native to them, which will later be trained in “conditions of intensive 

socio-biological adaptation” [184]. 

Let us clarify that under the term “adaptation” (from the Latin. adapto – 

adaptation) scientists in particular understand: “adaptation of an organism, 

personality or group to new external conditions” [3; 138], “a certain stage of 
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socialization, that is, the assimilation by the individual of social norms and 

values” [17; 131], “a complex, multi-level and dynamic process that changes in 

students from course to course, has a certain sequence and features of the flow” 

[59, p. 7]. 

Since the problem of adaptation for immigrants from other countries is 

quite acute, various aspects of the implementation of this process, ways to solve 

issues related to this problem are in the center of attention of many domestic 

and foreign scientists [3; 4; 15; 22; 23; 103; 138; 163; 164; 179; 193; 203; 214; 

216; 221; 222; 224]. Moreover, I. Skrypnyk, S. Sorokina, S. Shevchenko, 

T. Shevchenko emphasize that the hasty adaptation of foreign students 

contributes to their rapid inclusion in the learning process, improves the quality 

of this process and the level of educational achievements of future specialists, 

provides high motivation for mastering their knowledge [164, p. 192]. 

Analyzing the effectiveness of the adaptation of foreign students to the 

educational environment of Ukraine, O. Segeda and A. Osypenko also note that 

the professionally oriented education of foreign students is based on the 

peculiarities of the future profession, and also combines “mastering a 

professionally oriented language, developing the personal qualities of the 

student-subject of study, knowledge of the culture of the country of study and 

the acquisition of special skills based on professional and  linguistic knowledge” 

[156]. 

According to the conclusions of scientists, in order to ensure the 

effectiveness of the process of obtaining higher education by foreign students, it 

is necessary to create favorable prerequisites for the implementation of various 

types of their adaptation. According to the conclusions of various researchers, 

we are talking primarily about the following types of adaptation: 

 social, ethnic, intercultural, didactic, individual psychological, 

economic, domestic (D. Gunpowder [138]); 
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 linguistic, conceptual, ethical and informational, climatic, everyday 

(V. Golovko [37, p. 87]); 

 linguistic, cultural, psychological (V. Markovsky, D. Marakushin, 

etc.) [108, pp. 130-132]; 

 sociocultural, multicultural, communicative, psychological 

(A. Zhurtova, M. Unezheva, O. Sherieva [59, p.7]); 

 social, cultural, linguistic, informational, psychophysiological 

(I. Kotovska [91, p. 133]), etc. 

Noting the importance of all the above-mentioned types of adaptation, we 

consider it necessary to note that it is sociocultural adaptation that acquires 

special significance for each foreign student. Therefore, the Development 

Strategy of the State Enterprise “Ukrainian State Center for International 

Education” for 2021-2025 stipulates that one of its strategic goals is “to promote 

the sociocultural adaptation of foreign students in Ukraine” [176, p. 25]. 

We emphasize that foreign students, getting into a fundamentally new 

language and sociocultural environment, experience a variety of difficulties, 

problems, barriers, risks, etc. Moreover, the relocation of young people to 

another country and even a temporary change of place of residence is usually a 

stressful situation for them.  acquaintance with the traditions, customs and 

culture of the Ukrainian people, norms of behavior, etiquette and mentality of 

local residents, as well as with another model of education. 

Obviously, it is especially difficult for foreign students in the first months 

of study, being in another country. It was at this time that they should master a 

sufficiently large amount of new knowledge, get acquainted with new 

disciplines, intensively study the language for further study. At the same time, 

young people must adapt to new requirements and conditions of existence in a 

foreign-speaking environment, which for them, due to the lack of rich life 

experience, is quite a difficult task. 
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As emphasized in the scientific literature, in the first months after moving 

to another country, foreign students face the need to immerse themselves not 

only in new knowledge, but also in a new culture, which is associated with the 

process of acculturation, in particular, active involvement in the ethnos and 

spiritual wealth of the Ukrainian people. In turn, this contributes to the 

development of tolerance in young people, respect for other cultures, the 

formation of each of them as a creative person [17, с.155; 175, с.13]. 

Investigating the problem of scientific and methodological support for the 

acculturation of foreign students, I. Steimiller emphasizes the need to form 

intercultural values in them, which will allow future specialists to establish 

communications with different people, think critically and formulate correct 

value judgments about both different objects of reality and their own “I” [175; 

215; 216]. According to the conclusions of N. Stenina during the active 

communicative interaction of foreign students with carriers of other cultures, 

their systems of personal values are enriched with new humanistic values, new 

ways of activity are formed, their own picture of the world of each participant is 

improved [175, p.12]. It should also be emphasized that the quality of 

professional training of foreign students largely depends on the formation of 

their professional and value attitude to the chosen specialty, as well as the 

conscious attitude of the subject to the subject of their own educational 

activities [157, p. 34]. 

In general, the formed values play an extremely important role in the life 

of each person, determine his way of being in the world, which convincingly 

testifies to the complexity of the adaptation period at all its stages and, based on 

this, the difficulties in organizing the learning process in higher education 

institutions. Going through a period of adaptation, foreign students comprehend 

and master new cultural contexts and meanings and, in particular, try to learn 

the values of a fundamentally new sociocultural environment, which are 

reflected in accepted norms and requirements for various aspects of human life 
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[39, p. 11]. Taking into account the age, religious and social affiliation of 

foreign students, their sustainable value priorities will contribute to the quality 

professional training of future specialists [18]. 

At the same time, T. Glebova notes that teachers in the process of 

working with foreigners should definitely take into account the existing 

differences between the systems of dominant values of their native culture and 

culture of the country where they study, since these differences can be 

significant.  [35, pp. 319-320]. 

During the scientific research, the results of O. Bilyk's research were also 

useful, in which the scientist highlighted important issues and methods of 

socialization of foreign students in the educational and cultural environment of a 

higher education institution, revealed the specifics of socialization of foreign 

students and the role of social and pedagogical support of this process and 

individual features of foreign students [16; 17]. On this basis, O. Bilyk divides 

foreign applicants for higher education and several groups, namely: 

 English-speaking African students; 

 French-speaking African students; 

 students from the Middle East and North of America; 

 students from Asian countries; 

 Hispanic students [16, pp.82-83]. 

 As O. Bilyk clarifies, individual ethnopsychological, national and cultural 

characteristics of foreign students determine their belonging to a specific ethnic 

group, nationality and country from which they came to study in Ukraine. In her 

scientific works, the author characterized the peculiarities of individual groups 

of foreign students, the specifics of their religion, culture, traditions, etc. [16; 7; 

128; 204; 178]. This material was taken into account by us in further research. 

Studying the problem of socialization of foreign students in the 

educational and cultural environment of a higher education institution, O. Bilyk 

also focused on the importance of their linguistic socialization, since speech 
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forms thinking, gives orientation in activities and helps the individual to adapt 

to new requirements [17, p.179]. In light of this, V. Dubchynskyi, O. Trostynska 

and N. Ushakova note that the language of instruction for foreigners is “not only 

an academic subject, but also an educational discipline, a means of 

comprehensive development throughout life and a guide for future specialists in 

their formation as professional personalities” [192, p.137]. 

Based on the fact that the language environment plays a crucial role in the 

sociocultural adaptation of foreign students, at the preparatory department, 

training is conducted, as a rule, in English or Ukrainian. The main features of 

training this category of applicants are: 

  the use of appropriate teaching methods, which will ensure the 

transition from one language environment to another; 

 actualization of supporting knowledge of students and their 

application in a foreign language environment; 

 organization of independent work taking into account the level of 

adaptation of foreign students, etc. [153, p. 561]. 

A prominent place in the language training of foreign students is given to 

the teaching of professional vocabulary in accordance with the direction of the 

specialty, the choice of faculty, etc. High-quality mastery by students of the 

necessary language professional basis at the preparatory department is the key 

to the successful professional development of future specialists [34; 37; 126; 

182; 183]. 

With this in mind, the language training of foreign students at the 

preparatory department is aimed at solving such problems as: 

 development of communicative skills by type of speech activity 

(speaking, listening, reading, writing); 

 mastering the language knowledge necessary for professional and 

communicative communication (knowledge of phonetics, grammatical rules, 

lexical units, etc.); 
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 formation of sociocultural knowledge that helps foreign students to 

know the culture, history, traditions of the language; 

 mastering a set of units of professional vocabulary (vocabulary, 

terms, concepts), etc. [12; 37; 126; 182; 183]. 

Language training also contributes to the qualitative mastery of 

knowledge about the features of future professional activity [157, p. 34]. For 

foreign students to master the necessary language professional basis, scientists 

advise to pay considerable attention to mastering: 

 communication-dialogue skills as a communicative-speech 

interaction; 

 models and skills of the intragroup subject – subject and intergroup 

collective interaction; 

 professional lexicon; 

 sociocultural and professionally oriented situations, professional and 

social context; 

 skills, techniques and means to create their own creative language 

product [12; 37; 199]. 

 Based on the above, the following types of works with professionally 

oriented texts are important, which are aimed at foreign students mastering the 

skills of reading literature by profession: 

 analytical-synthetic and extensive reading (presupposes current 

control of reading comprehension); 

 working with the text, performing communicative exercises, tasks, 

processing additional material. 

We are impressed by R. Hryshkova's opinion that professionally oriented 

texts should be related to current professional problems, reflect the practical 

needs of students, direct them to their future professional activities and be 
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socially motivated [44, p. 97]. With this in mind, working with specialized texts 

contributes to the enrichment of: 

 general and professionally oriented terminological vocabulary; 

 speech activity of students; 

 optimal effectiveness of the formation of professionally oriented 

communicative speech competence of specialists in the relevant field [43, p. 

10]. 

The conclusions of O. Segeda and A. Osypenko about the effectiveness of 

the adaptation of foreign students to the educational environment of Ukraine are 

also of interest, in particular, that the professionally oriented education of 

foreign students is based on the peculiarities of the future profession, and also 

combines “mastering a professionally oriented language, developing the 

personal qualities of the student-subject of study, knowledge of the culture of 

the country of study and the acquisition of special skills,  based on professional 

and linguistic knowledge” [156]. 

Based on the foregoing, it can be summed up that the importance of the 

activities of preparatory courses (preparatory stage, pre-university training) is 

difficult to overestimate, since students, arriving in Ukraine, find themselves in 

a stressful situation, and within ten months they have the opportunity to adapt to 

a certain extent due to the systematic organization of training to a certain extent 

sociocultural. It should be noted that the process of teaching foreign students at 

the preparatory departments (faculties) has not only positive, but also negative 

sides. 

After completing their studies at the preparatory department (faculty), 

which is basic for foreign students, they continue their studies at their chosen 

faculties. However, it is obvious that the process of further education of foreign 

students should be combined with the process of their adaptation to new living 

conditions, because otherwise the process of professional training of future 

specialists will not differ in efficiency. 
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It should be noted that often some applicants, for example, immigrants 

from countries that were previously part of the USSR or students who are going 

to study in English, try to enroll immediately at the selected faculty, that is, 

without undergoing preparation for such training at the preparatory department. 

This becomes possible when the applicant speaks either English or Russian, 

which is close to Ukrainian.  However, according to the results of the research 

conducted by V. Lapteva, students of this category also experience serious 

problems and difficulties, primarily due to the following reasons: 

 lack of a specially allocated adaptation period (immediately begin 

training from the first year); 

 significant differences in the organization of the learning process in 

higher education (other forms and methods of teaching, assessment systems, 

etc.); 

 lack of unified standardization of the content of school education 

(differences in the level of educational training of school graduates in different 

CIS countries); 

 the content of the curricula is based on taking into account the 

national, cultural, social, economic characteristics and needs of the nation; 

 discrepancy in the level of informatization of education between the 

CIS countries and Ukraine (the issue of informatization of the educational 

process in domestic higher education institutions is currently in the spotlight, 

unlike some countries, where there is only a stage of initial development of this 

issue) [98]. 

Revealing the peculiarities of teaching foreign students in a domestic 

higher school, I. Semenenko notes that the specifics of this process are due to 

the need of: 

 taking into account their own experience previously accumulated by 

foreign applicants (life, educational, etc.); 
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 facilitating their acquisition of independent work skills; 

 implementation of phased acquaintance of future professionals with 

the content of their professional activities; 

 taking into account the individual knowledge of each student in the 

implementation of interdisciplinary coordination of disciplines of the general 

education cycle; 

 implementation of a differentiated approach in the organization of 

the learning process; 

 designing educational material together in cooperation with teachers-

philologists to ensure high-quality assimilation of educational information by 

foreigners, etc. [157, p. 33]. 

As V. Holovko rightly emphasizes, in order to increase the efficiency of 

the learning process of foreign students, they should be purposefully involved in 

the systematic implementation of self-education. Moreover, during both the 

organization of the educational process and the motivation of future foreign 

specialists to carry out constant self-improvement, it is necessary to take into 

account their cultural values as representatives of specific ethnic groups, as well 

as to respect their religious and personal views. After all, this significantly 

affects the success of pedagogical interaction, and as a result – on the quality 

and effectiveness of the educational process [37, p. 89]. 

It should be noted that due to the forced circumstances associated with the 

COVID-19 pandemic, higher education institutions in many developed 

countries have switched to distance learning, as it has become one of the leading 

forms of education.  transferring it to remote and later to a blended learning 

format using a variety of services, platforms, as well as social networks. [27, p. 

43]. At the same time, blended learning as a purposeful interaction of higher 

education applicants and teachers, which ensures the achievement of the 

formulated tasks of the educational process and provides for the optimal 

combination of educational activities of its subjects online and offline, makes it 
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possible to optimally combine the advantages of traditional and distance 

education [33; 88; 166; 167]. 

During the study, the conclusions of scientists regarding the main 

difficulties and shortcomings manifested in training foreigners were useful. 

Thus, with the views of T. Kononova and B. Tsyganok, in  the process of 

training future foreign specialists, the following shortcomings are often 

manifested: low (insufficient) level of basic training of applicants, their mixing 

different languages in the learning process, lack of modern didactic and 

methodological materials, excessive condescension of lecturers in working with 

foreigners, lack of laboratory equipment in higher education institutions and 

practice bases, isolation of the content  diploma design from practical tasks, etc. 

[85; 205]. 

O. Bilous also draws attention to the presence of such defects in the 

process of teaching foreign students: their demonstration of superficial 

knowledge of the language of instruction, in particular, insufficient vocabulary, 

which does not allow to actively communicate with other people; poor training 

in specialized and special disciplines (mathematics, physics, drawings, 

chemistry, etc.), and as a result – making it impossible for foreigners to use 

textbooks, manuals, reference books, that domestic students use;  the 

fundamental difference between the forms and methods of education in the 

Ukrainian university and the relevant elements of education that are used in the 

higher school of the native country for a foreigner [18]. 

Therefore, another feature of the education of foreign students is, on the 

part of the teachers, the ability to qualitatively and effectively organize the 

learning process in a distance and mixed format, using modern digital services 

and technologies, and on the part of the students, the formation of information 

competence, skills of independent educational work, etc. Attention should be 

paid to this peculiarity of the education of foreign students, since the dynamic 

development of the modern information and digital society necessitates the 
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active introduction of computer educational technologies into the learning 

process at all levels [106; 197; 217; 222; 224; 226; 229; 230; 231]. 

In the context of the above-mentioned problem, today there is a need to 

improve the quality of the provision of educational services in institutions of 

higher education. Therefore, in this connection, A. Kozulina emphasizes the 

need for teachers to implement innovative activities in the process of ensuring 

the professional development of future specialists. According to the scientist, 

teachers who work with foreign students should be able to: 

 take into account individual characteristics for the implementation of 

innovative processes in the process of interaction with foreign students; 

 identify oneself with the subject of intercultural interaction; 

 reflect; 

 overcome intercultural barriers; 

 use modern scientific terminology, concepts and approaches in the 

field of innovative activity; 

 carry out an analysis of legislative and normative-methodological 

materials regarding innovative changes in the process of studying foreign 

students; 

 justify innovative changes in professional activity during the process 

of studying foreign students; 

 interact tolerantly with representatives of other cultures; 

 use traditional and modern tools (methods, technologies, ways) of 

innovative activity in working with foreign students [81]. 

To increase the effectiveness of the learning process, students and 

teachers should be equal participants (subjects) of the learning process. When 

organizing the learning process, the student should act as a "creator of living 

information, which the teacher must direct competently to obtain the best 
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results" [97]. Use of interactive learning methods at lectures, seminars, and 

practical classes contribute to: 

 diversification of the educational process; 

 increasing motivation and activity of students, and as a result - 

overall success; 

 improving the effectiveness of education, etc. [ibid.]. 

The experience of using interactive teaching methods, in particular the 

simulation of clinical situations with the help of computer technologies, 

simulators, in the process of teaching foreign students (for example, when 

studying medical disciplines), shows a significant improvement in the 

educational process of training a modern specialist that meets world standards 

[53; 200]. 

According to Ya. Lukatska, for better understanding and assimilation of 

new concepts and terms (for example, when studying the Ukrainian language) 

by foreign students, visual methods (illustration, demonstration, observation) 

should be used, lectures should be adapted according to the specialty [101, 

p.214-215]. The scientist emphasizes the fact that in order to prevent a decrease 

in the success of foreign students, it is necessary to take into account the 

difference in the forms and methods of building the educational process, the 

level of their training, since it is different as in domestic students [ibid.]. 

The research of O. Kalenyk, T. Tsaregradska, and T. Tarasova regarding 

the determination of some aspects of the optimization of the learning process of 

foreign students (for example, when studying natural sciences and languages) 

was useful, in particular, such as: 

 optimization of the language learning process, the scientific style of 

language, natural sciences; 

 selection, minimization, presentation of goals and tasks taking into 

account all stages of training; 
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 solving issues of specific selection and submission of educational 

material; 

 use of system diagrams; 

 selection of texts and a system of exercises to consolidate a 

minimum of general scientific vocabulary, etc. [75, p. 195-196]. 

So, it can be summed up that in general, the organization and 

implementation of the learning process of foreign students in the domestic 

higher school has its own specifics, due to the presence of significant 

sociocultural, psychological, linguistic, religious and other differences between 

the participants in the educational process due to new conditions of their living. 

So, having analyzed the scientific papers of domestic and international 

scientists in the context of studying the problem of the peculiarities of the 

learning process of foreign students in higher education institutions and 

summarizing them, we can conclude that organizing the learning process should 

take into account the following features: 

 high-quality organization of language training at preparatory 

departments (faculties); 

 undergoing the period of sociocultural adaptation and creating all the 

necessary conditions for this; 

 implementation of pedagogical support of foreign students by 

curators, teachers and others; 

 high-quality and effective organization of the educational process in 

distance and mixed format, using modern digital services and technologies (on 

the part of teachers), formation of information competence, skills of 

independent educational work, etc. (on the part of students); 

 introducing innovative activities by teachers to students; 

 use of interactive teaching methods. 
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3.2. Modern requirements for training medical students  

Health has always been perceived as the most important  value of a 

person and society in general, but its absence significantly reduces the ability to 

personally lead a happy life and to be fully self-actualized. However, it is well 

known that in recent decades the state of human health has been constantly 

deteriorating under the influence of unfavorable objective (deterioration of the 

environmental situation in the world, outbreak of pandemics, the presence of 

significant social and economic  problems in many countries, etc.) and 

subjective (distress, physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, etc.) factors. 

As determined with the results of the conducted research, the health of a 

modern person mainly depends on the following factors: environmental and 

social – by 20-22 %;  heredity and genetic disorders - by 20-22%, by 8-10%, the 

level of development of medicine and health care, the quality of medical care - 

by 8-10%, a person's lifestyle, his attitude to his own health - by about 50% 

[110; 189]. At the same time, it is worth noting that in recent years the role of 

medicine has increased significantly. 

We clarify that the term "medicine" itself is of Latin origin (the word  

medicus is translated from Latin as "healing", "healing"). According to the 

definition of modern scientists, medicine is a branch of science and practical 

activities aimed at preserving and strengthening people's health, preventing and 

treating their diseases, as well as encouraging members of society to adhere to a 

healthy lifestyle, strengthening their own health [110; 111]. Also it is worth 

noting that the role of medicine has been increasing immensely lately. 

Active development of medicine as a science, the aggravation of the 

problem of preserving and strengthening the health of citizens in different 

countries  will lead to a significant increase in the requirements for the training 

of medical personnel. Thus, the Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance 

in the European Higher Education Area (ESG) emphasize that “higher 
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education, research and innovation play a crucial role in supporting social 

cohesion, economic growth and global competitiveness” [174, p. 5]. 

We’d like to note that the problem of medical education is 

methodologically derived from Hippocrates, who emphasized the limitlessness 

of improving the art of healing. According to this eminent thinker and healer, 

the person who has chosen the profession of a doctor, is doomed to eternal 

teaching, for she must always maintain a high level of professionalism [112, p. 

49]. 

The words of Hippocrates remain relevant for today. Indeed, a modern 

medical worker must first of all perfectly master professional competence, in 

particular, be familiar with new technologies and medicines, quickly adapt to 

changes in the legislative nature, and conscientiously fulfill his professional 

duties, which today are subject to intensive changes [217, p. 220]. 

As M. Shumylo emphasizes, the increased demand of society for 

progressive changes in the conditions of global competition of the medical 

sphere predetermines the consideration of medical institutions of higher 

education as important drivers of the transformation of medical education [217, 

p. 200]. The quality of higher education is one of the conditions for the mobility 

of its subjects, as well as a factor in maintaining competitiveness, attractiveness 

of higher education institutions, building mutual trust and recognition of 

qualifications, programs, and other components of higher education, as well as a 

guarantor of ensuring an adequate level of transparency of educational activities 

of higher education institutions [56; 174]. At the same time modern consumers 

of educational services assess the quality of education and trained specialists 

precisely by the level of formation of their professional competence. 

Today, Ukraine is actively integrating into the European and world space, 

so it is important to analyze the requirements for doctors that are put forward at 

the international level. 
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Thus, H. Fields notes that modern doctors have many different 

responsibilities to perform. Medics treat diseases and injuries, and the types of 

professional activity of a doctor depend on the type of medicine that he 

practices. For example, in the United States there are two types of medical 

degrees for doctors: Doctor of Medicine (MD) and Doctor of Osteopathic 

Medicine (DO). Thus, the second of them practices a holistic approach to his 

professional activities, paying special attention to the prevention and study of 

the patient's musculoskeletal system. 

H. Fields states that within the framework of the diagnosis and treatment 

of the patient, doctors in particular fill out medical histories, prescribe 

medicines, perform and  interpret various diagnostic tests. Specialists in this 

category advise patients on general health care and work closely with medical 

staff. Some doctors (surgeons) perform surgical operations. These doctors also 

study patients' medical histories, order and analyze tests, develop and 

implement treatment plans, but in addition, they also operate on patients [ibid.]. 

Most doctors and surgeons choose for themselves a specific area of 

specialization. For example, some surgeons may specialize in fields such as 

cardiovascular, reconstructive, neurological or orthopedic surgery. In addition, 

doctors and surgeons can take other fields, including anesthesiology, family and 

general practice, general internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, or 

conducting scientific research. for a long time. Their work is carried out in 

hospitals, doctors' offices, outpatient centers and laboratories. Doctors work 

both in private organizations and in government agencies [ibid.]. 

The author mentioned above  notes that in the U.S. doctors may work 

irregularly or long hours. However, according to the results of a survey 

conducted twice a year by the Doctors Foundation, most doctors work 40 to 60 

hours a week, less than one in four doctors less than 40 hours a week. 

Consequently, doctors spend much more time at work than other average 

specialists, although this number of hours gradually decreases. At the same 
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time, it should be noted that the average annual salary of doctors and surgeons 

in the United States is one of the highest paid professions in the United States 

[ibid.]. 

Despite the high physical and mental stress, the long duration of the 

working day, doctors must conscientiously and efficiently perform all their 

professional duties, because the health of patients and often even their lives 

largely depend on it. 

The conclusions of scientists (A. P. Singh, S. E. Singh) were useful for 

our research, that today  the doctor should not focus only on the provision of 

palliative care, controlling the spread of the disease and trying to slow down its 

course [234; 235]. As A. P. Singh clarified, many doctors today are guided in 

their work by the following slogan: “sometimes to heal, to comfort. From the 

point of view of the slightest pain, never to cause harm” [234, p. 19]. But in this 

case, the doctor often does not eliminate the disease itself and its cause, but only 

reduces the patient's pain, to a certain extent improves his physical and mental 

state. and even better – to prevent the occurrence of diseases in members of 

society through highly qualified preventive work [234; 235]. 

It should be noted that the profession of a doctor has a high prestige in 

almost all countries of the world, and in many of them this profession involves a 

specialist receiving a high salary. Therefore, many applicants choose for 

themselves this particular profession. However, taking into account the serious 

consequences for the people around them of the work of a doctor with a low level 

of professionalism, it should be noted that medical education institutions have a 

high responsibility for the quality of training of future medical workers who must 

be ready to devote their entire professional lives to treating patients and carrying 

out preventive work to preserve the health of patients, as well as constantly 

improve their level of competence. 

It is obvious that the traditional training of future medical specialists, 

which was focused on the formation of their knowledge, skills and abilities in the 
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subject field, does not meet modern medical needs. Therefore, for about a 

decade, an active modernization of domestic medical education was launched. 

Today the role of higher medical education is determined by the tasks and 

requirements of a dynamically changing society. At the same time, the hasty 

integration of the country into the world scientific and economic space, the 

prospects for entering the general market of skilled labor, the inevitability of 

integrating the higher education system into the world educational system 

necessitated the implementation of significant innovations in  this area. and 

should be aimed today at enhancing individual development in students as future 

specialists, personalities and citizens, as well as being able to successfully 

socialize in the labor market. In particular, modern society needs specialists who 

show independence, creativity, competitiveness and professional mobility, to 

adapt quickly to changing market needs [1; 41; 69; 74; 96; 99; 119; 181; 185; 

194]. 

As it was found out, in the process of modernization of higher medical 

education, certain success was achieved. However, at the same time, in the 

professional training of future doctors, significant shortcomings were identified  

that negatively affect its quality, in particular the following: 

 insufficient level of technical, didactic and methodological 

equipment of the educational process; 

 poor clinical training of future doctors; 

 imperfect readiness of teachers of medical universities to carry out 

pedagogical activities, etc. [1; 41; 69; 74; 96; 162; 181; 185; 194; 196]. 

In light of this, the provision of a high-quality new level  and innovative 

nature of medical education, taking into account modern requirements and 

global trends in this area, the transformation of education into an effective tool 

for the professional development of medical workers becomes a strategic goal 

for the further development of higher medical education in Ukraine. In its turn, 

this goal can be realized the following ways: 
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 clear definition of strategic directions for further reform of medical 

education; 

 implementation of the educational process on the basis of a 

competence-oriented approach; 

 ensuring the variability of educational programs using new 

educational technologies; 

 introduction of new models of effective and high-quality training and 

retraining of specialists on the basis of using the experience of advanced  

institutes in the formation of a system of external independent certification and 

accreditation of training of medical specialists, ensuring their mastery of 

professional competencies; 

 creation of a system of professional development of medical students 

based on the principles of open educational space [36; 112]. 

In the context of taking into account the new requirements for the training 

of future doctors, the Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine 

(No. 1197) approved a new Standard of higher education in the field of 

knowledge 22 Health care specialty 222 Medicine for the second (master's) 

level of higher education [173]. This standard is based on the following 

regulatory documents: 

 Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education” [141]; 

 Law of Ukraine “On Education” [147]; 

 National Classifier of Ukraine: Classifier of Professions DK 003: 

2010 [118]; 

 National Qualifications Framework, 2011 [117]; 

 The list of branches of knowledge and specialties in which the 

training of applicants for higher education is carried out in 2015 [129]; 

 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of December 28, 

2020 No. 1337 “Regulations on the organization of the educational process in 
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health care institutions with the participation of scientific and pedagogical staff 

of higher education institutions that train applicants for higher education in the 

field of health care” [143]; 

 Order of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of February 29, 2019 

No. 95-p “Strategy for the Development of Medical Education in Ukraine” 

[149]; 

 Methodical recommendations for the development of higher 

education standards. Approved by the Order of the Ministry of Education and 

Science of Ukraine dated 01.06.2017 No 600 (as amended by the order of the 

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine dated 30.04.2020 No 584 [114]. 

In the standard of higher education of the field of knowledge 22 Health 

care specialty 222 Medicine for the second (master's) level of higher education, a 

list of mandatory competencies (integral, general, special (professional, subject) 

of the graduate is defined [173]. It should be noted that one of the general 

competencies is that the future physician is able to effectively use information 

and communication technologies [ibid.]. 

Let us clarify that today in Ukraine there are 14 state and 5 private 

institutions of higher medical education [177, p. 5-6]. Organization of the 

educational process in these institutions is determined by the peculiarities of the 

contingent of students, as well as the goals, content and conditions of their 

studies. At the same time, the goal of this process is to meet social and 

individualized educational needs, focused on the acquisition of competencies 

necessary to improve the performance of their social roles and their own 

personal development. The content of medical education is clearly due to the 

specific field of practical activity of future specialists.  It is worth noting that the 

specific conditions and the implementation of the educational process are 

characterized by a short budget of time, terms of study and in some cases the 

combination of complex and responsible professional duties [41; 181; 99; 119; 

186; 110; 189; 111]. 
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As it was found out, today many scientists pay considerable attention to 

the study of issues of improving the efficiency and quality of the training 

process for future medical workers, improving the work of medical education 

institutions. In particular, A. Subbetto and L. Grebnev clarify that the system of 

higher medical education contains the following components: educational, 

research, social, managerial, economic [112; 41; 181]. According to scientists, 

educational and research activities play a key role among these components, and 

their interaction is ensured by the formation of an integrated product, including 

innovative developments, educational services, etc. [ibid.]. 

The basis of modern education should be not only academic disciplines, 

but ways of thinking and activities of students. Therefore, it is important with 

the adoption of any higher institution not only the release of specialists who 

receive high-level training, but also the inclusion of students in the learning 

process, in the development of fundamentally new technologies, their adaptation 

to the real conditions of the production environment. 

It should be noted that changes in the system of medical education 

occurred constantly, but, as a rule, they were fragmentary or episodic. Now the 

fact is that  slow changes in the content of curriculum has occurred lately, but 

education has always been aimed at students gaining practical knowledge and 

skills [82, p. 7]. 

Today, higher education institutions refuse to follow typical programs 

and independently make decisions on the development of the structure and 

content of educational programs,  taking into account modern achievements and 

changes in the field of science and technology. 

Among the most important changes that occur in the field of domestic 

medical education, first of all, it is worth noting the following: 

 joining the European and world educational space; 
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 introduction of new requirements for the implementation of the 

accreditation procedure by the National Agency for Quality Assurance in 

Higher Education; 

 development of the National Qualifications Framework (description 

of qualification levels) [8; 196; 162]. 

In the light of a radical change in paradigm of education, it is assumed 

that a person is not only taught, but most importantly – he himself learns. 

Therefore, the education is aimed at the independent work of the individual, 

which is moving to a new level of creative development. The updated paradigm 

of education with a focus on the criteria of the Bologna process puts forward 

new requirements for the quality of education and the level of development of 

professional competence of specialists. In particular, the competent-oriented 

approach in education has initiated the need to develop modular disciplines that 

form a group of related competencies that ensure the formation of a professional 

capable of effectively applying the acquired knowledge in accordance with the 

new conditions [41; 154]. 

According to scientists (A. Migal, N. Trambovetska, N. Yeryomenko, 

O. Ignashchuk, V. Artemenko, etc.), the competence-oriented approach in 

medical education is especially important, since the formation of a future 

doctor's conscious attitude to the profession, the development of “soft” skills is 

in demand and necessary to fully both in teamwork with colleagues and in 

individual work with patients [82, c. 2]. The authors also emphasize that the 

implementation of the competence-oriented approach in  the process of teaching 

students involves  the formation in them of the ability to use the acquired 

competencies in real life and demonstrate the desired results, observing their 

own rhythm in the pace of  activity [82, p. 10]. 

The introduction of a competence-oriented approach in medical education 

is focused on taking into account the following important principles: 
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1. The degree of education should reflect full and relevant 

competencies (it is understood that the definition of program competencies is 

carried out in accordance with the expectations and needs of the applicant 

himself and the demand of the labor market, society). 

2. Teaching students at different paces and receiving effective 

pedagogical support in the educational process (medical students learn the 

content of academic disciplines at different speeds, so they are given academic 

freedom and the opportunity to master the curriculum at an individual pace 

convenient for each particular person). 

3. Efficiency of educational resources: accessibility and flexibility (the 

material must be compiled at a high scientific and methodological level and 

posted on the official electronic platform of the university). 

4. The process of transformation of competencies into training courses, 

educational goals and evaluation of students' learning outcomes  is open. 

5. Safety and reliability of the procedure for assessing the  academic 

achievements of applicants (determination of evaluation criteria, development 

of clear instructions for the implementation of this procedure) [82, 112, 150, 

41]. 

According to the above authors, subject to the above-mentioned 

principles of implementation of the competence-oriented approach in medical 

higher education, it is possible to achieve the main goal and objectives of the 

process of teaching medical students [ibid.]. 

It should be noted that today in Ukraine the emphasis on the training of 

doctors of a narrow specialty is transferred to the training of family doctors who 

provide primary medical care to family members. In the light of this the 

program EVRACT “Council of the European Academy of Teachers in General 

Practice” (2005 р.) is of special interest. This program provides a clear 

description of the six independent competencies of a general practitioner and 

describes the main aspects of each of them. 
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This program is a kind of guideline for medical education institutions, 

since it defines the essence of family medicine, as well as provides appropriate 

teaching methods and methods for assessing knowledge related to the formation 

of each of the defined competencies [82; 181]. This program is adapted to 

domestic medical universities, which provides tools for work on the formation 

of students' each competence in a particular field. In addition, this document 

defines which academic disciplines provide the formation of each specific 

competence of the future doctor [ibid.]. 

It should be noted that today innovative projects on the production of 

higher medical education, which are being developed jointly with foreign 

specialists, are being actively implemented  in Ukraine. Thus, the Ministry of 

Health of Ukraine in close cooperation with the Department of Health, the 

Swiss Institute of Tropical Medicine and Public Health in 2018 founded the 

project “Development of medical education in Ukraine” [150], aimed at 

improving the quality of higher medical education in the country. Emphasizing 

the importance of implementing this project, N. Martynova, Acting Director 

General of the Directorate of Education, Science and Personnel of the Ministry 

of Health of Ukraine, noted that the fate of Ukrainian citizens in the future 

largely depends on the quality of today's higher medical education today, and 

“one of the key elements of the quality of medical care is the training of a 

professional and motivated doctor” [150]. It should be noted that within the 

framework of the reform of medical education of the Ministry of Health of 

Ukraine, this project provides assistance to higher medical education institutions 

on the introduction of educational innovations in this system and contributes to 

its perfection. 

We would like to emphasize that in modern conditions of reforms of 

higher medical education, the responsibility of university teachers for the results 

of their pedagogical work increases significantly. In line with this, we would 

note that in the constituents of the higher medical school – this is a special 
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category of teachers who have specific functions, conditions and methods of 

work, qualification and personal characteristics. The perfection of higher 

medical education in Ukraine involves compliance with the basic principles of 

the Bologna Declaration, according to which each teacher of a medical 

university must additionally receive pedagogical education in the educational 

program “Teacher of Higher Education”, which allows the teacher to better 

understand the organizational, pedagogical principles of student education in a 

medical university, as well as didactic basics and development and application 

of modern educational technologies in this institution [112; 130]. 

In particular, T. Sobchenko in the dissertation work emphasizes the 

change in the role of the teacher. Scientists (N. Voloshchuk, O. Denisyuk, 

A. Melnyk, O. Pashynska, A. Sayenko, O. Semenenko) also emphasize that in 

connection with the implementation of active, interactive, information and 

communication methods of teaching in the educational process of a higher 

medical education institution in the conditions of an “antropocentered” model of 

education, a modern teacher of a medical university plays the role of a mentor, 

trainer, provider, facilitator, an assessor to ensure the conditions for the 

acquisition by applicants of relevant knowledge, competencies, skills [119, p. 

283]. 

Currently, due to the fact that digitalization is an important component of 

the educational process in Ukraine, digital competence of teaching staff, 

improving the level of digital literacy is in demand and key. In particular, this is 

determined in the Conceptual-Reference Framework of digital competence of 

pedagogical and scientific-pedagogical workers (2021) [86]. 

Therefore, it is important to ensure that teachers who implement higher 

medical education on the basis of a competent-oriented approach to the 

conditions of its continuity are appropriate. Moreover, this becomes possible if 

they use a modular model of the educational process, where the ratio of the 

learning load changes in the direction of increasing the independent work of 
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students based on their use of the relevant educational and mathematical 

literature and, in particular, electronic educational resources. At the same time, 

close interaction of students and the teacher is assumed, focused on the 

acquisition of relevant professional competencies  [112; 120; 170]. 

It should be noted that the effectivity and quality of the teaching process 

in higher medical education institutions are determined not only by the high 

level of competence of the teacher in the field of relevant academic disciplines, 

but also by his communicative competence – one of the general competencies, 

on the basis of which the professional competence of a specialist who trains the 

future physician is built, taking into account the regulatory model of 

requirements reflecting the professional and pedagogical competence of the 

teacher [41; 86; 171]. 

An important task for a high school teacher is to  master the skills and 

motivate students to independently search for knowledge outside the classroom, 

to teach them not only to look for information, but also to analyze, critically 

comprehend, verify its reliability, and then in the audience to encourage them to 

actively comprehend the educational material, which is a necessary condition 

for its mastery [137, p.114]. 

As noted earlier, medical universities are the most popular higher 

education institutions among foreign applicants [5].  In particular, the Strategy 

for the Development of Medical Education in Ukraine states that in 2017-2018 

academic year, more than 23 thousand foreign students receive medical 

education in Ukraine [117, p. 5]. 

As scientists (A. Artemenko, K. Vasilieva, M. Dudchenko, L. Levchenko, 

V. Svyrydyuk) state, a necessary prerequisite for the effective training of 

foreign students of medical specialties, as well as students of another profile, is 

to ensure their adaptation, since the process of training students cannot 

qualitatively occur in isolation from the socio-cultural environment of the 

receiving party [124]. The process of adaptation of foreigners to the social and 
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cultural environment occurs for a long time, and at first they often even 

experience the so-called cultural shock. According to experts, the effectiveness 

of this adaptation process primarily depends on the following factors: 

 individual characteristics (character, temperament, requests) of  

students; 

 the level and quality of the basic training received; 

 formation of professional and personal qualities of teachers [124]. 

Taking into account the high social significance of the professional 

activity of a doctor, it should be noted that the task of the university to ensure 

the successful adaptation of foreign students is of particular importance today. 

As a rule, future foreign doctors, getting to Ukraine for the purpose of obtaining 

higher education, first enter the preparatory departments (faculties) of the 

medical university. 

According to experts, foreign students studying at these preparatory 

departments (faculties) experience the following educational and cognitive 

difficulties during the period of their sociocultural adaptation: 

 language barriers; 

 the need to overcome significant differences in the education 

systems of  Ukraine and the native country for a foreigner; 

 the presence of differences in the organization (forms, methods) of 

the educational process in Ukrainian universities and institutions at home of the 

student; 

 informational and content saturation of training sessions; 

 putting forward new requirements for monitoring the knowledge of 

students; 

 the need for future foreign doctors to master the skills of independent 

educational activities; 
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 establishing communications in the process of interpersonal 

communication [123]. 

The problem of improving the quality of higher education is currently a 

popular issue in the context of the competitiveness of all their higher education 

institutions without exception and is the subject of study of many scientists, 

researchers, practitioners, etc. Focusing on foreign students studying in medical 

specialties, it should be noted that the outlined difficulties hinder the 

achievement of the formulated goals and objectives of the educational process. 

Thus, at the stage of training at the preparatory departments, a special place is 

occupied by the complex mastery of speech activities  by applicants, developing 

their skills and abilities, therefore, starting from the first classes, teachers should 

contribute to the development of students' phonetic skills, to ensure their 

training in vocabulary material, namely: students reveal the essence of each 

term, they work with a dictionary, learn to read this word correctly and use it 

appropriately in oral and written speech. According to experts,this approach 

contributes to the faster and easier adaptation of foreign students, and as a result 

- the successful assimilation of knowledge in the educational and professional 

communication environment [ibid.]. 

Nevertheless, an important requirement for the organization of the 

educational process in a higher medical education institution is that the student 

does not have a passive, but an active position in the classroom, is an initiative 

participant in pedagogical interaction. Students are invited to solve problems 

and related to the calculation of plasma density in the blood, the work of the 

ventricle of the heart, the kinetic energy of a portion of blood during its 

movement in the aorta,the pressure of om saline on the piston of a medical 

syringe, the calculation of the amount of heat released during thermal 

procedures, etc [ibid.]. 

According to the conclusions of scientists (Y. Berezniak, K. Gorodnov, 

V. Ignatenko, T. Oleshko, V. Luzina, S. Makuha, T. Shcherbakov, etc.), the 
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subject content of the future professional activity of the doctor should be 

modeled using well-selected didactic methods, forms, means, as this allows: 

 to form the right ideas of students about the role of scientific 

knowledge in future professional activities; 

 to ensure the development of stable vocational motivation among 

applicants; 

 stimulate active cognitive activity of foreign subjects of study; 

 to exercise an effective influence on the development of logical 

thinking and speech activity of the individual; 

 to provide the process of training foreign students of medical 

specialties at the preparatory department (faculty)of an adaptive nature [123]. 

It should be noted that the intensification of the learning process of 

foreign students of medical profile should be carried out taking into account the 

educational capabilities of modern information technologies, new learning 

conditions, where much of the time is devoted to independent study of 

educational material. In particular, the organization of independent work of 

applicants at the proper didactic level contributes to: 

 improving the quality and strength of students' assimilation of 

knowledge in various academic disciplines; 

 development of cognitive processes in foreign applicants; 

 improving the quality of their cognitive and speech activities; 

 intensification of attention and memory of students-applicants; 

 facilitating the process of their adaptation in domestic higher 

education institutions [123, pp. 667-668]. 

According to the conclusions of specialists, the training of students' skills 

and abilities of independent use of teaching aids, textbooks should take place at 

all stages of training: 

 presenting new material; 
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 consolidation of the acquired knowledge by students; 

 check of the  homework they have done; 

 preparation for practical classes; 

 preparation for the implementation of the current and final 

assessment of the academic achievements of foreign students, etc. [123, pp. 

668-669]. 

At the preparatory department (faculty) the problems of educational 

adaptation of foreign students should also be solved.  In particular, the study of 

the work of teachers-practitioners shows that one of the ways to solve this 

problem is the transition of higher education institutions from the traditional 

model of education, which is dominated by information and accumulative 

principles of  the implementation of this process, to a student-centered model 

operating on the basis of taking into account the principle of individual 

psychological characteristics of the individual. According to practicing teachers, 

the implementation of an individual approach allows you to: 

 to take into account the personal abilities of the student, the level of 

their training, the tendency to perform analysis, the type of memory, the 

dominance of auditory or visual analyzers in relation to the independent 

performance of tasks; 

 promptly study the mental characteristics and typical character traits 

of students of a certain race or nationality and, based on their consideration, 

organize the educational process, in particular, adjust  the content and scope of 

homework, provide appropriate pedagogical assistance in overcoming the 

difficulties of applicants; 

 determine the amount of assimilation by foreign students of 

compulsory program material, as well as additional information that allows 

stronger applicants to quickly move forward [ibid.]. 
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 Also, an equally important requirement for the education of foreign 

students is the consideration by teachers of the national, cultural, pedagogical 

traditions of students, the peculiarities of their native language and the use of 

this in the learning process. Undoubtedly effective is the provision of 

psychological assistance to students with regular monitoring of the quality of his 

work. 

In the context of the problem raised, considerable interest was aroused by 

the results of the research of I. Melnychuk and O. Yatsyshyna on the study of 

various aspects of the adaptation of foreign students and the peculiarities of 

their education. In particular the authors emphasize on the necessity to choose 

new forms and methods of study, development of innovative pedagogical 

technologies. To specify their opinion, scientists give an example about the 

possibility of studying social disciplines by foreign students that are not 

professional in medical universities, and therefore fewer hours are devoted to 

studying these disciplines compared to specialized disciplines [117, p.120]. 

Usually, foreign students study humanitarian disciplines during the first 

two years of study, and the meager number of hours to study them encourages 

teachers to seek and select innovative pedagogical technologies, modern active 

forms and teaching methods to ensure the effectiveness of training [113, p.120]. 

At the same time, I. Melnychuk and O. Yatsyshyn draw attention to the fact that 

foreigners' study of the disciplines of the humanitarian cycle, in particular the 

history of Ukraine, life safety, philosophy, history of Ukrainian culture, etc., 

contribute to the successful adaptation of the individual [ibid.]. 

The scientific works of J. Ragrina were also useful for the research, which 

revealed the use of software tools for teaching foreign medical students in 

classroom and extracurricular work, and this, in turn, determines the relevant 

requirements and features of training future doctors. As noted in the previous 

paragraph, with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of advanced 

digital and computer technologies to improve the quality of the learning 
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process, as well as motivate students to master professionally important 

knowledge and skills, is in demand. In particular, today in the organization of 

distance and blended learning of students and, in particular, foreigners, video 

conferencing, electronic textbooks and manuals, network technologies, e-mail, 

digital services and applications, etc. have gained popularity. 

 In her scientific work J. Ragrina noted that foreign students, as a rule, 

have a positive experience with computer programs, modern computer 

technologies, and this facilitates the work of teachers and improves the quality 

of knowledge and cognitive interest of students [151, p. 105]. Therefore, the 

scientist advises to widely use interactive teaching methods in classroom and 

extracurricular classes namely: business and role-playing games, various 

training exercises, brainstorming, conversations, educational discussions [151, 

p. 99]. At the same time, interactive teaching methods can be used both online 

and online. 

Investigating the problem in teaching foreign students of medical 

specialties, I. Krytsky identified the following ways to improve the quality of 

higher medical education: 

 ensuring consistency and continuity in the teaching of academic 

disciplines throughout  the entire period of study; 

 organization of the educational process in the conditions of 

purposeful use of self-control by foreign students; 

 stimulating the development of their motivation for independent 

work; 

 improvement of the educational process on the basis of the conscious 

application by all its participants of the accumulated knowledge and skills [93, 

p. 19-22]. 

According to the above-mentioned author, the high quality of higher 

education implies ensuring a close relationship between education and science, 

as well as theory and practice, and the use of modern educational technologies 
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will contribute to the improvement of the content, structure, forms, methods of 

training future doctors [ibid.]. 

In the context of the need to combine the organization of training of 

students of the medical university in the format of online and off-line teachers 

are forced to choose today a model of blended learning, but at the same time 

they should consider: 

 the level of education of students; 

 the place of the educational component in the curriculum; 

 form of organization of training (full-time, part-time, dual); 

 the number of hours (classroom, independent work) allotted for the 

study of the educational component; 

 the specifics of the faculty; 

 formulated goals, objectives, expected programmed results of the 

educational component; 

 compliance with the content of educational material; 

 form of control of educational and cognitive activity (oral or written, 

credit or exam); 

 material and technical equipment and support (access to the Internet, 

equipment, equipment, their number); 

 the level of digital competence of the teacher and students for higher 

education, possession of information and communication technologies; 

 the level of educational achievements of students [166, p. 126]. 

It is worth noting that modern educational technologies are based on the 

education system, where learning takes place as a process not so much of 

knowledge transfer as of ways, forms, methods of acquiring them, the formation 

of creativity, which changes the structure of mental activity of future specialists 

using the knowledge gained in professional activities [154; 171; 120]. 
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Quite widely in higher medical education institutions, teachers use 

problem-modular training, which allows to formulate the skills of creative 

assimilation of knowledge among students, develops the ability to 

independently solve professional problems with the accumulation of certain 

experience in creative and professional activities, forming learning motives, 

interest in future professional activities, scientific and cognitive needs, etc. 

[154]. Let us clarify that the development-modular training consists in creating 

a problem situation with the formulation of the problem in the module, the 

presentation of knowledge with the subsequent organization of students' 

independent work to solve the problem identified by the teacher  [154; 120; 

170] Summarizing the above, it should be noted that problem-modular training 

involves: 

 interaction of the teacher with students; 

 creating a problem when explaining a new topic; 

 creating conditions and feasible resolution of the situation; 

 directing problem tasks not only to the application of knowledge in 

one discipline, but also from related disciplines, and in some cases – additional 

classes held outside the programs. 

The research work of students is also considered as a type of problem-

based learning, since they reveal the possibilities and abilities for research 

activities and form a system of skills for creative search [154; 120]. The 

important components of problem-based education is flexibility and correlation 

of the educational material presentation. The indicator of the rationality of using 

problem-based education is students' demonstration of the interest in the subject 

of study, especially in independent activities in the field of this academic 

discipline. 

Also, the improvement of the quality of the learning process of future 

medical specialists is facilitated by the process of intensification, namely the 

regulation of the workload of students' educational activities, which is 
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impossible without knowledge and skills in the use of didactic teaching methods 

[154, p. 90]. Methods that reflect the peculiarities of activity in the conditions of 

intensification, provide for the refusal to take notes and provide students with 

reference literature. without alternating with other disciplines [154, p. 90-92]. 

Intensification does not essentially change the learning process, but is ensured 

by the joint activities of the teacher and students [ibid.]. It should be noted that 

in higher medical education institutions it is usually possible to distribute in this 

way the study load for foreign students and prevent overload in the classroom. 

Optimization of the learning process of students of the specified category 

is achieved through the use of expedient teaching methods, the selection of the 

main and secondary tasks and the analysis of the results of educational and 

cognitive activity of a person [40; 137]. Taking into account this fact, the 

teacher of higher educational medical establishment should demonstrate 

scientific, methodical and organizational levels of professional skill, to be 

competent and competitive. 

An important component of the learning process is the organization of 

control of educational and cognitive activity of foreign medical students. It 

should be noted that there are two types of assessment: summative and 

formative. Formative assessment methods include the following: questions to 

repeat the material at the beginning of the lesson, intermediate testing, 

interactive online surveys, feedback in groups; filling out self-assessment 

questionnaires [82, p. 27]. 

Summarizing the above, it can be noted that the current requirements for 

the education of foreign students of medical specialties reflect the general 

requirements for the organization and implementation of the educational process 

in modern higher education, specific requirements for the training of applicants 

for higher medical education and at the same time specific requirements for the 

education of foreigners in the domestic institution of higher medical education, 

due to the peculiarities of working with them and the need to ensure their 
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readiness effectively  perform professional duties of a doctor at home or in other 

countries.  

  

3.3 Specifics of the formation of information competence in 

international medical students in the educational environment of the 

university 

  

3.3.1 Essence and composition of the educational environment of the 

university 

 

At the beginning of the third millennium, taking into account the global 

changes in all spheres of society, the trends in national higher education 

systems, the transformation of strategies for the development of higher 

education institutions in competitive conditions, an urgent and logical issue is 

the need for an adequate, high-quality, competitive system of higher education 

and, in particular, medical higher education. At the same time, the principal 

function of the modern education system is to create an appropriate educational 

environment that will enable future specialists to build their own individual 

educational trajectory, which is necessary for the effective achievement of 

professional tasks. 

The research found that the study of the phenomenon of “environment” 

for a long time (several decades) was carried out by both domestic and foreign 

experts in the field of philosophy, psychology, pedagogy and other sciences. In 

the reference literature it is defined as “a set of natural conditions in which the 

vital activity of an organism occurs” [26]; “surrounding, a set of conditions in 

which the activity of human society takes place”, “environmental conditions, 

environment, set of people who are bound by common conditions” [122, p. 

1906], a holistic, integrated factor of development and self-realization of the 

individual, which determines the model of his behavior, features of activity and 
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communication as a result of active interaction of the individual with the 

environment [165, p. 71]. 

Since the interpretation of the concept of “environment” revealed both 

similar and different views of scientists, we consider it necessary to clarify the 

definition of the essence of this phenomenon. So in scientific pedagogy 

literature environment is defined: 

 structured situation in a certain way in which a person acts as an 

active subject and is capable of modeling himself and his behaviors (M. Basov) 

[11]; 

 an environment containing a set of natural, material, social factors 

that either directly or indirectly affect the individual (M. Bratko) [20; 21]; 

 a set of conditions that surround a person and interact with him as a 

natural organism (A. Bogush, N. Gavrish) [19]; 

 the part of the space in which a person resides and with the help of 

which his way of life is formed, which mediates the development of this subject 

and averages it (Y. Manuilov) [105]; 

 a set of certain conditions and influences surrounding a person 

(D. Markovich) [107]; 

 the area of activity of the subject; the integral unity of man and his 

environment (E. Zaredinova) [65; 66]; 

 human environment, a set of natural, social and substantive external 

conditions, factors, circumstances that ensure its formation as a person 

(O. Kabatska) [73;  c.155]. 

It is important to note that next to the concept of “environment”, some 

scientists use the concept of “space” that is close in meaning, but there are 

certain differences in the meaning of these concepts, such as: space includes 

several environments and acts as a kind of field for their interaction; space in 

relation to the environment acts as a construct of a higher order; space, unlike 
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the environment, can exist without a person [52; 73; 100]; the environment is 

connected to the space by a certain defined system by the area in which this 

system functions and develops [73; 109]. 

In the process of conducting a scientific search, such a kind of 

environment as the educational environment was of particular interest. Problems 

and the creation of an educational environment in a higher education institution 

is of particular relevance. This is primarily due to Ukraine's entry into European 

and world community and the focus on modern European standards. 

Analysis of the scientific and pedagogical literature shows that scientists 

interpret the concept of “educational environment” in somewhat different ways, 

which prompts to highlight the most common definitions of the outlined 

definition. 

Thus, G. Polyakova under the educational environment understands the 

complexity, open dynamic and integrative systems in the field of education 

[134, pp. 79-80]. V. Serikov defines the educational environment as a 

combination of certain factors that provide: 

 manifestation by a person of an activity and the desire for self-

movement (social requirements, norms, status and role expectations); 

 availability of certain sources of information, opportunities for its 

analysis and analysis of accumulated experience by the subjects of study 

(information, defined academic disciplines and goals  of educational activity); 

 determining the capabilities and tools to achieve the goals (resources, 

partners, tools, methods, databases, libraries, teaching staff, mode, set of 

specializations); 

 providing favorable opportunities for communication and all 

participants in the educational process (teachers and peers, their cultural 

potential, common tasks and projects, space-time organization of 

communication, access to world information networks); 
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 organization and implementation of the relevant pedagogical process 

(purposeful educational, developmental and educational activities, actualized 

situations of assimilation by students of various types of experience, as well as 

the experience of their own personal self-determination) [65; 159; 160]. 

According to O. Yaroshinskaya, the environment is a natural or artificial 

environment of a person, reflecting the content, methods and organizational 

forms of the educational process, which ensure the comprehensive development 

of the personality, its productive activity and communication [219, p. 57]. The 

researcher believes that the environment necessarily interacts with the 

individual and exerts a constant, systematic influence on it, as well as the 

personality itself can change the environment and fill its content [219, p.53]. 

T. Gushchyna and T. Ilyina argue that the educational environment is a 

set of spiritual, material, psychological and pedagogical conditions for the 

functioning of a higher education institution, ensuring the disclosure of abilities, 

inclinations, individual characteristics of the individual) [46; 68]. A. Katashov 

and O. Qiunyak under educational environment understand: 

 functional and spatial association in all subjects of education, 

between which established close diverse interrelated group bundles; 

 model of the sociocultural space where the formation of the 

personality takes place, creative potential, creative self-expression, social 

activity, which is aimed at research, creative, practical activities, etc., are 

realized; 

 a center of spiritual and creative communication, where both 

humanities and relations are established between the participants of the 

educational process, partnership cooperation, tolerant communication; 

 information and organizational spheres with the possibility of 

widespread use of modern multimedia means of information search, 

development of distance learning, etc. [76; 206]. 
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According to E. Mamontova, the educational environment of a higher 

education institution is a multidimensional pedagogical phenomenon with a 

complex architectonics and a space in which the student makes a knockout and 

then implements the individual educational  trajectory [104, pp. 12-16]. 

E. Mamontova proves that a well-created educational environment has a 

significant impact on the development of personal competencies of students 

who interact with each other as a subject of the educational process and, in 

particular, as full-fledged subjects of value and personal-professional 

communication, as well as with educational resources. environments [ibid.]. 

L. Ostapenko believes that the educational environment is an integral 

system of social relations in the field of education and at the same time a 

peculiar place of intersection of joint activities of all participants in the 

educational process with the provision of activation of their creative potential 

[125, p.14]. the luminous environment is characterized by: 

 multilevel and complex interconnections; 

 the volume and quality of  educational services; 

 intensity of information; 

 interaction of different educational systems and a certain culture; 

 the ability to meet the educational needs of students; 

 ensuring personal development and self-development of participants 

in the educational process; 

 attracting students to independent intellectually creative work [ibid.]. 

 L. Ostapenko also notes that effective and full-fledged development of 

the personality is possible only because of its activity, which is aimed at a 

certain definite result. 

So, it can be summed up that a significant number of scientists under the 

educational environment understand the totality of all educational factors as 
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parts and social environment of a person that directly affect the person in the 

process of his learning, upbringing and development  

In the process of carrying out scientific research, the scientific works of 

O. Kabatska also were useful, who singled out the following main approaches 

of scientists to define the concept of “educational environment”: 

 as a set (system) of relevant conditions, circumstances, factors; 

 as the implementation of a certain model of organization of the 

educational process; 

 as a pedagogical reality; 

 as an educational space [72, p. 161-168]. 

Based on the consideration of different points of view of scientists 

O. Kabatskaya under the educational environment understands an integrated set 

of natural social and subjective external conditions, factors, circumstances that 

in a certain way affect the course of the educational process and its results, as 

well as determine the degree of effectiveness of the process of personal 

formation of each subject of study [72, p.167-168]. 

The scientific views of scientists were also useful on the definition of 

educational environments and as: multilevel  systems in the created conditions, 

which is provided by certain parameters of the educational process in its 

content, resources, procedural and effective aspects (B. Slobodchikov); a form 

of communicative interaction (cooperation), creating special types of unity 

(community) between the subjects of the educational process (V. Rubtsov); 

systems in the conditions and influences of the formation of a person as a 

person  in accordance with a given social ideal, as well as favorable 

opportunities for its development, contained in the spatial-subject and social 

environment (V. Yasvin); system of influences and relevant psychological and 

pedagogical conditions that create optimal opportunities for the disclosure of 

interests,  the development of the abilities of  each individual in accordance with 

the inherent natural inclinations and requirements of age-related socialization 
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(B. Panov); a set of material factors of the educational process and interpersonal 

relations between the subjects of pedagogical interaction (V. Lebedeva, 

V. Orlov) [21; 57; 127; 220]. 

In the context of the problem raised, it is also advisable to determine the 

essence of the phenomenon of the educational environment of the higher 

educational institution. In this context a view of M. Bratco is of special interest, 

who understands under this concept “multi subject and multi object formation, 

that is purposefully and spontaneously influence on professional and individual 

development of the future specialist, granting his readiness for professional 

activity and/or continuation of education, successful fulfillment of social roles 

and self-realization in the process of life" [21, p. 69]. Based on a thorough study 

of the problem of theoretical and methodological foundations of management of 

professional training of specialists in the educational environment of the 

university, the author determined that the environment is designed primarily to 

provide high-quality professional training of the future specialist and create the 

basis for the formation of his value orientations and motives of educational and 

professional activity [20, p. 274]. 

D. Horvath considers the educational environment of a higher education 

institution as a space that provides the content of education with forms, 

methods, means of education and upbringing and within which all participants 

in the educational process closely interact with each other [201, p. 54]. 

A. Shabanov and T. Shorokhov understand this phenomenon as a set of 

information and communication technologies, information and educational 

content, as well as highly professional teaching staff necessary for the quality of 

the educational process [208, p. 54]. Some scientific sources determine that the 

educational environment of a higher education institution is a factor, a system of 

influences and conditions that contribute to the formation of students' 

motivation for self-development, self-education, successful socio-professional 

adaptation and professional development of future specialists [ 38; 100; 121]. 
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In the vein of the study, it is also worth drawing attention to the scientific 

work of V.  helanova, which provides the definition of “professionally oriented 

educational environment”. Thus, the author interprets this concept as "a multi-

level pedagogically organized system of conditions and opportunities that 

contribute to the effectiveness of the process of transformation of initial activity 

into a professional one" [57, p. 105]. As the author considers the professionally-

oriented educational environment has such specific traits: 

 compliance with the requirements and needs of students regarding 

the similarity of the future profession; 

 contradictions between educational and future professional activities; 

 stimulation of students to find their own guidelines in the educational 

process; 

 variability of teaching methods for students; 

 widespread use of interactive methods and forms of training future 

specialists in the professional direction [57, p.106]. 

The study also found out that S. Ivanova identified the following 

characteristic features of the educational environment from the standpoint of 

non-classical methodology: activity, subjectivity, situationality, evaluation, 

formative impact on environmental subjects, projectivity, variability, 

uncertainty, connection with time and space [67]. 

According to L. Ostapenko, in recent years, the concept of “educational 

environment of a higher education institution” has acquired a somewhat new 

status, and therefore this concept in a certain degree of narrowed meaning refers 

to the environment in which the personality of the future specialist is formed 

and, in particular, his professional attitude. According to the author, such an 

environment includes educational and methodological tools  both in electronic 

and paper form, as well as a set of technical and software tools for storing, 

processing and transmitting information that provide prompt access to the 

necessary data and carry out educational scientific communications relevant to 
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the realization of the goals and objectives of education, the development of 

science. in modern conditions. At the same time, modern forms and means of 

organizing the process of teaching students in the educational environment of a 

higher education  institution by increasing the clarity of the presentation of the 

material, ensure high efficiency of classroom and extracurricular work of 

students [125, p.15]. 

In the light of the raised research problem, the theoretical provisions of 

O. Bilyk were of particular value. attitude to learning and to the future 

profession in general [17, p. 166]. 

In the process of carrying out scientific research, the conclusions of 

N. Lobach also came in handy, who under the educational environment from the 

structure of higher medical education understands the environment in which the 

formation of personality takes place, in particular its formation as a future 

doctor [104, p. 73]. The researcher states designing the educational environment 

in this educational institution allows one to build and put into practice the 

individual educational trajectory of each applicant on the basis of taking into 

account the benefits and professional activities of the future doctor [104, p. 72]. 

Considerable interest in the study was also aroused by the views of 

N. Stuchynska and Y. Tkachenko, who investigated the problem of creating an 

educational environment of a higher medical education institution. So the 

authors state that designing the environment mentioned gives the opportunity to 

solve a number of such tasks: 

 identify and reveal the potential of students for the manifestation of 

creative initiatives; 

 to develop the cognitive interests of future doctors; 

 to ensure their effective solution of problem situations in cooperation 

with teachers, classmates, colleagues; 

 to create favorable conditions for students to independently acquire 

new knowledge and apply it in practice; 
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 providing free access for all participants in the educational process to 

information and automating the processes of collecting, analyzing, processing 

the necessary information; 

 automate the processing of biomedical research results [100; 180]. 

D. Kostenko and N. Chernukha also emphasize that the educational 

environment should have a humanistic orientation, because it is an effective 

factor in the socialization of the applicant and the development of his work, as 

well as be psychologically safe, which is a condition for preserving and 

strengthening the mental health of all participants in the educational process 

[90]. 

Since the chosen research topic is related to work with foreign students 

within the relevant educational environment of a higher education institution, 

we consider it necessary to identify the structural components of this 

environment. As it turned out, scientists express different points of view on this 

issue. 

Thus, G. Polyakova identified the following components of the 

educational environment of the university: 

 subjective (implies the presence of subjects that interact with each 

other through a variety of technologies, means and subject-spatial conditions); 

 social (focused on the formation, development, improvement and 

creative use by students of practical skills,competencies); 

 spatial-subjective (aimed at mastering by future specialists certain 

means of training, in particular effective educational technologies, means of 

effective implementation of communication process etc.); 

 psychodidactic (assumes that the university has the necessary 

programs, systems, means, teaching technologies, depending on the peculiarities 

of the organization of pedagogical interaction, the style of teaching teachers) 

[134, p. 79-80]. 
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E. Belyakov and I. Zakharova have slightly different views on the 

components of the educational environment of a higher education institution. 

functioning and further development of the environment during the 

implementation of the educational process [13]. Scientists Y. Kulyutkin and and 

S. Tarasov distinguished the following three components of the educational 

environment: spatial-semantic, content-methodical and communication-

organizational [95]. 

As noted, V. Panov and I. Gaba distinguish three components of the 

educational environment: 

 spacial-subjective (information) component, which contains material 

and technical equipment for conducting classes, a variety of professional and 

educational resources; 

 social component, which is focused on space and different types of 

interaction between all participants in the educational process based on taking 

into account the principles of dialogue and partnership, the traditions of a 

particular higher education; 

 technological component, which involves the definition of goals, 

content, teaching methods, as well as a reflexive assessment of the results of this 

process on the part of its participants [32; 127]. 

 In the context of the problem raised, G. Kovalev's scientific views on the 

outlined issue are valuable. So the author states that the important components 

of the educational environment are presence of: physical surrounding (building-

structural peculiarities of the educational establishment), personal factors 

(spacial and social density of objects, individual characteristics, gender-age and 

national peculiarities etc.) and curricula (a content of curricula, forms, methods 

of teaching and control, teaching style etc.) [49; 78; 220]. 

To a certain extent, similar ideas were expressed by O. Yezhov, who in 

her author's model of the educational environment identified the following 

constituent blocks: 
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 material and technical (infrastructure and material and technical base 

of the educational institution, sanitary and hygienic conditions); 

 educational (content, forms and methods of teaching and education); 

 communicative (interaction between all participants in the 

educational process) [55]. 

 Focusing on the need to ensure a decent level of the material and 

technical block of the educational environment, O. Yezhova in the monograph 

emphasizes that the educational institution must be equipped with modern 

computer means, in particular the Internet, personal computers, a system of 

multimedia complexes, etc. In turn, this is a necessary prerequisite for the 

possibility of using innovative information technologies by participants in the 

educational process [ibid.]. 

 L Vashchenko has a fundamentally different view of the structural 

components of the educational environment of a higher education institution. 

Thus, he believes that the main mission of this environment is to generate 

innovative flows, increase innovation potential, preserve local and 

administrative innovations of the university. In accordance with this, the 

educational environment should have its own organizational and functional 

structure, the main components in which are the following: 

 education development strategy; 

 tactics of formation of innovative processes; 

 content of the environment; 

 organizational support; 

 forecasting the development of education [25; 90]. 

In determining the structure of the educational environment of the 

institution of higher education the scientific conclusions of M. Bratko were also 

useful, who implies to single out the  following components: personal, 

axiological-semantic, information-and-content-oriented, organization-and-
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activity-oriented and spatial-subjective [20, p. 275-276]. So the author states 

that the component of this environment implies the active interaction of all 

subjects of the educational process in quantitative and qualitative dimensions, 

because the formation and development of the educational environment depends 

on the human resource, on their relationships with each other, interaction, 

mutual influence, relationships, etc., which will certainly affect the quality of 

the result of the educational organization [20, p. 275]. 

Axiological-semantic component (mission, strategy, values, traditions, 

etc.) provides a conceptual theoretical basis for strategic management decisions; 

has an indirect impact on the behavior of members of one educational 

community. The information-and-content-oriented component includes 

regulatory documents, projects, educational programs regulating educational 

activities and the interaction of its participants. interactions of all participants, as 

well as management mechanisms, in particular student self-government [ibid.]. 

We found also useful the findings of T. Zakusilova on the structural 

components of the educational environment created for foreign students in the 

institution of higher medical education, namely: 

 subjective (interaction of foreign students of medical specialties with 

various subjects, means, technologies activates the development of cognitive 

processes in future specialists, their assimilation of the necessary skills and 

abilities, enrichment of their personal experience); 

 social (related to the process of formation of professional skills, 

abilities, competencies in future doctors); 

 productive-activity (provides improvement of students' known 

actions and operations, creation of favorable conditions for their activities and, 

in particular, for independent search for information); 

 spatial-subject (involves the mastery of effective technologies by 

students through the implementation of their communication with other 

subjects) [62, c.124; 63, с. 53]. 
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It is also advisable to note that the scientific literature defines the 

following basic requirements for the educational environment and the higher 

institution of higher medical education: 

 it should be aesthetically attractive for medical students. At the same 

time, its elements such as architecture, room design, personalized classrooms, 

computer classes equipped with the Internet are of no small importance. In this 

environment, it is mandatory to have modern training tools, appropriate 

equipment, simulators, various phantoms, laboratories, virtual simulators which 

are as close as possible to real clinical situations, as well as the presence of a 

sufficient number of mannequins to work out algorithms for certain professional 

actions; 

 since the content of education must meet the modern requirements of 

training future doctors, when designing the educational environment in a 

medical university, it is necessary to take into account modern approaches to the 

implementation of medical education, innovative concepts of training future 

doctors. As there is competitiveness of higher medical educational 

establishments on internal (within the country) and external (globally) arenas, 

expansion of the market for export of educational services, search for potential 

foreign partners, of particular importance for the successful activity of the 

university acquired the presence and organization of productive pedagogical 

management; 

 this environment should be characterized by comfort for all 

participants in the educational process. The necessary prerequisites for a 

comfortable educational environment for students are, first of all, a friendly 

atmosphere for communication, the creation of situations of success, the 

possibility of manifestation in improvisation, effective interaction with the 

teacher-mentor, which is a trigger in the process of enhancing the professional 

capabilities of future doctors. satisfaction of professional, psychological and 

pedagogical needs of all participants in the educational process, as well as in the 
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provision and possibility of creating and implementing an individual 

educational trajectory for each applicant; 

 demonstration by pedagogical and pedagogical staff of the university 

of high level of the professionalism, pedagogical skills and general culture; 

 favorable conditions for the formation of a competitive specialist in 

the  field of medicine, his comprehensive harmonious development as a person; 

 the institution of higher medical education has a high rating and a 

positive image not only in Ukraine but also abroad [62; 152; 185]. 

Based on the foregoing, it is determined that two aspects can be 

distinguished in the educational environment of the university: subjective and 

technological. The former reflects the process of cooperation of all the 

participants of the educational process and also creating proper conditions for 

effective adaptation of international students through providing an efficient 

pedagogical support by teachers and curators. 

The technological aspect of the environment should be considered in the 

context of the need to increase the efficiency of the organization of the process 

of teaching foreign students of medical profile, which ensures the formation of 

their professionalism. 

As determined in the process of conducting the study, the educational 

environment of the university, in which foreign students of medical specialties 

study, is an integral set of material and sociocultural factors, psychological and 

pedagogical conditions specially organized in this institution, which determine 

the course of the educational process and ensure the formation of students as 

competent specialists and comprehensively developed personalities. Taking into 

account different points of scientists, it was also concluded that this 

environment includes the following components: spatial-semantic, content-and-

technological and organizational-and-communicative. 

Thus, the spatial-semantic component of the educational environment 

reflects the architectural and aesthetic organization of the living space of the 
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participants in the educational process (architecture of buildings of the 

university, interior design of classrooms, laboratories and recreational premises) 

and the specifics of the sign-corporate space, reflecting the corporate culture of 

physicians and this particular educational institutions (coat of arms, anthem, 

uniform, traditions, holidays, etc.). 

The content and technological component of the educational environment 

of the university determines the content of medical education, the content and 

technological support of the learning process of foreign medical students (the 

concept of implementing this process; educational curricula; classroom fund, 

methodical and educational literature, availability of technical equipment for the 

Internet, library and, in particular, electronic resources, etc.), as well as the 

organization of the learning process of these students (forms, methods, teaching 

aids, educational technologies, etc.). 

The organizational and communicative component mirrors the features of 

both the participants of the educational environment (their social statuses and 

roles; age, national and gender characteristics; personal value orientations, 

interests and aspirations of each subject) and their communication in the 

educational process (teaching style and business communication, providing 

pedagogical support, a favorable psychological atmosphere, building tolerant 

and respectful relationships between all students and teachers). 

  

3.3.2  Theoretical issues of information competence formation in 

international medical students in the educational environment of the 

university 

 

Highlighting the theoretical issues of the formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational 

environment of the university, we consider it appropriate to first characterize 

this environment in more detail, because it has its own characteristics. 
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According to I. Yasvin, the following parameters of the educational 

environment influence the success of the adaptation of students: 

 modality – qualitative and content characteristic of the environment, 

reflecting the degree of use by foreigners of its adaptive capabilities; 

 latitude – structural and content characteristic that allows you to find 

out which objects, subjects, phenomena, processes are included in this 

environment; 

 intensity – structurally intensive characteristic, certifying the degree 

of saturation of the educational environment with favorable conditions for 

adaptation of students, opportunities, influences, as well as strength, 

concentration of their manifestation; 

 awareness – an indicator of the conscious involvement of all 

participants in the educational process in the created environment; 

 emotionality – reflects the ratio of emotional and rational aspects of 

the educational environment; 

 generalization – reflects the degree of coordination of all participants 

- subjects of the created environment; 

 dominance – characterizes the importance of the created local 

educational environment of the university in the general value system of all its 

subjects  [220, p. 112-142]. 

 T. Zakusilova emphasizes that the creation of an educational 

environment adapted to the needs of future doctors in a higher medical 

education institution provides: 

 involvement of students into the “improvised field of activity” to 

create a professional atmosphere and stimulate the development of practical 

skills and abilities in them; 

 assimilation of program material by future doctors through their 

involvement in creative project activities; 
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 reflexive self-organization of students, development of their 

intellectual sphere; 

 development of students' independence, their acquisition of 

experience through the performance of professional functions; 

 awareness by future doctors of the importance of professional 

appointment in the field of health care; 

 search and implementation by all participants of the educational 

process of new technologies for solving tasks, solving existing problems [61, 

p.176-177]. 

According to B. Kreminsky, the educational environment in a higher 

education institution generally performs the following functions: 

1. This environment should create an atmosphere of demand, prestige 

of the profession in the institution, stimulate the development of cognitive-

educational, social, professional interests of students (psychological aspect of 

the functioning of the environment). 

2. The educational environment should ensure that each future 

specialist is able to acquire knowledge in accordance with his own individual 

interests and needs (content aspect). 

3. This environment involves the creation of a favorable environment 

for the professional and personal of each applicant, the effective application of 

the acquired knowledge and skills in practice, the development of their own 

abilities and inclinations (practical aspect). 

4. The educational environment should be characterized by modern 

material and technological support of the educational process in accordance 

with the existing requirements, that is, this process should be provided with 

modern computers, laboratory devices, tools and visual means, didactic and 

methodological manuals and manuals, etc., which means that participants in the 

educational process should be given the opportunity to use modern technology 
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and innovative information and communication technologies (technical and 

technological aspect) [92, p. 104]. 

Describing the educational environment of the medical university, within 

which the process of teaching foreign students is carried out, it is important to 

note that this environment can be significantly different from the traditional 

educational environment that existed in educational institutions in their native 

country. In light of this, it is important to emphasize that the educational 

environment created for foreigners should perform not only the above functions, 

but also adaptation functions. Moreover, it should be noted that the quality of 

the implementation of this function significantly affects the possibility of 

performing all other functions of the educational environment. 

As O. Bakalo emphasizes, if at least one of the participants in the 

educational process is a foreigner, then the educational environment of the 

university will act as an intermediary between him and the environment of the 

country of study [9, pp.58-59]. 

It is also advisable to note that the majority of foreigners study together 

with Ukrainian students, that is, in the same academic group. There is also the 

fact that foreign students who have been expelled from other higher education 

institutions for failure often study at the preparatory departments. It is lecturers 

and curators who have to help these students overcome difficulties in the field 

of educational activities, to adapt to the new system of education, new 

communication; they play an important role in ensuring the adaptation of 

foreigners. 

Due to the increase in the number of foreign students in the higher 

schools of Ukraine and the increase in requirements for future medical workers, 

today the need for teachers who teach foreigners to carry out high-quality 

pedagogical education and pedagogical support has been significantly 

actualized. We would like to clarify that under the concept “pedagogical 

support” the scientists understand as a rule a multi-levelled cooperation of all 
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subjects of the educational process, when students receive qualified assistance 

in the formation of the orientation field of their own professional development 

and individual psychological and pedagogical support [10; 14; 37; 158]. 

As stated in the scientific literature, quite often foreign students are 

unable to independently effectively solve the problems of adaptation that arise 

in a foreign country, in particular due to the low formation of relevant social 

skills that are necessary for individuals to successfully overcome the existing 

difficulties in society [37; 226; 229; 233; 237]. Based on this, foreign students 

also need help from teachers and curators to master thesis social skills, and this, 

in turn, will directly positively affect the livelihoods of foreign students in 

general and, in particular, the process of their learning. 

It should be noted that today it is difficult to overestimate the work of the 

curator of foreign medical students, because it requires daily actions to solve 

educational, domestic, socio-cultural and other problems of foreigners. students, 

and on the basis of this, to provide operational pedagogical support to them, to 

provide effective pedagogical support to foreigners throughout the entire period 

of their studies at a higher education institution. 

As D. Valeeva and L. Spiridonova emphasize, that with the 

implementation of qualified pedagogical support of foreign students by teachers 

and curators, the organization of effective interaction with students helps them 

to successfully solve the following complex problems and difficulties: 

 immersion of foreigners in a new cultural atmosphere, characterized 

by new social norms and values; 

 communication in the languages that is non-native for them; 

 feeling worried by young people due to the lack of a number of 

parents, relatives and other people close to them; 

 unconventional and unusual living conditions; 

 the need for foreign students to use an unusual meal for them, which 

can cause problems with their health [24, p. 23]. 
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Scientists (V. Golovko, O. Dobrynina, T. Kiyashchuk, A. Osipenko, 

O. Segeda, L. Tarita, G. Foroponov, etc.) also emphasize the need for the 

creation and development of special support services in a higher education 

institution, as well as the need to develop implementation of individual and 

collective-oriented programs to accompany foreigners during their studies in 

higher education [37; 51; 77; 156; 158; 188; 195]. These scientists also 

identified or the main factors that predetermine the need for such support, 

namely the following: 

 the importance of forming an optimal structure of vocational 

motivation among foreign students; 

  the need to rely on the internal potential of any system, including 

man as a unique living system; 

 opening up new opportunities for the processes of individualization 

and differentiation of education in higher education, ensuring the right of 

students to make certain choices in the educational process; 

 general understanding of personality development as a process of 

solving  certain problem situations, a mechanism for overcoming existing 

contradictions; 

 ensuring the implementation of personally oriented education, as 

well as the support of the individual in the construction and implementation of 

its own individual curriculum and personal trajectory of professional and 

personal development; 

 the important role of the independent activity of the subject of 

development as the main prerequisite for assisting him in preventing and 

overcoming existing problems [37; 51; 77; 156; 188; 195]. 

 We would like to note that, according to I. Yasvin, the following 

parameters of the educational environment affect the success of the adaptation 

of students: 
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 modality – qualitative and content characteristic of the environment, 

reflecting the degree of use by foreigners of its adaptive capabilities; 

 latitude – structural and content characteristic that allows you to find 

out which objects, subjects, phenomena, processes are included in this 

environment; 

 intensity – structurally intensive characteristic, certifying the degree 

of saturation of the educational environment with favorable conditions for 

adaptation of students, opportunities, influences, as well as strength, 

concentration of their manifestation; 

 awareness – an indicator of the conscious involvement of all 

participants in the educational process in the created environment; 

 emotionality – reflects the ratio of emotional and rational aspects of 

the educational environment; 

 generalization – reflects the degree of coordination of all participants 

- subjects of the created environment; 

 dominance – characterizes the importance of the created local 

educational environment of the university in the general value system of all its 

subjects  [220, p. 112-142]. 

As it was found out in the study, effective sociocultural socialization of 

foreign students contributes to ensuring the purposeful formation of information 

competence in them. After all, the basis of this socialization is the formed 

knowledge and skills of a person, allowing him to assimilate the cultural 

heritage of the receiving party. In addition, the information learned by the 

subject becomes the basis for understanding his own life experience. 

Highlighting the issue of adaptation of foreign students to the information 

culture of Ukraine, M. Voloshan and G. Voloshan note that by ensuring the 

dialogue of cultures, that is, the exchange of information on the basis of stable 

similar information components, students gain knowledge about the information 
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environment, and subsequently acquire the skills and abilities necessary for 

orientation in modern information flows [30, p. 32-34]. 

Therefore, it can be summed up that the provision of pedagogical support 

for foreign students of medical specialties in the process of their adaptation 

should also cover the formation of information competence of students, which 

largely determines the effectiveness of this process. 

It should be noted that in the study of particular interest were scientific 

works devoted to the problem of educational interaction and, in particular, the 

provision of pedagogical support to foreign students by teachers and students 

during the organization and implementation of the learning process of these 

applicants in higher education. Within the framework of the mentioned 

I. Semenenco considers it expedient to create a unified system of pedagogical 

support for foreign students, which would ensure the coordination and  control 

of interaction in all divisions of the higher education institution [157; 158]. 

Based on the study of scientific literature, it was concluded that the 

implementation of pedagogical support for foreign students will effectively 

influence the organization and implementation  of the process of their education 

in the educational environment of the university, if it is provided: 

 continuity and systematic implementation of pedagogical support for 

foreigners throughout  the entire period of their higher education; 

 individual approach to the organization and implementation of 

training of future foreign specialists on the basis of taking into account their 

personal interests, the needs of  their personal capabilities and the level of 

training; 

  priority of self-study of students; 

 the demand for the results of their training in practice; 

 providing pedagogical support to future specialists at different levels 

of management: rector's office, dean's office, department, each individual 

teacher and curator. 
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In the context of the problem raised, the theoretical provisions of 

O. Bakalo, formulated by her on the basis of taking into account the 

classification of types of educational environment (dogmatic, career, carefree, 

creative) developed by B. Yasvin. In her scientific work, the author analyzed 

how the environment of a certain type will accordingly affect the development 

of foreign students and their manifestation of dependence on the teacher. 

According to the researcher’s conclusions the dogmatic educational 

environment promotes the passivity of students and their dependence on the 

teacher. Career-oriented environment has a positive impact on the development 

of students’ activity, but at the same time ensures their dependence on the 

teacher. A carefree educational environment activates the free development of 

the student's personality, but at the same time encourages him to show passivity. 

The creative educational environment ensures the free development of the 

student as an active person [9; 220]. 

As O. Bakalo notes, when creating an educational environment for 

foreign students in a domestic university, one should consider what type of 

environment is traditional for teaching immigrants from different countries. For 

example for the citizens of Eastern Asia (China, Mongolia, Vietnam etc.) the 

typical is a dogmatic educational environment. So the author considers it 

reasonable at the beginning of their study to organize the cooperation of a 

dogmatic character (for example to apply explanatory, illustrative and 

reproductive teaching methods involving the translation of ready-made 

information to students with its subsequent reproduction), and only later 

gradually move on to the use of teaching methods that imply a greater degree of 

freedom for students, in particular in the search and processing of new 

information [9, pp. 59, 60]. 

Revealing the features of teaching foreign students in the educational 

environment  of domestic higher education institutions, I. Semenenko considers 

it necessary: 
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 to account for the previously accumulated life experience of 

students; 

 to contribute to the acquisition by them the skills of independent 

work; 

 gradually familiarize future specialists with the content of their 

future professional activities; 

 to be guided by data on the individual mastering of knowledge of the 

subjects of study during the implementation of interdisciplinary coordination of 

disciplines of the general education cycle; 

 to implement a differentiated approach to the organization of the 

learning process of students; 

 to create new educational tools together with language teachers for 

the possibility  of high-quality assimilation by students of the submitted 

information [157, p. 33]. 

I. Semenenko also notes that some foreign students are not sufficiently 

motivated to receive a professional specialty and, as a result, have a low level of 

academic performance [ibid.]. In light of this, O. Bilous proposes to solve this 

problem to provide stimulation of the development of the motivational sphere, 

the interest of foreigners, the formation of new cognitive needs in them [18]. 

One of the ways to solve this problem is the purposeful formation of 

information competence of students, which allows them to select and process 

information within the framework of their own cognitive interests and 

professional needs. In turn, this has a positive effect on the development of 

motivation of future foreign doctors. 

So, it can be summed up that while modeling a comfortable educational 

environment in a higher medical education institution for foreign applicants for 

medical specialties, it is necessary to take into account which countries they 

came from, what sociocultural characteristics are inherent in it as 
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representatives of a certain ethnic group and what features a typical educational 

environments in their homeland possesses. In addition, the educational 

environment should contribute to the establishment of humanistic interpersonal 

relations between all its participants, stimulate them to effectively interact with 

each other, as well as encourage each foreign applicant to develop his own 

professional activity and mobility. 

It should be noted that in the process of forming the information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational 

environment of the university, it is supposed to use both traditional (printed 

textbooks, manuals, collections of scientific articles, medical encyclopedias, 

simulators, fragments of popular science films, etc.) and innovative means of 

information (information and communication technologies, multimedia, etc.). 

Moreover, it is obvious that at the present stage of development of the 

information society it is innovative means of information that are becoming 

widespread. In line with this, it is advisable to characterize in more detail the 

technological component of the educational environment of the medical 

university. 

Thus, revealing the content of this component, L. Ostapenko notes that 

the modern educational process in the domestic higher school cannot be 

imagined without the inclusion of information and communication resources in 

it, as well as without the purposeful development of students' skills and abilities 

to work with these resources. At the same time, in the field of education, it is 

necessary to promptly take into account the changes in all spheres of modern 

life of each person, because any such changes are a signal for the need to carry 

out an appropriate adaptation of the education system [125, c . 14]. 

Some other scholars (C. Dotsenko, I. Kohut, V. Lebedeva, I. Litovka, 

O. Mokroguz, T. Sobchenko etc.) also note that the use of modern technical 

devices and information technologies in the educational environment, that is, 

the informatization of education, encourages significant changes in the 
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organization of the educational process. In particular, the successful formation 

of information competence of students in such an educational environment is 

effectively carried out using multimedia technologies [79; 80; 116; 168; 169]. 

M. Shishkin and M. Popel also state that today in the educational process of a 

higher education institution it is impossible to do without the use of information 

and communication technologies, since they significantly affect the receipt of 

quality education [210, p. 66-67]. 

It should be noted that the regulatory documents in the field of education 

also emphasize the need for the active use of modern computer tools and 

technologies in the educational process. Thus, in 2012, the Presidential Decree 

“On Urgent Measures to Ensure the Functioning and Development of Education 

in Ukraine” was issued, which emphasized the need to: 

 systematic implementation of a set of measures aimed at ensuring the 

constant modernization of the material, technical, educational and 

methodological bases of educational institutions; 

 paying considerable attention to the effective use in the educational 

process of interactive teaching methods, information and, in particular, 

electronic and multimedia teaching aids, the creation of a modern network of 

information support for the learning process of students [146]. 

Also, the Law of Ukraine “On the Concept of the National 

Informatization Program” (ed. 2020) notes that the process and reformation of 

science, education and culture in the country is aimed at “forming and 

developing the intellectual potential of the nation, improving the forms and 

content of the educational process, introducing computer teaching and testing 

methods” [145], which, in turn, allows to improve the quality of higher 

education in accordance with world requirements. At the same time, the main of 

the key tasks of informatization of this area is the creation of a global computer 

network for this. The clear results of informatization of the education area are 

presented in this document: 
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 formation of information culture (computer education) in each 

student; 

 ensuring compliance of the content, methods, forms and means of 

education with the level of world educational standards; 

 reducing the term of training and improving its quality for future 

specialists of all specialties; 

 search for effective ways to integrate educational, scientific and 

industrial activities; 

 the implementation of constantin the perfection of management of all 

levels of education; 

 solving the issue of staffing in all areas of informatization through 

timely training of specialists of the relevant profile; 

 creation of a system of individual continuous training of students 

based on the use of “automated training courses and systems, intelligent 

computer and distance learning technologies” [ibid.]. 

 Clarifying their understanding of the essence of informatization of 

education, scientists consider it, firstly, as a complex of social neoplasms 

associated with the rapid filling of educational systems with information 

technologies and means, and secondly – as a process in the implementation of 

information means in educational institutions that are based on computer 

technology, as well as information products, pedagogical technologies, based on 

these means [42, p. 57]. Therefore, the use of information and computer 

technologies in the educational environment is aimed at achieving the goal of 

informatization of education. In addition, we note that in the period of rapid 

informatization of all social processes, modern students for education, as well as 

pedagogical and scientific-pedagogical workers of higher education institutions 

prefer the widespread use of information and communication technologies and, 

as well as various means of information educational environment. 
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According to L. Chernenko, in the educational process of a modern higher 

education institution and, in particular, in the formation of information 

competence of foreign students, it is advisable to use the following modern 

information sources: 

 information from the Internet; 

 various data banks; 

 electronic textbooks, reference books, dictionaries and didactic 

material; 

 forums for communication; 

 presentations, video materials; 

 electronic textbooks and encyclopedias; 

 multimedia resources; 

 programs that automate knowledge control (tests, questionnaires), 

etc. [207, p. 73-75]. 

The author also emphasizes that teachers, having many opportunities to 

use the above sources of information, themselves must have information 

competence to ensure the effective organization of interaction with students. 

This requires from teacher: 

 mastering modern strategy and tools of organization of work with 

educational information; 

 possession of the fundamentals of work on a personal computer; 

 possession of multimedia information resources and their software; 

 possession of the basics of work on the Internet [ibid.]. 

During the study, the conclusions of scientists (V. Andrievska, 

R Gurevich, M. Kademia, G. Tkachuk, N. Zhyteneva, V. Kukharenko, 

L. Shevchenko, etc.) about the change in the role of the teacher in the 

information and digital society were also taken into account, and as a result – 

the need to outline the new role and functions of teachers in the educational 
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information environment of a higher education institution [6; 45; 58; 116; 168; 

169; 190]. 

It is worth noting that in the work of N. Morgunova the classification of 

information technologies and modern software products that can be effectively 

used in teaching foreign medical students, in particular in teaching the 

Ukrainian language, namely the following: 

 thematic training programs (interactive exercises and diagnostic 

tools); 

 test systems for knowledge control; 

 multimedia lecture demonstrations; 

 electronic textbooks, textual, graphic, illustrative information, 

animation, video and audio materials; 

 computer educational and methodical complexes, etc. [116, p.563]. 

As L. Ostapenko emphasizes, the educational environment of higher 

education institution provides an effective impact on the formation of students' 

competencies, as it provides them with unlimited opportunities to find the 

necessary educational information to perform independent work, prepare for 

seminars, reports, write essays and perform other types of educational activities, 

and therefore – on the formation of students skills to work with the information, 

in particular to search, analyze and evaluate the information. However, this will 

be fully implemented only if the training focuses on an innovative model of 

education, the most important characteristics of which are the student-centered 

focus on the educational process, the most important characteristics of which 

are the student-centered orientation of the educational process, the direction of 

teachers on development of students' creative abilities [125, p.15]. 

According to the scientific conclusions of scientists (A. Zabolotna, 

N. Ilchenko, M. Shishkina, Y. Zaporozhchenko, O. Spirina etc.), the use of 

information and communication technologies in the educational environment of 

a higher education institution opens up wide opportunities for all its subjects to 
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ensure a new quality of education. Among such opportunities the scientists 

separate the following: 

 combination of efficiency and flexibility of the learning process; 

 expanding the possibilities of traditional methods and forms of 

teaching students and creating new, more effective methods and forms of 

implementation of this process; 

 transition from reproductive to creative or advisory activities of 

participants in educational interaction; 

 providing access to all subjects of the educational process to the 

necessary information related to the planning, organization and monitoring of 

the course and results of this process; 

 ensuring active communicative interaction between subjects; 

 effective use of educational and methodical complexes for teaching 

various academic disciplines, in particular in electronic form; 

 access to remote educational resources online, the best samples of 

electronic resources and services; 

 use of virtual laboratories, laboratory complexes of remote access, 

interactive whiteboards, computer and presentation equipment, network 

equipment, cloud computing, virtual and mobile learning [ 60; 209; 211]. 

In the process of carrying out a scientific search, the results of D. Horvat's 

research devoted to the study of the problem of the educational environment of 

a higher education institution as a factor in the formation of general cultural 

competencies of students were also useful. As it is proved by the scientist, 

correctly designed from the pedagogical point of view educational environment 

promotes effective formation of information competence of students. In this 

case the university graduates are able to work purposefully with the information 

in all its forms (oral, written, printed, electronic, etc.), and also have the skills to 
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effectively use their knowledge to receive, process and transmit information 

using information computer technologies [202, p. 18]. 

It is important to note that any knowledge in the field of medicine is not 

static, that is, it is constantly updated and developed, in particular, new methods 

of diagnosis and prevention of treatment appear, which is why the flow of 

medical information is constantly increasing. Therefore, the introduction of 

information and computer technologies into the educational environment of a 

higher medical education institution is a logical and necessary step for the 

successful development of modern medicine and the domestic field of human 

health care.  In view of this, the problem of providing future doctors with ample 

opportunities to integrate into various societies, self-determination in life, active 

position, be competitive in the world labor market  is significantly actualized, 

and this is largely facilitated by ensuring the professional and personal 

development of medical students in the educational environment of the 

university [29]. 

As is known, the development of modern society is characterized by 

growing dynamism, penetration into new levels of knowledge, changes in the 

social structure and the emergence of qualitatively new activities in those areas 

that were previously unknown. Therefore, it is of great importance to form the 

aspirations and ability of future medical professionals to actively identify and 

explore the novelty of the constantly changing world, to invent new original 

strategies for behavior and activity. At the same time, we clarify that in 

educational activities, students reproduce the real process of creating new 

concepts, images, forms by people, while information activity is realized by 

performing certain information actions [197]. 

It is advisable to note that, according to T. Zakusilova, the use of 

information technologies in the process of training students for higher medical 

education involves the implementation of various information actions, in 

particular, the transformation of various kinds of information, archiving a large 
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amount of information, visualizing information and modeling the objects being 

studied, automating computational and search activities. In its turn it promotes: 

 intensification of the educational process; 

 individualization of training of future doctors; 

 optimization of the search for the necessary information; 

 strengthening the control of the assimilation of the material; 

 development of independence, initiative, activity, self-control of 

students in the learning process; 

 development of different types of thinking in them; 

 accelerating the receipt by participants of the educational process of 

the necessary information or statistical data [62, p.148-149]. 

The analysis of scientific literature on the formation of information 

competence of students for higher education testifies to the high efficiency of 

the use of computer technologies in the process of training students, in 

particular for the formation  of information competence  in them [28; 29; 31; 42; 

80; 100; 155; 180; 187; 209]. In turn, the formed information competence of the 

future specialist provides him with the opportunity to be successful in the 

modern information society and reflects the ability of the individual to 

determine his own information needs and search for information both in the 

traditional way and with the help of modern means of information technology 

necessary to realize these needs [139, p. 107]. 

Studying the problem of organizing the information and communicative 

competence of foreign students, A. Prikhodko also found out that it is possible 

to increase the efficiency of this process by using various mobile technologies 

in the learning process of students, as well as acting as effective auxiliary means 

of forming information and communicative competence. not only among 

students, but even among teachers [139, p.107]. 
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It is obvious that the period of forced transition of all higher education 

institutions of Ukraine from March 2020 to a mixed and subsequently distance 

learning format due to the COVID-19 pandemic led to the use of new 

information technologies in the educational environment, increased the need  of 

all its participants to find new approaches to the organization of training, 

fundamental changes in teaching methods, widespread use of online 

technologies, reassessment of the role of the teacher  in education. 

This ensured introduction of fundamentally new requirements for the 

creation of an educational environment in a higher education institution, 

organization of students' educational activities based on the use of modern 

information technologies to fully ensure the formation of professional and 

socially significant competencies in future specialists. The majority of higher 

education institutions, in particular medical education, were able to quickly 

respond to the challenges of today and reorganize the educational process on the 

basis of widespread use of various information technologies [87, p.5]. 

In particular, according to the results of A. Prykhodko's research, the use 

of information and, in particular, mobile technologies in mixed learning of 

foreign students contributes not only to improving the quality of this process, 

but also to the effective formation of information and communicative 

competence among students, and this radically changes (inperfecting) the 

method of its formation in a foreigner. [139, p.107]. I. Zalipska believes that 

during the education of foreign medical students it is necessary to actively use 

computers, video systems, video materials, information board, Internet portals 

and other computer technologies, because this not only improves the quality of 

this process, but also helps to reduce the language barrier of the individual, 

develop its interest and motivation, form its information competence [64,  p. 56-

57]. 

O. Ponomarenko also believes that high-quality training of foreign 

students, in particular language, is impossible without the widespread use of 
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information and telecommunication technologies.  mail, etc. According to the 

results of O. Ponomarenko's research, the use of information technologies in the 

learning process of foreign students provides: 

 successful formation of communicative and informational 

competence in them; 

 active development of students' cognitive skills, skills to 

independently design their knowledge and correctly navigate in the information 

space; 

 development of motivation and increase of cognitive activity of 

foreign students; 

 the ability to focus the teacher's attention on significant points of 

information; 

 motivation to intensive participation in the learning process of the 

student himself, which contributes to increasing the efficiency of perception and 

memorization of educational material [136, p.104-107]. 

Scientists and teachers of domestic medical universities (Y. Ambrosimov, 

M. Vovchenko, M. Voloshyn, M. Dovbysh A. Svitlytsky, A. Chernyavsky, 

M. Shcherbakov, etc.) also defend the scientific position according to which 

modern information and digital technologies (3D graphics, 3D anatomage table, 

3D Organon Anatomy VR software, virtual reality helmet, etc.) during the study 

of special disciplines (for example, human anatomy) have considerable 

advantages comparable to other methods and means of education, since they 

allow students to effectively immerse themselves in the educational process, and 

also contribute to the formation of professional and, in particular, information 

competence in them [31; 161]. 

As noted in the scientific literature, the use of information technologies in 

the educational environment of the medical university, in particular those that 

contribute to the formation of information competence of foreign applicants for 
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medical specialties, has significant advantages compared to many other methods 

and forms of education, because these technologies provide: 

 increasing the amount of useful information with the accumulation 

of standard solutions and generalizing the experience of scientific 

developments; 

 simplification and acceleration of the processes of searching, 

processing, storing, transmitting and presenting educational information by a 

person; 

 the possibility of analyzing by the participants of the educational 

process a large amount of educational information; 

 ensuring the depth, accuracy and quality of solving problems and 

problems; 

 setting a goal and obtaining results that cannot be obtained by other 

means, etc. [42; 83]. 

Thus, implementation of innovative educational technologies in the 

system of medical education is an extremely relevant direction in the 

development of domestic health care. The rapid growth of medical knowledge, 

the need to ensure a high qualification level of medical personnel determine the 

expediency of using modern information technologies in the educational 

process, which make it possible to improve the quality of education, to make the 

process of acquiring knowledge with systematic and highly effective, and also 

contribute to the formation of information competence among applicants for 

higher education. 

Thus, it can be summed up that the educational environment of the 

university, competently developed from a pedagogical point of view, 

contributes to the successful education of foreign students of medical profile 

and, in particular, the formation of their information competence. In particular, 

increasing the level of its formation in future medical workers promotes their 

quicker adaptation in new social-cultural conditions, improving academic 
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success of international students and their readiness to future professional 

activity that requires the manifestation of the ability to work quickly and 

effectively with various amounts of information. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE DIDACTIC SYSTEM OF 

INFORMATION COMPETENCE FORMATION IN INTERNATIONAL 

MEDICAL  STUDENTS IN THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF 

THE UNIVERSITY   

 

4.1 General characteristics of the didactic system of information 

competence formation in international medical students in the educational 

environment of the university 

 

In the process of the scientific search it is revealed that the study of the 

problem of forming information competences didactic system should be 

provided within the frameworks of perception as a holistic didactic system. 

Such an approach allows one to define its essence more clearly, identify the 

main links between the structural components of this system and establish their 

importance for its optimal functioning. It should be noted that the didactic 

system is a subsystem of the pedagogical system, which determines the 

expediency of determining its characteristic features and properties. A 

mandatory requirement for a pedagogical system is the presence in it of 

structural components (elements) that form the unity, as well as a hierarchical 

connection between them, which allows to create a coherent functional structure 

aimed at achieving a well-defined desirable learning goal. Each element of the 

system is the simplest part of it, which is conventionally considered indivisible, 

since it depends on specific tasks. It should be noted that the components of the 

system can act as subsystems, as they can perform their own tasks, goals, 

objectives, methods, forms and means of learning. In view of this, it can be 

stated that the components of the system act as separate systems. The structure 

of any system is defined as an organized set of connections between its 

components, which are considered irrespective of the processes that are in these 
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interconnections [14, с. 27; 177, с. 84-86; 193, с. 312]. Any pedagogical system 

is characterized by a holistic structure, in which the constituent components 

occupy their well-defined place, and the efficiency of functioning depends to 

some extent on the definition of the structural components of this system. 

In order to design the didactic system of formation of information 

competence of students of medical specialties it is necessary to find out and 

analyze the views of scientists on the essence of this system, its structure and to 

clarify the requirements for its development. Since the didactic system is a kind 

of pedagogical one, it is first advisable to characterize the pedagogical system as 

an object of scientific knowledge. In this respect, the scientific achievements of 

Y. Mamontov, who was one of the first scientists who began to use the concept 

of “system” in pedagogy and defined the “pedagogical system” as a logical, 

structured association of pedagogical categories, methods, ideas that reflect 

certain connections and relationships [122, p.133]. The scientist also considered 

that the scientific substantiation of the system involves determining the purpose 

and illumination of the interpretation of pedagogical factors, where the absence 

of at least one of the necessary components will make the pedagogical system 

either incomplete or unfinished, and the mechanical combination of 

heterogeneous parts indicates logical incontinence [123, p.17-18]. 

V. Bespalko defined the concept of “pedagogical system” as a kind of 

system within which different processes of pedagogical character are carried 

out. According to the scientist, the pedagogical system is a holistic, closed 

structure, the activity of which is conditioned by social order [14, p.25]. 

According to the researcher, the following should be attributed to the 

pedagogical system: 

 goals (general and partial); 

 subjects (students, teachers); 

 content; 

 processes (training and education); 
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 material and technical base; 

 technical training tools; 

 organizational forms of pedagogical work [14; 15]. 

According to V. Bespalko, the integrity of the pedagogical system is 

determined by its internal unity, cohesion, qualitative certainty, integrativeness, 

high development results, a certain relativity and existence only under the 

conditions of successful functioning of this formation. Researcher N. Kuzmina 

under the term “pedagogical system” understands a set of interrelated structural 

and functional components that are subordinated to the purpose of education 

and upbringing of personality [107, p.11]. According to the scientist, the 

pedagogical system should be simple and necessarily contain structural and 

functional components. Moreover, any pedagogical system includes the 

following structural components: purpose, content of training (information), 

means of pedagogical communication (forms, methods, teaching aids), subject 

(teacher) and object (students). The presence of these well-defined components 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the creation of a pedagogical system, 

since the absence of at least one of them makes it impossible to build a 

pedagogical system [106, p. 13]. Thus, the researcher attributed to the structural 

components of the pedagogical system its basic characteristics, the totality of 

which distinguishes this particular system as significantly different from other 

systems [107, p. 11]. N. Kuzmina also identified the functional components of 

the system. The author attributed to them such as: gnostic, projecting, 

constructive, communicative and organizational, which determine the 

development and improvement of the pedagogical system, ensure its viability 

and, in particular, the mobility and stability of this formation [106, p. 15 - 18]. 

L. Viktorova defines the pedagogical system as an orderly set of 

interrelated components that form its holistic unity and subordinate to certain 

goals of education and upbringing [32, p. 21]. Exploring the pedagogical 

system, the scientist focuses on its leading property - integrity. Moreover, 
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concerning the structural components of the pedagogical system defined by 

N. Kuzmina, the author considers it as expedient to add another component - the 

result. L. Viktorova also argues that the effectiveness of a particular pedagogical 

system is determined by the level of success of its subjects [32, p. 21]. 

S. Roman believes that the pedagogical system is aimed at a specific 

pedagogical result and is a set of ordered on certain features of related 

components that together form a managed integrity, as well as united by a 

common purpose of functioning [135, p. 5-6]. 

 The scientific achievements of T. Zhizhko applicable to our research, in 

which the pedagogical system is considered as a dynamically functional 

complex of dialectically interconnected components and elements, where they 

should provide optimal conditions for solving the tasks of learning and 

nurturing personality. The scientist notes that the components of a holistic 

pedagogical system are only relevant in their organic unity with other 

components, and no change in at least one of them should be allowed, as this 

may dialectically cause changes in other components (elements) of the system. 

We also share T. Zhizhko's opinion that, when solving a number of educational 

problems, it is important for researchers to maintain systematicity in their 

activities and to take into account the regularities of the functioning of a 

particular pedagogical system [60, p.145]. 

As it is found out, in the scientific literature, the definition of “system” is 

often associated with the concept of “model”, which is the result of the 

modeling process, that is, the study of objects by constructing models as 

hypothetical systems containing interrelated components [208, p.81]. The 

analysis of interpretations by different scientists of the concept of “model” 

allowed us to draw some conclusions, namely: 

 in the broad sense “model” is a system that can be presented and 

materially implemented, reproduced and displayed as an object of study, obtain 

new information about this object [23; 208; 230]; 
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  In the narrow sense, “model” is an image of a certain phenomenon 

with the help of another, which is more studied and understandable [23; 208; 

230]; 

 Models are related to simplified theories that allow one to study the 

different relationships between selected indicators in society; 

  In the role of the model as a simplified replacement of a particular 

object, process, phenomena appropriate schemes, graphs, etc. can be used [23; 

208];  

 The model acts as an instrument or form of knowledge of the 

selected object of study [58; 193; 230]. 

As O. Vyazov emphasizes, the structure of the pedagogical system 

implies the obligatory presence of interconnected components (elements) that 

contribute to ensuring the integrity of the system, as well as its full functioning 

in accordance with the set goals and objectives. Such functional components 

(elements) of the pedagogical system should be the basic links between the 

initial state of its structural elements and the expected end result. But, according 

to the researcher, the content of functional components can change under the 

influence of purposeful pedagogical influence [34; 193]. 

We also share S. Belyaev's opinion that any pedagogical system should be 

rearranged “as a set of objectively scientifically sound structural elements, the 

interaction of which reflects objective pedagogical patterns” [16, p. 32]. As it is 

stated in the study, the set of structural components (elements) of the 

pedagogical system is sufficiently constant in composition, that is, it can have 

only insignificant differences. In particular, the structural components of any 

pedagogical system are, as a rule, the following: 

 goals and objectives, which are to organize appropriate conditions, 

opportunities, influences; subjects of pedagogical process; 

 the content of education, which is regulated by the relevant curricula; 
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 purposeful activities aimed at the realization of a specific goal and 

objectives, means of training and education, providing favorable conditions for 

the implementation of these processes; 

 organizational forms of education and upbringing, methods, 

techniques, various forms and types of communication, as well as the 

connections and relationships between these elements [49; 86; 154; 193]. 

 It should be noted that O. Kovalev identified some other structural 

components of the pedagogical systems, namely: 

 subjects (students as participants of the pedagogical process and 

teachers, who in the process of transition of scientific knowledge make it 

accessible to assimilation; 

 accumulated by humanity knowledge as the subject of this process; 

  a set of semiotic structures for the implementation of coding and 

accumulation relevant content of education; 

 ways of achieving the set goals - means, forms and methods of 

pedagogical interaction; performing by teachers a number of specific functions, 

the main among which is the management of the pedagogical system [88, pp. 

15-16].  

In the dissertation of O. Marchenko, it is stated that the pedagogical 

system may contain some other subsystems such as: 

  social and psychological (people and interrelations between them); 

 organizational and pedagogical (forms of organization of training, 

methods, principles, means, technologies of its implementation); information 

(necessary for the implementation of the educational process); 

 logistical (technical means of training, living conditions of 

participants in the educational process) [125, p. 200]. 
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Significant for our study is the position of V. Proshkin, according to 

which the structure of the pedagogical system contains such components, such 

as: 

 purposeful (purpose, task, result); 

 subject-objective (teachers and students, their interaction in the 

context of the implementation of the research object); 

 content-oriented (forms and methods of implementation of the 

pedagogical process); 

 technological (technology of implementation of different forms and 

methods of pedagogical process) [154, p. 338-339; 169, p. 9-10]. 

The analysis of encyclopedic sources shows that the structure of each 

pedagogical system consists of a set of such interrelated invariant components: 

 educational applicants (persons to be trained and educated); 

  the purpose of education or upbringing (what to learn and educate); 

  the content of education and upbringing (why teach, what qualities 

to educate); 

 pedagogical processes; 

 teachers (or technical training and education); 

 organizational forms of education or upbringing [57, p. 649-650]. 

We emphasize that any pedagogical system has a well-defined purpose 

that aims to achieve a predicted and desired result. Moreover, the study 

identified that today there is no generally accepted definition of the very 

concept of “purpose of the pedagogical system”. Thus, in the scientific and 

pedagogical literature, this concept is interpreted differently, in particular as: 

ideal, desire, end result, specific product of activity, etc. [42; 86; 98; 211]. 

In the context of the problem raised, the opinion of scientists (S. Bader, 

P. Verbitskaya, V. Korbutyak, O. Kustovskaya, etc.) is also correct that the 

purpose of the system should be a kind of cell or core, around which all other 
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system components will be built. After all, the goal is the most important 

semantic factor of the system, which in general makes it possible for its 

successful functioning [ 9; 30; 97; 111]. 

Based on the theoretical analysis of the scientific literature on the outlined 

problem, it is determined that there are different views of scientists on 

determining the location of the goal in the general structure of the pedagogical 

system. In particular, some researchers (S. Bader, V. Bespalko, K. Soroka, 

N. Tkachev, etc.) consider that the goal is the most important component of the 

pedagogical system [9; 14; 15; 86; 193; 196; 214; 215]. 

Other scholars (G. Alexandrov, N. Ivankova, N. Timoshkin, T. Chshiyev, 

B. Dolynsky, etc.), on the contrary, do not refer a purpose (goals) to the 

elements of the structure of the system. Thus, B. Dolinsky notes that the 

purposefulness and expediency of the educational process is determined by the 

joint, subject-subject activity and communication of its participants, and the 

purpose is a reflection of the social order and can be manifested and gain 

significance at different stages of the educational process [53, p. 52]. 

It should be noted that in the scientific literature there are the following 

two main factors for defining the goals of the pedagogical system: 

 social demand, or global goals, which are determined by the request 

and requirements of society for the individual and, in particular, for future 

professionals. These requirements are formulated in the relevant regulatory 

documents; 

 transformed social demand, that is, the goals of the pedagogical 

system, which are implemented by pedagogical processes within it [2; 9; 53]. 

In the light of this, scientists see the existence of interconnection and 

interplay between the goals of the system, and global goals are transformed, 

changed and become refined goals of specific pedagogical systems that reflect 

the demands of society for youth and in general to all its members [2, p.137; 86, 

p. 331]. As the study states, the scientific and pedagogical literature identifies 
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the main features, types and kinds of goals of the pedagogical system. In 

particular, it is determined that the goals of the system can be differentiated: 

1. By timing features: 

 tactical (achievement of the result in a clearly defined and short-term 

period); 

 strategic (the process of achieving the result is prolonged and is 

conditioned by the presence of a specific result according to the set goals); 

 ideals (a goal that cannot be achieved, but which the system 

constantly strives for, realizing tactical and strategic goals) [32; 106; 107; 123].  

2. By methods of implementation: 

 functional (ways of realization of goals are known and tested); 

 the purpose-analogue (the ways of implementation are known, but 

not tested, only the ways of realization of a similar system, similar conditions, 

etc.) are tested; 

 the purpose of development (ways of realization are unknown, the 

goal is fundamentally new, but it defines the implementation of the new system) 

[27; 97; 110]. 

3. By the nature of the organization of the system: 

 subjective (the system for the realization of the goal is created by a 

specific subject); 

 objective (the goal is realized by the objective fact of the system's 

functioning in specific conditions and during its rational management) [86; 42; 

196].  

A thorough study of this problem allowed us to determine the main 

characteristics of the purpose of the pedagogical system, which was taken into 

account by us in the development of the author's didactic system in the outlined 

problem: 
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 each pedagogical system has a specific purpose or set of several 

goals and created to achieve a specific purpose (goals); 

 a set of goals has a defined hierarchy: main, primary and secondary 

goals; 

 the "goal" category is not deterministic and fixed as it may be 

modified, refined and adjusted according to the circumstances; 

 the goals identified are interrelated, dynamic, and affect current 

tasks; 

 all natural systems have objective goals, and artificial systems have 

subjective goals [2; 27, 97, 111; 196]. 

According to scientists (N. Kuzmina, O. Novikov, D. Novikov, etc.), the 

main requirements for defining the goals of the pedagogical system are the 

following: concretization - goals are formulated taking into account the 

objective opportunities for their achievement in the conditions of a specific 

system; differentiation - common goals are distributed as a set of intermediate 

goals of the system, reflecting the course of its step-by-step implementation; 

diagnosis - defined common goals can be refined and adjusted, which is traced 

in the system of formulation of its intermediate goals; optimality - realization of 

well-defined goals according to a rational and controlled algorithm; 

effectiveness - the focus of goals on the comprehensive harmonious 

development of the applicant as a person [106; 107; 141]. 

It should be noted that the analysis of the scientific and pedagogical 

literature made it possible to distinguish the classification of varieties of 

pedagogical systems, which differ in certain features and characteristics. In 

particular, the following types of systems are distinguished: 

1. by the specifics and the possibility of its restructuring on the basis of 

taking into account the objective laws of social development: 
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 natural (systems of inanimate (physical, chemical) and living 

(biological) nature); 

 artificially created, anthropogenic (created by man to meet his needs, 

covering technical (technical, economic) and social (public) systems) [46; 73; 

114; 148; 179; 186; 193]. 

2. by purpose and management system: 

 production; 

 servicing; 

 management [46; 177; 193; 214; 215; 224]. 

3. by the nature of the interaction with the environment: 

 open (sensitive to external manifestations through close interaction 

with the external environment);  

 closed, isolated (do not interact with the external environment or 

interaction occurs in a limited range, when there is a well-defined algorithm and 

there is an established, unchanged nature of the influence of the environment on 

the functioning of the system); 

 combined, relatively separated (these systems include both open and 

closed subsystems, as well as the separation of structural components of 

subsystems) [14; 161; 193]. 

1. by the nature of the connections and the behavior of the components: 

 deterministic (there is a clearly defined nature of the links between 

the elements of the system); 

 stochastic, probabilistic (the probabilistic nature of the behavior of 

the pedagogical system is observed) [ 14; 15; 86; 161; 169; 213]. 

2.  for the performance and implementation of functions:  

 specialized (have only one purpose);  

 multifunctional (perform several different functions); 
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 universal (provide a variety of functions for the implementation of a 

wide range of system tasks) [14; 161; 193; 213]. 

Describing different classifications of pedagogical systems, V. Proshkin 

argues that pedagogical systems should be considered at three levels, namely 

the following: 

 macro level (state education system, regional education systems, 

public education system); 

 mezzo level (activities of educational institutions, children's 

organizations, public institutes of pedagogical direction); 

 micro-level (pedagogical systems that implement specific tasks and 

have narrow functions, author's pedagogical systems, etc.) [169, p. 10]. 

In the process of studying the basic characteristics of pedagogical 

systems, it is also established that they are divided into the following types: 

simple and complex. Simple pedagogical systems are those in which it is 

impossible to distinguish hierarchical levels and to establish relationships 

between them, to determine a clear number of elements that are in certain 

connections both within the system and with the environment. In view of this, 

elements of a simple system implement only the simplest functions [4; 154; 

158; 174; 193]. For complex systems, they are characterized by heterogeneity, 

structural diversity, since they contain sufficient or large number of elements 

that are in the internal connections. And each of them can be an independent 

and autonomous system with its own subsystems and perform one complex or 

several functions at once. It should be noted that it is difficult to study such 

systems, since the nature of the development of such a system is uncertain. In 

turn, this requires the joint involvement of scientific research in various 

scientific fields, the use of various scientific theories and models [154; 158; 

174; 193]. 

The theoretical statements of scientists (G. Alexandrov, N. Ivankov, 

N. Timoshkin, T. Tshieva, etc.) on the properties by which pedagogical systems 
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can be defined as large, complex, organic, purposeful, social, dynamic, 

probabilistic and open are also also in the study. Among these properties are the 

following: 

  inability to fully formalize the management object; 

 instability of the structure and functioning of this object; 

 multicriteria of management, lack of unambiguous and clear 

definition of the criteria for the efficiency of the system and the expediency of 

their election; 

 presence in the pedagogical system of people who have considerable 

freedom of action within its functioning [154, p. 138; 193, p. 316]. 

In view of the above and guided by the above theoretical provisions, it 

can be summarized that any pedagogical system can be attributed to a number 

of complex, artificially created, open, probabilistic systems, each of which 

represents a set of hierarchically related components. According to the study, 

the didactic system as a subsystem of the pedagogical system is inherent in all 

the above features. At the same time, it should be noted that the didactic system 

has its own specificity, which necessitates a clear definition of the essence of 

this concept. 

Thus, according to I. Podlasy's findings, this system is a certain holistic 

formation that has the internal integrity of structures, which is ensured by the 

unity of goals, objectives, principles, content, methods and forms of learning 

[158, p. 301, 302]. I. Soloshich defines the didactic system as a didactic-verified 

set of interconnected blocks (components) that reflect the sequence of 

organization and implementation of purposeful didactic influences to ensure its 

effective functioning and achieve the intended result, taking into account the 

possibility of creating favorable conditions for this process [195, p. 224]. 

I. Osadchenko under the didactic system understands the set of didactic 

components (content, principles, forms, methods, teaching aids, etc.), 
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“functionality of which depends on general paradigm (defined by historical 

circumstances and social needs) requirements” [147, p. 39]. 

Taking into account the above views of scientists, it is concluded that 

within the study of the problem the didactic system of formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the educational 

environment of the university refers to the whole set of blocks-components, the 

consistent implementation of which ensures the formation of the competence in 

the future. During the design of this system, the scientific achievements of 

various researchers were considered. 

Thus, in this respect, the model of formation of information competence 

of future translators for the agricultural industry developed by R. Tarasenko 

aroused considerable interest. This model is aimed at systematizing the process 

of professional training of future translators in order to meet the needs of society 

to train qualified specialists with a high level of information competence [208, 

p. 82]. In particular, this model reflects the purpose, content, methods, means, 

forms, principles, stages, implementation of the process and combines the 

following six blocks: targetive, strategic and regulatory, theoretical and 

methodological, organizational and content-oriented, diagnostic and resultative 

[208, p. 83]. 

The targetive block of the model reflects the purpose and objectives of 

forming the information competence of future translators. Strategic and 

regulatory ensures the coherence of the process of forming the information 

competence of future translators with international and national educational 

programs and standards in the context of compliance with the needs of 

employers and the students themselves. The theoretical and methodological 

block of this model reflects the selected basic approaches and principles that 

underlie the formation of information competence of future translators. The 

organizational and content-oriented block of the model regulates the meaningful 

filling of the process of formation of information competence of the students at 
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all stages of their training, determines the forms and means of training in 

accordance with the determined content of education. The diagnostic unit 

involves assessing the achievements of students to form their information 

competence in accordance with the tasks set based on the use of certain methods 

and diagnostic methods, selected criteria and indicators. The resultative block 

reflects the expected result of the process, which describes the developed model, 

namely - the formation of information competence of future translators for the 

agricultural sector [208, p. 83-85]. 

The didactic system of teaching foreign languages of students of 

philological specialties with the use of technological innovations developed by 

O. Osova in the course of the research was useful. This system contains five 

components: targetive, organizational and motivational, content-oriented, 

procedural, resultatative-evaluative. According to the author, the key role in this 

system is played by the procedural component, which is aimed at the 

introduction of technological innovations, tools, methods, forms of learning, 

search for new educational paradigms, principles, approaches of organizing the 

educational environment of students [149, p. 256-260]. 

The theoretical ideas of I. Volodko, who developed a model of formation 

of information and communication competence of specialists of physical 

education and sports in professional activity, also attracted our attention. This 

model combines the following blocks: targetive, theoretical and methodological, 

content-oriented, organizational and technological, resultative-evaluative [33, 

p.56-57]. 

In the process of scientific search, the model of formation of information 

competence of students of technical higher education, developed by L. Dobrova, 

was also taken into account. This model includes the following components: 

 targetive (determining social demand of society); 

 purpose (formation of information competence of students of 

technical university); 
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 tasks (ensuring pedagogical conditions of formation of information 

competence of students of technical university); content (content of education); 

 functional (realization of the process through the implementation of 

design, organization, motivation, control, communication); 

 evaluation (determination and identification of levels of formation of 

the specified competence) [50; 51]. 

The model of formation of information and communicative competence 

of future family doctors developed by K. Ordu was also used in the study. This 

model reflects: the purpose, stages, pedagogical conditions, forms, methods and 

means of their implementation, components, criteria and the end result of the 

process and consists of the following components: motivational, cognitive, 

activity-oriented, personality-oriented [146]. Let's look at them in more detail. 

The motivational component occupies in the structure of formation of 

information and communication competence of future family doctors the 

leading place, since it is precisely the formation of motives to be a family doctor 

determines the effective implementation of their future professional activity. 

According to I. Humenna, it is the motivation of the students that makes it 

possible to justify the need for training for the effective implementation of 

professional medical activity, which implies a positive attitude to the 

implementation of information and communication activities [47, p.102]. In 

view of this, maintaining a high level of motivation will help students to 

become aware of information competence for the effectiveness of professional 

medical activity. 

The cognitive component involves providing students with knowledge, 

methods, means, strategies of information competence, which promotes 

successful professional activity in professional conditions. The activity-oriented 

component is aimed at the formation of skills, the ability to use future 

physicians information resources, information and communication technologies 

used in medicine. The personality-oriented component is related to the 
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formation of the totality of personal qualities of the future doctor, which will 

affect the effectiveness of the activity in the specialty [47; 146]. 

In the process of scientific search, the system of formation of information 

competence of future elementary school teachers designed by O. Drokina was 

also analyzed. This system contains a set of relevant components that form the 

structure of the pedagogical system, determine its development and 

improvement. In particular, this system is implemented through the close 

interaction of the following structural components: 

 methodological and targetive (purpose, methodological approaches, 

principles of implementation of the process of formation of information 

competence, function); 

 content-technological (components of information competence, 

stages, technological measures, content of education, independent work, forms 

and methods of formation of information competence of students); 

 control and resultative (mechanism of pedagogical diagnostics of the 

process of formation of information competence of future teachers) [55, p. 3]. 

The pedagogical system of forming the educational environment in the 

aviation higher education institution, developed by O. Marchenko, was also 

useful. This system is a holistic entity that consists of the following interrelated 

components (subsystems): purposeful, theoretical, substantive, technological 

and analytical-resultative. As it is proved by the researcher, the introduction and 

implementation of the pedagogical system made it possible to improve, first of 

all, the state of formation of the educational environment of the institution of 

higher education, to improve the quality of professional training of specialists, 

to increase the indicators of educational activity [125, p. 228-237]. 

Lately training of students has taken place mainly in a mixed format, 

considerable interest in the study was aroused by T. Sobchenko developed and 

introduced into the educational process of the university didactic system of 
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blended education of students of philological specialties in higher education 

institutions. This system includes the following blocks: 

 conceptual target (purpose, tasks, scientific and methodological 

approaches, functions of the system, principles of realization of mixed learning 

of students of philological specialties); 

 content-technological (structural components of educational 

achievements of students, stages and organizational and didactic conditions of 

realization of their blended learning, corresponding didactic tools: models, 

methods, forms, means of training); 

 diagnostic-resultative (criteria, indicators, levels, methods of 

diagnostics and diagnostic methods, as well as the expected result of 

implementation of the system) [193, p. 312-329]. 

In the context of the raised problem of research it is also worth noting the 

model of methodical system of practical and technical training of future teachers 

of informatics developed by G. Tkachuk in the conditions of blended learning, 

which contains the purpose, content, methods, means, organizational forms. 

This model consists of targetive, content-oriented, operational and activity-

oriented, control-regulatory and evaluation-resultative components, which 

determines the expected level of formation and technical competences of 

students [218, p.187-191]. 

As our problem of research is related to the education of foreign students, 

O. Bilyk proposed a structural and functional system of social and pedagogical 

support for the socialization of foreign students in the educational and cultural 

environment of higher education institutions in Ukraine. This system includes 

the following interrelated components: 

 subject-object (subjects and objects); 

 conceptual and targetive (purpose, methodological approaches, 

principles, regulatory framework, conditions, factors); 
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 environmental (structure of educational and cultural environment of 

higher education institution); 

 content-technological (content, directions, stages, forms, methods of 

work); 

 resultative (criteria, indicators and levels of formation of sociality of 

foreign students) [18, p. 295]. 

As it was found out in the dissertation research of V. Sviridyuk the 

following structural components of the model of formation of information and 

communication competence of masters of nursing on the basis of technological 

approach are highlighted: motivational-targetive, cognitive, operational and 

activity-oriented and control-resultative [178, p. 114]. 

It is advisable to note that in the scientific works of S. Belyaev, 

O. Vyazova, T. Sobchenko, A. Tkachov the basic functions of the didactic 

system are distinguished, namely: 

 intersocial (formation of such qualities and properties in the 

applicants of education that will contribute to the use of the potential of each 

personality to solve the global problems of humanity; 

 social (preparation of young people for full-fledged life in modern 

society); 

 systemic (combination of theoretical and practical knowledge of the 

subjects of learning, substantive and procedural aspects of the educational 

process through the interpenetration and interconnection of all components of 

the system); 

 prognostic (strategy of further development of the system, its 

interaction with external environmental factors, with general socio-economic 

conditions of social development); 
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 research (definition of educational and cognitive needs of subjects of 

educational activity and study of factors of optimization of functional-structural 

system); 

 informational (broadcasting to the subjects of pedagogical 

interaction of necessary knowledge and creation of appropriate educational 

content); 

 methodical (creation of appropriate methodological support of the 

educational process, which contributes to improving its efficiency); 

 technological (active use in the process of implementation of the 

developed system of modern educational technologies); 

 motivational (providing stimulation and motivation of educational 

and cognitive activity on the basis of consideration of needs, motives, attitudes, 

interests of higher education applicants); 

 management (principles of management of the developed system) 

[16; 34; 193; 213]. 

As it is stated, N. Zhitenova distinguished several other functions of the 

specified system within the intensification of the educational process, such as: 

 increasing the information saturation of the educational process; 

 compression of educational material; 

 adequacy of presentation of educational material in accordance with 

the psychophysiological characteristics of students; 

 reduction of low-efficiency phases of the educational process; 

 rational organization of educational and cognitive activity of students 

[61, p. 188-189; 193, p. 325]. 

The main functions of the model of formation of information competence 

of educational recipients were also revealed by A. Drokina: 

 information retrieval (consists in the formation and activation of 

students' ability to navigate a wide flow of information, find the necessary 
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information and distinguish it, evaluate the reliability and significance of new 

information); 

 information and methodological (involves the implementation of 

critical analysis and synthesis of information, evaluation of teaching staff, 

network resources, services, technologies that ensure the success of professional 

activity); 

 developmental (aimed at the development of future professionals of 

professional thinking, ability to reflect, abilities and qualities that are connected 

with the perception, comprehension and translation of professionally important 

information, stimulating the development of interest in the implementation of 

activities in the information sphere) [55, p. 82-83]. 

In the context of the problem of research, it is also advisable to identify 

the main functions of information competence as a personal phenomenon. In 

this regard, S. Trishyna and A. Khutorsky distinguishes the following functions: 

 cognitive (epistemological) - systematization of knowledge and 

directing of man to the knowledge of the world and self-knowledge; 

 communicative - interaction with different media, in particular with 

intelligent and automated training programs, telecommunications, hypermedia 

systems; 

 adaptive - adaptation of a person to rapidly changing conditions of 

life and requests of the information society; 

 normative - conformity of the set of generally accepted norms and 

requirements of society, professional activity; 

 evaluative (informative) - formation and activation of human skills 

to navigate a wide flow of information, analyze and filter it, evaluating the 

significance of different data; 

 developmental - involves the integration of all identified functions 

and ensuring the development of personality [55; 220]. 
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It should be noted that the above ideas of scientists became the theoretical 

basis for the development and scientific substantiation of the author's didactic 

system of formation of information competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties in the educational environment of the university. As defined, this 

system consists of the following units: 

1. Predictive and targetive (contains the purpose and objectives of the 

system). 

2. Conceptual and methodological (reflects the concept of research, 

defines scientific and methodological approaches of research, reflects the 

properties, functions and principles of formation of information competence of 

students of medical specialties). 

3. Theoretical and content-oriented (identifies structural components 

and reveals the content of information competence of foreign students of  

medical specialties). 

4. Activity-oriented and procedural (defines the stages of formation of 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties, pedagogical 

conditions, methods, forms, means of successful implementation of this process. 

5. Resultative and evaluative (highlights the criterion-diagnostic base 

of the research: criteria and indicators, levels of formation of information 

competence of foreign medical students diagnostics techniques), as well as the 

expected result of implementation of the developed system). 

The author's didactic system of formation of information competence of 

foreign students of medical specialties in the educational environment of the 

university is created as a coherent unity and adequately reflects the 

implementation of this process. 

 The system is presented in Fig. 4.1 
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Figure 4.1 The didactic system of information competence formation in 

international medical students in the educational environment of the University 
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4.2 Characteristics of structural units of the didactic system of 

formation of information competence of international medical students in 

the educational environment of the university 

 

 4.2.1 Predictive and targetive unit 

 

The predictive and targetive unit of the didactic system of information 

competence formation in international medical students in the educational 

environment of the university involves determining the priorities of social 

demand in this field of education, formulating a clear purpose (goals) as a 

design of the desired result and the main tasks of the system implementation. In 

the light of this, it should be emphasized that the process of further development 

of the information society is going in faster paste. Therefore, information 

becomes a sought-after and most important resource for the professional 

development of specialists of all specialties in higher education institutions, in 

particular in the field of medical education. As it is found out, up-to-date 

modernization of education of this profile involves: 

 increasing the amount of medical knowledge and their constant 

updating; 

 development of innovative learning technologies and active 

implementation of them into practice; 

 ensuring academic mobility of students [185, p. 130]. 

It should be noted that the reforms taking place in the field of higher 

education reflect the integration of Ukraine into the European space and are 

aimed at creating optimal conditions for the formation of a competent and 

highly qualified specialist in all industries. It is obvious that the use of modern 

information technologies in the preparation of future physicians, regardless of 

their specialization, is justified, since the degree of their professionalism and 

competence depends on the health and well-being of the nation. 
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In turn, the requirements for the need to develop the information 

competence of students and, in particular, higher medical education, are 

formulated in many regulatory documents on which the standard of higher 

education is based. Among these documents are the following: 

  the Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education” [162]; 

  Law of Ukraine “On Education” [166]; 

 National Classifier of Ukraine: Classifier of Occupations DK 003: 

2010 [87]; 

 National Qualifications Framework, 2011 [163];  

 List of branches of knowledge and specialties for which higher 

education applicants are trained 2015 [164]; 

 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of December 28, 

2020 No. 1337 “Regulations on the organization of the educational process in 

health care institutions with the participation of scientific and pedagogical 

workers of higher education institutions providing training of higher education 

applicants in the field of health care” [165]; 

 Ordinance of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of February 29, 

2019 No. 95-p. “Strategy for the Development of Medical Education in 

Ukraine” [207]; 

 Guidelines for the development of higher education standards. 

Approved by the Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine 

dated 01.06.2017 №600 (in the wording of the order of the Ministry of 

Education and Science of Ukraine dated 30.04.2020 №584 [128]; 

 Standard of Higher Education of the second (master's) level, the field 

of knowledge 22 Health care, specialty 222 Medicine [202]. 

In particular, in the Law of Ukraine Education policy is formed and 

implemented on the basis of scientific research, international commitments, 

domestic and foreign experience, taking into account forecasts, statistics and 
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development indicators in order to meet the needs of human and society [166]. 

This document also states that information and communication competence is 

one of the key competencies that is to be formed. Modern concept of higher 

education in Ukraine is based on a competence-oriented approach, which brings 

the national higher school closer to European and world standards [167, p. 2]. In 

the light of this, the idea of the urgent need to form information competence as a 

component of the professional competence of future professionals, including 

medical profile, is contained in many modern scientific sources. In particular, 

O. Silkova and N. Lobach point out that it is difficult for specialists in the 

medical field to remain competent in the application of innovative information 

technologies in their professional activity. Therefore, there is an urgent need to 

create a modern educational environment in higher medical education 

institutions, which will contribute to active formation of information and digital 

competence of students. This involves paying special attention to ensuring their 

mastery of the following skills: 

 confident use information technologies to collect, store, process, 

transmit information not only in professional (business) but also in private 

communication; 

 independent mastering and effective using computer programs for 

various purposes (general and special programs intended for use in the field of 

treatment of people and their health); 

 prompt search for the necessary medical information. 

Therefore, a modern graduate of a higher medical education institution 

should be ready for the effective application of the acquired theoretical and 

practical knowledge in their professional activity, demonstrate their competence 

and responsibility, possession of the chosen specialty, ability to navigate in 

related fields of activity, to carry out constant professional growth, to provide 

professional mobility. At the same time, one of the required components of the 

professional competence of a medical worker is the formation of information 
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competence. As the acting Director General of the Directorate of Education, 

Science and Personnel of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine N. Martynov 

emphasizes: “The health of our citizens depends on the quality of medical 

education tomorrow, so a competent specialist is a key subject in providing 

quality medical care” [167]. At the same time, the importance of forming the 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the 

educational environment of the university is conditioned by the request of 

employers and modern society in general for  training qualified specialists in the 

field of medicine, who should be well aware of modern information 

technologies. 

It should be noted that the development of the didactic system of 

formation of information competence of international medical students in the 

educational environment of the university involves determining the purpose 

(goals) of this process. Let us clarify that within the framework of the study we 

see some differences between the concepts of “purpose” and “goals”. Thus, in 

the reference and scientific-pedagogical literature, the purpose is interpreted as: 

 the ideal subject of the conscious or unconscious desire of the 

subject, the end result to which this process is directed [3; 69; 232]; 

 ideal model, imaginary prediction of the result of the activity of an 

individual, group of people or society in general [3; 36; 39; 86; 215]; 

 subjective image of the desired result of the expected activity or 

action [170, p.159]; 

 conscious prediction of the expected result of the activity, which 

leads to the search for the means and ways to achieve it [223, p. 371]; 

  a conscious image of the expected result to which the action is 

directed [72, p. 50]; 

 the chosen goal, what someone wants, what they want to achieve 

[189, p. 683]. 
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 prediction of the result in mind [39; 86; 203]. 

Therefore, it can be stated that the concepts of “purpose” and “goal” are 

often perceived by scientists as synonymous. However, within the framework of 

the study, we believe that the concept of “purpose” is more global, because it 

reflects the end result of a particular activity, and therefore the purpose takes a 

long time to realize it. 

Perceiving the purpose as a system-forming component of the didactic 

system, we consider it advisable to distinguish the following main 

characteristics: 

 specificity (the purpose should be formulated clearly and 

unambiguously [121, p. 23]; 

 diagnostics (provides an accurate description of ways to achieve the 

goal and manifestations of the planned result) [121, pp. 136-137]; 

 versatility - realization of the purpose, regardless of the existing 

conditions and for any subjects of the educational process [83, p. 23]; 

 hierarchy (the realization of the goal is carried out according to the 

level of significance and scale of the posed pedagogical problem at different 

levels of its solution: from meeting the needs of the individual to the social 

demand of society [86; 121; 152]. 

Researchers (O. Nazarova, A. Tkachov, T. Sheblykina) state that the time 

of a clear definition of the purpose of realization of any didactic system must be 

adhered to the appropriate algorithm and logic of thinking. In particular, the 

purpose should be: 

 clear, real, feasible, but not too easy for participants in the 

educational process; 

 to exist only in writing; 

 specify the end result and the time of reaching it; 
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 point to a quantitative result, as it is necessary to prove the fact that 

the goal is reached; 

 determine and maximize all available resources for its 

implementation; 

 outline the functional responsibilities of all performers, minimize the 

possibility of double responsibility for the result of joint work; 

 to be in demand, to meet the requests of the performers, to take into 

account their interests; 

 to be humanistic in nature, preventing conflict situations and, if 

necessary, constructively resolving them; 

 to provide optimal amount of time and resources; 

 to provide clear principles and methods of scientific organization of 

labor [137; 193; 213; 232]. 

Therefore, the process of forming the information competence of 

international medical specialties in the university's educational environment 

involves a clear definition of the purpose as a prediction of the ideal result. 

The well-known researcher B. Bloom’s studies were also extremely 

useful, according to which educational goals should be formulated and 

implemented at different levels: knowledge, understanding, application, 

analysis, synthesis and evaluation. In the light of this, the hierarchy of different 

educational goals that consistently fit into the following chains should be clearly 

defined: know ↔ understand ↔ interpret ↔ transform ↔ predict ↔ repeat ↔ 

express ↔ analyze ↔ highlight basic thought ↔ find errors in the logic of 

reasoning ↔ determine the significance of the facts ↔ to synthesize knowledge 

to transfer to different fields of knowledge ↔ to design a work plan ↔to 

replace incorrect statement in the text or conversation with correct one ↔ to 

eliminate errors in time ↔ evaluate the logic of reasoning, conformity of 

conclusions and available data ↔ summarize ↔ express consent or 
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disagreement ↔ apply concepts in new situations ↔ use theory in specific 

practical situations ↔ demonstrate correct fulfillment of a certain procedure 

[193, 331-332; 232, p. 228; 235, p. 14]. 

In view of the above considerations, it is concluded that the main purpose 

of the didactic system of formation of information competence of international 

medical students in the educational environment of the university is to ensure its 

formation in future medical professionals. This purpose involves its 

specification in a number of relevant tasks. 

Let us clarify that the tasks reflect the realization of the purpose of 

students' learning activities in certain conditions and require the use of optimal 

learning tools for their achievement [193; 232]. As defined in the study, the 

stated purpose of the pedagogical system of formation of information 

competence of foreign medical students in the educational environment of the 

university is specified in the following tasks: 

 stimulation of motivation of students for mastering information 

competence; 

 developing their sustainable interest and need to work with 

information; 

 formation of students' knowledge and skills to work properly with 

information of various kinds in formulating current goals in the learning process 

and their successful achievement; 

 encouraging future physicians to master the values related to 

information competence; 

 formation of personal qualities that are part of the information 

competence of the person in the students-foreigners; 

 diagnosing the results obtained and comparing them with the 

planned result, if necessary, making the necessary correction in the 

implementation of the process. 
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Thus, the predictive-targetive block of the author's didactic system 

reflects a certain social demand for training highly qualified medical 

professionals who have a high level of information competence. It is to provide 

the unity of the purpose of the designated didactic system and the corresponding 

tasks. It should be noted that the characterized block, playing a leading role in 

the further development of the didactic system of formation of information 

competence of foreign medical students, largely determines the content of the 

components of its other blocks. 

 

4.2.2 Conceptual and methodological unit 

 

Conceptual and motivational unit of the didactic system of formation of 

information competence of students of medical specialties is based primarily on 

the conceptual statements of the research, which are given in the previous 

sections of the scientific work. As defined in the process of scientific research, 

the methodological basis for the formation of information competence of 

medical students in the educational environment of the university a set of 

methodological approaches are selected: 

 system-synergistic (involves taking into account the existing 

relationships and regular relationships between the structural components of the 

system of formation of information competence of students, in particular, each 

student as an open living system, as being in a state of active self-development); 

 competence-oriented (mobilizes participants in the educational 

process to master information competence); 

 personality and activity-oriented (emphasizes that the formation of 

information competence occurs in the process of active conscious educational 

activity of medical students as autonomous subjects and unique personalities); 
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 hermeneutic (provides the ability of students to adequately interpret 

and interpret various author's texts in the broad sense of the term, taking into 

account their spatio-temporal limitation); 

 contextual (requires professional training of future physicians 

through the systematic use of professional context, gradual saturation of the 

educational process with elements of professional activity); 

 culture-based (manifested in the consideration of the problem under 

study through the prism of different cultures, each of which is a specific 

structure and corresponding systemic characteristics); 

  axiological (encourages students to realize the self-worth of each 

individual and the importance of information competence in its self-realization). 

As defined in the study, the designed didactic system of formation of 

information competence of foreign students  of medical specialties performs a 

number of such important functions: motivational, adaptive, normative, value-

oriented, informational, educational, prognostic, methodical, communicative, 

technological, interactive. Let's look at them in more detail. 

1. Motivational. The driving factor for the activity of the individual, 

which encourages him to perform certain activities, to master it, to achieve the 

desired results, is the motive. Therefore, the motivational function of the 

didactic system is aimed at forming in international medical students the 

respective needs, motives, interests, values, which provide them with awareness 

of their personal importance of information competence and encourage them to 

master it. 

2. Adaptive. The essence of this function of this system is that it 

provides for the adaptation of students to a new type of information educational 

environment and involves preparing them for life in accordance with the 

challenges of the information-digital society. 

3. Regulatory. Provides orientation of participants in the educational 

process to the need to acquire knowledge, skills, competences, including 
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information related to the work with information, defined in the legal 

documents, in particular in the strategy of development of medical education in 

Ukraine, standards of higher and professional higher education, as well as 

recommendations of the World Federation of Medical Education. Formation of 

information competence in students is manifested in the readiness and ability to 

use the acquired normatively defined knowledge, skills and skills in solving 

practical problems in the respective spheres of life, which satisfies the personal 

and social needs of medical students. 

4. Value-oriented. This function is intended to identify socially 

significant values that should be internalized by foreign medical students and to 

generate a strong interest and need for information. 

5.  Informative. The essence of the information function of the 

pedagogical system is to form a stable interest and the need to work with 

information, its exchange. The information function allows you to find out the 

effectiveness of the educational process, get information about the status of the 

object and provide productive feedback. 

6. Educational. This function of the system is related to providing 

students with the ability to formulate and achieve current goals in the course of 

all learning, to obtain the necessary prompt information about the state of this 

process and its results in order to analyze and determine the plan of further 

actions. 

7.  Prognostic. This function is intended to determine the strategies for 

the development of the didactic system to make reasonable assumptions about 

possible changes in the state of the object, to achieve a specific goal, to predict 

the personal professional development of each student and the level of his or her 

academic achievement. 

8. Methodical. The essence of the methodical function is manifested in 

the definition and implementation of the necessary educational and 

methodological support for the implementation of the didactic system of 
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formation of information competence of foreign medical specialists and 

involves the organization of an appropriate educational environment. 

9. Communicative. This function of the system is connected with the 

organization of effective communication between all participants of the 

educational process, contact interaction with people, with the professional 

environment, establishment of emotional contact with communication partners, 

ability to develop and maintain such interaction. 

10.  Technological. This function of the system involves taking into 

account the possibilities of modern educational information-communicative and 

digital technologies and their active use in the process of learning in the 

educational environment, as well as ensuring students' readiness for the further 

use of these technologies in professional activity. 

11.  Interactive. The essence of the interactive function is to provide a 

high level of interactive interaction for all subjects of the educational process, 

the systematic use of modern information and digital technologies and various 

interactive teaching methods in the created information and educational 

environment of the university. 

12.  Control and correction. This function of the system involves the 

involvement of foreign students in the self-diagnosis of information 

competence, as well as the necessary and timely changes in this process. 

Let us clarify that all defined and characterized functions of the 

pedagogical system of formation of information competence of foreign medical 

students  are closely connected and fully consistent with each other. The 

conducted scientific search gives grounds to claim that the realization of the 

purpose, namely - ensuring the formation of information competence of foreign 

students of medical specialties, it is important to consider the properties of 

information competence as a personal phenomenon, such as: dualism, relativity, 

multifunctionality, selectivity, cumulativeness, self-organization. 
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Let's look at them in more detail. With regard to the first definite property 

- dualism, it should be noted that it is the presence of objective (external) and 

subjective (internal) self-assessment of the formation of one's own information 

competence by the individual, that is, involves the implementation of an 

assessment procedure on both sides. As it is known, knowledge and knowledge 

bases are quickly obsolete today, so it is advisable to use them in a certain 

conditional period of time. This property is distinguished as relativity. The 

essence of the next property of information competence - structuredness - is that 

each person has his own knowledge bases, which are structured in their own 

way. Selectiveness indicates that not all the information received by the subject 

is transformed into his knowledge. However, the acquired knowledge tends to 

accumulate, over time they become wider, more thorough, more complete, 

which is reflected in such a property as cumulativeness. Self-organization is 

manifested as a process of involuntary emergence in unbalanced systems of new 

structures of knowledge bases. With regard to multifunctionality, this property 

of information competence implies the presence of various subject-specific 

knowledge bases [22; 64; 65; 69; 120; 214; 215; 227]. 

As noted in the scientific literature, the implementation of each system, 

regardless of its type and components, implies adherence to certain principles of 

learning, both general and specific. Let us clarify that the principles (from Latin. 

Principium - the beginning, the basis) of learning derive from the objective 

pedagogical laws and laws of learning and are determined by the goals and 

objectives of this process and are “the basic starting points of any scientific 

system, theory, ideological direction, etc” [6; 86; 143; 171; 193; 221]. 

According to the views of M. Bondarev and A. Trach, the principles of teaching 

are understood as the normative provisions that should be used in the 

educational process. After all, they make it possible to successfully resolve the 

question of what content of education to select and what materials and 

techniques to use in mixed learning of students [21, p.43]. 
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In determining the principles of forming the information competence of 

foreign medical education students, we relied on the findings of scientists who 

have explored various aspects of the problem outlined for our research. Thus,  

A. Tkachov defined the following principles of formation of key competences 

of the subjects of learning: 

  the principle of scientific (ensuring the conformity of the 

educational process with the organization and content of the latest scientific 

achievement); 

  the principle of taking into account age and individual 

characteristics (formation of key competences based on high individual abilities 

of students); 

 the principle of practical orientation of training (involvement of 

capable students in different types of pedagogically expedient active educational 

and cognitive activity, shifting the emphasis in the educational process to 

increase the amount of information intended for learning, to form the ability of 

the students to independently obtain, process and use it in practice); 

 the principle of differentiation of learning (differentiated realization 

of training on different grounds); 

 the principle of optimal combination of pedagogical leadership with 

the initiative and amateur activity of students (gradual change of roles of teacher 

and students); 

  the principle of ensuring objective diagnosis of educational 

achievements (requires the use of not traditional subject matter, but complex 

criteria, which allow to determine the level of formation of key competences of 

students) [213, p. 325-326]. 

The conclusions of N. Zhuravleva and L. Shkerina on the definition of the 

following basic principles of formation of key competences in the applicants of 

education were also used: 
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 expediency (the formation of key competences in the personality 

should not be detrimental to its major training ); 

 consistency (mastering these competences by the students involves 

the consistent mastery of each competence component according to its 

composition); 

 continuity (formation of key competences should occur throughout 

the life of students in the educational establishment); 

 integrativeness (ensuring the mastery of key competences by the 

subjects of training should include the allocation of existing integrative links 

between these competences); 

 awareness and activity (mastering key competences requires 

purposeful and active involvement in this process of the individual, as well as 

providing a conscious understanding of her that these competences will really 

be needed in her later life) [63, p. 32]. 

In her scientific work, S. Dotsenko distinguished the following didactic 

principles: continuity and prospectiveness, consistency and systematicity, 

fusionism, applied orientation, clarity, co-creation, learning activity, novelty 

[54, p. 260-269]. 

In the study of N. Zhitenova, devoted to the problem of the use of 

technologies and means of visualization in the subject-professional activity of 

the specialist, the author distinguishes the following general principles of 

teaching: clarity, accessibility, consciousness and activity, strength of learning, 

scientific, principle of systematic and consistent learning, communication with 

practice [61; p. 203-206]. In addition to the above principles, the following 

specific principles of learning are also highlighted by the scientist: innovation 

and proactiveness, aesthetics and orientation to cloud services [61, p. 207-208]. 

The scientific views of T. Sobchenko, who singled out and characterized 

the general and specific principles of blended learning of students-philologists, 
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also became useful. In particular, the author highlights the following general 

principles: 

 integrity, systematicity and consistency; 

 accessibility; 

  individualization; 

 clarity; 

 strength of learning; 

 scientific-orientation; 

 the optimal combination of different methods of teaching students 

[193, p. 336-337]. 

In addition, T. Sobchenko defines the following specific principles of 

blended learning of students for philological profile: 

 interactivity (organization of the educational environment through 

the use of various interactive methods and teaching aids to ensure the activity of 

students and to form in them a positive attitude to the information provided); 

 flexibility and adaptability (completing the learning tasks at the 

optimum pace for the student, at a convenient time, anywhere according to his 

individual needs and capabilities); 

 professional orientation (acquisition of relevant professional 

competences by students); 

 structure-orientation (creation of educational content, which should 

logically combine all its semantic components); 

 providing effective direct connection and feedback (creating 

feedback sites, ie “triangle of communication” teacher - applicant - computer); 

 orientation to cloud services, active use of ICT in the learning 

process (taking into account the current state of development of ICT and digital 

technologies in education); 
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 joint activities of the facilitator teacher (teacher-tutor) and students 

(changing the roles of the teacher and students who manifest themselves as an 

instructor, expert, organizer, etc.) [193, p. 348-349]. 

Some interest in the research was aroused by the scientific views of 

M. Bondarev and A. Trach, who distinguished the following principles of 

training: 

 orientation to specific students (taking into account the personal and 

age characteristics of students, as well as the direction of their professional 

training); 

 motivation of student learning, stimulating the development of a 

positive attitude towards this process (the success of the educational activities of 

its subjects depends to a large extent on the level of their interest in mastering 

new knowledge and skills in the study of certain educational disciplines); 

 priority of self-study (independent activity of students, being an 

important type of their educational activity, involves not only the 

implementation of different types of independent work, but also the independent 

organization of the process of their learning within the framework of studying 

specific training courses); 

 joint activities of the teacher-tutor and students (planning, 

organization, implementation of the educational process, evaluation of its results 

and, if necessary, correction); individualization of training (provides for the 

possibility of creating an individual educational trajectory of the applicant in 

accordance with the direction and profile of his professional training, focused 

on meeting his specific educational needs and achieving individual learning 

goals based on taking into account current educational achievements, 

psychophysiological and cognitive characteristics of the individual); 
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 updating the learning outcomes (involves the application in practice 

within the various training courses acquired by students in the process of 

learning knowledge, skills, qualities, etc.); 

 awareness of learning (awareness, comprehension by all participants 

of the educational process of their actions regarding its organization and 

implementation); 

 professional orientation of training (in the context of the future 

profession allows to form and improve the professional competences of a 

specialist to a level sufficient for effective professional activity); 

 necessary and sufficient fundamentalization of vocational training 

(related to the tendency of fundamentalization of education in general, which 

directs learning to understand and use the essential system-forming links 

between different processes of the outside world and, accordingly, cross-

curricular links); 

 autonomy of learning (achievement of the student's goals); 

 flexibility of training (individual pace of work, way of teaching 

material, optimal management of the learning process); 

 interactivity (involves the organization of effective feedback and the 

use of an active form of interaction of the subjects of the educational process 

both within the classroom and in the process of independent study of the course 

materials); 

 expediency (determines the importance of rationalization of students' 

learning activities, activation of their independent work, achievement of 

educational goals in the most productive way, facilitating the work of the 

teacher, reducing the time of study only if it allows to increase the efficiency of 

this process); 

 convenience (due to the requirement of comfortable interaction of 

the subjects of the educational process with the help of such elements of the 
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educational system as the educational portal, network resources, training 

modules, etc.); 

 adequate distribution of educational activities (combination of 

elements of independent, distance (online) training and classroom, which meets 

the goals and objectives of the course); 

 permanent support for the student's independent educational activity 

(involves the organization of active interaction of students and the teacher 

throughout the study on the educational portal of the university or in the 

educational social network); 

 the integrity of the educational environment (requires a systematic 

combination of all components of the learning system, including learning tools 

that perform various functions, such as: electronic / printed textbook, mobile 

application, student portfolio, additional network resources, control materials, 

etc.); 

 multimodal presentation of educational information (involves active 

use both within the framework of self-study and in the classroom lessons of 

educational materials of different modality according to the logic and features of 

the course); 

 ensuring the autonomy of students 'educational activities (related to 

the important role of students' independent work in modern education, implies 

that they can take over their educational activities, implement its assessment and 

adjustment, as well as capable of independently obtaining, processing and 

interpreting information, critically comprehending it); 

 elective learning (consists in the application of elements of 

asynchronous learning, when students are given a certain freedom to choose the 

content, forms, methods, sources, means, time, place of study) [21, p. 43-48]. 

As it was found out, O. Spirin, while studying the problem of formation 

of information-communication and informative competence of students, 
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expressed his opinion on the choice of the optimal system of didactic principles 

[117; 197; 198; 199; 200; 201]. In particular, the author distinguishes such 

principles as: organization of training, selection of content of educational 

material, differentiation and individualization of learning, strength of 

knowledge, principle of intellectual skills of mental work, professional skills, 

principle of relevance of professional knowledge and skills, principle of 

providing creative independence and activity of students, principle of 

profitability in learning, methods, teaching aids, the principle of combining the 

individual and the collective [61; 197; 200]. 

We also consider the thorough scientific works of the researcher 

O. Mokroguz, which studies the problem of using multimedia tools, which 

include information and communication technologies in the educational 

environment, which are important for the study of the problem of research. In 

particular, this researcher has identified the following general principles of the 

use of multimedia tools in the educational process: 

 scientific orientation (providing enrichment of educational material 

with modern fundamental provisions on information technologies of training, as 

well as their active use in this process, in particular for the formation of 

scientific concepts in the students); 

 conscious attitude to learning (awareness of all participants in the 

educational process of learning goals and objectives based on widespread use of 

ICT); 

 creative activity (selection of independent, creative, problematic and 

search tasks); accessibility, taking into account the age characteristics of 

students (transition from the principle of general accessibility to the principle of 

individual accessibility of training for each applicant with active assistance and 

control by the teacher); 

 complexity of the educational flow of information (choice of the 

optimal pace of training of the applicant); 
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 clarity (disclosing the essential connections of the object, visualizing 

those knowledge that requires higher degrees of abstraction); 

 systematicity and consistency (organizing the submission and 

assimilation of new educational material by students through the 

implementation of systematic actions of all participants in the educational 

process); 

 communications or cognitive communication (organization of 

communication between the computer and the student) [129, p. 37-39]. 

With regard to the specific princes of the study identified by 

O. Mokroguz, let us clarify that they are somewhat similar to those of 

T. Sobchenko's specific principles of blended learning by the author. However, 

O. Mokroguz supplemented them with such principles as: individualization, 

systematicity, minimization, aesthetics-orientation [129, p. 61-62]. 

The point of view of O. Marchenko, who in the study of the problem of 

forming the educational environment in the institution of higher education, 

identified the following specific principles of learning: nature-orientation, 

rational organization, integrity, openness, self-organization, subjectivity, 

professional context, sectoral self-identification, self-development, self-

identification of inner resources in extreme situations [125, p. 236]. 

In the context of the raised scientific problem, attention should also be 

drawn to the conclusions of O. Bilyk, who, during the development of the 

author's system of social and pedagogical support for the socialization of 

foreign students in the educational and cultural environment of the institution of 

higher education, distinguished and substantiated the general social and 

pedagogical (humanistic orientation, integration, harmonization of social and 

individual), special (informativeness, cultural conformity, social activity and 

subjectivity, continuity, complexity) and taking into account the specifics of the 

contingent of foreign students - specific principles (dialogue of cultures and 

productive intercultural interaction, tolerance) [18, p. 262]. 
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Based on the stated above, it is concluded that the formation of 

information competence of foreign medical students should be implemented on 

the basis of taking into account two groups of principles: leading general 

didactic and specific. Thus, the following principles are included into the first 

group: 

 system-orientation and systematicity (organization of the submission 

of educational material in a certain order, that is, the logical connection of each 

new element of its content with the previous and subsequent element, as well as 

ensuring the systematic assimilation of educational material by the students 

through the implementation of systematic actions of all participants in the 

educational process); 

 awareness (leads to a thorough acquisition of students' knowledge on 

the basis of awareness of their close connection with practical activities, 

ensuring the integration of the knowledge, skills acquired in the educational 

process, skills for successful completion of tasks in quasi-professional and 

professional activities); 

 scientific-orientation (points to the existence of a regular link 

between scientific information and educational material in different disciplines, 

and also involves the disclosure of the objectivity of scientific facts, concepts, 

laws, theories, coverage of modern achievements and prospects for the 

development of various scientific fields, including medical); 

 individualization and differentiation of training (provides 

consideration of individual characteristics and educational opportunities of each 

foreign medical student). 

The study also identified that the specific principles of forming the 

information competence of foreign medical seekers within the implementation 

of the developed didactic system are as follows: 

 professional orientation (the process of forming the specified 

competence of the students is closely related to their professional development); 
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 taking into account the mental and cultural characteristics of foreign 

students (involves taking into account their socio-cultural characteristics: 

cultural, ethnic, religious, linguistic, as well as cultural traditions, customs, 

social value orientations, which allows to counteract the communicative barriers 

that arise in the environment, different cultures); 

 activity and interactivity-orientation (encourages students to 

participate actively in the educational process through the organization of the 

teacher of an interactive educational environment, in particular through the 

widespread use of active and interactive methods, teaching aids, which will 

promote better perception and assimilation of educational material, the 

formation of their positive attitude to the learning; 

 updating the subjective position of the students when working with 

information (aimed at selecting a set of methods, forms, training tools that 

ensures the transformation of the future specialist into an autonomous subject of 

information activity). 

It should be noted that the characteristic conceptual and technological 

block plays an important role in the further development of the didactic system 

of formation of information competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties in the educational environment of the university. 

 

4.2.3  Theoretical and content-oriented unit 

 

In subsection 4.1 it was determined that the theoretical and content-

oriented unit of the system reflects the structure and content of information 

competence of foreign medical students. 

To clarify the content of the structural components of the information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties, the content of regulatory 

documents was analyzed (Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education” [162], 

Strategy for the Development of Medical Education [207], Standard of Higher 
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Education of the second (master's) level, branch of knowledge 22 Health care, 

specialty 222 Medicine [202], etc. as well as the theoretical positions of 

specialists in the field of medical education. 

Thus, earlier it was determined that the motivational and targetive 

component is associated with the formation of students' interest and need to 

work with information, motives for mastering information competence. 

So, T. Zakusilova emphasizes that motivation is a basic and central 

element that directs a person to achieve a goal and contributes to the 

development of personality. In light of this, future medical professionals should 

be aware of and understand the choice of future professional activity, have 

formed internal motives for achieving success in the chosen professional field, 

etc. [70, p. 53]. 

O. Kovtun notes that in medical education institutions it is important to 

ensure the formation of internal motivation in future doctors regarding their 

professional and personal becoming, development of students' sustainable 

interest in the chosen specialty based on social motives [89, p. 89, 90]. A similar 

opinion is expressed by Y. Ostraus, who emphasizes that considerable attention 

in the process of teaching students in a medical education institution should be 

paid to the development of their motives for mastering professionally significant 

knowledge and skills, as well as relevant professional and personal qualities 

[151, p. 134]. According to the conclusions of O. Isaeva, future doctors should 

develop the need for the assimilation of the necessary professional knowledge 

and skills and the desire to help other people,  primarily to their patients [79, p. 

140]. 

N. Khodotova in her scientific work focuses on the fact that the 

motivation of students of medical universities is quite difficult to maintain for a 

long time, but this is a necessity in higher medical education institutions. An 

interesting conclusion of the scientist is that for the medical industry it is of 

great importance to identify “random persons” among students as soon as 
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possible [226, pp. 146-147]. O. Solodovnik notes that future doctors should 

have a conviction in the need to carry out constant professional and personal 

self-improvement [194, p. 116]. 

Valuable in the context of the problem raised were the theoretical 

provisions of Y. Ilyasova, who emphasizes the importance of forming the 

motivation of medical students for professional activity; developing in them the 

desire to become a professional in the field of medicine, to achieve a high level 

in the professional career of a physician, to carry out constant self-development, 

self-improvement and self-realization through educational, vocational and 

professional activities; to the learning process, the content of professional 

disciplines, as well as to medicine and the medical profession in general; 

formation of a positive attitude towards the chosen specialty [77, p. 72, 73]. 

Of particular interest in the context of the initiated research were the 

scientific views of V. Svyrydyuk, according to which, during the formation of 

information and communicative competence of medical students, it is necessary 

to ensure their awareness that this competence is an important component of the 

integral professional competence of medical workers, to form in them the desire 

to master this competence as within the framework of the development of their 

professional and educational motivation, as well as motivation for future 

professional activity. The scientist also emphasizes that in future doctors it is 

important to develop motivation for the active use of modern innovative, 

information technologies, the need for the manifestation of cognitive 

independence, the desire to actively engage in scientific activities in the field of 

their professional activities based on the use of these technologies [178, p. 114-

116]. 

L. Nazarenko and I. Melnychuk quite rightly point out that motivation is 

one of the mandatory components of the competence of future doctors. After all, 

the success of their future professional activity largely depends on their desire to 

obtain the proper level of professional training, to work constantly on their own 
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self-improvement and professional development. In addition, it is important for 

medical students to form a motive and achieve their goals, as well as the desire 

to set and achieve optimal goals of activity [136, p. 41]. 

So, on the basis of the foregoing, it can be summed up that the 

motivational and  targetive component of the information competence of foreign 

students of medical specialties provides for: 

 their interest and need to work with various types of educational and 

professionally oriented information; 

 awareness of the essential role of information competence in 

educational and professional activities, the development of motives for 

mastering information competence and its continuous improvement; 

 formation of motivation among students for higher medical 

education to set a sequence of goals on the way to mastering information 

competence, the manifestation of the ability to formulate and achieve these 

goals. 

It should be clarified that the personalized goals of students should be 

fully consistent with the main learning objectives of applicants for higher 

medical education, defined in the Standard of Higher Education of the second 

(master's) level, field of knowledge (22 Health care), specialty (222 Medicine), 

namely as follows: 

 acquisition of the ability to solve complex problems and problems, 

including research and innovation, in the field of medicine; 

 ensuring the ability to continue learning with a high degree of 

autonomy [202, p. 7]. 

As noted in the previous text, the cognitive and activity-oriented 

component of the information competence of students certifies the formation of 

their knowledge and skills necessary for working with information 

(information-analytical, constructive and projective, organizational and 

communicative, reflexive and evaluative). 
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Thus, in the Standard of Higher Education of the second (master's) level, 

the field of knowledge (22 Health care), specialty (222 Medicine) it is noted that 

the objects of training medicine and medical activity are prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment of human diseases, the impact of health problems on patients, 

their families and population, maintaining health, principles and theories of 

prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human diseases at the individual and 

population levels [202, p. 7]. 

In accordance with the normative content of the training of applicants for 

higher education, formulated in terms of the results of students in the specified 

standard, students must have a thorough knowledge of the structure of 

professional activity, understand and assimilate knowledge of fundamental and 

clinical biomedical sciences at a level sufficient to solve professional problems, 

as well as master specialized conceptual knowledge that includes scientific 

achievements in the field of health care and is the basis for conducting research 

[202, p. 11]. 

According to V. Svyrydyuk, in the totality of knowledge included in the 

structure of information and communicative competence of future doctors, the 

following places are occupied by the following: 

 form the basis for research methodology; 

 knowledge of the basic methods of searching for modern information 

sources on selected research problems; 

 knowledge of the essence of the concept of “relevance of sources of 

scientific information”, knowledge of the essence of the concept of “pertinence 

of information sources” [178, c . 151]. 

O. Kovtun believes that future doctors should first of all learn the 

professional and socially oriented knowledge they need to work, as well as 

freely operate with the basic medical terms necessary to perform tasks of a 

professional, cultural and ideological nature [89, p. 139]. 
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Y. Ilyasova argues that future doctors should learn in the educational 

institution an integrated system of professional knowledge necessary for future 

professional activity that include knowledge of the features of the clinic, 

diagnosis, etiology, treatment, preventive work and prognosis of the most 

common diseases; knowledge of the age and individual characteristics of 

patients and the importance of taking into account these features in professional 

medical activities; knowledge about the features of business communication of 

a physician and his interaction with patients [77, c. 74] 

V. Svyrydyuk considers that students of medical specialties should know: 

 the essence and basis of information and communicative competence 

of a physician; 

 conceptual apparatus of this competence; 

 medical terminology, as well as the basic concepts necessary for 

research activities, including: “scientometrics”, “Hirsch index”, “impact factor”, 

“international scientometric database”, “cloud technologies” etc.; 

 basic approaches to the organization of scientific research in 

medicine based on the use of the above technologies; 

 rules for the use of international scientometric bases, containing 

databases of open and closed access, as well as their cloud services in science 

and education; 

 the content and specifics of the application of the method of 

computer modeling in medical science and education; 

 features of various typical information and communicative situations 

that often arise during the presentation of intellectual property objects at 

scientific forums, and requirements for scientific publications for their 

placement in scientometric databases [178, p. 65-58]. 

M. Bichko emphasizes that future doctors should master not only 

professional knowledge, but also knowledge from other academic disciplines 
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(physics, biology, anatomy, psychology, etc.), which are professionally 

necessary for these specialists. in particular, about modern medical equipment 

used for diagnostics (stadiometer, scales, stethophonendoscope, tonometer, 

thermometer, etc.), therapy (a set of medical devices and medicines for 

emergency medical care), clinical laboratory tests (spirometer, glucometer, 

microscope, etc.), etc. [17, p. 8]. 

Native scientists (I. Levenok, I. Melnychuk, O. Yatsyshyna, etc.) also 

draw attention to the fact that foreign students must master medical terminology 

in at least two languages (Ukrainian and English), because without this they will 

not be able to become qualified physicians [113; 234]. It is also worth noting 

that, according to N. Avramenko, future foreign doctors, in order to master 

professional terminology, must learn the system of knowledge about: the norms 

of the modern Ukrainian (or English) language (morphological, orthoepic, 

syntactic, lexical, stylistic, etc.), speech means (intralingual and extralingual), 

communicative strategies and tactics of professional behavior of the physician; 

scope and semantic features of professional terminology (primarily medical 

terms – composites and abbreviations); basic terminology elements and methods 

of constructing clinical terms; norms of planning and implementation of 

professional speech and cross-cultural communication, implementation of 

therapeutic and recommendatory strategies of medical discourse [1, p. 96; 96]. 

Regulatory documents and scientific literature also emphasize the need to 

ensure professionally necessary skills in the process of professional training of 

future doctors of different groups. In particular, during the development of the 

didactic system for the formation of information competence, the list of 

mandatory skills given in the Standard of Higher Education of the second 

(master's) level, the field of knowledge (22 Health care), specialty (222 

Medicine) was analyzed.  So this document determines that within 6-year period 

of training students ought to master the following skills: 

1. Ability to abstract thinking, analysis and synthesis. 
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2. Ability to learn and master modern knowledge. 

3. Ability to apply knowledge in practical situations. 

4. Ability and understanding of the subject area and understanding of 

professional activities. 

5. Ability to adapt and act in a new situation. 

6. Ability to make informed decisions. 

7. Ability to work in a team. 

8. Ability to interpersonal interaction. 

9. Ability to communicate in a foreign language. 

10. Ability to use information and communication technologies. 

11. Ability to search, process and analyze information from various 

sources. 

12. Certainty and perseverance regarding the tasks and responsibilities 

taken. 

13. Awareness of different opportunities and gender issues. 

14. Ability to realize their rights and obligations as a member of society, 

to realize the values of civil (free democratic) society and the need for its 

sustainable development, the rule of law, human and citizen freedoms in 

Ukraine. 

15. Ability to preserve and increase moral, cultural, scientific values and 

achievements of society based on an understanding of the history and patterns 

of development of the subject area, its place in the general system of knowledge 

about nature and society and in the development of society, technology and 

technology, to use various types and forms of physical activity for active 

recreation and healthy lifestyle [202, p. 8-9]. 

Obviously, all these abilities of future doctors are largely related to the 

information competence of a specialist. It should also be noted that many 

specialists in the field of medical education reveal their own position on what 

skills future doctors should first of all master. 
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According to O. Kovtun, students need to form the following important 

skills: the ability to convincingly explain the need for the necessary medical 

manipulations, to establish clear feedback with their colleagues to ensure 

coherence in joint activities with them; ensure effective communication with 

representatives of various target auditors; to regulate and prevent the occurrence 

of conflict situations; manage your emotions and statements [89, p. 91, 92]. 

According to the conclusions of T. Zakusilova, future doctors should 

master the following skills: 

 make independent balanced decisions in extreme situations, carry out 

all professional types of medical intervention and their correction; 

 competently apply innovative types, methods and technologies of 

treatment; 

 monitor the patient's health and course of the disease; 

 master the technique of carrying out medical procedures and 

manipulations in their professional field [70, p. 73]. 

O. Kovtun believes that in the system of professionally important for the 

future physician skills, the main place is occupied by the following skills: the 

implementation of the necessary medical procedures, the assessment of the 

general condition of patients; providing care and monitoring of patients; work 

with modern technical medical equipment and medical documentation; quick 

adoption of the optimal decision in non-standard or unexpected clinical 

situations, competent provision of emergency medical care; rapid adaptation in 

the existing clinical environment and establishing communicative contact with 

the patient and his close people [89, p. 74]. 

We would like to note that in the process of research, the point of view of 

V. Sviridyuk aroused particular interest, who singled out the skills that are part 

of the information and communicative competence of future doctors, namely the 

following skills: 
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 to plan and implement scientific research, conduct patent 

information search; 

 to competently work with international (SCOPUS, Web of Science, 

Google scholar) and domestic (Bibliometrics of Ukrainian science) 

scientometric databases; 

 to substantiate the author's approaches to the organization and 

conduct of scientific research based on the use of modern information 

technologies (in particular, to formulate tasks and choose research methods, set 

an experiment); 

 to work and analyze the results of scientific research, to formulate 

scientifically substantiated conclusions based on the use of computer 

technology; 

 to create author's objects of intellectual property, to predict the ways 

and methods of their use in professional practical activities; 

 to present these objects at scientific forums of various levels; 

 to place own intellectual property objects in national and 

international scientometric databases and create a personal scientometric profile 

in scientometric databases; 

 correctly analyze information about your own scientific rating based 

on the definition of citation indices and use it to carry out further personal and 

professional development [178, p. 67, 68]. 

 The study also took into account the conclusions of N. Avramenko, 

who considers it necessary to ensure the purposeful formation of foreign doctors 

necessary for mastering professional terminology skills. It is primarily about: 

 ability to manage speech activity, in particular to control their 

emotional state and speech behavior through the development of moral and 

volitional qualities and “emotional intelligence”; 
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 choose and implement in practice optimal language means in 

accordance with the purpose, conditions, situation of communication; 

 speech abilities necessary for the medical sphere; 

 quickly navigate in new professional terminology and use it 

correctly; 

 distribute their own speech actions into “steps” based on determining 

the optimal sequence of application of certain productive ways of solving the set 

communicative tasks or problem situations, assessing and adjusting dialogic 

interaction; 

 optimal use of different types and means of thinking in professional 

activities; 

 quickly move from an abstract (idea) to a specific (professional 

situation) level of activity; 

 apply acquired knowledge, possible strategies of behavior in various 

standard and non-standard situations of professional communication; 

 implement meaning-making activities and form their own style of 

professional and medical communication with all partners in educational or 

professional communication; 

 logically and competently formulate your own thoughts and conduct 

a discussion on professional topics; 

 adequately choose professional terms and generate them into correct 

statements in terms of language and terminology norms; 

 understand and reproduce professional texts and speeches of 

specialists; 

 use modern reference sources of various types; 

 determine the specific meaning of each term and its content based on 

the context of the information received in the  form of a printed or oral message; 

 create a thesaurus with the essence of the existing problem; 
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 identify logical and lexicological connections between special 

medical terms and systematize them within a single problem or a single 

terminological group [1, p. 78, 96]. 

Based on the foregoing, our own scientific position on the content of the 

cognitive and activity-oriented component of the information competence of 

foreign students of medical profile was formulated. This component includes: 

 awareness of the meaning of information, ways of its search in 

modern sources, its processing (analysis, systematization, verification of 

reliability, relevance and pertinence) and broadcasting to other participants of 

communication; 

 awareness of the essence, structure, content of information 

competence of a physician and its role in his professional and everyday life, 

ways to improve this competence; 

 awareness of medical terminology in English (Ukrainian) and native 

languages and methods for determining the meaning of each concept using 

modern sources of information; 

 awareness of the basic requirements for a modern physician, his 

professional duties using modern information and computer technologies; 

 awareness of the norms of communication with other people, in 

particular representatives of different cultures, different segments of the 

population, patients and their relatives etc. online and off-line; 

 awareness of the requirements for research activities, ways to search 

for modern sources of information on the chosen problem and the algorithm for 

working with these sources, presenting your own intellectual product to the 

general public. 

In the process of research, it was also concluded that this component 

includes the following groups of skills: 
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 information and analytical skills – provide information (search, 

selection, collection and dissemination of information) and analytical (analysis, 

systematization, generalization, clarity, transformation of information, 

formulation based on this conclusion, proposals and forecasts) level of 

educational, research or professional activity of a specialist; 

 constructive projective skills – imply the ability of future doctors to 

formulate, specify the individual goal of their own educational or professional 

activities in accordance with their own plan and the existing specific situation, 

develop a plan to achieve this goal (determine the ways and stages of its 

achievement of this goal, in light of this design the content of their future 

activities and the sequence of actions on the use of modern information sources, 

select methods, forms, means of implementing this goal-oriented activities, to 

predict possible difficulties in work and deviations from the plan and options for 

making appropriate adjustments to the activity, etc.); 

 organizational and communicative skills – manifested in the ability 

of a physician to carry out effective direct or indirect communication with other 

people based on the use of modern information technologies, the ability of a 

physician to clearly and correctly express his thoughts, taking into account the 

individual characteristics of the recipient of the message (age, gender, national, 

speech, age, psychological, etc.) and to establish effective feedback with him, 

mobilize people to perform  set tasks, rationally distribute work between the 

participants of joint interaction; 

 reflexive and evaluative skills – necessary for foreign students to 

carry out introspection of the level of formation of knowledge, skills, qualities 

necessary for working with information, and determining ways to further 

improve them, identifying positive and negative aspects in the process of 

forming their own information competence and self-control of their educational 

and professional activities, if necessary, making timely adjustments to its 

course; personal self-improvement on the basis of taking into account the results 
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of self-study and introspection of their own knowledge, skills, qualities and 

properties; 

 special skills – reflect the specifics of the professional activity of 

physicians and the need of medical students to perform educational, 

professional and research activities, taking into account this specificity. This 

group of skills includes the following: correctly apply medical terminology in 

different languages (Ukrainian or English, native); be able to diagnose the state 

of health of patients, identify their diseases and prescribe optimal treatment 

using modern information technologies and innovative medical equipment; be 

able to convince patients and their relatives of the need to perform prescribed 

medical procedures and use prescribed medications; competently organize 

interaction with their colleagues on the basis of compliance with the rules of 

medical ethics, timely update their knowledge and skills, improve their 

professional skills based on the development of the latest information and 

professional sources; carry out research activities in the field of medicine, 

present research products to their colleagues in author's scientific publications 

and reports of scientific and practical conferences and seminars of various 

levels; skills of life-long education etc. 

As it was defined earlier, the personality and value-oriented component 

of the information competence of foreign students of medical specialties 

certifies the identity of future specialists of personal qualities and values 

necessary for working with information. 

Thus, Y. Ilyasova emphasizes the need to form in future doctors such 

personal and professionally significant qualities as: humanity, mercy, empathy, 

patience, kindness, ability to reflect and adequate self-esteem [77, p. 84]. 

L. Nazarenko, I. Melnychuk believe that a medical worker should master the 

following personal qualities: observation, responsibility, empathy, balance, 

benevolence, tolerance, empathy, etc. [136, p. 42]. 
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According to G. Stechak, professionally important qualities for a 

physician are the following: moral responsibility, civic maturity, social activity, 

a tendency to the profession, humanity, high demands on oneself and others, 

sociability, education, competitiveness, independence in making important 

decisions, responsibility for the results of their own activities, patience, 

purposefulness, determination, prudence, observation, love of mankind [205, p. 

67]. V. Svyrydyuk to professionally important qualities as a component of 

information and communicative competence of a physician include the 

following: creativeness, activity, purposefulness, tolerance, observation, 

assertiveness, etc. [178, p. 151]. 

It is also worth noting that many specialists in the field of medical 

education emphasize the importance of forming humanistic professional and 

personal values in future doctors. According to L. Nazarenko and I. Melnychuk, 

these values are an important aspect of the competence of a physician, because 

they determine the value characteristics of the student to the patient and his 

family, to collaborators, to various professional and everyday situations, as well 

as the choice of a specific model of specialist behavior when solving complex 

professional problems [136, p. 42]. 

As it turned out, scientists express different opinions on the definition of 

the system of professional and personal values of a physician. So, K. Kurenkova 

among these values identified the following: 

1. Basic professional values that ensure the general orientation of the 

personality of the specialist. This group is formed by values of a worldview 

nature that ensure the social orientation of the individual physician (person, 

health, life, good, etc.). 

2. Social and regulatory values that determine the nature of the 

relationship of the medical worker with patients and their families. This group 

combines the values that regulate the relationship of the physician with patients 
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and their relatives (kindness, social maturity, mercy, altruism, humanity, 

empathy). 

3. Collegial and regulatory values governing the relationship of a 

physician with his colleagues.  and their own people with co-workers. The 

group includes the values governing relations with colleagues (collegiality, 

goodwill, professional reputation, exactingness). 

4. Personal-reflexive values that determine the attitude of the individual 

to himself as a representative of the medical profession. The author names the 

following values: love for the medical profession, professional dignity, self-

criticism, conscientiousness, etc. [108, pp. 7, 8]. 

The scientific position of K. Kurenkova is shared by Y. Ostraus. In her 

scientific work, she identified similar groups of professional and personal values 

[151, p. 71]. 

Based on the foregoing and the results of their own teaching activities, it 

was concluded that the composition of the information competence of foreign 

students of medical specialties includes the following professional and personal 

qualities: humanity, social responsibility, honesty, independence, attentiveness, 

observation, creativity, balance, tolerance, activity, purposefulness, 

determination, prudence. It was also found out that in the process of studying at 

the university, foreign students of medical specialties should internalize, first of 

all, universal human values that acquire special importance for a physician, in 

particular the following: person, life, health, information, etc. Mastering these 

values becomes the basis for the formation of a general humanistic orientation 

of the individual while working with information. In addition, medical students 

master the following professionally important values: love and respect for 

people, professional duty, assertiveness, self-development, self-education, 

optimism, empathy. The assimilation of these values by future medical 

professionals during their work with information allows us to ensure that the 

specifics of their future professional activities are taken into account. 
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Clarification of the content of the structural components of the 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties makes it 

possible to move on to the issue of determining the organizational aspects of its 

formation in the educational environment of the university. 

 

4.2.4 The activity-oriented and procedural unit  

 

In the process of the research it is concluded that the activity-oriented and 

procedural block of the author's didactic system contains the stages and 

pedagogical conditions of formation of information competence of foreign 

students of medical specialties in the educational environment of the university. 

In particular, to determine the stages of formation of the specified 

competence, the relevant scientific and pedagogical literature was analyzed. 

Thus, in the process of scientific research, the scientific achievements of 

T. Gritskaya, which identified the following main stages of formation of 

information competence of students, became useful: 

 familiarization (determining the amount of information and the 

possibility of its processing); 

 reproduction (study and accumulation of an array of information); 

 transformation (critical comprehension of information, determination 

of its reliability, generalization); 

 creativity (creating your own intellectual product based on obtaining 

information, creating theories, formulating hypotheses and testing them) [45, p. 

42]. 

Modern scholars such as N. Morse and O. Kuzminskaya adhere to the 

same opinion on the stages of formation of information competence of the 

recipients of education [133]. According to O. Griban, the formation of 

information competence of higher education applicants should be carried out in 

the following stages: 
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1. motivational-targetive (at this stage the future graduate should be 

aware of the importance and necessity of using information and computer 

technologies both in their educational and professional activity). 

2. content and activity-oriented (at this stage is to bring the students to 

automatism solving problems when working with computer technologies, to 

optimally use knowledge in solving educational and professional problems); 

3. effective-reflexive (this stage involves tracking the dynamics in the 

formation of qualitative mastery of information and computer technologies) [43; 

44]. 

N. Lobach's research on the problem of forming information and 

analytical competence in future physicians was useful. The author defines the 

following stages: 

1. motivational and targetive (encourages future doctors to perform 

information and analytical competence, and also determines its purpose); 

2. operational and activity-oriented (at this stage it is important to 

perform consistent actions aimed at achieving the goal, solving the tasks, 

presenting the results of this activity); 

3. reflexive and evaluation (involves the analysis and evaluation of the 

work performed, the result, experience; increasing self-esteem and motivation 

for further creative activity) [116, p.28]. 

The stages of the formation of professional and ethical culture in future 

physicians were also considered, proposed by Yu. Thus, the following stages 

are distinguished by the scientist: 

 propaedeutic (diagnostics of the preliminary level of knowledge in 

professional ethics and motivation; acquaintance of students with the essence, 

purpose and components of professional ethics, requirements for professional 

and ethical culture of physicians); 
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 basic (development of motivation for moral activity, development of 

a clear understanding of professional ethics and use of professional and ethical 

knowledge in practical activity); 

 final (diagnostics and monitoring of moral and ethical readiness of 

students to work in the healthcare system; formation of the need to increase the 

acquired level of professional and ethical culture, motivation for self-

improvement of professional and moral-ethical competence) [92, p.109]. 

In the context of solving the outlined problem of research, attention is 

drawn to the scientific conclusions of Y. Ostraus regarding the stages of 

formation of communicative skills of future future family doctors: 

 motivational (provides motivation for the formation of a certain 

communicative skill); 

 cognitive (mastering the knowledge necessary to master new skills); 

 professional-activity (contains all stages: initial application of 

knowledge for the purpose of formation of new skills, application of skills in 

standard conditions, and creative use in non-standard conditions of professional 

activity); 

 evaluation (assessment and self-assessment of communicative 

activity and the formation of a certain communicative skill) [151, p.200]. 

Thus, taking into account the above conclusions and the advice of 

specialists, it is concluded that the process of formation of information 

competence of foreign medical specialists should take place in the following 

stages: 

 organizational and mobilizing; 

 resultative and procedural;  

 control and correction.  

As determined in the study, at the first (organizational and mobilizing) 

stage of formation of information competence of foreign medical students, it is 
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envisaged to create effective educational and methodological support of this 

process, as well as stimulate the development of motives for the mastery of 

information competence. At this stage, it is envisaged to use various effective 

methods, forms, tools, technologies of training that provide the educational 

needs of each educational recipient, forming his educational trajectory. Among 

these methods it is advisable to use such as: 

 verbal, visual, practical; 

 active and interactive methods, in particular: problematic lectures 

(consideration of the problem, analysis and search for ways to solve it); binary 

lectures (forming discussions to stimulate and develop students' cognitive 

interest, accumulate experience of mental activity); lectures with planned errors 

(incentives to control the receipt of information); multimedia presentations, 

scribing, podcasts, educational video materials, fragments of documentary and 

feature films; 

 practical tasks and exercises, webinars, virtual worlds and more. 

As defined in the study, at this stage it is recommended to use the 

following forms of training: mass, group and individual; discussions and 

debates; staging; trainings; didactic, business and role-playing games and more. 

Concerning training tools should be mentioned such as: 

 simple (verbal and visual) - textbooks, manuals, printed materials, 

paintings, etc.; 

 complex - audio, video, audiovisual tools that automate the learning 

process, mental cards; 

 multimedia traditional (print, periodicals, sound recordings, 

television) and electronic (mobile phones, gadgets, computers, Internet, videos, 

etc.). 
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In addition, the following information educational technologies will be 

used at this stage: Linoit, Kahoot!, Internet Cafe, Open Space, Jigsaw, Zigzag 

and more. 

The second (resultative and procedural) stage is aimed at the formation of 

foreign knowledge, skills, personal qualities, values as components of 

information competence in foreign students. This stage involves the widespread 

use of the following teaching methods: interactive lectures, conferences, 

discussion of problematic situations, work with art, educational, scientific, 

reference literature in traditional and remote format, mentoring, “world cafe”, 

project method, case method, various synchronous, forms, voice 

communication) and asynchronous (multimedia, networking, support, etc.) 

teaching methods, task-based methods (TBL), evidence-based learning (EBL), 

problem-based learning (PBL). Basic forms of training are the following: 

lectures, seminars and practical classes, conferences, webinars, video 

conferences, consultations, excursions, laboratory work, independent work, web 

quests, workshops, internships and more. 

Such forms of training are in demand, which ensure the interactive nature 

of the interaction of participants in the educational process and contribute to the 

intensity of mastering the content of education: intellectual game, role-playing, 

debate, discussion, seminar, training, teamwork, master class, heuristic 

conversation, quests and more. The main means of training, in addition to 

traditional (simple and complex), should be the following: 

 hardware (computer, smart-board, 3D Anatomy table, simulative 

multimedia projector, mouse manipulator, keyboard, video player, audio player, 

video and audio recording devices, speakers; 

  software (programs for creating and editing presentations, 

multimedia Video editors, image editors, audio editors, programs for the 

implementation of hypertext, located locally or online, online platforms for 

creating blogs and websites, posting educational content, podcasts; 
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professionally-oriented information bases (Amboss, Cochran library etc), 

Computer-based virtual environment etc.). 

In addition, it is advisable to use the following training tools: mobile 

content learning tools (mobile textbooks, testing, dictionaries, translators, e-

textbooks and books); mobile communication tools, simulators, and more. 

Regarding educational technologies, it is necessary to distinguish such as: 

cooperative training, technology of research training, cooperation technologies, 

discussion technologies of training, imitation and game, modular as open, 

technology of participation, web quests (web rooms), technologies: “ igzag”, 

“Open space”, “Jigsaw”, project activity and various types of projects are 

carried out using modern free online services and platforms Miro, Padlet, 

Trello, EDPUZZLE, CLASTIME and more. 

The third (control and correction) stage is connected with determining the 

level of formation of information competence in foreign students of medical 

profile, and if necessary - making the necessary changes in the process of its 

formation. At this stage, the following methods of teaching, questioning, testing, 

questioning, interviews are effective. It is envisaged to use the following forms 

of organization of work of students: performance of educational tasks, credit 

and control works, work with a simulator robot, creation of portfolio in printed 

and electronic forms, making case histories, writing a coursework, passing 

exams (first of all exams, conducted by the Testing Center at the Ministry of 

Health of Ukraine since 1999). Concerning the control of students' educational 

achievements and the formation of information competence in them, the 

following tools will be used: mobile knowledge control tools, electronic test 

aids and knowledge control programs, mobile applications, interactive 

whiteboard. It should also be noted that the following information technologies 

are envisaged at this stage: online testing of Socrative, Kahoot!, CLASSTIME, 

Google forms, Google tests and more. 
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Let us clarify that in the previous section it is determined that any didactic 

system has a successful functioning only under the appropriate pedagogical 

conditions, the variant of which are psychological-pedagogical, organizational-

didactic, etc. It should be noted that the identification of such specific 

conditions will belong to the totality of not only external but also internal 

circumstances, which largely determine the effectiveness of the course of the 

educational process and the possibility of achieving its expected results. In the 

light of this, before moving on to this task, we consider it advisable to clarify 

the definition of individual scientific and terminological concepts. So, this 

concept “conditions” in the reference literature is interpreted as: 

 factor, factor, driving force of any process, events, phenomena [29, 

p. 1526]; 

 a circumstance on which something depends [29, p. 1506]; the 

objective features of reality that something is happening or is happening [29, p. 

1506]; 

 the environment in which certain processes, events, phenomena 

occur and function [102, p. 326]; 

 the totality of certain things, relationships, processes that are 

necessary for the emergence, functioning, development of a particular object 

[222, p. 286]. 

It should be noted that V. Polonsky defines the term “condition” as a set 

of variables of natural, social, external or internal factors, circumstances that 

determine the course of a holistic pedagogical process, physical, moral, mental 

development of personality, its communication and behavior, personality 

formation [159; 168]. In other scientific and pedagogical sources the concept of 

“condition” is interpreted as a set of certain facts, circumstances, influences, 

processes that allow to manage the educational and creative process, which 

results in the formation of personality [41, p.135-136]. 
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In the course of the research, special attention was paid to defining the 

concept of “pedagogical conditions”, since it is complex and ambiguous. It 

should be noted that there are some differences in its interpretation by scientists. 

Thus, the famous scientist Yu. Babansky understood the concept of 

“pedagogical conditions” as pedagogical circumstances that either contribute or 

counteract the manifestations of certain pedagogical patterns [6, p. 80]. In 

particular, in the process of research it is established that the concept of 

“pedagogical conditions” is considered by researchers as: 

 a set of objective opportunities, content, forms, methods, 

pedagogical techniques that ensure the efficiency of the educational process and 

the successful solution of the pedagogical tasks set [182, p. 40]; 

 a system that constitutes certain norms, situations, methods that are 

necessary to solve a specific pedagogical task or achieve a specific goal [156, p. 

183]; 

 a set of interrelated internal and external parameters, characteristics 

of the functioning of the pedagogical system, which ensures the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the educational process and meets the requirements of 

optimality [124, p. 153-161]; 

 peculiarities of the organization of the educational process, which 

determine the results of education, education and development of the student's 

personality, objectively provide the opportunity to achieve them [56, p.136]; 

 factors (circumstances) that significantly influence the achievement 

of the pedagogical goal, the course of the educational process, the formation and 

development of specific pedagogical phenomena, events, processes, systems, 

the effectiveness of the pedagogical system as a whole [24; 102; 131; 144; 190]; 

 a set of measures aimed at achieving the goals that interact and 

complement each other, which prevents them from penetrating sudden and 

episodic, which will not contribute to the desired efficiency [126, p 116]; 
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 organizational forms, content of education, methods and means of 

teaching, as well as other components of the pedagogical process, which act as 

one or the totality of its equal parts [218, p. 195]; 

 conditions that are deliberately created in the pedagogical process 

and ensure its effective course [82, p.38-39]; 

 components of the pedagogical system, reflecting the totality of the 

educational and material-spatial environment, as well as affecting the personal 

and procedural aspects of the system, ensuring its effective functioning and 

development [74, p.10-11]; 

 characterization of the pedagogical environment; circumstances 

necessary for the course of the pedagogical process; factors, ways, directions, 

forms, methods, techniques and predictable results of the pedagogical process 

[146; 209]; 

 a set of pedagogical activities that provide updating of the content of 

training, the use of the latest techniques and technologies [206, p. 39-40]. 

The analysis of scientific and pedagogical sources has made it possible to 

state that pedagogical conditions depending on the peculiarities of influence on 

the educational process are divided into external and internal. In particular, 

external pedagogical conditions reflect: 

 peculiarities of influence of political, socio-economic processes, 

society; 

 a system of relationships between the subjects of the educational 

process; 

 place of pedagogical interaction, psycho-emotional atmosphere of 

the educational institution, etc. [144; 59]. 

Internal pedagogical conditions include: peculiarities of organization of a 

specific pedagogical process and individual, personal characteristics of students. 
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Regarding the types of pedagogical conditions, let us clarify that scientists 

distinguish such as: didactic, psychological-pedagogical, methodical and 

organizational-pedagogical [44; 82; 110; 138; 156]. 

Thus, in the context of the study, we consider it necessary to express our 

own point of view on determining the essence of pedagogical conditions that 

ensure the effectiveness of the process of formation of information competence 

of future foreign students of medical specialties in the educational environment 

of the university. It is concluded that these pedagogical conditions are a set of 

objective opportunities of the educational environment of the university, which 

ensure the creation of a purposeful process of increasing the efficiency of 

formation of information competence of foreign students of medical specialties. 

In particular, in order to clarify these conditions, the scientific works of 

scientists who studied the problem related to us were elaborated. Of 

considerable interest in this context are the studies of G. Tkachuk, 

T. Sobchenko, Y. Kapustin, who determined the pedagogical conditions, taking 

into account the main factors and factors that influence the formation of 

competences in the students in the organization of the educational process, 

which is carried out in a mixed form. 

Thus, G. Tkachuk distinguished the following conditions: 

 ensuring the solution of problems with technical, programmatic, 

educational-methodical, personnel, regulatory and legal filling, improvement of 

electronic, distance, mobile training facilities; 

 formation of appropriate readiness of participants of the educational 

process for the implementation of blended learning (regarding pedagogical staff 

- creation of opportunities for improving their qualification in the field of 

blended learning, effective use of information and communication technologies, 

implementation of online learning, students - formation of a positive attitude to 

the introduction of new technologies, construction of the learning process in the 

modern format [218, pp.259-260]. 
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T. Sobchenko identified organizational and didactic conditions that ensure 

the effective implementation of blended student learning, such as: 

 creation of a combined educational environment; 

 provision of special training of teachers for the implementation of 

mixed training of applicants for higher philological education; 

 combination of monitoring and self-monitoring of students' 

educational achievements by means of blended learning [193, p. 396]. 

Yu. Kapustin defined the organizational and pedagogical conditions for 

the implementation of blended learning of students of universities of technical 

profile, which include: 

 structural approach to the content of educational material; 

 technological and substantive flexibility of the educational process 

(the ability of all participants in the educational process to be able to adapt 

quickly to scientific, technological and socio-economic changes); 

 creation of a model of logical semantics; 

 continuity of retraining of pedagogical and teaching staff; 

 comprehensive application of computer technology, global 

telecommunications networks, electronic expert systems, information and 

communication technologies; 

 structuring the stages of training specialists on the principle of 

“completed part”, each of which has its own meaning; 

 use of common for full-time and distance learning relative indicators 

that reflect students' achievement in learning (rating system of quality 

management training of future specialists); - combination of collective and 

individual approaches in the construction of the trajectory of development of the 

educational environment [80, p. 26; 193, p. 359]. 
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A. Zavyalov in his research the most important pedagogical conditions of 

formation of information competence of future specialists considers the 

following: 

1. defining in the content of education a system-forming idea, which 

determines the cross-curricular links between the disciplines of the curriculum, 

2. the selection of the content of disciplines, taking into account the 

criteria, systematic regulations of activities that combine a set of orientation 

bases of activity of different types [66, p.13]. 

Also, the findings of scientists N. Balovsyak, O. Krylova and others 

regarding the definition of requirements for pedagogical conditions are 

considered, in particular, such as: 

 systemic character; 

 clearly defined structure, specific purpose, objectives, means, 

methods and organizational forms of activity; 

 having a network of active connections between all components of 

this structure; 

 taking into account the personal, individual characteristics of all 

participants in the educational process [12; 104]. 

In order to identify the conditions for the formation of information 

competence of foreign medical students we also relied on the findings of 

scientists who explored close aspects of the outlined pedagogical problem. In 

particular, N. Lobach defined the following pedagogical conditions for the 

formation of information and digital competence of future doctors in the 

educational environment of a higher medical institution of higher education: 

 formation of motivation for information and analytical activity in 

future doctors as a means of professional development and career growth; 

 gradual implementation of information and analytical activities from 

algorithmic to application in non-standard situations; 
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 creation of an open educational environment of higher education 

institution of medical education [116, p.7]. 

I. Volodko identified and substantiated the following pedagogical 

conditions for the formation of information and digital competence of future 

specialists: 

 development and testing of multimedia didactic teaching aids in the 

relevant discipline; 

 taking into account the didactic capabilities of multimedia 

technologies as a means of activating the educational and cognitive process; 

 variety of multimedia forms and methods; 

  special training of the teacher for the use of multimedia technologies 

[33; P.167]. 

L. Dobrova identified the following three pedagogical conditions for the 

effective formation of information competence of students of technical higher 

education: 

 use of a multilevel approach to mastering a system of special 

competences; 

 organization of information activities in the situation of choosing a 

rational style; 

 organization of information learning activities through awareness of 

self-control actions [50; 51]. 

Also, the pedagogical conditions for the formation of information and 

communication competence of future family doctors in vocational training were 

identified, which the author considers as specially created circumstances that 

involve the introduction of innovative methodological and pedagogical 

measures in the educational process of the institution of higher medical 

education, which meets the requirements of Ukraine. Information and 

communication competence of future family doctors [146, p.80]. 
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The scientist in the study substantiated and tested the following 

pedagogical conditions: 

 integration of knowledge in the humanities and professional 

disciplines on information and communication interaction of future family 

doctors; 

 saturation of the educational process with interactive teaching 

methods aimed at mastering information and communication skills; Updating 

the experience of professional communication of future doctors in 

extracurricular activities. 

Thus, in determining the first pedagogical condition on the basis of 

theoretical generalizations and recommendations of scientists (G. Tkachuk, 

T. Sobchenko, Y. Kapustin), it was concluded that the effectiveness of forming 

the information competence of students depends largely on the formation of 

teachers' competence in organizing and implementing this process. It should be 

noted that the organization of the educational process in the modern information 

environment, in particular in a mixed form, as well as the wide 14 use of 

information technologies, causes a change in the role and functions of the 

teacher. In particular, the plan deserves the findings of scientists (A. Pashkova, 

G. Kozlakova, V. Kukharenko, N. Morse, etc.), which distinguish such a 

number of functions of a teacher of a higher education institution: 

 design of modern technologies, forms, teaching methods, content of 

educational material, system of diagnostic and forming means; 

 development of an educational information-digital environment for 

the study of each academic discipline; 

 organization of group and individual work of university students in 

the information-digital educational environment; 

 communication in training, including networking; 
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 providing individual or group educational and professional reflection 

of participants, discussing the successful experience they have accumulated in 

this regard; 

 promoting the formation of information competence of students, 

developing critical thinking in the process of finding, collecting and analyzing 

information in the information-digital environment [91, с. 92-94; 153, с. 33]. 

The introduction into the field of education of new information 

technologies also necessitates the need to update the content of the teacher's 

willingness to transmit their knowledge and experience to the students at the 

theoretical and practical levels. As O. Korchazhkin rightly points out, the 

teacher ceases to be the only source of information for the students, since he 

must organize the learning process in such a way as to transform the traditional 

educational environment into a high-tech, modern one, which meets the 

requirements of the information society [99, p.170]. 

According to L. Pleukhova, the main task of informatization of education 

is to form the need for every member of society to constantly improve their 

educational level. Therefore, an important task of the teacher is to teach 15 

young people to learn independently, which necessitates the need to focus on 

the development of individual characteristics of each educational recipient, 

including his individual characteristics of motivation [157, p. 20]. 

L. Kolmogorova emphasizes that in the process of computer-based 

learning the important task of the teacher is the ability to exchange information, 

to engage in dialogue and on this basis to establish and maintain appropriate 

relations with the participants of the educational process, to create educational 

plans of independent and joint activities, to choose the optimal methods and 

means of their implementation, as well as to organize the system of control, 

self-control [93; p.80]. 

Based on the above, it is concluded that teachers should be willing to 

develop information competence in future foreign students of medical 
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specialties. However, the results of the pilot study, which was attended by 368 

teachers and 496 foreign students from different medical education institutions, 

showed an insufficient level of readiness. In particular, the data obtained in the 

course of its implementation showed that almost half of the surveyed teachers 

experience some difficulties in understanding the theoretical problems of 

informatization of medical education and the practical training of future 

medical-foreign physicians using modern computer educational tools and 

technologies, in particular the formation of information competence of these 

educational recipients. Thus, in terms of understanding theoretical issues, 

teachers in particular called the following difficulties: 

 problems related to the theoretical substantiation of the need for 

informatization of medical education and determining the ways of its 

implementation in practice; 

 lack of awareness of the use of information technology that links 

medical sciences to teaching practice; 

 the sensation of barriers to the design of software products that 

ensure the implementation of modern information technologies in the 

educational process and more. 

Concerning the practical interaction with foreign medical students, 

teachers identified the following difficulties: 

 the complexity of selecting and implementing appropriate 

information and technology information for specific teaching situations; 

difficulties in obtaining timely and adequate information when establishing 

feedback with foreign recipients in the educational process and, in particular, 

the formation of information competence in them; 

 insufficient formation of skills of current and final evaluation, 

monitoring of information competence of students, etc. According to the results 

of the pilot study, it is also determined that almost 69% of the experiment 

participants recognize the lack of level of their own information competence, 
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which makes them poorly used by modern computer tools and information and 

communication technologies. 

In addition, these educators often experience a certain psychological 

barrier to the use of these tools and technologies to effectively find the 

information they need. This situation is the reason that the specified category of 

teachers have serious difficulties in forming the specified competence in foreign 

applicants for medical education. Similar results were obtained during the 

survey of foreign medical students, who also noted the lack of awareness of 

many teachers about the use of modern information and technologies in the 

educational process, and as a consequence - their inability to increase the level 

of information competence of students. Thus, 47.3% of students admitted that in 

many teaching situations, teachers were unable to provide them with effective 

pedagogical assistance in addressing certain issues related to the use of modern 

information technologies, due to the low level of their own information 

competence, which negatively affected the state of the students' motives for 

mastering their competence. In view of the above, it is concluded that the first 

pedagogical condition that ensures the efficiency of the process of formation of 

information 17 competences in future foreign students of medical specialties is 

the implementation of methodological training of teachers for the formation of 

information competence of future foreign physicians. In particular, during the 

substantiation of the second condition, which contributes to the improvement of 

the efficiency of formation of information competence in future foreign students 

of medical specialties, we in particular took into account the conclusions of 

scientists (R. Gurevich, M. Kademiya, L. Shevchenko) about the importance of 

active use of modern information technologies in the teaching of students, 

which is now necessary [91, с. 92-94]. As it has been found out, many scientists 

consider it necessary to purposefully create an educational and educational 

environment in the educational institution. Thus, according to the findings of 

M. Shishkina and M. Popel, an appropriate information and educational 
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environment should be created in each educational institution, since the use of 

ICT and digital technologies significantly influences the acquisition of quality 

education [93, p. 66-68]. 

Similar ideas are expressed by O. Morgulets and L. Gritsayenko, who 

believe that the information and educational environment is a necessary 

component of ensuring the quality of higher education in the contemporary 

context of its modernization [130, p. 114]. Scientists identify the following 

basic functions of the information and educational environment: communicative 

(interactive communication), information, epistemological (prompt transfer of 

information between participants in the educational process), diagnostic 

(monitoring the quality of learning outcomes of higher education applicants), 

organizational, managerial, cultural, etc. [ibid]. We are impressed by the 

opinion of O. Griban, who notes that modern institutions of higher education are 

interested in the qualitative preparation of their graduates, and this implies the 

need to create an information and educational environment that provides the 

solution of educational, research and other tasks at the level of modern 

requirements of the information society, implementation of systematic 

implementation of 18 information technologies in all types of organization of 

the organization [44; pp. 51-52]. In the light of the above, it is advisable to 

clarify how scientists are interpreted the concept of "information and 

educational environment". Thus, S. Yaylanov defines this concept as a 

systematically organized set of data transmission, information resources, 

protocols, interaction of hardware and organizational and methodological 

support, which is focused on meeting the educational needs of users [116; 233]. 

N. Nikulicheva under the information and educational environment understands 

the environment, which includes a system of distance learning tools, reference 

materials, dictionaries, additional literature, i.e. all information and electronic 

educational resources used will facilitate the acquisition of quality training in a 

certain course or discipline [139, p. 117]. O. Nazarova considers the information 
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and educational environment as a pedagogical system, which combines 

information educational resources, computer training, educational process 

management, pedagogical techniques, methods and technologies aimed at 

forming the intellectual, developed, socially significant creative personality, 

which has the necessary level of knowledge and competence [136; p.19]. 

According to R. Gurevich, M. Kademiya, L. Shevchenko, the information and 

educational environment is a set of technical, software tools for storing, 

processing and transmitting information, as well as political, economic and 

cultural conditions for the implementation of informatization processes [48, p. 

93]. In other scientific works, the information and educational environment is 

also understood as: a set of computer tools (hardware, software, informational) 

and methods of their functioning used in the educational process of the 

educational institution (Yu. Caravan) [81]; holistic system or set of different 

subsystems, means of providing information-communication, technical and 

educational-methodical, which purposefully provide the educational process, as 

well as participants in the educational process 19 techniques, means, methods of 

solving educational tasks and ways of acquiring skills in the process of 

understanding the educational material (L. Konoshevsky); set of information, 

intellectual resources, information technologies, communication infrastructure 

containing communications of different categories of subjects (S. Titov) [212]; 

Hardware system, software, specialists, users, databases that implement 

information processes (S. Zelinsky) [72]. According to V. Andrievskaya and 

G. Tkachuk, the creation of an educational environment in a higher education 

institution must meet the requirements of the information society, the level of 

development of ICT according to world standards in education, since such an 

environment will provide different types of interaction between students and 

teachers in the conditions of using different learning tools, including distance 

and mobile, and will satisfy the needs of students and will promote its wide 

usage of ICT possibilities [4, p.164; 217, p. 8]. 
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N. Morse and O. Kuzminskaya note that at the present stage the 

educational environment of the educational institution must contain the 

following components: personal computing devices; cloud technologies; 

collective and individual communication support environments; open 

educational resources; broadband access to computing resources; information 

security and centralized filtering incompatible with the content-learning process, 

etc. [116; 132; 184; 185]. In his research, N. Lobach emphasizes that the 

educational environment of a higher education institution should facilitate the 

realization of the following goals: stimulation of cognitive activity of students, 

their independence and self-organization; mastering basic knowledge and skills 

of information culture; formation of key competences that are necessary for the 

self-realization of the future specialist [116, p.74]. The ideas of N. Lomonosova 

also came in handy, which believes that the modern educational environment of 

the higher education institution should necessarily include: material information 

and educational (library funds of the educational organization, multimedia 

audiences with the possibility of access to the Internet, a set of educational and 

methodological works and manuals library holdings, complexes of test tasks, 

distance educational Internet repositories, multimedia laboratory complexes); 

communication training tools (e-mail, technical, software, automated systems 

for controlling the knowledge of students); systems of management of 

educational process (analytical and statistical systems of accounting of the 

contingent, educational-methodical complexes, individual trajectories of 

training, modular principle of construction of e-courses, development and 

introduction in the educational process of new promising learning technologies, 

continuous support of students' research work) [118, p.19-20; 193, p.368]. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the educational environment of the modern 

medical education institution should ensure the effective formation of 

information competence of foreign students. However, according to the pilot 

study, the environment in these establishments is poorly formed. Thus, 68.7% of 
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teachers and 85.4% of students noted the existence of some difficulties when 

connecting to the student learning management system used in higher education, 

as well as working on this platform. 65.4% of the surveyed teachers and 82.5% 

of foreigners have attracted attention to the fact that the information and 

technological support of the educational process is too slowly updated in 

domestic medical education institutions. In view of the above, it is determined 

that the second pedagogical condition for the formation of information 

competence of foreign medical students is as follows: enrichment of the 

educational environment of the institution of medical education by innovative 

technical means of training, educational resources and technologies taking into 

account modern requirements for medical workers. In determining the third 

pedagogical condition, which ensures the effective formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties, we guided the 

conclusions of specialists about an important place in the process of teaching 

independent work of educational recipients and the need for competent 

implementation not only of diagnostics, but also of self-diagnosis of their 

formation of this competence. In particular, scientists (O. Griban, O. Glushak 

O. Dobrovolskaya, S. Basil, V. Tkachuk, T. Kiselev, V. Kramarenko, 

N. Lobach, etc.) note that in the process of information competence formation, 

students are given a prominent place. In turn, this significantly increases the role 

of self-diagnosis of their own information competence [44; 52; 85; 101; 115 

116; 192; 216]. 

Thus, O. Griban notes that an important condition for an objective 

assessment of the achievement of the appropriate level of information 

competence of students is, on the one hand, to carry out diagnostics by the 

teacher of their academic achievement during the completion of all stages of 

computer-aided learning, and on the other - self-diagnostics and each student's 

own learning process [44; p.88-89]. O. Glushak rightly emphasizes that in the 

process of forming the information competence of students it is necessary to 
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focus their attention on the self-diagnosis of the effectiveness of their activity 

during study and in the professional sphere [37, p. 106]. O. Ogienko believes 

that in the conditions of active use of information technologies in the 

educational process, one of the main functions of learning is to ensure self-

diagnosis, self-control, self-correction by the subjects of the process of their 

own learning [142]. 

Therefore, the process of forming the information competence of students 

involves the implementation of their constant monitoring of current and final 

results, conducting self-diagnosis of the state of formation of this competence 

However, according to the results of the survey of teachers within the 

framework of the pilot study, most foreign students (63.4%) are not able to 

competently perform the process of self-diagnosis. In addition, more than half 

of students (58.8% of the total number of participants) also acknowledged that 

they had significant difficulties in diagnosing the level of their own information 

competence. Moreover, students noted that only a third of teachers pay 

sufficient attention to ensuring the mastery of future professionals necessary for 

the implementation of this procedure with knowledge and skills, systematically 

involve students in its implementation. Summarizing the above considerations, 

it should be noted that the third pedagogical condition that provides the 

formation of information competence is as follows: enriching the educational 

environment of the medical education institution with innovative technical 

means of training, educational resources and technologies, taking into account 

modern requirements for medical workers. Therefore, the study determined that 

the effective formation of information competence of foreign students of 

medical specialties ensures compliance with the following pedagogical 

conditions: implementation of technological and methodological training of 

teachers for the formation of information competence of future foreign 

physicians; enrichment of the educational environment of the medical education 

institution with innovative technical means of training, educational resources 
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and technologies taking into account modern requirements for medical workers; 

Involvement of foreign students in the self-diagnosis of the achieved level of 

information competence and the process of mastering it. 

Thus, it can be summarized that the above-mentioned activity-procedural 

block of the system of formation of information competence of foreign students 

of medical specialties in the educational environment of the university, which 

defines the stages, methods, forms, means, technologies, conditions of 

formation of this competence in future physicians, comprehensively reflects the 

course of the specified process. However, its effectiveness is largely 

conditioned by a well-chosen criterion-diagnostic apparatus of the study. This 

aspect of the study is reflected in the result-evaluation block of the developed 

system. 

 

4.2.5 The resultative and evaluation unit  

 

During the study it is concluded that the resultative and evaluation unit of 

the didactic system of formation of information competence of foreign students 

of medical specialties contains criteria and indicators of formation of foreign 

medical students of information competence, levels of formation of information 

competence, criteria, diagnostic tools and prospective result of the realization of 

the developed system. 

In particular, in order to determine the optimal criteria and indicators of 

the formation of foreign students' information competence, it is necessary to 

first clarify what constitutes the very concept of “criterion” and “indicator”, 

since they have different interpretations in the scientific literature. The analysis 

of reference and encyclopedic literature gives grounds to claim that the criterion 

(from the Greek. Kriterion - “means of judgment”, “measure of assessment”, 

“indicator”) - determination of a certain phenomenon, evaluation or 

classification of something; a certain measure for evaluating an object or 
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phenomenon; the sign on the basis of which the definition or classification of 

something is made [155; 188; 189], an objective essential characteristic that 

provides a comparative assessment of a particular phenomenon, identification of 

the degree of qualitative and quantitative changes; the basis of the classification, 

indicator, landmark, etc., through which the objects are evaluated, classified, the 

significance or insignificance of certain aspects in the state in which they are 

[29; 90; 168]. 

In the scientific and pedagogical literature, the criterion has a similar 

interpretation and is defined as a standard, a measure, a benchmark, an 

indicator, on the basis of which the assessment, classification of a certain 

pedagogical phenomenon or process, comparison with a certain standard [8; 62; 

160]. 

Taking into account the fact that scientists approach the definition of the 

concept “criteria” ambiguously, we consider it necessary to present the most 

common views of scientists on the interpretation of this definition: 

 a list of requirements that characterize the levels of knowledge, 

habits, skills to be learned by the subject of study during the study of a 

particular discipline, T. Burkin [26, p.5]; 

 a measure of evaluation of the phenomenon and changes that occur 

in it in the process of development of its individual components or personality 

as a whole (L. Putlyayev) [172, p. 37]; 

 a certain measure, norms that indicate the implementation of the 

procedure of evaluation and determination of the evaluation of a particular 

subject or phenomenon (V. Shakhov) [228, p. 111]; 

 generalized indicator of system development, success of activity, 

basis for classification (V. Zagvyazinsky) [68, p. 199]; 

 general essential feature that provides evaluation, as well as the 

comparison of real pedagogical phenomena (G. Serikov) [183, p. 93]; 
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 the property on the base of which to monitor something that allows 

you to measure the object and, on this basis, to give it an estimate 

(N. Nagaychenko) [135, p. 96]; 

 qualities, properties, features of the object under study, which make 

it possible to characterize its state and the level of its formation (N. Balovsyak) 

[11; 12]; 

 means for forming judgment, as well as the signs that are grounds for 

evaluating something (A. Verkhol) [31, p. 11]. 

We share V. Kurilo's opinion on the concise interpretation of a certain 

concept. The researcher believes that the criteria should be considered as the 

quality and characteristics of a particular phenomenon to be evaluated [109, p. 

35]; According to M. Bratko, all criteria of quality of education are 

conditionally divided into the following groups: 

 criteria of fact (quantitative indicators); 

 quality criteria (demonstrate depth, process strength); 

 attitude criteria (allow to draw conclusions about motives of 

behavior, actions, choices); 

 time criteria (show stability in temporal dimension of learning 

outcomes) [25, p.367-368]. 

It should also be noted that A. Novikov's conclusions were used in the 

study, who believes that the development of criteria should adhere to a clear 

fixation of questions about the properties under study, and a detailed 

formulation of the criteria for evaluating these properties will reveal the 

scientific value of the obtained data at a higher scientific-theoretical and 

practical levels [44, p.109 140, p. 39]. The criteria on the basis of which the 

dynamics and results of the formation of information competence are monitored 

and evaluated should be complex but differentiated [44, p. 109]. 
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The results of the analysis of the scientific literature also indicate the 

existence of other requirements that are put to the choice of criteria. Based on 

the generalizations of different points of view of scientists on this issue, it is 

concluded that the criteria in the educational field should provide: 

 objectivity, individuality, systematic, thematic orientation, 

consistency, optimality, comprehensiveness, efficiency, humanity; 

 display of essential, stable, stable features, qualities of the object 

under study; 

 providing sufficient evaluation data; unity of requirements on the 

part of teachers, motivation of assessments; 

 reflecting the dynamics of measured quality in space and time; 

 measurement of all components that are part of the investigated 

environment and the presence of interconnections between them; 

 compactness, convenience, understandability for all participants in 

the educational activities during their practical use; 

 estimation of the existing level of formation of a certain quality in 

dynamics; 

 the optimal combination of quantitative and qualitative assessment 

methods that relate not only to external actions and actions, but also to the inner 

world of man; 

 deployment and the presence of greater or lesser level of expression 

(the ability in real practice to “measure” reality compared to the ideal)  [8; 13; 

31; 62; 75; 145; 150; 160; 193; 213]. 

It should be noted that the criteria are specified and expressed by 

qualitative and quantitative indicators, which allow to formulate judgments 

about a certain degree of expression of the phenomenon or process under study, 

with qualitative indicators being supplemented and consistent with the selected 

quantitative indicators [86; 145; 158 193; 213; 225; 232]. 
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As it is stated in the study, the term “indicator” is understood by scientists 

as: the degree of formation, evidence, a sign of something, a certain quality of 

the object under study; specific data on human achievements in a particular 

field; a phenomenon that shows the course and results of the process under 

study; data on human achievements in the chosen field; quantitative and 

qualitative characteristics of the formation of each quality, properties, features 

of the object under study; individual qualitative and quantitative characteristics 

of the criterion; visual data that indicate the results of a particular work or 

process [8; 13; 31; 62;  90; 145;  150; 160; 193; 213; 232]. 

As it is stated in the study, the criteria and indicators are closely 

interrelated, but the first concept is broader than the second, which causes the 

interaction between them as a whole and its part. After all, with one criterion 

there can be a large number of indicators, while the correct choice of indicators 

is due to a scientifically sound choice of the criterion. It should be noted that the 

quality of the indicator will depend on how fully and objectively it characterizes 

the selected criterion, because the correct choice of the appropriate indicators is 

conditioned by a scientifically sound choice of the criterion. Thus, the criteria, 

indicators and their characteristics are components of a particular system, as it 

reflects the essential characteristics of the pedagogical phenomenon under study 

because of its internal integrity and orderliness [20; 100; 146; 193; 213; 232]. 

Exploring the essence and content of the concept “indicator”, V. Bagri 

outlined the requirements according to which the definition of indicators should 

be: content and efficiency; clarity and understandable content for the possibility 

of objective measurement, maximum display of the holistic characteristics of 

the object of study [8, p. 10]. 

Based on the above, it can be summarized that the criteria for the 

formation of information competence of foreign students of medical specialties 

in the educational environment of the university are selected standards for 

determining the formation of this competence, certain indicators by which the 
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procedure for their evaluation is performed. Accordingly, each of the criteria 

has the appropriate indicators - specific quantitative or qualitative characteristics 

of information competence formation. It should be noted that when selecting the 

criteria and indicators of the formation of information competence of 

foreigners-foreign medical specialties, other researchers on this issue became 

useful. Thus, the conclusions of N. Lobach, who defined the following criteria 

and indicators of the formation of information competence of students: 

 motivational, the indicators of which are determined: understanding 

the value of information; 

 focus on knowledge acquisition; activity of the subject of training in 

the performance of information and analytical activities; 

 awareness of the importance of this competence for a successful 

human life in modern society; 

 cognitive, the indicators of which are: knowledge of the essence and 

content of information and analytical activity in the educational environment of 

a higher institution of medical education, methods, forms, ways of its 

implementation by the subjects of training within the educational environment; 

 knowledge of the norms of information culture and information 

ethics; 

 activity-oriented, which has the following indicators: the level of 

ownership of the techniques of search, selection, processing, practical use and 

presentation of the obtained information from some sources in the shortest time; 

the manifestation of computer literacy, the development of analytical thinking in 

processing and presenting information; 

 reflexive, the indicators of which are characterized by: the adequacy 

of self-assessment of one's own information competence; the formation of the 

need for its formation [116, p. 114-115]. 
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In carrying out diagnostic procedures, K. Horde identified the following 

criteria and indicators of the formation of information and communication 

competence of future family doctors: 

 motivational (guidance), which contains the following indicators: 

availability of motivation for professional activity, assimilation of professional 

values and success in the chosen activity; 

 cognitive (cognitive), which characterize such indicators as: 

communicative and linguistic literacy, awareness in the ways of effective 

professional communication, including modern ICTs used in professional 

activity; 

 activity-oriented (behavioral), indicators of which are: availability of 

communicative, prognostic skills and abilities, ability to organize work with 

electronic telemedicine systems; 

 personality-oriented (emotional-volitional), the indicators of which 

include: the presence of empathy, communicative tolerance, emotional self-

regulation [145; 146]. 

F. Apshay identified the following criteria and indicators of the formation 

of ICT competence of future specialists: 

 cognitive (indicators: level of knowledge of the conceptual 

apparatus; ability to relate the acquired knowledge with future professional 

activity); 

 value-motivational (indicators: formation of stable professional 

motives and personal, socially oriented, professional qualities of the individual); 

 activity-oriented (indicators: level of mastery of practical skills); 

reflexive (indicators: self-assessment of the level of one's own achievements 

and orientation to professional self-improvement) [5;p. 125]. 

O. Griban's scientific research, devoted to the study of the problem of 

formation of information competence in students of pedagogical university, was 
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of great value to us. The scientist has identified such criteria indicators, which 

serve as the basis for the implementation of step-by-step elemental analysis to 

determine the level of information competence of each student. The following 

criteria are: 

 competence in the use of standard information processing tools; 

 competence in the field of organization of educational work through 

computer technologies in the subject area; 

 technological competence [44, p.108-110]. 

It should be noted that L. Dobrova, who in the research on the problem of 

forming the information competence of students of technical higher education, 

demonstrates a similar scientific position on the outlined issue, for the diagnosis 

of its formation distinguishes the same criteria in the context of the possession 

of special competencies [50; 51]. 

Therefore, taking into account the above and the results of our own 

experience of teaching, it was determined that in the study motivational and 

targetive criterion was selected as the first criterion for the formation of foreign 

medical students information competence.  It is represented by the following 

indicators: 

  the nature of interest in information activities; 

 foreign students motives for further development of information 

competence for effective implementation of educational and professional 

activity. 

The study concludes that knowledge-oriented and operative criterion is 

determined as the second criterion for the formation of foreign medical students 

of information competence. It is specified by the use of the following indicators: 

 necessary knowledge and groups of skills that provide the 

manifestation of information competence (intellectually-creative, constructive-

projective, educational-informational, reflexive-evaluative). 
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Personality-axiological criterion is identified as the third criterion in the 

study, which corresponds to the following indicators of formation in foreign 

medical students information competence: 

 the nature of the manifestation of personal qualities necessary for the 

manifestation of information competence: persistence, attentiveness, stability, 

independence, reflectiveness, creativity; adequacy of their self-esteem by 

students. 

Selected criteria and indicators of information competence formation of 

foreign students of medical specialties are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Criteria and indicators of information competence formation of foreign 

students of medical specialties  

Criteria Indicators 

1 2 

motivational-

targetive 

nature of interest in information activity; formation in 

international students motives for further development 

of information professional activity  

cognitive and 

operational 

formation of the necessary knowledge and groups of 

skills that provide the manifestation of information 

competence (intellectual-creative, constructive-

projective, educational-informational, reflexive-

evaluative)  

personality-

axiological 

character of manifestation of personal qualities 

necessary for the manifestation of information, 

competency, independence, reflexivity, sociability, 

creativity; the adequacy of self-esteem by students 

 

Let’s clarify that the criteria and indicators are related to the concept of 

“level”. In reference sources, the term is interpreted as the degree of a certain 

quality, the magnitude of some achievements [29, p. 1223] and characterizes the 

degree of detection and development of an indicator of one or another criterion 
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[8; 40; 105; 145]. In this regard, the findings of scientists (O. Vasilyev, 

V. Ryabokon, etc.) were used, who note that the effectiveness of the formation 

of a particular competence largely depends on determining its level 

characteristic. The level of formation of one or another quality, the ability of a 

person is established on the basis of the use of certain criteria and indicators as a 

conditional measure, which allows to grasp the essence of a certain object and 

on this basis to evaluate it [28; 176]. 

Therefore, in the research under the level of formation of information 

competence of foreign students of medical specialties we understand the 

conditional measures of quantitative and qualitative manifestations of this 

competence, which allow to carry out the procedure of diagnostics in students of 

its degree of formation. Thus, on the basis of the application of certain criteria 

and indicators, three levels of formation of information competence of foreign 

students were distinguished: elementary, basic, creative. 

Also we’d like to note that diagnostic tools were used to diagnose the 

formation of foreign information competences, in particular different methods 

were selected, such as: 

 observation of foreign students in the search for information, work 

with a computer, communication, interaction with other people; 

 questioning and testing of students; 

 interviews (with foreign students, teachers, practitioners, etc.); 

 independent evaluation; 

 special diagnostic techniques. 

As it is found out, during the diagnostics of information competence, 

certain steps should be followed. In this regard, scientific research of 

O. Ivanyuta, V. Tkachuk, S. Basil, N. Lobach, E. Morkovina, A. Zavyalova, 

O. Griban [10; 44; 66; 76; 134; 216] are considered. 

Let us clarify that today there is a wide range of choice of diagnostic tools 

that the teacher can choose at his own discretion, which will be appropriate and 
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optimal for a specific educational situation. Diagnostic tools are described in the 

next section. In particular, scientists (O. Gerasimchuk, T. Korchinskaya, 

N. Tkachova, N. Shiyan, T. Shcheblikina, O. Shusharyna, etc.) propose to use 

the following diagnostic tools that are optimally practiced in higher education 

institutions: interviews, testing, questioning, observation [35; 100; 193; 215; 

229; 231; 232]. 

It should be noted that the implementation of diagnostics of information 

competence of foreign students requires the use of appropriate methods and 

means of diagnosing these achievements. The analysis of the scientific and 

pedagogical literature makes it possible to conclude that one of the most popular 

methods of pedagogical diagnostics today is the method of testing, the purpose 

of which is to determine the relative measure, the prudence of the individual 

trait based on the maximum use of quantitative indicators [84; 112; 191; 193; 

232]. 

T. Shcheblikina under the test proposes to understand a set of 

standardized tasks that allow to measure the level of formation of certain 

achievements of students. In turn, testing is considered as a scientifically sound 

procedure for diagnosing student achievement, which is carried out through the 

use of presented tests [232, p. 290]. According to scientists (L. Smolinchuk, 

T. Shcheblikina, T. Sobchenko, A. Tkachov, etc.), testing as a modern 

technology and an integral part of the learning process implements certain 

functions, provided that it is properly organized. Among these functions, the 

authors distinguish such as: 

 diagnostic (involves obtaining information about the quality of 

knowledge, skills and skills, which allows to identify problems, gaps in the 

learning process); 

 educational (allows to consolidate the acquired knowledge, to form a 

culture of intellectual work); 
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 upbringing (promotes the development of educational motivation, 

the formation of a sense of responsibility for their own results, encourages self-

organization and self-development); 

 developmental (involves the activation of reflection and the 

development of professional abilities); 

 organizational (helps to organize the educational process using test 

methods); prognostic (provides potential opportunities for learning subjects in 

learning the learning material) [191; 193; 213; 232]. 

Also, appropriate methods (observations, interviews, testing, 

questionnaires, independent evaluation, self-assessment etc.) as well as special 

diagnostic techniques (“Defining the vital values of the individual” (must-test) 

"(P. Ivanov, O. Kolobov), “Methods for studying the factors of professional 

attractiveness” V. Yadov, N. Kyzmina, A. Rean), “Diagnosis of Personal 

Creativity ”(O. Tunik), etc.) were selected for diagnostics of information 

competence of foreign students. 

It is also worth noting that the resultative-evaluation unit of the didactic 

system of formation of information competence of foreign students of medical 

specialties in the educational environment of the university contains the 

expected result of the implementation of this system: increasing the level of 

information competence of students. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The monograph theoretically provides a new approach to the problem of 

information competence formation in international medical students in the 

educational environment of university. The results of the research have 

approved the correctness of its initial conceptual statements and the hypothesis, 

that made the foundation for such conclusions: 

1. The analysis of scientific research in different areas allowed us to 

determine the state of the scientific development of the problem of information 

competence formation. 

2. On the basis of scientific literature analysis, the conceptual and 

categorical apparatus of the research is determined, various approaches to 

defining the concept “information competence” and the other close to it 

concepts are analyzed and generalized. 

3. The problem of information competence formation is 

comprehensively researched and solved on the methodological level on the 

basis of system-synergetic, competence-oriented, personality and activity 

oriented, axiological, hermeneutic, context, environmental approaches. 

4. In the process of the scientific search, it was found out that the 

education of international students in higher education of Ukraine has its own 

specifics, due to significant differences (sociocultural, linguistic, psychological, 

religious, academic etc.) between participants in the educational process. 

Therefore, to ensure the effectiveness of this process, it is necessary to ensure 

effective adaptation of foreigners to the new conditions of their life, as well as 

to develop and put into practice effective educational and methodological 

support. 

5. It is found out that the basic requirements for training future 

physicians are determined on the basis of the analysis of the field of knowledge 

given in the Standard of Higher Education 22 Health care of the specialty 222 
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Medicine for the second (master's) level of higher education of compulsory 

competencies that should be mastered by medical students at the magistracy 

level, in particular the following: integral, general, special (professional, 

subject). It should be noted that one of the general competencies is that the 

future physician is able to effectively use information and communication 

technologies. 

6. It was clarified that in the context of the integration of national 

higher education into the European and world educational space, it is important 

to take into account global trends in the development of medical science and 

organization of the educational process of medical students, the quality of 

training process for future medical workers, as well as to improve the work of 

medical education institutions. 

7. It has been stated that modern requirements for the education of 

foreign students of medical specialties reflect the general requirements for the 

organization and implementation of the educational process in a modern higher 

school, specific requirements for training applicants for higher medical 

education and at the same time specific requirements for the education of 

foreigners in a domestic institution of higher medical education, due to the 

peculiarities of working with them and the need to ensure their readiness to 

effectively perform the professional duties of a doctor in their homeland or in 

other countries. 

8. It is determined that the changes that are taking place in the field of 

national medical education (joining the European and world educational space; 

introduction of new requirements for the implementation of the accreditation 

procedure by the National Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education; 

the development of the National Qualifications Framework (description of 

qualification levels) led to the introduction of competence-oriented approach in 

medical education. In light of this, the role, meaning and principles of 

competence-oriented approach in medical higher education are outlined. They 
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are aimed at achieving the main goal and objectives of the process of teaching 

medical students. 

9. In the study it is determined that the educational environment of the 

university institution is an integral set of material and sociocultural factors, 

specially organized in this institution psychological and pedagogical conditions 

that determine the course of the educational process and ensure the formation of 

foreign students of medical specialties as competent specialists and 

comprehensively developed personalities. It was also concluded that this 

environment includes the following components: spatial-semantic, content-

methodical and organizational-communicative. 

10. In accordance with the author's concept, a didactic system of 

information competence of foreign students of medical specialties in the 

educational environment of the university was developed, which includes the 

following units: predictive and targetive (social demand, purpose, objectives); 

conceptual and methodological (scientific and methodological approaches, 

functions of the system, principles of formation of information competence in 

international medical students); theoretical and content-oriented (structural 

components of information competence of international medical students); 

activity-oriented and procedural (stages of formation of information competence 

of international medical students, pedagogical conditions); resultative and 

evaluative (criteria, indicators, levels, diagnostic methods and diagnostic 

methods, as well as the expected result of system implementation). 

11. Pedagogical conditions ensuring the effective formation of 

information competence are substantiated: training of teachers for the formation 

of informational competence of future foreign doctors; creation of a special 

informational and educational environment taking into account modern 

requirements for the professional activity of medical workers, involvement of 

foreign students in the self-diagnosis of information competence. 
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12. Criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of a developed system are 

specified, that include motivation-targetive, cognitive-operational, personal-

axiological and corresponding indicators; levels of formation of information 

competence (initial, basic, creative), diagnostic tools (observations, 

conversations, testing, questionnaires, independent assessment, self-

assessment), special diagnostic methods, as well as the expected result of the 

implementation of the developed system. 

13. Educational and methodical support is developed for realizing the 

didactic system of information competence formation in international medical 

students. 
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